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THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS By Ralph Stranger
This book teaches you everything you need to know about wireless. The entire theory and practice of
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

*An

ideal Christmas present
for that member of the family
who actually likes the talks

. . it would be a funny old world otherwise.
Some
there are who consider talks a waste of listening time and would
have the speaker blaring forth swing all day.

Tastes differ .

But every family has at least one member who likes and appreciates the talks.
For these there are Ericsson Supersensitive Headphones . . . perfect reproducers . . . establishing a perfect link between speaker and listener-Setting
them apart in a world of their own. Give that listener a pair of these perfect
'phones. And whisper-you should sneak them yourself now and again
if you want to know what good fun distant listening on 'phones can mean.
Light and comfortable in wear-three resistances, one price, 17s. 6d.
At all good radio -dealers.

If you have any difficulty in procuring, write direct to-

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD.,
22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.

SUPERSENSITIVE
HEADPHONES
Just Published For Every Horne.

THE VERY FIRST

NEWNES
COMPREIHNSIVE
W101 NTIAS

ATLAS OF THE WAR
Eight Pages of Up-to-date War Maps and Everything
You Want to Know About Armies, Navies and Air
Forces.

Comprising tlear War Maps
n

NEWNES COMPREHENSIVE WAR ATLAS is pro-

dandy fore ;adding

The Maginot

duced in handy size for easy home reference and each

and Siegfried, Zones,

of the up-to-the-minute maps it contains is printed in
full colours. They include the Western Front, with
the Maginot and Siegfried systems clearly shown, and
all other countries involved in the conflict, together
with countries whose frontiers adjoin or are close to
those of the belligerents.
This atlas has lots of advantages over the ordinary
wall -map, which often covers only one sector of the

a gistance bi Au:Chart,
and other veluab1t
features.
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To The Book Publisher,
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton. Street,
Strand, London, W.G.2.
Please send

Only 1'6 net.

me a copy of NEWNES COMPREHENSIVE WAR

ATLAS, for which I enclose Postal Order for Is. 0,1.

P.O. No. is
Name

War, requires a big space and the use of drawing -pins,

which quickly disfigure wallpaper.
Get NEWNES COMPREHENSIVE WAR ATLAS-it
will make the war so much more understandable to

you and your family.

'ill GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

Hand this Form to your Bookseller,' who will yet you NEW NES COMPREHENSIVE WAR ATLAS for 1/6, thus saving pustaye. Alternatively, Send the

Address
2.12.:30.

Form with Postal Order for 1/9 to the Publishers and the book will be sent direct to
you by return.
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.Radio at Christmas
THE radio normally fulfils its

Sniff:

'1

W. J. DELANEY, FRANK PRESTO'I,

__________________________________________________

ROUND THE WORLD

j.

OF.

Physical Jerks

functionalready announced, next

Mónday n'ilI
as a provider of music and other
seo the inan"uration of an-experientertainment during the year, but at mental series oF plysical exercises, to ¡
Christmas-time it is generally called into broadcast for ten minutes. startin at
use to give fuller play to its possibilities. 7.35 a.m. each weekday. On Monday,
Many amateurs carry out a little honte Wednesday and Friday, a male instructor
broadcasting at this time of the year, will direct the exercises
men, while
although for the remainder of the timo Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday will be
this aspect of radio is overlooked. The givcn oser to women listeners with a
addition of a microphone may, however, woman instructor at tite microphone. At
lead to many interesting developments, tite moment the exercises are designed for
either for room-to-room cornthunication or for other "telephonic" purposes. The old idea
of enabling one to hear a baby
in a distant room, without
having to switch off the wireless
to listen, is well known, but
there are marty other interesting applications which will
appeal -to the individual after
reading the articlo on home
broadcasting in this issue.
Gramophone reproduction is
receiving more attention, but it
j,
there aro still many listeners
who aro content with th
playing of discs with a simple
pick-up added to the set. The
use of contrast expa riders and
other special circuits are not
so popular a.B they should be, but
those who have tried theni cati
vouch for their effectiveness in
improving record reproduction.
f

fr

H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.

WIRELESS
listeners under 40 year of age, though if
the experiment proves popular it is possible
that the over-forties will bc cate.red for later
on. The exercises will be specially designed
for listeners with little space in their homes,
anti no expensive equipment wut oc
necessary.

'Phone Books in Broadcast

books, numbering into
ETPH0
T
the hundreds, each consisting of
pages, are used in selecting the llame of the

504)

telephoiie subscriber who gets
the lucky 'phone call during
Horace Heidt's "Pot o' Gold"
programilie each Tuesday evening over WLW and NBC.
In examining 'pitone books
from all over the country, it
'as found that soute have 12
pages and some hayo 1200.
So it was decided, in order to
be completely fait, to bind all
A
tire books into volumes of
500 pages each.
Thus, when the selector
chooses Book 47, it may mean
that that volume will contain
'p110CC books of a half-dozen
small towns. When it select-s
Book 108, it may contain ortly
half the pages of the Che eeland
telephone directory, while the
other- half of the directory is
included in another volume
bearing another number.
I.
Frank J. Drouin, the woodChitss by Radio
Ginn H. Bowersox, resdia operai or of/he S.S. North Stsr on the Byrd Expedition worker of Andover, Mass., who
shown est his instruments aboard the ship as he maIes ¿he fissai cJiecI-up. was presented with
TWO teams, Sydney and
4i3OOO on
Melbourne
Universities,
one programme, reports that he
recently played chess by communicating
was advised by Western Union that the
the moves over a radio link. Each team
money was baiting foi' hita about five
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
played in two groups of foui', at different
minutes alter Ben Grauer talked to him on
Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
stations. The match cnded iii a tie at
tue 'phono during the programme.
'Phone:
Temple
W.C.2.
Bar
4363.
4-4, persons having the white pieces
Heidt's "Pot o' Gold" is heard at
Telegrams:Newnes, Rand, London.
being successful at all eight boards.
S.30 p.m., E.S.T., Tuesdays, ovcr the
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
This match will probably be the last for
NBC-Red Network,
some time, as amateur stations have now
Tise Editor trill be pleaced to consider art cien of a
naturz
prortieal
auitablr for publication in
been taken off the air. Burbkton Comes Back
I'IL%OTICAL WiaEIr,s.
SurFs articles shoild br
vrilten on one s/plc of the papee only, and should
¡F' one wished to know what the England
conIes/n tise name aoci add resa of the sender. lrhilat
Sets for the Navy
I outside Indon was thinking and doing
the Editor does not hold h/tact/f reeponcible for
has
now been announced thatfoflowing
IT
ecery effort wi!i berna4e to rs-bm
any time during the last two or three
I the suggestion for supplying the troops
'item if a stamped a,sd oddresaed enrelope is
years, one could not, have done better than
endose!.
All eorrespondefl intended for th
w'ith radio apparatus foi' entert.im inment
pay a radio visit to Burbieton, that mythical
Editor ohojd be a,ttlresed: The Editor, J'IIACTIC.SL
purposes, it has béen decided to make
WIRELESS, qemge Nenes. Ltd., Tower flouse,
North-country township whose local bigsimilar presentations to the men of the
Sostians plais Street Strand, W.C.2.
wigs discussed their affairs with such
Os/op to the rapid prosjresa in the des/po of
Navy, The receiveis will probably be of
engaging Trankness. In pvc-war North
mr/releas ap para/no and to our efforts to Peep our
all-wave
the
type so that full use of the / readers mn touch with the latest devel op nene, we gire
Region days, Burbleton had a ver big
no warranty that appesratno deceribed in our
short-wave transmissions may be made.
following and many people vill be pleased
col nips is not tise subjer of ietter8 patent.
tò1 hear that it is coming back to the
Copyright in alt parings, p.iotoprapPs ant
Rumanian S. W. Station
art/eles published io PP,ACTICAÌs WiIgLESS is
pthgrarnines. It makes its first war-time
throuphoul
specifically
-aae'red
the
signacountries
broadcasts are being
appearance on December ist, and all the old
tory to the Berne conrention and ti, U.S.A.
EXPER'%
made by t1io new Rumanianshort-wavc
well-known characters will be heard debatReorodudions or imitations of on, of lies, are
lI,r,fore erprei1y forbidden. PflACTICAL WW.E- i
tat.ion on thc3I-and4ü-rnetre bands and also
ing. in true Burbieton style, the problem of
LESS tncorpora(eo
Amateur
13o.'»
bythestationatKisenew. Thepowerisgiven
A.R.P. intheirtown. T.Thornpson.the Lant
as 2OkW.andthewavelengthas2l2.Ometres. L.._.
- .................
cashire author, is responsible foi the script.
I
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A «Pócket
Constructionai Details

-

The .0005 mfd. tuning and reaction
condensers are now fixed into place, on
the front of the box, and knobs attched,
Connect thé grid of the valveholder to one
side of the .0003 grid condenser, and the
other side of this condenser to' the coil nd
condenser. Join a piece of fine wire froni
the moving vanes of the tuning condenier
to the moving vanes of the rehetion eondenser, and allow sufficient length to reach
to the right.hand side of tl!e box, to he
joined later to earth, the fixed vanes
Assembling the Parts
to the
To make the receiver, first drill two of the latter beingofnow connected
the coil. The other
holes, one above the other, the diameter reaction winding
a banana plug socket, in the left-hand side of the reaction coil is joined to the
plate or anode terminal of the valveholder.
A fine wire, insulated with sleeving, now
7b 9eat Lbid:
7ernnç CornZ
joins.the same anode terminal to one side
of the H.F. choke. Solder the other side
'ro J5#'.-.
A
of the choke to the terminal marked A
(see Fig. 3) and to one side of the 001
fixed condenser, the terminal C being
joined to the other side of this condenser,
and by a piece of thin rubber-covered wire
I-ç to the socket (red) next to the 'phone jack.
Now solder the grid-leak to the grid of
the valveholder, joining the other side of
the leak to one of the ifiament terminals,
and by means of some thin rubber-cóvered
1741
wire connect it to the terminal marked B
r
L- 74
¡/4
on the 'phone jack. The remaining jack
terminal D has now a piece of rubber-.
Fig. .-Winding dr/ails and connections
covered wire soldered to it-about 4m.

for

THE midget receiver about to

be
described was made in a cigar box
measuring only 5m, by 9m, by lain.;
a box which holds twenty-five cigars is of
suitable size. Although small, the receiver
works well, bringing in the Home Service
transmissions at good strength on the
'phones on a piece of wire lOft. long
as aerial. The set does not uork
on the long-wave band, as the coil
was not wound for this.
The "Pocket Portable" actually has
the necessary 2-volt accumulator of the
jellied type fitted in tise cigar box, and the
complete set will quite easily go into any
coat pocket and so, with a pair of head-

r.

-

I-

ueo,,_.

i
¡

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

$

I 4-pin valveholder.

I

-

2 Bakelite

dielectric variable condensers,
.0005 mId.
¡
! i Fixed condenser, .0003 mfd., tag type
(T.C.C.).
! i Fixed condenser, .0001 mId., tag type
(T.C.C.).
¡
! i Fixed condenser, .001 ,nfd., tag type

i

for the coil.

I

-

Ç1'.C.C.).

! I Grid
¡ I

I
¡ I
3

j

2

I
¡ i

!

I i

!

j

leak, 2 meg., with wire ends (Dubilier).
H.F. choke (Sulg,n).
'Phone jack, type P65 (Igranic).
'Phone plug (Igranic).
Banana plugs and sockets, red (Clix).
Banana plugs and sockets, black (Clix).
Detector valve, type 210 Det. (Cosser).
2-volt accumulator, jelly type, small, to fit
box (Exide).
Paxolin former, 3jin. by Ihn. One ounce
28 D.C.C. wire, rubber-covered wire,
screws,
crocodile
spade
terminal,,
clip, etc.
4

U/ F

S.4)dS.(NM4aIHbt

11.1

Useful for A.R.P. Work

leave a reasonable length of wire for
connecting up; this is the grid winding.
Iaving a space of tin. from the start
of the grid winding, and using the same
gauge of wire1 and winding in the same
direction, wind on enough wire to fill a
space of iir., thus completing the reaction
coil. A little shellac varnish painted over
the windings keeps them taut and firmly
in place. For details of the coil see Fig. i

'K

Tise completed pocket portable ready
¡he batteries.

oa Midget One-valver, which

be Found Particularly

Will

Portable

-

side of the cigar box, about lin.
from the back, and mount two red
sockets. To one connect one side of
the .0001 series aerial condenser.
Now, having wound the coil, place
it lengthways in the bottom left.
hand corner of the box, as close to
the back as possible, and solder the
input wire of the grid coil to the
other side of the .0001 aerial condenser. Continue with this grid coil
wire and solder to the other banana
socket. Fasten the coil in place, and
secure with a very small screw through
the paxolin former to tise bottom of

1.
N,c

'

2 (Left)
!-:
Circuit diagram

't,
-
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Fig.
Wiring diagram

of

this
compact li/tie

portable.

_

I.-

the box. This can easily be accomplished long-at the end being fixed'. a small
by inserting the screw atan angle. Screw accumulator spade, which is for cònheting
down at both ends, and it is as well to to the plus side of the accumulator. There
note that, owing to the thinness of the now remains a black banana soket; hjs
Winding the Coil
protrude through is mounted towards the back df the rightThe coil is made on a paxolin former 'wood, all Screws will
hand side of the box. To a 4m. 1eith of
will need filing flat.
31m, long by lin. diameter. About the and in consequence
Next, take- the valveholder and screw ruhher-covered wire is fastened á
middle of this former, wind on a sufficient
spade, and it is
number of turns of 28 d.o.e. wire (closely this as close as possible to the coil, allowing accumulator(Continued on page 250) sòlñrod to
wound) to ¡III up 1in., not forgetting to for the v.idth of the glass bulb.
phones, one lias a complete receiver which
is easily carried about.

1'

-
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Further Notes ori the Production

of

o.r.ding.-.;..

Gramo phore Records and Play-back

head aeros the disc, and whilst it is posi hie
to link up a standard pick-up traversing
a 12 inch commercial record, thereby
and there is obviously an increasing interest making this carry the cutter, as shown in
bòth in the playing of records and in their Fig. 1, it w"1 probably be found with an
prothction. In the latter connection it aluminium disc that the cutter digging
niwt. bc.eeinemberedthat much can be done into the disc will exercise such friction that
to improve the reproduction by the use of the needle in the standard disc will jump
special circuits, such as the contrast ex- and spoil the track. Where expense is to
utder, whilst in the recording of music be considered the Feigh mechanism described in our issue dated November 18th
CUTTnc
will be found quite satisfactory. If much
ALU
recording is to be done and really highquality results are to be aimed at., thei
an elaborate tracker such as the V.G. should
be obtained.
The motor and turntable
should be of reliable design capable of
exercising a really steady torque without
vibration or speed varialion. The commercial models of complete home-recording
gear generally incorporate a very heavy
steel turntable to provide a flywheel
effect.
2
CONNEC1NC
N the absence of alternative broadcast
programmes, many listeners are now
taiming to their gramophone section,

Fig.

f.-How

Cutting Head and Needle

a

standard record may
a tracking unit.

A really good pick-up capable of handling
the input from the amplifier should be
used, or one of the special recording heads
specially obtained. This should be mounted
to track correctly, and in conjunction
with it you can use a worn steel needle,
The
a sapphire or a diamond cutter.
latter are expensive, but are definitely
worth the money. If the steel needle is
used it should be run through on an ordinary
gramophone record first and then inserted
in the cutting head so that the slightly
worn surface offers its cutting edge to the
disc. For this purpose a magnifying glass
will have to be used when inserting the
needle. The sapphire needle will cost from
7s. Od. to 12s. Od. Aluminium discs must

be

usd lo avoid-

there is a. most interesting field of experiment. It is possible to make discs at home
which are absolutely indistinguishable
ifom the commercial product-in fact,
some amateurs have claimed that they have
çbtained better reproduction from home
made discs. But if care is not exercised,
both in the selection of materials and in
the -processing, the results are absolutely
worthless.
It is useless to expect to get
a good ecorcl with the aid of a cheap
old-fashioned pick-up, a worn-out steel
needle, and an aluminium disc. Similarly,
it is juSt as much a waste of time to obtain
a most expensive tracking gear, high'quality cutting head and diamond cutter
anti to connect it to an inferior three-valve
battery set with cheap intervalve transformera.
But by striking a compromise
between these extremes, it is amazing what
can be done.

".Safe',vciys"
MANY houses are not provided wit h
readily accêssible power points, or
other places where the wireless set or

The Amplifier
F'irst of all, the amplifier or radio unit
which feeds the cutting head should be
'capable of reasonable quality and a cornfortahle output.
There is essentially a
background of noise from the record when
played back and therefore the sound track
should be sufficiently urcat to obscure that
background. Furthermore, to accommodate peaks in the volume the output stage
should be of adequate power-handling capa.
city. Generally speaking, not less than
2 watts shoLild be considered in this connection, and 5 to 10 watts will be even
better.
If a microphone is being used
for the recording process this should be
of a good type having a quiet backgroundnot the cheap and noisy carbon type.
What is probably more important is that
there should be no audible hum in the
amplifier-a point which is of the greatest
importance in A.C. operated amplifiers and
equipmet%L.
Some reliable apparatus
sh'utt h employed to guide the cutting-

-

1'

other low-consumption electrical apparatus
may be easily connected. Some listeners
overcome this difficulty by fitting two-way
adaptors to a standard lighting point,and
in this connection a really good connector
with some fornì of senarate switching is no
doubt the best way of overcoming the
difficulty. In the Clix range of components
will be found several adaptors of this type,
some with self-contained switches. and
others with a form of extensioii switch
which is cord or button operated: In its
simplest fornì this adaptor consists of a
straight-through connector with a branch,
the former being controlled by the switch.
Thus, if any electrical apparatus is connected to the branch it may be controlled
from the normal wall switch, and a light
fitted to the trunk connector, as it is called,
may then be switched off, if not required, by
means of the switvh on time adaptor. This
is a sqnro-section push device in the snl1

-

be rcphtyed by fibre or similar needles. as
steel ones will only cut up the recorded
track. On the other hand the special
discs may be replayed with steel needles
after processing, this latter usually consisting merely of wiping over the disc
with some special fluid, one acting as a
hardening medium and the other as a
polisher. They may, of course, be played

SA

CL
5Sfl.XZ

TRfl5.

C$O! SA
SPtMEA

RAA

)rT-,c.

î."°

ç
t

I

Figs: 2 and 3.-Feeding a culling head
from a single or a push-pull output stage.

back instantly after recording and withoul
processing, but in that ease a fibre or other
'soft" needle should be employed.

Connecting the Cutting Head
The cutting, head should be fed from a
filter circuit in the output stage of the
amplifier to avoid direct current flowint
through it. Fig. 2 shows a circuit for a
single output valve, whilst in a push-pull
stage two fixed condensers as in Fig. 3
will offer sufficient protection whilst per-.
mit.ting the passage of the signal cuirents.

Adaptors

-

A similar
model, and it costs is. bd.
model, but with both trunk and branch
controlled by separate push-switches, cost i.
2s. 3d. To avoid the necessity of reaching
up to the lamp-holder to switch off, thene
adaptors are available with a double cord.
provided with acorns, or a twisted flex with
pear switch at the end. The first model
has a cord i5in. long, and the price is
2s. 6d. A patent form of spring anchorage
is used to prevent the cords from whipping
and also holds them well clear of the adaptor so as to avoid fouling or damage tothe
lamp. The other model is known as time
"Either-lite," and the Bwiteh action enables
either connector to be switched on, either
switched off. or both off. This model costs
5s. 3d., and the cord is 7ft. long. These particular adaptors should not be confused with
the cheap models on the market, as they aro
all provided with screwed shade carriers at
the trunk end, and thus a shade may be
moLmnted round the lamp in the ordinary
way, the adaptor being above it and more
or less out of sight.
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The D.rw1groo
The Microphone

and Pick-up are Always in Great Demand at Christmas, and they

can be Utilised to the Full in a Home-produced Radio Play
the wide populardy of the to the material forming the foundation
and structure of the play.
It is not advisable to commence operamost owners to emulate the B.B.C. studio tiens by attempting something far beyond
results, the opportunity afforded at Christ. the capabilities of one's equipment. In
mas to entertain one's friends with a real other words, remember time apparatus
radio play is a chance too good to be missed. available when discussing the selection
Fortunately, providing one has a good of the play. As regards the play, it is
receiver or, better still, an L.F. amplifier possible that the producer or someone
having a reasonable output to amplily interested in the project can u rite one
the microphone currents, the production himself. On the other hand, it is often
possible to utilise a section of a short
story and adapt it to existing requirements.
Finally, several very fine 1ays have been
1111111-1
published in past Christmas issues of this
journal; therefore, if your volumes are
M1
-OGRID
not complete, there is still time to order
from our Back Number Department.

amongst construc\yFrrHmicrophone
tors, and the natural desire f

-

.25

MO

POT'S

"Pib

Effects

These have to be introduced to just hie
extent. Too little will leave the
production wanting in atmosphere, but
too much will, like too much seasoning,
completely spoil the dish. The right
amount will depend on the producer's
skill, plus, of course, the close co-operation
of the effects man.
OR COMMON
The sound of wind can usually be
r4EG UNE
produced by keeping the mouth fairly
close to the microphone and going through
Fig. I .-An effective but simple mixer circuit
the process of whistling through the teeth,
to enable two inputs to be controlled.
but don't let it develop into a full whistle.
A little practice will soon enable all the
of a play is not, as might appear at first
sight, a costly matter. Unlike ordinary
amateur theatrical affairs, no special
M1
costumes, scenery or lighting effects aro
required, while, as regards a suitable east
for the actors, there is, invariably, plenty
Yof volunteers most anxious to try their
M2
talent in front of a microphone.
To ensure the complete success of such a
venture, it will be appreciated that one
person must undertake the rôle of producer,
whose job it is to see that everything goes
according to plan or script and arrange
the presentation -of the play in the most
striking and natural manner. This does
not itsean, however, that everything
Fig. 2.-Shows how io introduce a P.O.
connected with the production must be
when required by swiiching.
governed by one man's ideas; there is the
technical side of the matter, such as the
amplifier, the number and placing of the varying intensities of sound from a gentle
microphones. Then there is the question of breeze to a full-blown gale to be produced
effects, while the selection of suitable music at will.
The swish and crash of the sea need be
and its production can easily form another
person's part. The timing of the individual nothing more than two pieces of very fine
parts and the mixing of the various sandpaper rubbed together, two or three
microphones, if more than one is used,
together with prompting, can easily form
a very full-time occupation for, say, the
producer during the actual performance.

-

By

r

O. SPARKS

L.

handfuls of sand in a large tin or on a
stiff sheet of brown paper. It will soon
be found that various movements will
create very natural effects.
The crackle or roar of flames can be
produced by crushing paper plus the wind
effect, quite close to the mike, while a
matchbox oi. a piece of wood slowly
crushed can sound very mtieh like a most
sickening smash.
The clatter of horses' hoofs needs a
couple of empty coconut shells lightly
beaten on a plain or cloth-covered boant,
according to the ground they are supposed
to be covering. The noise of chains,
footsteps, shots and the clash of arms
must always be most carefully rehearsed,
otherwise there is the great danger of them
being reproduced in such proportions to
the rest of the sound as to make them
obviously unreal and even ludicrous.

sight.

Mikes and Amplifier
The technical man must be fully familiar
with the capabilities and pecularitics of his
equipment. All precautions must ho taken
to prevent any trace of feed-back which
might cause microphone howl. For this
reason alone, it is always best to have a
separate room for the studio, thus leaving
the audience in room on their own with a
suitable loudspeaker.
TIte L.F. sido of the set or the amplifier
should have an output of, say, two to three
watts, although this will depend on the
size of the room housing the audience and
tue nurnoer in attenctance.
If more than one microphone is being
used, a simple mixer of the type shown in
Fig. i is absolutely essential, and changeover switches can be wired to bring others
into circuit when and if desired.
For musical interludes, it is really best
to use suitable passages of pre-selected
records, using, of course, a good pick-up
to reproduce them via the set or amplifier.
When required, the P.U. can be brought
into circuit in place of one of the microphones by quite simple switching as shoun
in Fig. 2, but if a separate set can 'be used.
for P.U. work only, then that greatly
imprves matters and gives the operator
wider scope.
-The connections for the normal type of
PU. are given in Fig. 3, and it should be
realised that far less amplification will be
required for this component than tImo
microphone.
-

-

-

Requirements

Fig. 3.-The connecThe first thing to secure is, of course, a lions for a P. U. across
suitable play, and the time devoted to this a trioa'e valve of battery
matter can go a very long way towards and mainz lype. The
making or marring the splendid effort.
right-hand diagram
One must remember, that a radio play indicates connections for
depends entirely on words, music añd
a D.D.T. valve.
effects. The various scenes have to be
portrayed by sound alone; the atmosphere
has to be created in the listeners' mind by a
skilful blending of spoken words, sound
effeets and, possibly, music: therefore,
too much consideration cannot be given
r.
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T]HETH.REETWO" RECEIVER
An Economical Two-valve Receiver Utilising a Multi-electrode Valve to Provide the
By W. J. DELANEY
Results Usually Only Obtained by a Tliree-valver
'

'

.

.

considering problems of throughout the re-F
eÖnomy in the building of a ceivei', and a small
receiver, there are very few chassis only 8m, by
things which may be done, apart frein 6m, is ample to
the acquisition of components of low accommodate them
parts, however, will A Varley standard
cost.
Tnferio
result in inferior results, and therefore two-gang coil unit is
it is false economy to obtain such employed which proparts. There is a scheme, however, vides an H.P. tra.iisj
which has been introduced before in these former input, with r
inter-valve
pages, namely, the use of multi-valves in similar
,-.-'reacpositions other than those for which they section, plus
A two-gang
are intended. By adopting this scheme, tion.
economy may be effected, although owing eo n denser w t h
to the slightly increased cost of such a standard slow-motion
valve the saving is not considerable, drive is employed,.
When, howeyèr, one considersthe associated and the remaining
components which are saved, plus the few parts are wired
saving in space and consequent use of a between various
smaller chassis, and the L.T. current, there points beneath the
is at least some small advantage in such a chassis. To permit of
scheme. The receiver to be described is a maximum sensitivity
battery version of a mains set which was under all conditions,
built for experimental use, but, un- a separate fly-lead is
foi'
the
fortunately, the full advantages of the provided
mains set cannot be obtained, and the, screen voltage of the
mains set can only be built with American H.P. pentode, w'hilst
valves. In the original model a triode- for volume control
pentodo was used in the dual function purposes the L.F
of H.P. amplifier and detector, whilst n input is controlled
dual triode was used as first L.F. and by a potentiometer.
outputstage; TheordinarybatteryClassB The triode section of
will not, unfortunately,. operate as the the first valve is per.
._
two-stage valve, and therefore it is necessary fectly normal, and
circuit
to use a single type of valve. This still all other
permits us, however, to build a two-valver- details may be seen ....................
vhicli acts exactly in the sanie nianner as from the theoretical
Rear view of the receiver.
below.
It
a normal three, providing H.F. detector diagram
mnd outputstage in a compact form. It is vill be uoted that the triode anode is fed unit. Note that a special slotted dolh
necessary here, however, to point out that froni the maximum H.T. line by using a switch must be used for this purpose, the
the specified dual-valve must be used, as decoupling resistance. The values of correct Bulgin type number is S.l39.
titis has a completely separate pentode aud decoupler and coupling resistance have The receiver is perfectly stable, and handles
triode section, whereas the majority. if not been chosen to provide smooth reaction just like, a standard three.valver.
all remaining valves of this type, have the with stability and avoid the use of a further
grid of the triode section joined to the battery lead. To keep down the number Constructional Data
of panel controls the on/off switch is
petitode section.
The chassis requires only two holes for.
mounted on the rear of the coil unit and is
'
operated by the normal wave-change the valveholders, plus two small strips on
The Circuit
Standard parts are otherwise used switch which is provided on this particular the rear rtmner for aerial and speaker.
Clearance holes or slots may be cut foi- the
latter, whilst for the valveholders the holes
must be i in. for the 9.pin and lin, for the
T
5-pin. Small holes for the connectirg
ti
leads from the coils are needed, and thse
may be tin. in diameter. Tn-o componentmounting brackets are screwed on the
underside of the chassis to accommodate
the reaction condenser and volume control,
and these brackets should be set just
beyond the edge of the chassis so that
the lock.nuts of the one-hole fixing bush
will clear the panel hich is used with the
set. It will be noted, by the way, that the
condenser has been mounted off centre on
the chassis to enable the size of this to be
kept to a minimum, and, therefore, when
placing the chassis in a cabinet, or using
'apanel,this may beeither centred to permit
batteries or speaker to be placed at the side,
or a larger panel may be used and the
panel centred on this.
WHEN

j
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'Adjusting the Receiver
a

The receiver must be ganged before
maximum results are obtained, and for this
purpose the condenser should be adjusted
to the North Regional or Scottish Regional
setting on the calibrated, dial so that the
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WHUNG DIAGRAM OF THE "THREE-TWO" RECEIVER

(Coni inud from previous page)

Homo Service transmission may be heard.
At first the signais may not be received
exactly .at these settings and the tuning
control should, therefore, be adjusted ois
either side of the point according to the
part of the country in which you live), until
sonic signal is heard. Reaction should be
advanced slightly during this process.
As soon as the station is located the trimmer
on the section of the condenser nearest
to the panel should be adjusted whilst
the tuning control is manipulated to keep
the signal audible. In this way the tuning
retting may be brought to read correctly
the wavelength of the received 8tation.
Next, the trimmer on the remaining section
hould be adjusted and as volume increases
he reaction control should be set back unti!
rsaction is absent. IT then the volume is too
'rcat, thc L.F. volume control should be
ndjusted. Keep signals as weak as possible,
whilst making these preliminary adjustmerits, and when once set they will require
no further touching.
There is a wide
mange of cabinets from which to choose
upplied by firms advertising in our pages,
and a receiver of this type will make a
very neat and compact asscnthly for general
u.e. It was not thought desirable to include
hort-wawes, although there is no reason
why, if short waves are particularly required,
a three-band coil assembly could not be
used, but the receiver has not been tried
out with this particular arrangement.
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OF COMPONENTS FOR THE
"THREE-TWO" RECEIVER

LIST

One " Bar Type" 2-gang condenser (Polar).
One micro-horizontal drive (Polar).
One 2-gang coil unit, type BP.U4 (Varley).
One .0003 infd Compax reaction condenser
(Polar).
One screened standard HF. choke, type H.F.9 i
(Bulgin).
One 4-point slotted dolly switch, type S.139
(B,ilgin).
:
One 3,000 ohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilieg).
One 10,000 ohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
One 40,000 ohm I-watt resistor (Dubilier).
One 2 megohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
Two .0001 mId, fixed condensers, type 635
(Dubilier).
One ,C4 mId. fixed condenser, type 4602/S
(Dubilier).
Three .1 mfd. fixed condenser, type 4603/S i
(Dubilier).
One i megohm volume control, type VC 65!
(Bulgin).
One 9-pin chassis type valveholder, type X.112 i
(Clix).
One 5-pin chassis type valveholder, type X.112!
(Clix).
One two-socket strip, A.E. (Clix).
0ne two-socket strip, L.S. (Clix).
.Onr top cap connector, type R426 (Clix).
i Two component-mounting brackets (Peto-Scott).
i One
Metaplex chassis, 8m, by 6m, with 3m,
runners (Peto-Scott).
One TP.22 triode-pentode valve (Mazda).
One Pen. 220 output pentode valve (Mazda).
Connecting wire, insulated sleeving, screws, etc.
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L
Christmas, 1939
will point the tragic
finger at the last two digits
FATALISTS
of this year of grace-39, three
thiÍteens
Tuìe first three figures
!

added together make thirteen, and
th last two and the first added
together make thirteen. I am not a
numerologist, and I do not think that
numbers have the slightest effect
on what we prefer to term luck,
which is always of two sorts, good
and bad. But there it is. In
w are engaged in a. war o! major
It is certain that we
proportions.
shell emerge victorious and, kt us
hope, soon. The year has witnessed
the confiscation of amateur transInitting sets, but it has also seen the
inimense power for good as velI as
for propaganda which can be made
of the broadcast word in time of war.
Wireless had not been introduced
I am, of course,
in the last war.
speaking oî ireless telephony, for
field telephone sets were in use during
the 1914-1918 war. It seems a profound tragedy that the motto of the
B.B.C., "Nation Shall Speak Peace
Unto Nation," has borne such poor
fÑit. It is no fault of theirs. Foreign
¿htries have used the power of the
ether to fan the flames of hate, and
in war similar methods must be
adopted finally by all. You must
agree with me, however, that the
British propaganda is clean, careful,
and calculated. It is free from bias
tind hate. The limitation cf progr?mrne variety is one of the inevital$Iities of war. It does help to cheer
uswtl1 a form of cheer absent in the
last. This issue goes out to countries,
sa'e the belligerents, all over the world,
ana to many my message of cordial
gobdwill will reach them round about
th 5th of December. Because of
this, readers in this country will
reeeie it some weeks ahead. I hope
thM Ihey will not doubt its Sjncditv,
becausc it must be uttered at a time
divorced from the atmosphere of
good ill which steals over the world
during the joybell period. I know
thât many will feel a sense of incohguity 'this Christmàs, but it is
not for us to debate the.se things. We
are all experiencing hardships and
journals
and
añd
difficulties,
journalists are not an exception to
I do, however, ivant to
the rule.

j9

i

thing-for the Ministry of Informalion sees to that.
It has become increasingly difficult
in recent years for the quickest mind
to keep ahead of the speed of communications. Radio has eliminated
the last few moments of delay.
s.... ............................
But the real scoop is still a thrill,
and in the splendid Christmas Number
By Thermiori
of the " Strand Magazine" you will
find the story of the most notable newspaper scoops of recent years, specially
express to all readers herever they written by that world-famous jourmay be sincere greetings for the nahst, Duglas Reed, who
rote
merriest Christmas possible under the
Insanity Fair" and ." Disgrace
circumstances.
Between now arid Abounding."
the 25th a shower of Christmas cards
In spite of war-time conditions this
will arrive from loyal readers the fine issue of " The Strand" lives up
world over.
In advance, I thank to its great tradition. In common
them in the spirit of reciprocity which with all other magazines it must 1e
makes Christmas what it is.
Ordered from newsagent or bookstall.

ttì

Lincoln Did Not Say It
MAJOR-GENERAL SIR ERNEST
SWINTON was speaking
over the wireless the other night
on war matters.
I was not in
the least interested in his talk, but
I pricked up my ears when I heard
him quote that iàmous phrase
"You
can fool some of the people all o!
the time, and all of the people sonic
of the time; but you cannot fool all
of the people all of the time."
The meticulous B.B.0 should have
vetted that part of Swinton's speech
with a little more care, for Abraham
Lincoln did not originate that phrase.
It is true that he used it in a spçech
at Clifton, Illinois, on September
8th, 1858. Spofford denied that
Lincoln invented it. There are some
who think that P. T. Barnham did so.
I deny that too, for Pliny and La
Rochejoucaujd made similar remarks
years before. The earliest to tise it
as far as I have been able to trace
in the form in which Lincoln quoted
it is Josh Billings. Just as well to
have these matters right.
:

.

Newspaper Scoops
HE word " News," they say, is
compounded of the initial
I
letters of the four points of the compass-North, East, West and South.
In these days of small newspapers
and restrictions, the lot of the reporter is particularly unhappy, for
although in peace time the scoop still
lives, in war-time there is no such

Letters to Foreign Countries

ATOPICAL reminder concerning
the new regulations governing
the dispatch. of letters to foreign
countries.
Under present conditions no printed publications, postage
or revenue stamps, plans or photos,
maps or similar diagrams, may be sent
to the following countries
Baltic
States, Belgium, China, Denmark,
Greece, Holland, Hungary, Italy,
.Japan, Luxenibourg, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Roumania, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Siam, Turkey, U.S.S.R.,
Vatican City or Yugoslavia. These
regulations do not apply to letters,
but the sender's address must be
written on.the back of the envelope,
and the words " Written in English"
printed.
Communications' will be
openen.

J. H. Thomas Resigns
MY personal regrets that genial
J. H. Thomas has resigned his
position as Managing Director of
A. C. Cossor, Ltd. Mr. Thomas was
Chairman of the Radio Manufacturers
Association, but I learn that he has
tendered his resignation and this will
he considered at the R.M.A. Council
Meeting on December 15th. Cól. Ç.
D. Ozanne, the Vice-Chairman, has
also tendered his resignation. The
new Managing Director. of A. C.
Cossor, Ltd., is Sir Louis Sterling,
vho was formerly Managing Director
of E.M.I. 'He resigned on May 20th.

]
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The Importance of Avoiding a Noisy Background is
Mainly Dependent Upon the Efficiency of Connections
THE writer, a Service Engineer

belong- through the hole provided for that purpose.
ing to a company whose name is a These plugs are in themselves satisfactory,
household word, has recently been hut many of them have a common failing.
amusing himself by reading a number of The wire is intended to be held in place by
books on service work published both here thc metal plug 1)ortiOfl which is screwed
mid in America, also sundry articles appear- up against it. Often when screwed right
ing in these countries, and gives below a home it will not properly grip a piece of wire
number of faults which, although not of reasonable gauge, and while the wire is
uncommon, have been rarely, if ever, clean, allis well, but when the wire oxidizes,
nasty scraping noises are heard in the
speaker if the lead sways. Trouble of this
nature is peculiarly awkward to find, as if
Stupid Mains Plugs
A common cause of spluttering in conimer- the lead is taken and shaken from side to
daily-built receivers is such a stupid one side at an angle that is at all acute, it may
that the engineer never bothers to mention bring the wire into perfectly good contact.
it, and the amateur usually thinks of it last. It should not be necessary to add that such
This is the actual connection between the manufacturers go to great trouble to lower
Tho H.F. resistance of their tuned circuit. und
mains cord and the mains plug.
average mains plug is pcculiarly unsuitable it is intolerable that resistance should be
for this purpose, having the usual ridiculous Set up in the aerial plug, which necessarily
hole in which the end of the flex is inserted, happens unless the plug grips the viro
u hich in turn is intended to be gripped by tight enough to prevent oxidization.
a screw of absurd dimensions, which may,
,with luck, grip as many as half of the metal The Elusive Gas Pipe
Many listeners are obliged to use a water
This connection very often
strands.
becomes loose due to one or more strands pipe "earth" which, at best, must have a
worling out irons under the screw, leaving litirly high resistance. Along this resistance
is a potential drop, consequently if
the rest of the bunch a sloppy fit. In the there
absence of an intelligently designed plug, any metal comes in contact with the pipe
the best remedy is to bind the strands throughout its length, which is in turn conit will cause some sort of
together so that the screw can be made to nected to earth,
grip them without them spreading unduly. noise to be set up in the loudspeaker. Many
Where the cover permits of it, it is a good years ago a ease was investigated where aa
idea to bare about in., take the strands set made the most alarming noises when
through the hole, round the outside, and
back through the hole again. Obviously the
screw should not be tightened to the point
where the flex is cut, hut it should be tight
enough to prevent any possibility of arcing,
which sets up most disagreeable interModern valve ,soclels may be pinched slightly if
ference.

mentioned.-

valve-leg noise

Plugs and Sockets

is

suspectea.

electric light cable very soon move apart so
that a complete break occurs.

A Screw Loose!
The reprehensible habit of neglecting to
a mains set is gettiiìg more mid
more common. Admittedly in nine cases
out of ten reception is not improved, but it is
unquestionably desirable from the safety

"earth"

Multi-contact blocks will simplify connections
and avoid noisy backgrounds.

aspeet. An unearthed chassis brings quite
a few lesser troubles in its wake ; an
example will serve to indicate them. Some
chassis are fixed in their cabinets by four
nuts and bolts. In due course the base of the
cabinet warps, and a nut and bolt which
were previously under tension become loose
and rattle on the chassis. If the chassis is
earthed, this does not matter in the slightest.
1f it is not eartijed, it will still not matter in
99 cases out of 100, but in the odd ease it
viIl faithfully record its movements on
the loudspeaker by a peculiar scraping
noise, which can he imitated by sera ning the
aerial lead gently with a piece of metal.
The trouble, of course, occurs in those
receivers which are inclined to be on the
verge of instability when the earth is
removed, arid it is more likely to occur
with sets one or two years old, rather than
with those of this season. which, taking thera
all round, are extraordinarily stable.

Tisis was due to a
motor-bus went by.
There is an increasing tendency for vater.pipc "earth" touching a ga.s pipe
manufacturers to terminate the aerial and momentarily when the motor.bus caused it
earth connections of the set with sockets, to vibrate.
Such trouble as this is not
and to generously provide two particularly difficult to find, provided tise water pipe is
the
earth
and
plugs
intended
for
nasty little
visible throughout its length, but, unfortunatçiy, this is rarely, the case. To
a lesser extent the same trouble can apply Declining Selectivity
where the water pipe touches some other
The selectivity of some receivers is liáblo
earthed object at a point above (pos8ibiy to decline gently, until a point is reached
several stories above) where the earth lead where its owner wakes UI) to the lact that,
from the set is connected.
whereas it used to be possible to get tisis
station free from that station, it has become
Ancient Wall Sockets
impossible. Oo to the local dealer and lie
%Vall sockets that ¡rave been left midis.
will tell S'osi that it is valves, which is a
turhed for a term of years often snake very wise diagnosis, as it is almost, but not quite
bad connection with tise supply wires, due certain, to be correct. Assuming that the
to dansp, verdigris, and any of the other set is not out of gañg, all cömponenta
troubles which can attack a wall plug not are O.K., and there are no 'oose connections,
protected by a box at the back. Such a state the "not quite" element will be resistance
of affairs often gives rise to a minute arc in tise actual switch contact. Recently, a
between the wire and terminal, which in turn troublesome switch was carefully niensured
can produce a most appalling racket in a tor its resistance, and revealed the a.stonsensitive wireless set of the superhet class. ishiiig figure of .892 ohms, rather more than
Flex must be. carefully handled when used
The remedy is obvious, and it is sufficient, ?5 per cent, of the HF. resistance of a good
strands
can give
beneath terminals, as loose
thercfoi'e, to draw attention to it. It w-i!l grid coil at 400 metres. The trouble was
rise to noisy backgrounds.
be appreciated that an ordinary A.C. volt- that the wiper blades which fornied one
meter is not likely to reveal the trouble, the half of the switch contact had become tired
aerial leads. At least one manufacturer obvious pointer being whether the set works had lost the springiness they enjoyed in
recommends 7/22 copper wire for the earth satisfactorily when plugged into some their youth, and touched the rotor portion
"which should continue unbroken to the other socket. The same trouble would, of of the switch so gently that a piece of tissue
actual receiver," but thoughtfully provides course, appear with a broken wire, but this paper could be slipped between them witha plug w which only three strands will pass usually solves itself, as the broken ends of out being crumpled.
mu
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Speaker'
Technca! and Practical Aspects of Remote
--

Listening Points

I

¡T bas always seemed very probable create difficulties of this sort for oneself it
j that the great vogue at oné time is better to decide to leave any very small

enjoyed by the portable and transportable set was in large measure due to the
fact that these sets offered the advantage of
"radio anywhere in the house."
That. they have to some degree gone out
of favour does not, we believe, indicate
that this feature is no longer appreciated;
rather is it the natural result of the introduction of fixed-location sets possessed of
desirable attributes absent from the earlier
forms of portable.
In short, it appears that radio ucers have
seificcd the special convenience of being
able to take the programme into any part
of the house in favour of the good points
of the modern "stationary" set. That. the
former convenience can be regained with
the aid of extension loudspeakers does not
se,mto be very widely realised by listeners.
Here we intend to deal with the technical and practical aspects of that question
so that readers may discover how eaily
the matter may be arranged.
The first consideration must naturally
'be given to the question of how many
rooms are to be served, and whether more
than one point is likely to be in use at
once. ¡n the majority of cases 'it will most
probably be decided that it will suffice to
provide for the use of at the most two
additional listemng points, and that only
one of these will he working at a time.
In such circumstances it is only necessary
to acquire one extra loudspeaker, so that
the business is both simple and inexpensive;
the single loudspeaker can be moved to
the room in which it is desired to listenand the wiring itself is easily installed.
Vlere two or more additional in.struments are expected to be in use at any one
thne some consideration mtLst be given to
tile question ox power Output; in general
this arrangement demands a set with a
fairly large output of the order of 3 watts
as a minimum unless the rooms concerned
are quite small. For a single extra point iii
use at once, on the other hand, almost any
receiver giving good. 'olume on its own
loudspeaker will suffice.

Volume Adjustment

room out of the scheme and concentrate
upon those of roughly equal size. Naturally.
the question does not arise in those cases
where it is expected that only òne extension
point will be in use at a time ; here it is
merely necessary to learn ly experience
what volume level should be heard in the
room containing the receiver to ensure
satisfactory listening at the distant point.
The cost of the installation will obviously
depend to a large extent upon the style and
quality of the loudspeakers chosen. The
cost of the wiring will normally be quite
small, even if one does the thing in style
with plug-and-jack connectors for the
distant points.
Apropos the cost of the loudspeakers
it may be remarked that a considerable
part of the purchase price goes on the
cabinet work, so that if a simple and unpretentious style of case is chosen the cost
can be kept down without sacrifice of
quality of reproduction.
Running the extension wiring is a
comparatively simple task. Many readers
will no doubt carry out the work themselves and our suggestion is that twin

2

Here is a chassis Role
model. An energised
spealer maq be used
al an extension
point, WitI separate
field energising.

bell-wire of the cotton-covered and paraffin
waxed type should be used.
-

Wiring the House
Insúlated staples such as may be obtained
from almost any electrician can be used
for securing the leads in position; it is a
good plan to drive each staple nearly but
not quite home, then apply a steady pull
to the free end of the ivire and give the
staple a final sharp tap with the hammer.
In this way the leads are kept taut and
neat.
Probably the best mitte for the leads
will be found alongthe lower edge of the
skirting board, as close to the floor as
possible. If reaonable care is taken the
result will not he at all unsightly, indeed,
it will be almost invisible if one takes a
small brush and touche.s up both lead
and staples with paint tomat.ch the colour
of the skirting board.

A word of warning is appropriate here
regarding the question of volume adjustmuent when a number of speakers is in use
in rooms of different size. It will be foinid
that if tile level is set to suit the bigger rooms
it will be quite unpleasantly high in any
really small one; looms less than about
loft. square are extremely difficult to group
iii with others more than about fifty per
cent, larger.
In al! such cases it is necesary to find out
by trial how much tite volume can be
lowere(1 before it becomes inadequate for
the biggest room concerned o that a
Wiring System
reasonable compromise can be achieved.
In this connection we would tfcr the
The s stetu of wiring sonld be such as to
generai advice that it is best not to be too place ail the loudspeakers in parallel,
ambitious in these matters. Rather than the series system of connection is only
-

4

''

Extension speakers are available in cabinets
to harmonise with various furnishing schemes.
This is a WB. Stentorian model.

suitable in certain special eases. Actually,
neither method is ideal in theory unless
special arrangements are made as to the
output circuits of the rceeiver, hut the
practical falling-off in quality resulting
from the inevitable slight degree of mismatching scarcely justifies the complication
and expense of an extra correcting transformer to feed the extension systems as a
whole; individual matching of the separate
sneakers is sufficient.
A convenient method of connecting the
loudspeakers to the various terminal
points is very desirable unless one is
prepared to fit each instrument as a
permanency and allow it to work at nil
times. This is not wanted in most cases, so it
becomes essential to provide some means
of silencing the unwanted instruments.
If this takes the form of some sort of
plug and socket connection scheme, any
particular loudspeaker can he put. out.
of action by the simple expedient of
withdrawing the appropriate plug. At
the same time, it is then made an easy
matter to transfer the instiumeiit from room
to room as required and one can reduco
the total number of reproducers needed.
Quite simnle and inexpensive connectors
will serve the purpose, the miniature type
of two-pin plug available from electrical
stores being as good as anything so far as
actual efficiency is concerned. Those who
are prepared to spend a few extra pence to
obtain good appearance and perhaps
greater reliability would do well to obtain
details of the Bulgin system of wall jacks.
Assuming that some such arrangement
of plug and socket connection is used,
the extension line system can be kept
permanently connected tip to the output
terminals of the receiver; plugging in -a
loudspeaker at any one of the distant
points then brings the programme into the
room cöncerned.
'l'ue alternative method is to connect
the extra reproducers permanently to their
respective extension points and use some
form of switching system at the receiver
to bring the required extension into circuit
when needed.
The output arrangements of the receiver
must be given some little consideration,
especially if it is a main.s set. Here it
is necessary to make certain that there
is no chance of high-voltage currents being
allowed to get into the extension lines
and wander around Ihe house. Some
form of output filter or transformer is the
only positive protection, and it should
always be provided.

t

(Continned on page 249)
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Review of the Peto-Scott Communicdtis
Receiver
IN this receiver wo have a good illus- Controls
tration of the incorporation of ailThere are ten "conthose features which are essential when
reliable short-wave long-distance reception
is desired. Apart from those factors which
are common to the communications type of
receiver (B.F.O., A.V.C., etc.), the makers
have even gone to the extent of" mixing
the valves. The desirability of reducing
valve noise and background noise needs no
emphasis, and in this connection it has
been found, as we have explained before
in these pages, that the majority of such
noise is introduced in the first, or signal
H.F. stage. Special valves have, however,
been introduced to reduce this noise factor,
and .a typical instance i8 the Mullard
EF8. In the Trophy 8, therefore, the makers
have included this particular valve, leaving
the remaining stages fitted with American
G type valves and the results are fully
pistified.
The frequency-changer is a
6TH8G, with a 6K7G I.F. amplifier, a
6Q7G 2nd detector, A.V.C. and L.F.
amplifier and a 6F6 output pentode. The
usual B.F.O. stage and separate HF.
oscillator are provided, and the mains
section includes a full-wave rectifier. The
entire receiver is built into a black-crackle
finished cabinet, but the speaker has been
omitted and is obtainable in a similar
style of cabinet with chromium decoration.

trois" on the cabinet

-

-

front, four of these being
switches and jacks subsidiary to the main funetions of the receiver.
'Phones, for instance, may
be used by plugging into
'
the jack, thereby cutting
out the speaker and including them in
the output circuit, fed through a standard
filter. The switches are a "send-receive"
on/off switch, B.F.O. on/off and A.V.C.
on/off, whilst the remaining controls cover
tuning, band.switching, H.F. gain, L.F.
gain, tone, and B.F.O. pitch control. There
are five bands, covering from 7 to 550 metres
and the band switch, and the tuning dial
are calibrated in kilocycles and megaycles
(43 me/s to 545 kc/s) continuous.
The receiver has been tested by us on
various aerials and gave a very good account
of itself under varying conditions. The
efficiency of the R.F. stage is very marked
in contrast with other receivers of similar
design employing a standard valve. All of
the controls function in a smooth and
effective manner, the judicious use of the
H.P. and L.F. gain controls acting
effectively in controlling background noise
and interference where the latter is ex-

-

/S4f

receiver.

-

--p

-

-,

I

>

- The Trophy Six
In the review of this receiver in our issue
dated November 25th the price was given
as 9 guineas. Owing to increased costs
of materials since the war, the price of this
receiver has been increased. The present
price is, therefore, £10 19s. 6d.

e,n

-

with loO volts, was fully up to the normal
standard of a battery receiver of this
type. The battery cords are colour-cothd
and the valves provided are of the Hivac
type. The suppliers
-----..
are \ev limes

self-contained switchino and incorporates a
full vision (clock-face) tunjn dial with
separate scales for each ranger There are
three main controls tuning, reaction and
combined on/off and volume control; with a
central 4-position wave-band selector. The
receiver is assembled on a metal chassis
finished in neat grey cellulose and a gang
condenser is used for tuning. The mediumand long-wave coils are separated, as may be
seen from the illustration and there is no
trace of interaction or instability due to
coupling between stray wiring, etc. There is
a fuse bulb fitted, and the battery
supply is in the form of a multicable, rendering the receiver
ideal for installation in a
small cabinet of the type

-

The corn pletec! Trophy 8

of itself, being both selective and very ser-

3 -va L ver

5

illustration below shows an intercsting chassis form of three-valve set
which may be obtained for £3 9s. 6d.,
including valves. This tunes from 14 to
2,000 metres, in four bands, and is available
also ja a mains form at £3 19s. 6d. In this
case, however, the range is slightly narrower,
covering from 18 to 2,000 metres. For the
medium and long-wave bands the coils ai-e
of the screened type, whilst the short-wave
coil is situated beneath the chassis and is
unscreenecl. The receiver is complete with

'

perienced. A'V.C. works well and is fully
effective under all normal fading conditions,
although as is usual with this particular
type of circuit, high-speed fading naturally
results in a variation in the signal strength.
Each waveband has a separate portion of
the dial for calibration purposes, so that
no difficulty is experienced in- logging any
desired station. The price of this receiver is
£13 17s. 3d., whilst the speaker is 46s. 3d.
extra. Hire-purchase terms are, of course
available at the usual Peto-Scott convenient
rates.

.

,

.

'

/

Sales Co.. Ltd.,

(Pi.W.i1),
Ludgatc Hill,
London, E.C.4.
56

.
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Three-quarter front
view of the N.T.S.
3-volver.

s
-

-.
--

-

-

coiitaiiiing a spea.kei- in the upper
section. Inthiscase,also,thebatteries
may be housed behind the speaker.
The receiver has been tested on various

\.
-

.

The mains version
the NT;$,
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A Simple Capacity Bridge
accompanying diagrams show a

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

capacity bridge which can easily be
made up from spare parts. It consists of
a 10,000-ohm potentiometer placed across
an L.F. source, one terminal of a pair of
earphones is connected to the sliding contact.

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somel ,ttle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass t onto us? We pay LI-IO-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

-

!

r'

A Flexible Driving Shaft
THE accompanying sketch illustrates
a simple flexible driving shaft that
can be made from an old cycle brake cable
(the type that is made of a closely-wound
spiral of steel wire), a few sparo parts of a

NOTICE

All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 252.

e

anal a, flea

.i

The simplicity of the arrangement and its
apparent usefulness can be gathered froto
the accompanying sketch,-WM. A. HARRISON (Aintree).

epIIa)ee..a
SPECIAL

I

S

-

published on this page we will pay half-a.
guineá. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the F4itor,
"PRACrICALWIRELESS." George Newnes,
Ltd. Tower House, Southampton Street.
Strad. W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
Sent in must be origisa1. Msrk envelopes
9Prsctical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

$

r
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restricting the passage of any others. This
can be done quite easily by the methods
suggested, and if care is taken in choosing
the optimum condenser capacity, the
quality of reproduction will scarcely suffer

at

all-P. F.

(Mill Hill).

Marking Leads Passing Through
Chassis Grommets

LARS

IT

r

®

®

is often difficult to trace leads which
connect underside to top-side chassis
wiring when two or more are passed via
rubber grommets inserted in the intervening chassis.
By adopting a simple
method of colour-coding and a suitable

j

ID

The other terminal of the headphones is
connected to the junction of the known asid
unknown condensers which are connected
n series, also across the L.F. source. The
L.F. current is obtained from a buzzer, a
connection being made to each sido of the
trembler contacts.
To use the bridge, connect the unkisow n
condenser to the appropriate terminais,
switch on the buzzer, and adjust the
potentiometer until a position is found
where the strength of the note is at a
minimum. The scale can be calibrated from
standard condensers, or the capacity of
the unknown component can be calculated
from the following formula
Capacity of
x C1
-K. C. KINO (Bromley).

well-know n constructional toy, and some
-

j'
-
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COLOURED
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CELLULOD DESGNATON
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odds and ends.
A steel rod is soldered to one end of a
length of brake cable as shown. At the
other end some insulating tape is wound
round to tile diameter of the spindle of the
condenser or potentiometer.
From some thin brass two collars and a
tube are made as shown. The sketch
illustrates the method of fixing the brake
cable to the condenser or potentiometer
spindle. The steel rod passes through the
panel through a bush wheel which keeps the
rod in a horizontal position. In use
the control was found to be free from
noticeable backlash, and is perfectly stable.
-L. CALLOI' (Hendon),
T-.

!

SLtON

Reducing Mains Hum
" T is interesting to note that 50 cycle mains

hum can generally be reduced fairly
considerably by inserting a fixed condenser
somewhere in th loudspeaker circuit.
When using an output transformer the
condenser can he connected between one
secondary terminal and the loudspeaker;
a capacity of .5 mfd. or so will generafl
prove just about right. If the speaker
is fed through a choke-capacity ifiter it is
only necessary to reduce the capacity of the
ifiter condenser to a value similar to that
referred to aboye. The idea iii both instances
is to provide a comparatively difficult
path to the very low frequencies without

SLWSt

A flexible driving shaft made
from odds and ends.

U
A simple bui efficient capacity bridge.

TIAN BRASS

method of marking bat jery leads.

marking plate, constant tracing of leads
whilst working upon the underside of the
chassis can be avoided.
Consequently
valuable time is saved and the possibility
of errors is reduced. Each of the four leads
is wrapped round with surgical plaster,
tinted with distinctive colours by ink or
A split celluloid label is inserted
dye.
-between the grommet flanges and the
chassis (to which it i8 also glued) to
-indicate the termination of the various
leads, and their appropriate cplour codes.

"

- ..............
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.. .. .. ... ........
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...........

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
FOR AMATEURS
Edited by F. J. CAMM
Explaining how to Learn the
Morse Code: Applying for a
Licence: Building and Operaiing a Transmitter. Illustrated
by Many Practical Diagrams.
Price

2/6

or

2/9

i

j
j
j

by post

Ltd. (Book

i

Dept.), Tojver House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Deciding on the Output Stage.
WITH the advent of tetrodes, and
the wide variation of sensitivity

required in the output stage,
selection from the many available output
-.systems has become increasingly complicated. The battery user may select a
triode, a tetrode, a pentode, or either of
the quiescent output systems, namely,
quiescent push-pull or class "B" output.
The mains user, on the other hand, may
choose a triode, tetrode, .pentode, bottom
bend push-pull, usually referred to as
class "C," or normally biased push-pull
valves, usually referred to as class "A,"
or one of the fancy output arrangements
(low-loading, etc.). Certain secondary complications arise, inasmuch as class "A"
or class "C" push-pull could make use of
It is
triodes, tetrodes or pentodes.
therefore highly desirable to clear up the
output question and to indicate which type
of output is appropriate for any set of
conditions. It is desirable, but not
essential, that the output stage should have
high sensitivity. It is exceedingly important that no frequency distortion be
introduced, ie., the output valve must
amplify irrespective of frequency. It is
equally necessary that the output arrangement chosen shall accommodate the desired
volume level without distress, and unless
it is convenient to arrange the Output
stage to accommodate the highest instantaneous peak voltage, it is essential tMt
occasional overloading will not be unduly
This latter is
noticeable to the listener.
unquestionably a compromise, but for the
battery user there is no reasonable alternative. For convenience, each type of
output is dealt with separately, commencing
with those which are applicable to either
mains or battery working.

Triode Output
Triode output has the unquestionable
advantage of simplicity. It will work
with anode load grossly unsuited to its
needs with little noticeable distortion,
and when overloaded on transients to the
extent of 50 per cent., the resulting distortion is noticeable only to the chosen few.
Its principal disadvantage is its poor
efficiency, the output delivered being only
about 10-20 per cent. of the power con
sumption; a serious disadvantage when
viewed by the battery user. Anode consumption of, say, 10 milliamps will give
seldom more than a 150 milliwatt output.
Another disadvantage is lack of sensitivity,
but this can, of course, be overcome by
providing adequate gain in the preceding
stages.

Pentodes

slightly, better in the to register. ¡n a
receiver where there is considerable toi)
feed into the output circuit, the substitution of a tetrodo for a pentode will give a
marked increased in the brilliancy of reproduction. It is purely a matter fpersonal
taste, therefore, which valve is used.
Where a tone control is provided there is
no question but that the tetrode shoúld
be used as, furthermore, this type of valve
tends to minimise base resonance. Having
dealt with what may be termed "solo"
output valves, the question of the various
forms of push-pull output comes under
review. Since the application in battery
and mains working differs, it will be
neoessary to deal with each class separately.

A Discussion of the Various
Types of Output System for
Battery or

Mains

Rceiver

double that of the triode valve. In the
case of the higher impedancè battery
pentodes, colloquially known as "economy
pentodes," it has the additional advantage
of remarkable sensitivity.
Iii battery
receivers where high sensitivity and
reasonable output is required, it is an
excellent choice where one or other of the
quiescent systems cannot be used. Mains
pentodes, however, aie not necessarily

Battery-Class

-

"B"

Output

From the point of view of efficiency,
i.e., speech output, against energy consumption, the class " B" valve is still
Fig. 1.-An old- unchallenged. With suitable precautions,
type speaker of and a carefully chosen loudspeaker, quality
this pattern will is really good, but it has the serious dishot giv such good advantage of poor sensitivity, as the average
class "B" valve with driver requires
results as a modern
moving-coil model, several times the input necessary to load
a quiescent push-pull pentode. Under
average conditions, however, really good
quality la more easily obtained with class
"B" output than with a quiescent pushpull:
-

-

more sensitive than mains triodes; in
fact, in one well-known valve maker's
range it is possible to find a pentode and a
triode with approximately similar output,
the triode having less sensitivity than the
pentode. The pentodo will usually be
chosen in a mains set where a large output
is required, and the use of an adequate
triode is restricted either by the H.T.
current available or cost.

I

j

Pentode Quiescent Push-pull

As already intimated above, the quiescent
push-pull output stage possesses com
paratively high sensitivity. So sensitive is
the small quiescent push-pull pentode that a
most excellent local station receiver may
be made by using a HF. pentode followed
by a double-diode detector, and finally a quiescent pentode, although for Continental
reception the -double-diode would, of
course, be substituted by a double-diode
triodo. It has, however, a slightly smaller
The Output Tctrode
output for a given H.T. consumpThe-tetrode follows logically from the speech
and is also intolerant of incorrect
pentode, and differs from it only in that tion,
load, but quite excellent reprodueit has no suppressor grid. The absence anode
is obtainable provided a good loudof this electrode necessarily results in the tion
used, having the necessary
anode being further away froni all other speaker is and
,both.halvee of the speaker
electrodes, and possessing, therefore, less impedance,
are shunted by suitable condensers.
capacity to "earth." 'The difference primary
impedance and suggested
between a pentode and tetrode of equivalent The correct
capácity are recommended by the
characteristics is simply that reproduction shunting
when the latter valve is used will be maker of each individual type of valve.

When the pentode was introdùced some
years ago it was greatly misunderstood,
a disadvantage under which it labours
even in these enlightened days. There are
stilt many people who calmly remove a
triodo and substitute a pentode and hope,
with unmerited optimism, for good results.
It is stated above that the triode is tolerant
of an incorrect anode load; it is equally
true to say that the pentodo is very intolerant. So intolerant, in fact, that it
practically precludes the use of a movingi ron speaker, while almost every moving-coil
speaker needs to be shunted by a resistance
and condenser in series in order to check
the tendency for its impedance to rise at
the higher frquencies. The great advantage Fig. 2.-The oui/si of a staje, or the audio volt ag
of the pentodo is its high efficiency, being developed acrss the load resistance may be
'asurid c shown here.
of the order of 40 per cent., or more than

Summing-up
After reading the above notes, the reader

will almost certainly come tohe immediate
conclusion that there is a great deal of
truth in the old saying "011e cannot hava

one's cake and eat it!" Ecouomy, sensitivity and quality do not go hand-iii-

hand. For example, push-pull triodes give
the best quality, and are the riost wasteful,
whereas the more eooúorieal output
arrangements do not give such good quality.
The rnodcrn commercially built receiver
often makes use of pentode or tetrode
output., but the shortcomings 4f these
valves are smeu hat negatived by the use
of specially designed loudspeakers, and
the control of the response curve by the
careful design of preceding stages. The
writer admits having been a little harsh
in his criticism of the various output
systems, but considers that by exaggerating
the disadvantages of the various systems
the reader will more readily he able to cornpare them and appreciate the advantages.
p R.
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Zeiss Optical Works are co-operating in
this work. In any case, American experts
are studying the possibilities, and more
may' be heard at a later date.

Film Scanning

Cf

TELiJ!1WkO)JI

December 2nd, 1939. i

Vol.4.

No. 179.

has proved of inestimable value for mainWeapon
it is the Americans taming communication between general
who are forecasting that television army headquarters and units in the front
is to be the most powerful weapon line, and it. is now suggested that maps.
which this present war will bring quickly operational plans and orders could be sent
to a stage of perfection. Their imaginative via low-powered directional television transminds have been given full play, with the mitters from unit to unit, using a process
result that, although a long way behind this of scrambled signalling in order to ensure
Television as a War
As might be expected,

country in actual service technique, inventors are filing patents for devices that ai-e
claimed to be of immense value both ii
attack and defence. It is always dangerous

secrecy. It is said that this would be
preferable to any drawings, etc., being
committed to paper as these might fall
into enemy hands, whereas a radio vision
which can be interpreted only by
those who know the code would provide
no damarina record, as it is only transitory.

-signal

-

Other Devices

-

I
/

-

THE Ainetica engineers are continuing
their researches towards finding the
best form of film scanning unit. Attentionis
not confined to the actual form to be taken
by the television camera, that is whether of
the storage tube or image dissector type, or a
combination of both with or without
secondary emission multipliers, but attention is also being given to the best type of
filin projector which can be employed.
Opinion is necessarily divided, but many
experts now feel inclined to place their

faith in the continuous projector, as opposed
to the ordinary type which operates on the
Maltese Cross pi-inciple. By coming to this
decision they are reverting to the machine
in use several years ago, and also following
in the steps of the B.B.C., who effected
certain important changes in their 1lm
equipment at the beginning of this year..
With this type of projector the filth is never
jerked through the gate in a series of movements but moves forward continuously.
This form of machine was used for tele.
vision purposes several years ago in America,
and the appearance can be gauged by
referring to Fig. 1. At the rear is the arc
lamp or projection lamp housing while to
the left can be seen the film spool chambers;
the lower one being the main feed chamber
and the upper the "take up" box. In the
centre of the main body is housed the heavy
mirror combination which is motor driven,
and upon whose careful alignment depchds
the principle of this "jerkiess " filin projector.

ANOTHER television patent for which
high hopes are claimed proposes to
send a televised picture of an airport to a
pilot who is lost in a fog, or who happens
to he flying over a strange country. This
proposal has been i'iade many times before,
but in this case the scheme is to make a
small light, moving to scale across the televised picture, show the pilot the exact
height and position of his machine in relation to the airfield. Even with a picture Ingenious Operation
definition of 180 lines, it was proved some IT does not matter at what speed this
machine is operated, the filin pictures
years ago by special transmissions from the
crystal Palace that a detailed map comes always give the effect of continuous moveover with very remarkable clarity, especi- ment, and the scheme will be understood
ally when a reasonably sized cathode-ray
tube is used in the receiver and direct RcFLECTINnPICTURE
MRROf
PROJECTED
viewing is employed.
ON TO TELEVISION
-

CAMERA

Ray-sensitive Spectacles
ACHICAGO inventor has produced
special spectacles which he claims are
designed to be sensitive to the mfra-red
rays. By their use a pilot is said to be able
to get clear vision through clouds and
fog to the ground below, while night
*
observation from the ground. when these
glasses, are worn, will enable airplane
engines to be seen above, since it ¡s also
claimed that when heated they radiate
mfra-red rays. Yet another example of the
ingenuity oftelevision engineers is furnished
Fig. 1.-A continuous motion film projector in by the story that experiments aro now
use in America some years ago which is now being conducted with televiion torpedoes.
finding favour among enginsers for providing good These machines are said to be relatively
quality high-definition television film pictures. cheap and simple to manufacture, and
carry in addition to their quota of bombs, a
to prophesy, and no doubt many of the television transmitter. This sends back
prognostications savour rather of that apt pictures to the base station, and the course
expression "that the wish is father to the of the torpedo is adjusted according to
thought," but taking a broad technical the inf9rmation obtained in this way,
view of the whole situation, it seenis very using radio remote control. The timing
likely that just as radio made its most for the release of the bombs is undertaken
spectacular progress in the last war, so as a result of the same information. The
talevision may be called upon to fulfil idea may not prove so fantastic as at' first
a similar function. A recent .pragraph in thought, for although these machines
these columns drew attention to the possi. would be very 'vulnerable to anti-aircraft
bility of televising direct from aircraft to fire, or the work of fighter squadrons, they
ground stations, and now it is claimed in could he sent in mass flight formation to
America that designs have been registered their objeétives, and man power would be
for equipment, both receiving and trans- saved. Pilots take a long time to train to a
nutting, that is small and light enough to high pitch of skill, and pilotless equipment
satisfy the limited space available in is, therefore, a possibility to be reckoned
airplanes.
Ordinary short-wage radio with, especially is it is stated that the

'

FILM GATE

MIRROR

4

LIGHT SOURCE

SOTOR
>RIVE

U

Fig. 2.-The light and picture paths s/loan simply
1/se film projector used in television transmission.

for

better by referring to Fig. 2. Driven round

on an inclined axis is a large drum near the
periphery of which is mounted a series of
flat mirrors. By means of two fixed mirrors
and the drum mirrors, the beam of light
from the lamp housing has its path deflected
four times, and at the same time passes
through the film negative as it moves continuously through the gate. Although the
film is moving, tise individual pictures
of each frame aro projected Ofl to succeeding mirrors, and duo to the mirror
movement the frame picture emerging froni
(Co,ained on page 249)
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Ma/un g Reciver Cabinets
Cabinet Construction is an Interesting Sideline"
as a Change from Set Building and Experimenting. and Provides an Excellent Means of
Occupying Spare Time on Black-Out" Evenings
By FRANK PRESTON
I DO, not propose to describe any one
because stylo and dimensions
¡ cabinet,
must be decided by the individual in
accordance with requirements. Instead,
general constructional details will be given.
Experienced woodworkers might decide to
make a fairly elaborate piece of furniturebut they will not require instructions. The
average handyman is much better advised
to tackle a comparatively simple piece of
constríction, bearing in mind that a
well-made rectangular box looks, and is,
immeasurably superior to an ornate and
"showy" cabinet which is badly made and
probably lacking in rigidity.

General Procedure

No matter what the shape, provided
that it is a simple one, the general method

of procedure is the same. The first step is
to make a rectangular frame consisting of
the two upright sides, the top and the

to match existing furniture, since it is
yellowish in its natural form.
Do not use wood less than iin. thick,
bearing in mind that ' the thickness is
always stated as that of the unpianed
timber. It will be about. Fn. after planing,
If the cabinet measures more than about
20m, in length or height it is better to use
*in. or lin, stuff. Also bear in mind that
if the cabinet has to be, say, Sin, deep,
the wood must be cut from a board which
is initially wider than this, again to allow
for planing.

1

a corner halving the cut
down the grain should be made first.

Making the Rebates

(Left).-How

the boards are set
oui when butt points
are to be used.

Fig. 2 (Right).How a corner halving joint is made.

Suitable Timber

3.-When making

more difficult than at first appears to square
the ends f a board. It is, of course, absolutely important that the end should
be square to both the face and the edge of
the board. Because of this difficulty it is
often better to use corner-halving joints,
Corner Jointing
shown in Fig. 2. Ia this case it is better
After the planed wood hasbeen obtained as
allow the top and bottom boards to
it is necessary to decide on the form of to
"run through," whilst the uprights should
jointing to be used at the corners, since be
made shorter than the total height of the
upon this depends the method of setting out'. cabinet
by the thickness of the timber.
A professional woodworker would tell you
Also remember that the "tongue" of the
that one of the various forms of dove- top
and bottom boards must overlap the
tailing gives by far the strongest corner surface
of the sides by fin. to *in. so that
jointing. But this method of construction the
sides can later be cleaned down.
Fig.

bottom. After that, a front panel can be
fixed with nails or screws, and a back made
which can easily be removed. As an
alternative, it might in some instances be
preferable to fix the back, leaving the
front open so that a chassis, with its own
metal or plywood front panel, can be slid
into position. It is desirable, in any event.,
to make either the back or front a fixture,
because this will stiffen the assembly to a
marked degree.
In the first place, a rough drawing should
be made of the proposed cabinet, and this
should be carefully and accurately
dimensioned according to the set, speaker
and possible batteries which it will have
to accommodate. The four parts mentioned
above will call for prior attention, and
should be bought in one length. In
estimating the length, bear in mind that
the upright sides will probably overlap
the bottom and top, and that not less than
2m, of waste should be allowed for sawing
and final trimming and smoothing. -

Fig.

beyond the ability of the average
constructor,
ho will generally find it
better to use either butt or corner-halving.
In butt jointing, the ends of two pieces of
wood must be made perfectly square so
that they will fit closely against the other
two. It is standard practice to allow the
uprights to "run through," as shown in
Fig. 1. The board should be marked out
with the lengths of the top, bottom and
sides, but a full kin. should be allowed
between all pieces; this is for the saw kerl
or groove. -In the case of the uprights.
allow an extra lin, at each end; this will
project when the case is first assembled,
but the projections will be planed down
flush with the outer surfaces.
is

Halved Joints

It would appear that butt jointing would
be the easiest type to deal with, but that
is not necessarily the ease, since it is far

-

The wood, which should be weil seasoned,
can be bought ready planed, for it is not
worth while to spend time in planing
rç)ugh timber. As to the choice of wood,
one of the best for the amateur is Japanese
oak; this is softer than English oak, is
easier to work and less liable to splitting.
Another is satin walnut, but the easiest
wood of all to work is canary or American Fig. 4.-Before pulling the frame aside for
glue lo sel il should be made square.
whitewood. This will have to be stained

Ehe

The method of forming the rebates
across the ends of the top and bottoñt
members is to square lines round the ends of
the boards, the lines being the thickness
of the wood apart; and the outer one being
at least fin. from the rough, sawn end.
Then either gauge or rule a line across
the end and a short distance down the
two edges, half-way across the wood.
Next hold the board in a vice and, with a
stiff-back saw, cut across the end with the
saw at an angle to the wood, as shown in
Fig. 3. Saw down to the shoulder line on
the edge nearer to you, and then turn the
wood round and repeat at the other edge.
Finally, hold the wood vertical and run the
saw across just to the depth of the shoi.lder
line. In doing this, the saw kerf or groove
should be just inside the waste part of the
wood. The rebate is completed by sawing
across the face of the wood, to remove the
small strip.
Form all four corners in thi way, taking
care that the rebates at both ends of each
are on the same side! Then hold the two
pairs of corresponding members together
and make sure that they are identical;
if not they must be trimmed. When they
are right, drill a few small holes-for nails
-through the tongues of the rebates.

Final Assembly
To assemble, lightly coat the ends of the
uprights with thin, hot glue-one at a
time. Hold an upright in the vice, press the
adjoining piece closely against it and drive
in the nails. Actually, it is best to use 11m.
panel- pins; which are thin, round nails
with small heads. Carry out this assembly
work as quickly as possible so that the
frame can be made square before the glue
sets. To make it square, check the two
diagonals shown in Fig. 4,. with a lath.
When equal, the lath can be lightly nailed
across one diagonal to keep the frame true.
(Continued on page 244
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Nw FAST

FIRST of the American
'planes for Britain. A dismantled machine being
loaded on to barges before
transhipmeat.
i"

.But

FLYER!

for

ALL-WORLD NEWS
Short-Wave Radio

-

Thrills

and B.B.C. Listening

R
I

ir
I

annihilates distance

Grid Leak-in Ihe Daily S/inch-slates. "1
Inc In on a TROPHY Is the moat exiiln
eand
wish that all my readers could enJ ov the same privilege."

("ET

r

A TROPHY NOW. . . . Enjoy the thrills of all-world
radio listenintv. - . - TROPHY ranre is unlimited.
In the comfort of yur own home, bear-oi speaker or 'phonesthe amazing variety of broadcasts on the air day and night. On
any other set but a TROPHY it Is impossible to hear them all.
You've always wanted a TROPHY, get yours now, prices may rise.

- =

H

TROP Y

6

The design and specification of this 6-valve AC. communications receiver
ensures for the user reliable reception of the world's transmissions. Wave-range 6.5 to 545
metres continuous, using switched coil unit. Electrical bandspreading and other refinements, including switched A.V.C. and B.F.O., pitch control. Built-in moving-coil speaker

MC»

f

and piovision for alternate use of 'phones. For use with ordinary aerial or doublet type.
Housed in pleasing cabinet measuring hies. ,. lOins. x 9ms. deep. . Fully tested und ready
for immediate use on 200/250 A.C. 40/lOO cycles supplies.
Fully Giaranteed. Ternis available.
.
.
PRICE

T»

£1 O 19 6

i;

RADIO ROYAL installs TROPHY 8's
Europe's largest Press listening post and otherofficial centres too, depend
an their TROPHYS for listening to world-wide short-svave and B.B.C.
broadcasts.
See ,,ow about your TROPHY.
Go to your Dealer or
write or call on Peto-Scott immediately.
Vhatever model you choose
you will quickly understand why TROPHY takes first place as i/le set
for thrilling and enjoyable radio listening. -

Unbeatable Pe,forivance and Value.
Mr. Camm confidently i-ecommentis TItOPIIYS

to diserlminatlug listeners.

j

e

,

TROPHY
-

8 The super 8-valve AC. model ofthe
TROPHY range. Itere is a receiver
for comfortable listening to the world's War news-flashes and important bulletins always
to be heard in English inadditioti to interesting topical discussions. entettgining programmes
and usual B.B.C. transmissions. Wave-range 7 to 550 metres. Solo-control bandspreading.
R.F. on all bands. Switched Beat frequency Oscillator and A.V.C. Designed for use with
separate P.M. speaker (for pentode output). Connections for alternate use of phonesFor single-wire or doublet aerial. Complete in Cabinet size 165m. a 91m. s lOhn. deep.
Fully tested, for operation on 200/250 y. AC. supplies.

r'

SPEAKER

-

fÏÑ

-

1

World

This amazingly
sensitive

re-

ceiver-available in battery and
versions-is unapproachable by any other radios in the
sanie class for reception on
6.2 to 550 metres (continuous).
Employs single plug-in selfAt low cost,
locating coils.
the TROPHY 3 gIves dependable reception from every corner
ofthe earth. Speaker is built-in

I-

Wireless

Easy Terms available.
8m. sensitive P.M. unit in Cabinet to match, .46/3

Fully guaranteed.

.

AC.

A Super nzodel for all-world reception.
states-" The TROPHY 3 is an

amazIngly sensitive receiver,"

r

2Stage Pre-Amplifier
.

4

,.

PET

T

'

.

:

-

'I

..

I

/

-

.
.

j

.

'

-

.

.'

L

-,

.

.

.,

-

.

:-

.

7 to 550 metres,

If

9

'

:!

'

'

Double the performance of your present all-wave
set by connectIng this pre-selector unIt. GIves
Increased range, selectivity. volume and seHhltivity
and cuts out station Interference,. Suitable for
any battery or mains set. Simply Connect ex
ternally) to your set ana plug Into ________AC. 200 240V. mains. Employs spread
g
tuning and 2 EF. pentodes.
Fully Guaranteed.
Price
-

-

-

-

P
..

;

ready to play.

:7

i

-

BATTERY (Excluding batlenes). Fully
tested a nd £6:6:6

j'

.

.

'

Guaranteed.

required, 5 additional coils
for complete coverage, 6.2 tO
550 metres, 18/6 extra.
All TROPHY
CALLERS.
Models to be seen at branches
given below. Or cati ist toc btsts.
Immediate
POST ORDERS.
Avoid the Xmas rush and
deilvery or send now tor FREE
ouder YOUR TROPHY NOW
Lists on TROPHY Radios.
71 (PW14) City Road. London, E.C1. Tel. Clissold 9875.
41. ]{igh Holborn. W.C.1. Tel. Holborn 3248

-

---------------------------'

Terms atailable.
AC. MODEL Ready for inimediate operation
on AC. 2OO25Ov. £6: 18: 9

k

.

----------attention on- ;n;;taté
Pece/pi of 25 per ce,?:. value of Order (direct io
Peto-Scott), balance over 4 ,nohh/is.

withprovisionfor'phOnes.Metre
andbandcalibratedScale. Cornplete in cabinet as illustrated and
supplied with coils for 12 to 52
metres. Ready for use. Fully

.

£1317.3

-

*WEST END LONDON DEMOt4STRATIONS
R.EJ. LTD., 70, Wigmore Street, W.1.

s.

I.,

.

-

r
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MAKING

ARMSTRONG
Regret to announce that on 'and after December 4th
a compulsory increase in all prices of chassis
contained in our current catalogue will be 5 per
cent. Readers o?
Practical Wireless " will
appreciate this very small increase does not represent fully the costo? raw materials and manufacturing costs.
In accordance with our policy of fair trading we
have made no Increase in the prices o? our chassis

during the first three months

o?

MODEL

the war.

SS1O

It is

this can

a

L5

"SPPE1tHlT-STftATOHT
MODEL SilO.
10-valve *tigh Fidelity Radiogram ohasais.
All-wave, incorporating 2 Independent circuits,
uperheterodyao awl Straight, having KF, preamplifier, RC. coupled push-pull Triode output
capable of handlIng 8 watts,
PRICE £12 :12 :0 Plus ,% war Increase.

MODEL AW3B

-i

CABINETS

fro,n page

242)

which very careful attention has to be
given to such factors as phase and amplitude
distortion, the expression "time constant"
nearly always occurs. The exact meaning
of this is somew hat obscure to some readers,
but in general terms it is a measure of tise
rapidity of growth or decay of current
in different circuits. For exanmie. if a
condenser is required to discharge tlíröugh
a resistance in a certain time but takes too
long, then that part of the circuit would
be said to have a poor time. constant.
The expression finds application in two
types of circuit, namely, that containing
inductance and resistance, and that in
Fig. 5.-Corners may which capacity and resistance arc embodied.
The theoretical conception of what is
¿se stiffened by lining
triangular or square- actually happening in either type of circuit
r
involves a knowledge of mathematics
section blocls.
GLUED AND
which the average person may find difficulty
-.
SCREWED
in assimilating. On the other hand, it
SCREW HOLES
is quite common knowledge that if any
COUNTER SUNK
form of inductance is present in a circuit,
which would mark the surface of the wood. then on closing that circuit the current
The projecting ends can then be planed takes a relatively small fraction of timo
down with a finely-set smoothing or to rise to its steady maximum value,
Stanley plane and, if necessary, the wood whereas with resistance only present the
cafl be cleaned off with fine -glasspaper,
time taken is zero. The -same thing
working in the direction of the grain only. happens when a condenser is included
the
directions
work
toward
In planing,
in a circuit for the condenser takes time
indicated by arrows in Fig. 2.
to reach its charged condition.
The
filled
in
If desired, the nail holes can be
actual calculation of the time constant
with
a
with plastic wood or putty coloured
is very simple, however, for with inductance
little of the sta in to be used on the completed and resistance present the expression is
cabinet. Alternatively, coloured wax can
where L is in henries and
be used after staining, or the edges might merely
be covered with prepared beading. The R in ohms. The general deduction from
Jatter is not recommended, for it gives an this is that in a circuit of given resistance
"amateurish" finish.
the rate of growth or decay of current is
directly proportional to the inductance
of the circuit, while if it is desired to
increase this rate then the resistance should
Fig. &-Fllt Puig
be inerea.sed. The time in seconds given
be screwed to the sides
by substituting figures of circuit inductance
Io receive ¡he ,cmov-able bock or front.
and resistance for the fraction is the time
This

-

illustration also

shows how

the

nails

arc sunk slightly below
the surface by inc ans
of a nail or pin punch.

8-valve All-wave SuperMODEL AW38.
heterodyno chassis. This All-wave itadiograni
vl1assis lias resistance capacity coupled push-pull
o6tput capable of handing 6 watts, and gives good
quality reproduction on botta radio and gramophone, for an economical price of 8 gsa. Plus
5% war increast.
Armstrong Puth-pull Speaker to nutcis AWlS
chassis, £1 : 1 :0. Plus 5% war Increase.
We suggest Model AW38 together wIth matched
speaker at £9 : 9 :0, plus 5% war increase, coniplete, rapresents the moBt outstanding value on
the market to-day.
MODEL 3NBP,IT. 7-valve (including Cathode
Ray) All-wave Radiograrn chassis with 34 watt
output, supplied complete with thin. nioving coil
speaker. Cash £7 :18 :6. Plus 5% war increase.
MODEL AW125PP, 13-valve (including Cathode
Ray) tU-wisse Radlogram chassis coverIng 5 wave
bands. Radio Frequency pre-asripliller. 2 1.1.
stages with variable selectivIty. 10 watts ResIstance Capacity Coupled Triode. Push-puji output.
Casir £17 17 0. Plus 5% war iticrease.
:

chassis sent on 7 days' approval

ARMSTRONG MANFG.

Co.

WAR LTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY,
LONDON,
-

The fixed back or front can be screwed
over the whole edge of the frame, or to
ifilets screwed to the inside faces, na shown
in Fig. 6.
Any preparatory stain can be used, but
stain.varnish is not recommended ifa really
good finish is desired. Give one light-coat,
allow it to dry, lightly rub down with fine
glasspaper and apply a second coat. A
final finish can well be given with polishing
wax; this is better thami varnish or polish
for the amateur and "comes up" better
every time the cabinet is rubbed with a dry

duster.

(Adjoining

'Phone

HoHoway Arcade)

-

NORth 3213 _________

.-

taken for the current to rise to two-thirds
of its final value. In the case of a circuit
containing a condenser and resistance, then
the time constant is CR, whero C is in.
farads and R in ohms. If the time that
should elapse before the current reaches twothirds of its final value has to be reduced,
then either or both Cand R must have their
values cut down and similar reasoning
applies to the case of the condenser discharging. This is particularly important
in valve theory, where for various forms
of coupling the cidenser charge has to
leak away as a flow of electrons through a
resistance. Not only have the values for
these quantities to be considered in the
light of frequency response in the amplifier,
but the time constant has its degree of
importance and circuit values may have
to be adjusted in order to satisfy the
conditions of design.
D. M. M. (Wick). The Ileldeoukl be used as on
Is one of tise main features of
its design. In some cases a 4,000-ohm field is used,
but the 2,000 or 2,500-ohm resistance is usare general.
W. MtF. (Belfast). The makers are Microfuses,
Ltd., 4, Cliarterhouse Buildings, ECl.
I. T. G. LWhitton). We regret that we are unciste
to supply details ist tise absence of further informal ion
regarding your propoaed experiments.
J. H. S. (Edinburgh 7). The trouble may be duc to
a fault or to normal field or speaker energisation
arising from tite particular types of valve used or
circuit employed.
H. A. S. (Lythe). The change in tite control would
not prevent signals. Is tite pick-up In order
H. W. (Canterbury). It would be preferable to use
tite M114 rst,.then the ML4 and finally the PX4.
Full détails and data sheets may be obtaIned from
tite dEC., or we can supply them on receipt of a
stamped-addressed envelnue.

suggest-in fact, that

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The.follose-ing replies to queries are given sa
atìSreviaed form cO/serbe cause of non.cossiiance

:

Illustrated Art Catalogue on request

All

THAT TIME CONSTANT

dealing with the performance of
better to support the corners, and \YJHEN
VV high-quality amplifiers and circuitsin

be done by glùing and screwing, or
nailing, triangular pieces as shown in Fig.
5. This wood can be rough, and is better
in this form because the glue will then
have a better grip. When all the glue
has had time to set (a full 24 hours for
Scotch glue, or about 12 hours for some
proprietary glues) all the nails can be
puncn&g aown just oeiow rue sursace ny
means of a nail or pin punch, as shown in
Fig. 6. This is better than attempting to
drive tile nails right down with a hammer,

-

-

REIVER

(Continued

December 2nd, 1939

-

wifhourruTha,orbeceueelisapointraioedisnolof
general interest,

J. A. B. (Brockley Cross). Tite set was described in
a contemporary which is no longer on the market.
We cannot supply blueprints or other details.
J. B. P. (Eistree). A converter could be used, bitt
probably your previous set dici not employ HF.
amplification and titis would account for the converter

failing to function.
M. F. (Leamingten Spa). Owing to ciiangrng prices
we suggest you write to Messrs. reto-Scott for a
quotation.
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Get back that P-U-N-C-H
QUALITY RADIO EQUIPMENT

D.0

With the

t:

CARRY ON THE GOOD WORK OF SUPPLYING

your Set!

in

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS

AVOMINOR
Regd.T,ao'eOf.u'E

--

3

-

r

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUt1ENT

All

2
RADIO SERVICING
SIM PLIFIED 6th Edition
valuable
text-book,
written tri the light of the
latest radio knowledge, covers
the whole routine of testing
modern radio receivers. Clearly
explains causes of faults in
receiving and amplifying apparatus
describes all tests
in detail.
Shows how to use
radio testing instruments.
150 pages. Numerous diagrams and graphs.
This

Solo

-

Proprietari & .}faa..afueIurers:

This precision built moving-coil D.C. instrument,
with 13 ranges covering
O-120 rn/A, 0-600 volts,
and 0-3 megohms, pro-

I
I
I
I
I

-

1

I
I

00-

0-240
0-300

O-600

RESISTANCE
I
i

supplied
Easiest Terms.

on

n

Ø

''";;

r., Z,

I

''
.

request.

-,

PORTABLE
A.R.P.
RECEIVERS

VOLTAGE
6 s.
12 y.

o--120 s.

O-120

li

CASH POlICE
£12:12:0 plus
5% war increase.
Armstrong

I

leads, interchangeable testing
prods and crocodile clips.
CURRENT

output capable
of
handling
watts.

-

Chassis
-

In case, with instruction booklet,

0- 6 rn/A
0- 30

fier. R.C. coupled
puth-pull Triode

r

testing
adequate
vides
facilities for checking valve performance, batteries and power
units, etc. It reduces troubletracking to its simplest terms.

[

wave.

-

incorrorating 2
Independent OirCuits. Suretheterodyne and
Straight, having
01F. rre-ampli-

.

r

MODEL S10
SU P ER HE TSTRAIGHT"
10-valve 011gb
Fidelity Badiogram chassis.

-

V.

y.
s.

Write for quotation
and

full

details

-

0 1,200.000 ohms
0-l0,000ohrns
0-3 megohms
o-60,000
e Write for fully descriptive
literature and current prices

'

L

O N D O fi

RADIO SUPPLY

,,

and other retiable radio apearattm over £2 In
value available

on our very
CONVENIENt'
TERMS.

COM PANYS
Late of 11. Oat
All

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.. LTD..
Victoria 3404-7
Phon,
Winder House, Douglas Street. London. S.W.l.

"WVDEN"

-

Lane, London. E.C.2

Communications to evacuation address:
ARDINOLY ROAD - ItALCOMBE

-

SUSSEX

-

is

Chnstmas without
rn possible
could be a

a

thought!

more

L

Radio?

So

what

4A

suitable gift than
Stentorian Baby'Cabinet

"Stentorian" to bring the radio

to an extrá room? Your family wiI
appreciate
Fit

a'

it-and

yòu will

£1

12 6

Chassis Models
Senior

too!

Junior

..

....

Baby

fMidget
j

new

12

6

3

LI IS

9

LI

..

..

60
19

3

Cabinét Models

Cadet

....
....
....

Handy

..

)

Senior

6j .Stcii1oÎ''

¡

4

Pendant

J

The perfect extra speaker for any set

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL

RADIO

CO.,

LTD.,

MANSFIELD., NOTTS.

Junior

£3

9

3

£2

14

6

£2 14

6

£2

3

6

LI

I

6

J

Junior Chassis 35/9
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SAFEWAYS ADAPTORS
You can use your Radio and other electrical
appliances in any room and secure their full
benefit throughput your home by fitting a
SAFEWAYS Adaptor in your existing lamp-

holder.
To nullify the depressing effects of the
Black-out ' fit a SAFEWAYS adaptor with
a low-wattage lamp in the branch outlet and
the ustial lamp in the other. You can then
ertoy normal lighting knowilig that, should it
be necessary, dimmed lighting can be switched
on at a moment's notice.
This particular arrangement can also be used as
f
a nightlightfor children or
IlL
-invalids,
but
is
merely one of
:--

-

I

-

many ways

¡n

which SAFEWAYS
can Increase the
convenience
of
your
electrical

i

4'

I

to'

December 2nd,- 1939

27 icuiiio'n

The Editor does not necessarily agree svith the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the'sender (not- necessarily for publication).

A Well-equipped Den
SIR,-I enclose a photograph of part o
my den which may be of interest to
readers. My set is a. 5-valve superhet with
A.V.C. and push-pull output (PX4s).
There is also a 2-valve short-wave converter
coupled tQ it, covering 9-160 metres, with
4-pin plug-in

coils. All are home-constructed and work off A.C.230 mains.
The speaker is Magnavox 66, and headphones for DX. Aerial is an inverted-L,
30ft. high, 40ft. long, screened by houses
and pointing to South America. I also
use a piezo-electric pick-Ui) and electric

motor.
I would like to exchange QSL cards with
anybody at home or abroad, and any
of this journal is welcome to come
installation reader
-quickly, cheaply down and have a chat at above address.
-BAwL RonEnsoN, 17, Wellington Aveand safely.
ASKYOUR nue, Smithdown Road, Liverpool.

-

-

-_
-,
I

DEALER FOR

"SAFEWAYS"
Single Switch, 1/10

Double Switch,

;

2/3

Cord Control 2/6 each.

)

f

up."-B EUBEN

Jerusalem,

SOKOLOVSKY,

Palestine.

Radio Athlone
w-ish

SIR,-I
Atblone

to report that Radio.

is testing on the 31-metre
band, although officially listed as only
cperating on 16.82 metres.

1

r

Home-recording: Public Addrèss
Work
STR -Having read several letters in

your pastt-wo or three issues on homerecording I, too, would be interested in a
BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS few articles on this subject. May I also
LTD.
suggest an article or two on home broad1, Church Roads Leatherhead, Surrey. casting and general public-addrers work,
including a few circuits of high-quality
amplifiers. Wishing your excellent paper
all the best and continued success in its
new form.-5J. W. RiTciux (Bournetnouth).
Moaned Smith "Ou,
iPN ?
[An ailicie oil Home Broadcasting appears
oldsuper-het
f
in the present issue, and article-s on Pnblic
on its la st le gs,
J-''Is darling
Address worl were published in the issues
pet."
171/i, 1938, and July 4th, 1936.
"Oh no," replied she, for December are
These issues
obtaiiwble from our Publish"l've mended it. See.
U
ing Dept., price 4d. each,, post paid-ED.]
With FLUXITE'.S cute
A CLIX product made

I1

Last cards, here are from Pl2LZ
VE5OT for 14 inc/s. 'phone and a card
from PY4DA for a 7 me/s. 'phone "book-

-

-

by :-
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soldering Set."

that FLUXITE is always b, you-in the
house-garage-workshop-wherever
speedy

See

Used for 30 years in
soldering is needed.
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in tins,
4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructiOns, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of "soft
soldering and ask foe Leaflet on CASESTEEL and TEMPERING
HARDENING

TOOLS with FLUXITE.

¿

Your wheels will NOT
TO CYCLISTS!
kerti round and hoe, unk.'s the spors are j,ed
with fine wire at tie crosiisli A/VO SOLThis make, a misc!, stronger
DERED.
wheel.
It's smple-wdIi FLUXITE-bat

i

IMPORTANT.

FLUXITE GUN
THE
always ready to put
is

's.

,

Flusite on the soldering ob instantly. A
little pressure places
the right quantity on
'the right spot and one
charginc lasts'fot ages.
Price 1/6, or filled 2/6.

'

°

-

ALL MECUAWICS»71.L

-

vl

FLUXITE
FLUXITII LTD. (Dept. W.P.) PRAO ON WORKS,
BERMONDSRYSTPJIJT, S.R.l.
r

A Multi-valve Short-waver for Overseas
SIR,-Being a regular reader of your
splendid paper since 1934, I do feel
it my duty to drop you a line from time
to time. I must, therefore, congratulate
you on the new appearance of your paper,
which is most attractive.
Whilst looking back on the old and new
copies of PRACTICAL WntLEss, I have
noticed the lack of a description uf a
2-, 3-, or 4-valve short-wave receiverrunning
from AC. mains 220 volts, covering the
bands iof 7, 14 and 28 mcjs, and I shall be
glad if such a description can be given in
the near future. American metal valves
of the latest types will be the most suitable.
The set should be simple to build and
operate -with the minimum of controls,
and for headphones reception; band-spread
tuning will be essential.
I submit herewith my log of 14 and
28 me/s stations received on my "Hallicrafters Sky Champion," with the aid of a
33ft. doublet aerial which is only 10 metres
above ground and pointed north-west to
south-east. I've logged these stations in
the period of 1.10.39 till 1.11.39.
W6PUE, CElAN, VQ5WES, LU7BU,
HR5C, W6NNR, W8QXT, YV1AQ,
XU8ZA, TO7SH, X13, J5CW, YV4AF,
H171, YV4AQ, ZS1T, CR6AF, K4FJsC,
OQ5AB, W5H1ID, W6USA, KA1AF,
NYAAE, K5AM, KAILZ, ZE1JS.

'ii

A

corner ej

:_T
Mr. Ralph

Den.

Ro,,"ersin's

I

have to-day received verification of
reception on this new frequency and
included is a schedule which might be
useful to other readers, to i give it here.
For the next few weeks Athlonc will be
operating on -18.82 metres from 12.30 to
13.30, and from 14.00 to 15.00 hrs. G.M.T.
every day, and also transmissions will take
place on the new wavelength of 31.27
metres at the following times 17.30 to
21.30 and 22.00 to 23.00 hrs. G.M.T.B. T. PARSONS (Brighton).
-

A Militiaman's Appreciation

SIR,-I

am a militiaman, and have been
in barracks since the beginning of the

war. I have PRACTICAL WIRELESS sent
to me from home each week, and it arrives
on Saturday in time for the week-end. It
seems to be about my only connection
with the life I lived before the war.
Although I am now unable to indulge in
any practical work, I still find pleasure in
reading of the experiments and work

of others.

Of course, everywhere work on radio
and television must be seriously hampered
by the withdrawal of all transmissioR
licences. We can only make the best of
it, and look forward to. the time when
we iiay return to our life as it was befotk,

the war.

.

-

-
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I would say that it amomits to a national
duty to continuo publication of such
peijodicals as PUACTICAL WIRELESS and
also Practical Mechanics, both of which
keep the "hams," wherever they may be,

in touch with their hobbies although they
are unable to practise them.
I trust that PR&crIcAL WIRELEss will
continue to appear for a good many years
to come, and I am sure that it will never
lank iéaders as long as it o5ntinues to
publish articles of universal appeal to radio
amateurs as it does at present.-JOMN B.
Dotta (SemeR here in England).

The A.R.P. One-valver
SIR -.Just a line to let you know that
I have built myself the "A.R.P.
One-valver," and that I am moro thafl
satisfied with it. in the evenings it takes
me all over Europe, stations coming in
loudly on headphones ttt every movement
of the tuning dia Ir. I want to thank you
for putting such a good little set before
your readers. In fact, it is the finest little
sct I ever handled.
I am now going one better, and starting

on the "Rapid Two."-W. B. STEVEN
(Neweastle-on-Tyne).

Exchanging S.W.L. Çards
SIR.,-I should be glad to exchange
my S.W.L. card with any
ham"

anywhere (YL's included):
I enclose a few of my best "catches"
on the 20 ni. band. They include XE2FC,
2J{Y, XZ2DY. XU1B, 8A, K6BNR,
OQE (17.30), K7GPX, VS7RA, PK1OG,
and PK4KF.,-HARRT RosxL, 22, Dale
Ave., Longton, nr. Preston, Lanes.

L

ARA'N
ORDER NOW

T

LIMITED STOCKS
PRICES MAY RISE-Make
Replacement CHASSIS

-

Bargains

ReadyLL-WAVE
flattery Ifor
Mr. Caniin fully dozer!t
this wonderful chassis of

USO

on page 238. AmazIng

pl
b&fli
l4ao 2.1

former onali
Wave-range

Sure

L

Name
VE 3. No. 8022.
1
ve again secured a
quantity of these
U't-..
valve SG., Pentode
radios.
All-wave - y
on 18 to 2.100
Station and metre O
dial.
Concertusing-coil speaker r
instrument housed
',
___
In beautiful Walnut veneered
cabinot. Fully tested and
ready to play. BARGAIN
(fraction only of pro'war
price). £5 15e. eash (less batteries), or 289 down
and 4 monthly Payments of 23,9.
Oi' ChASSIS ONLY. Fully tested chassis only, coniplete with V.M.H. Pontode, Det.. and Pentodc output
valves. Similar station-name scale, screened Oollv.
etc. Size Ihm, wide. Olin. high. Olin. deep. Ready
for littOR in your present fabinet. BAR(4A SN,
79i. or 1916 deposIt and 4 monthlY payments of 16 6.
..4 CHASSIS will, PU. SOCk.'te. For radio or
radhogram Purposes. Wave-range 200 to 2000 metres.
AC. 4-valve SCI. bandpass cIrcuit. 3 watts output.
Illunilnated dial. Fully tested. complete with' all
valves, ready for use. BARGAIN, 61 6 cash. Cdi
nage. 113 extra.
lIEADPHoNL'S Unbeatable offer of lightweight sensitive 'PhoneS, 2.000 ohms taels
carpiere. Brand new. Ideal for testing or
,hort-svsve llstsslse RAHOSAIISI sa ,vst
6(1. extra.
UO,'.IE BROADCASTERS.-2 types arsil
able for Connecting to your present., ecelve
or for uso with amplifier, offered Ix-10v
-

I..

TH

Solution to Problem No. 375
When Roberts connected the new transformer he was
itulitmiliar- with tite tiifièrent markings, und min.understanding gliene he had mixed primary ami
peetmndary stindingt, connecting oite primary .and otte
rerundary terminal in each circuit. Titis obviously
jsrevented signals being obtained.
Tite following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 374, and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them
T. W. Welch, 8.3, 'fotlaud Road, Leicester.
W. G. B. Roboneosm, Forge House, (3eator, Cumberiand.
L. Sanders, 39, Stowehl Road, Kingstaitdujtg ,BirmíngImam, 23.

NEWNES' TELEVISION 'AND
SHORT.WAVE HANDBOOK
5/-, or 5/6 by post from
Southampton

Ltd., Tower House,
btreet, Strand, London, W.C.2,

IVE WIVES,

.

.

-,...

resoy br instant use. TABLE
bakelite case. 326 cash (caror Professional Telescopic ObrosO
floor-ztand model, 2 zus..
king and carriage. ito extra, Ideal
dauce-band use, LIiiiited Stock.
ER BATI'ERY 4-watts model. pe.
dinary 1201150v. HT. Push-puB
ko and Gramo rockets. Can be used
ri-casing volume of existing battery
y tested, with 4 Valves, BAR0. carriage paid. Only a few lel't.
d SPEAKERS. Limited stock of
sergised moving-coil Speakers.
shms fiT,I
SOnor

(Iui

OUtI

also
aCts
Gi
HAI
LI'S. New purchase! Brand new mal
sensitive pick-up, complete with 2.001
screened lead, usual price, 176. AC.
BARG tIN, 8,6, yostage 6d.extra, i'Sag
CO.,

e

moving-coIl type for battery
i'I
104cl for Class B chassis same pi
carriage and Packing.

HEARD

RUMOUR

STRIPS

No. 376

AEVIS had aprc mains transformer svitli
two 4-volt 1-amp. windings on it, and he
Ju'Is)ied
to try an American valve in his mains i
set. This set 'as fitted with standard 4-volt ¡
valves aud lie decided to use tue spare transformer to supply the heater 01 the new valco.
L'o obtain the 6 volts necessary he joined the
two 4-volt windings in series and took a lend i
from the centre-taja of one winding, thereby t
obtaining 6 volts (4 + 2). The results did not
conte Up to etpectatiofl, although theoretically
titers should have been an improvement in the
performance of the set. What was wrong?
Three hooks will be awarded for tIte first three
correct olutiOn5 opened. Entries oltould ito
addressed to Tite Edlior, PRÁCrRIAL WIRELCS$,
George Rewues, Ltd., Tower Bouse, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes taust he marked Problem No. 3713
in the top left-hand cornr and must he posted
to reaeh titis office not later titan the first post
on Monday, December tth, 1939.

GEORGE

-

I

Orde,' Now. Stucks ,'apidli,
- ,extra.
clen,'lug. COSIIOCORD PICK-

HAVE YO

j

-

i

(PrW.14), LudgateHilI,LondonE.C.4. City ,51f

PROBLEM

l-

-

,

-

Statlon-namo scale.
Size 12m. x tiln. x tin.
IIARGAIN.
deep.
09 6, or 176 deposit
and 4 monthly payof
143.
AC-wave
menOs
WiLls
supplied
i'
valves Chassis
fully tested and CornpI.'te vi(Ii all valvps. Sec also speaker 011e,-.
At'. 4 MODF.L. Mains version of shore. Ideal radio
or radiosiram replacement chassis. As illustrated, with
station-name dial. Pick-up sockets. Complete with
all valves and ready for connection to AC. mains
33W250 volts.
BARGAIN, 7ß, or deposit only 106
and 4 monthly payments of 166. See speaker of 1er.
BArFICRY Class 104 CUASSIS. SPecial opporlunity (or battery set nacre. Wane-range 200 tO 2.000
metres. Powerful SG. 4 circuit, with Driver and
Class B output, giving volume equal to a mains Slit,
Screened coils and ganged condenser. Complete with
IltRGALN.
4 valves, fully tested and ready for use.
9 6. or 17.0 down and 4 monthly payments 01 14 ii
Recomn,ended COMMUNICATION IO '.RGAIN i
ltE('EJ'ER. We cannot repeat! Famous name I
lunior A.C. 5-valve model with continuous wave- I
range 10-550 metres (switched coil mit), for Viorid
News and B.B.C. listening. A.V.C. and B.F.O.
switches. Built-in high-ffdelity speaker. Employs
band-spread tuning. Supplied complete with valves
and ready for instant use on AC, mains 200250 V.
40 to 100 cycleS. Terms 40- deposit and h
mi
month,y payments of 386. Pi-e-Wa,- Price
sei's, cous, caca resistances ano conoensers. gnous ana
a brand new cadmium-plated steel naiversally-drilled chassis, 141m. s 71m. s 21
In. Astounding BAIttS.tlN at 5/-,
parkIng and pOstage 1/i special

I
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NEW TIMES SALES

i

Battery'-- -g''s

OFFER

That Winston Has Sunk The

German
It's

Fleet Single-handed?

in

Reginald

Arkell's

CLIX Chassis Mounting Strips embody the CLIX Patent Resilient
turned Sockets with screw or solderng term,nals.
CLIX Voltate Selector Panels prov,de
a

speedy and safe means

SC

lee t, sn

al

voltage

WAR RUMOURS () () AND
Everybody is talking about WAR
RUMOURS, the new book of hilarious
war rumours n verse. lt tells how
Hitler was arrested by a special constable
what happened when Mr.
Chamberlain was dropped behind the
German lines, and how Winston
Churchill won the war-by himself!

WAR RUMOURS is written ìn Regirald
Arkell's inimitable style, and the illustrations by Edgar Norfield capture
rumour " spirit. Read
the real
enjoy it-and recite its amusing verses
to your friends. lt is a priceless wartime
possession."

it-

From all booksellers 1/- net, or by poot 1/2 from the
publishers, C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd. (BoOk' Dept.),
Towcr Houss, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

ìjsocKEJs
The sockets illustrated will gise you
some idea of the exceptional range
thrt standard designs
of the
available. There are CLIX Turned
types-CLIX
Rolled
Resilient
Resilient types-CLIX Embossed
Resilient types-CLIX R,gtd Tube
types and CLIX Insulated Panel
Mounting Sockets. -.

CLIX VAL VEOLDERS AND
STRIPS ARE SPECIFIED FOR
THE"THREE-TWO" RECEIVER

/

"

-

BRITISH ÑECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS Ltd.
I, Church- Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.
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is employed, however, it may piovide all
the insulation that is necessary for reception purposes. In any case it is a good plan

In

to lower the aerial periodically and
thoroughly clean the insulators and connecting links, removing the deposit of soot
(carbon) which accumulates on them in the
course of time.

1

-

¡

-

-

7

Battery Charging
" When charging

tette r

two accumulators of
different rating, must the current rate
be limited to the rate of the smallest acthe secondary winding of a burnt-out cumulator, or is the fact of the two batteries
Extension Coupler
being in series sufficient to act as a reguI am building a short-wave experi- transformer may conveniently be used.
lator ? "-N. D. F. (Settle)'.
mental receiver, but wish for a long exten- Aerial Insulation
WITH the ordinary home-charging
sion control to the tuning condenser.
"Is there any need to go to the expense
methods the current should be
Unfortunately I wish to mount this on a of fitting the elab'Orate chain of insulators
sub-panel and I,ilnd it difficult to line it on an. aerial? I am using just one insulator limited to that of the cell having the lowest
up exactly so that the control will be in line. at each end and a friend has told me that charging rate. There are, however, several
The usual extension rod, therefore, is if I put a good chain o! insulators I shall methods of charging, i.e., constant current,
rather tight and the slow-motion drive slips. get better foreign-station reception. Your constant potential, etc. We assume that
Is it possible to get a long flexible coupler, advice in this connection will be appre- your two batteries are of the same voltage,
and therefore you should connect them so
similar to the small discs with crossed ciated.-F. R. T. (Cambridge).
that the current flowing does not exceed
arms as in the Eddystone range? "-R. T.
QNIE good insulator may be better than that recommended for the smaller model.
(N.W.9).
insulators
a chain of inferior
badly An ammeter is therefore essential in this
is an extension shaft flexible arranged.
If the quality of the small
THERE
coupleg in the Bulgin range, typo insu1ators is poor and they are connected casç.
Extension Speaker
E.H.l2 or E.H.14. The former has a lin.
length of rod between the two flexible discs,
have tried an extension speaker on
RULES
and the second has a 2'in. rod. If these are
my set but it is very weak. It also seems
wish
to
draw
the
reader's
attention
to
We
the
not sufficiently long you will have to
to cut down the volume on the set itself,
fact that the Queries Service is intended only make your owi by obtaining two of the
Is it
when both speakers are in circuit.
for the eolutlon of problems or dlmculties
arising from the construction of receivers
standard flexible couplers and screwing them
necessary to cut out the built-in speaker
pages,
articles
described
in
our
from
appearing
to the end of a length of ebonite rod.
when using an extension? "-S. E. (Westonin our pages, or on general 'wireless matters.
super-Mare).
We regret that we cannot, for Obvious reasonsChoke Coupling
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of coniplete
IN many cases both speakers may be
I should be glad if you would let me
multi-valve receivers.
operated together, but the problem
know what is meant by choke coupling.
(2) Sugg6st alterations or modifications of
as to the volume thereby obtained will
receivers de4cribed in our contemI am familiar with normal transformer and
poraries.
depend upon the circuit. In some cases
R.C. coupling, but have not yet met this
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
an extension speaker has to be of high
I do not remember
commercial receivers.
new arrangement.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
resistance, and in others of low resistance,
seeing any set in your pages employing it."
(5) Orant interviews to querists.
and it is therefore essential to use the
-A. G. (Wealdstone).
A stamped addressed envelope must be
right type of speaker with your set. The
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
'11E chóke coupling is exactly the same
drawings whIch are sent to us should bear
maker's instructions should therefore be
I as resistance-capacity coupling, the
the name and address of the-sender.
followed in this respect. We would
full terni being, in fact, choke-capacity
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
from your remarks that your et is designed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
coupling. The diflrence is that in place of
separate department.
for a high resistance speaker and you are
a resistance in the anode circuit, the load is
using a low resistance model, thereby shortSend your queries is the Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
effected by means of a good LF. choke.
Oeorge Newues. Ltd., Tamer Rosse. Southampton Street.
circuiting the output circuit.
See the
The inductance should be high and the
Strand, London, W.C.S. The Coupon ususi be enclosed
with every sorry.
article in this issue on extension speakers.
maul advantage is that it provides a lower
D.C. resistance and thus the valve may be
permitted to receive more high-tension together with wire, then there may be a
The cou pon on p a ge 252 must be
There was one form of choke leakage rath provided which will negative
voltage.
attached to every query.
coupling in which the grid leak also was the effects of the insulators. Jf a good
replaced by a choke, and for this purpose quality insulator with a long léikage path
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the Liltimate ¡n listening

wireless set in the usual
A HALLICRAFTERS COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER is flot
'sense of the term. It is a good deal more. It is a specialised precsion instrument designed
and built primarily for the exacting needs of the professional and amateur broadcast technicran.
At tisis time, however, when first-hand news and views (as well as rare and refreshing enter
tainment programmes) from eoery part of the globe are essential for the accurate valuation of
international developments, a communications receiver is of vital importance to reery reader
A Hallicralters Communications Receiver is the ultimate in radio
of "Practical Wireless.'
enjoyment-no other type of set is capable of providing short-wave reception with such a high
selectivity
and range. Ask for latest Catalogue ej Cosnsssunicoticns Recrirers.
sensitivity,
of
degree
Wide range of modelo and prices.
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Attractive

easy terms.
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io .54mc. (6.8 (o 555m.);
Bui/i-in Frequency Meier Tuning;
Built-i,; Noise Limiter ; Variable
Selectivity; Frequency Stabilily;
Break-in Re/ay Operation Crystal Filter : Four
Band Positio,,s; Electrical Ba,,d Spread; 9Valres;
'

HOME OF THE SHORT WAVE ENTHUSIAST

SX24

;

L

o

!'J

D O

FJ

.9(

14

SOHO

(Open

9.30

a.m. to

ST.,
6

p.m.

OXFORD

ST., W.1

Telephone: Gerrard

2089

Phone: 4924
Branch: 58 Victoria St., St. Albano.
Phone: Mid 5669
Birmingham Depot: 41 Carrs Lane.
Emer.pency

i

IO ro

£4

250-volt A.C.

12

Speaker

0

£24 O O
.

.

fine
THE 'SKY BUDDY' Another
model from time

Hallicrafters range at the very low price of
LII. Os. (including speaker). Remarkable value.
'n,
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EVEN in the best regulated offices, slips
occur from time to time, and in
days with A.R.P. work and
blacked-out offices we regret that we permitted a slip to get into our issue dated
November 11th last in the article on
Eliminators. Here, the method of calculating one part of the bleeder resistance
Statically,
valuo was incorrectly stated.
the value there given by the contributor
was correct.
Unfortunately, however,
when such a bleeder resistance is in
use there will be a current load to the lower
part of the total resistance, and this will
lead to an incorrect value, if the method
of calculation which was given is adopted.
Therefore, the method of calculation should
be as follows: First, settle upon an
arbitrary current which may be "bled"
from the total H.T. and this should be a

these

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
(Continued from page 241)

the main projection lens at the top of the
equipment appears stationary. The angulation of the mirrors one to the other is set
to allow this to take place, and the scheme
of "picture chasing" is a familiar one,
and forms the basis of several pieces of
scientific equipment. The actual chango
from one frame to the other takes place by
ensuring that the succeeding frame picture
is correctly focused on to the following
mirror at the very instant the previous
frame is about to disappean from view,
By merging the changes in this way the
optical expression given to the eye is one
of discontinuous movement and is, therefore,
ideally suited to use with a disc scanner
(as seen in Fig. 1), a storage tube or image
dissector tube. The number of pictures
per second is governed by the motor drive,
and can be made to suit any transmission
standard, while the synchronising signals
may be injected just where required, for
the whole scheme of scanning is really independent of the film motion provided by
the projector unit itself. Furthermore, a
smooth change over from ifim to studio
scenes and vice versa is possible without
any special adaptations, as is the case
with the intermittent projector.
The only important defect which has so
far been noticed with this apparatus is the
possibility of frame ificker, even when
the frames per second are at least 50.
This is caused by alternate frames
of the ifim reflected from the drum being

CHAR ÇERS

small fxaçtion of the total current, say
10 per cent., as already explained. Resistance RL in the diagram published in thc
issue in question has to pass this initial
urrent when connected to a working
receiver and we require 60 volts at the first
tapping above this resistance. Therefore,
60 volts at the initial current, which we
took as 2mA will give a value of 30,000
ohms. The next resistance, R2, is calcu.
lated exactly as - mentioned in the article,
namely, the current of the valve which is
fed from the 60-volt point, plus the bleeder
resistance, gives a total current of 4mA
in the example and as 20 volts have to be
dropped across that resistance the value is
5,000 ohms as mentioned. Thus it will
be seen that all the calculations in the
example are quite porrect, with the exception of the first section, RL.

-

THE EXTENSIOÑ SPEAKER
(Continued fro,n page 237)

The great majority of reputable cornmerciai sets are quite safe in this respect,
nnd if they are provided with terminals
for an external loudspeaker, all that is
necessary is to connect up the extension
leads thereto.
When no such terminals are provided
the matter calls for a little care to ensure
afety (that is, immunity from risk of shock
to anyone handling the extension apparatiss).
Probably the simplest method
is to proceed as follows: coñnect one
lead of the extension pair to one side
of the built-in loudspeaker transformer
rimary tlirouh a condenser of 2 microfarads. Connect the other lead of the
extension line to the remaining side of the
internal output transformer primary, also
through a large fixed condenser. To avoid
breaking into or otherwise interfering with
the wiring of the receiver, the connections
from the condensers may take the form of
short pieces of flex ending in crocodile
clips these can be attached to the required
points inside the receiver without disturb.
ing anything.
Connecting Up
In the case of a home-built set, of course
it may he that no such precautions will
be needful; if the instrument already
-

incorporates an output filter the extension
line can be connected straight to the
loudspeaker terminals of the receiver.
Many of the later commercial sets fitted
with terminals for extra loudspeakers
give what is called a low-impedance output.
H. J. Barton,'Chapple, a member of our With these the ordinary type of step-down
technical staff, and a regular contributor transformer often found fitted to extension
to these pages, has just been granted a loudspeakers is not required.
commission in the R.A.F. Volunteer
We will conclude our consideration of the
Reserve.
practical and technical side of the question
Alan R. Barnett, for nearly ten years by adding a reminder that our earlier
East Midlands representative for Ekco, suggestion of twin bell-wire for the extension
has severed his cónnection with the material applies only to lines actually
company.
inside the house; for a lead down the
G. W. Godfrey has given up his position garden, something weatherproof must natuas general manager of the home televisor rally be provided; meta'-braided wire is
sales section of Baird Television, Ltd.
recommended.
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-

all needs. High am-

plification, nickelalloy cores, even
response cu r ve s,
high gain and continuous copper windings.
Jousts are welded-not soldered. The
range covers all requirements.
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NEON TEST PROD \\/
SMALL

A

neon
lamp of special
design and

Ø9

manu.,,'f

-i

:-

.

incorwith a protecMay be
sistance.
t i y e remain of a supply
used to detect the " live
whether a supply is AC. or D.C. continuity
where potentials of 180 y. or over
EACH
exists; etc. List No. T.P.S. 7 6

facture is

of unequal brightness, due to the mirrors
getting out of alignment one to th other.
This is readily corrected by undertaking a
daily check of angulation, although the task
calls for great skill because of the very small
angles involved.

COMPONENTS

DJO

1'

por a t e d

WATTMETERS

T WOmodels
(for 250W

if

,?.-

.

J

and 125W max.)
provide a simple
means of ascertaming the power
e
taken by mains
apparatus. Fitted l\
with 2 pole 5-A
pins and sockets,
accuracy
5 per
In a highly
cent.
polished bakelite
I
case. List Nos.
I

,/ ''uk

':-.

¡ i

/i

±

ri

EACH
U.M. 12, 14.
M ICROPHONES

TWO

i!.
\

tion contained

\':::::::m

-

\

.

car-

polished
j)

ch r onhium-

,//
,»
stantially
isCsui

sw

'_

non-resonant.
Sensitivity is
high and excellent output is obtained.
The
response is exceptionally good and the background noise tow. Complete with
four suspension-springs and full 12 6
EACH
instructions. List No. M.4.

SwdNOH'ì
Pi'se

/

send mc the NEW 128 pp. Catalogue No.
full range of Bolg,n Products, for
which I enclose 3d. stamps.

162, showing

NAME

......................................
..................................

ADDRESS :

P.W.l ¡.39

LJ

Advert, of A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd., Abbey Road,
Barking, Essex.
Tel. RiPpleway 3474 (3 lines).
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RADIXiLÁTEST PATENT NEWS

ELEC

SGÑAL WORK EQUIPMENT.
SERV ICE

I

SIGNALLEItS'

DOUBLE ILEADPHONF.S, with
fiat leather headbands for steel
helmet wear, 120 ohms, by S.'F.
Single
Co., 3/9, 41t. cords.
60 ohm. phones with cord Dm,
FIELD Telephone Ex1/8.
.
and
20-line
5-line
changes.
b portable. Twin and single cable.
u HEADPHONE CORDS, Service
Oit, fitted 2-pin, plugs and 2-hole
l
Itadlo Phone
socket, 2/-.
Cords, 0/8.
fla,JtAID SIGNAL PHONES. Corn-

/
-.

are
Electradix, lndestructijMe
ears outside your dug-out.
Few Ex W,D, Keys reserved for Serbr training now in production.

vices.

December 2nd, 1939-

t

Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office. 25, Southampton Buildings. Londea,
W.C.2. either sheet b; sheet as issued on payment of a aubscription of Ss. per Group Volume or
in bound volumes price 2s.'each.

Abstracts Pnb!ished
wheel 4, driven by a gear wheel 3
ADJUSTING WIRELESS APPARATUS.- shaft 2 and visible through a transparent
Cole, Ltd., E. K., and Jarvis, H. (i. cover plate 14 in the panel 13. The scale
No. 500305.
wheel 4 is freely mounted on a stud
U_13
In a remote.control and for adjustment thereof relative to the
Fig
device for a wireless' tuning element, a preferably sprung cap.
receiver, wherein the 15 is removed from the cover plate, when,
tuning element is by means of a screwdriver or like tool, the
driven through a flexi- wheel 4 may be moved axially in opposition
ble shaft from a shaft 2 to a spring 12 out of engagement with the
(Fig.
1)
actuated wheel 3 and then rotated until the correct
2
by the tuning knob tuning position is indicated when the
I. the tuning indicia wheel 4 is released to mesh again with
are carried on a scale wheel 3.
t

S

I

wood base, a fine key, 10 6. Special Key on 3-switch box
for buzzer and 2 lamps, CAy.. 66.

RLTZ7ERS. small type. with cover. 1 8. Power Buzzes's.
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature.
216. heavy Buzzpr In hakelite case, 3/6. SiemenS
Morse Transmitters, with key and brass-cased Power
Buzzer. j7/Ø. Magneto Exploders, 25f-, Field Telegraph
Sets. Prices on application.
LEARNMtS' MORSE PRACTICE SET. Sound Type
No. 10. with steg and Buzzer on base. 3f-. Visual Type
No. 2A with Key and Lamp on base. No. 3A Duplex with
Key nd Buzzer and Lamp for sound and visual, line plug
ison base, 71-.
SIGNAL LAMPS by Lucas and Aldis. hooded for night
and day use, telescope sights, key and discs for tripod
or hand use. Hehlographs Mark V, with spare mirrors in
leather case, mahogany tripod,
CRYSTAL SfS. Boudoir, 6'G. B.M. Table, 7/6.

WARTIME ELECTRIC SUPPLY. An independent
Emergency or Stand-by Set may be of great value to
you. Can be transported on any car. All these Sets
at's in first-class Order and straight from reserve Stores,
an opportunity for a low price purchase that certainly
cannot be repeated. The Half Kilowatt Set is worth
£40, but our price Is only £18 with engine and dynamo.
pg ROI. ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS FOR
LIGHTING AND CJIARGING FOR £16 ONLY. A 500watt, single cyl.. 2-stroke.
water-cooled, self-oUing Stuart
Turner engine
mag, 1go.
coupled to 50170 volts, 10 amps.
shunt dynamo. LsoO r.p.m.,
£16. No increase in price, these
are £40 sets ready for immediate delivery.
FOR £12. A 150-watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines but coupled to 25/30 volts.
G amps, dynamo.
Rotary Convertors' and
2i Kilowatt and other sizes
Motor Generatore, all ready for immediate delivery.
FittE ALARM BELLS. Waterproof mains, BatterY or
Hand magneto. Cheap.
BELLS. G.P.O. type trembler Circular Desk Bell. with
movement in gong, 118. Wall Bells, trembler. 26.
Ditto, large sIze, 716. Signal Bells, large, metal. 12-volt
single stroke Bells, 10'-.'
YOU MUST KEEP YOUR
BATrERY PREPARED!!
Battery Charging on AC. Mains. The AC. NiTN-DAY will keep your battery fit without attention.
Model 'tfA8, 200/250voltsA.C. and D.C. 6/8 volts j amp.,
-

-

G

S
15'-.
Slodri 1'4/1l6, 200250 volts to D.C., 6,5 volts to lamp. 25:-.
Model N/CS 200'250 volts D.C., 6,8 volta 2 amps.. 35 -.
Model N'D12 200/250 volts to 12 voltS I amp.. 32'-.
DItto. 12 volts 2 amps., with t-volt tap, 55/-. 5 amp..
LTER CHARGERS, with automatic switclsgear
La,-ge batteries.
P. ACCCMI.JL.ATORS for stand-by IST, at Bd.
volt 3 amp, hours. In 24-volt suit crates, glass
's,- each. Can be parallel charged ore 12 volts.
i,
gy ag-outs or ill-ventilated shelter's muet be kept
.'P. SHELTER Ventilation and Air Conditioning.
pact unit, drive olf AC. or D.C. mains. 80 watts
Blower, 20 cub. ft. fresh air per min. 251- is a bargaIn
I SHELTER ELECTRIC'PVMPS, for AC. or

ELECTRIC IMiERSlO5 HEATERS. Save coal.
Armourod bath or tank type with flex, 1,000 watts 230
volts, 25!-.

OF GREAT INTEREST IN DARK WAR EVENINGS
LOW COSY 810mo Re-

cording with the all-geared
FEIGLI Electric Recorder,
Ball Bearing centro gear box
and troveree rod.
the
lowest priced electric home
recorder that will fit any
gramo. Tise set with TrackIng Gear. Pick-up and tone
arm with diamond: 37I6
Gear only. 21/6
Metal blanks, 3/3 doz.
lOw. NÒW MIVOICE
MOUSTfC RECORDERS. CostIniscarton
acoustic sets, complete Outfits
de luxe. 16/-. No. 2 Mivoico. 10/6.
'

¿

-

..

-

Iuflir. 56.

EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful
stand-by electrical and radio repair
material and apparatus, 7 lbs. for 5/-.
Post Pree.
5!

RADIOS
EL.ECTRADIX
Street, London, E.C.4

218,

Upper Thames

TiTe/ep/Ione: CeniTal

i61Jji.

NEW PATENTS

$

These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by permsss,on of the Controller of N.M. Stationery
Office.
The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southamptpo Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is.
weekly (annual subscription, £2 lOs.)

2t3

349.-Yardeny. M.-Device for tuning
radio sets. November 3rd.

Specifications Published.

ri 4155.-Scopliony, Ltd., and

Rosen-

thai, A. H.-Television receivers.
.4170.-British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd., and Mynall, D. J.-Magnetic
Latest Patent Applications.
deflection of the ray in cathode29591 .-ßeneritl Electric Co., Ltd., and
ray tubes.
and Aldous, W. H.-High-fre.4213.-Bosch Ges., It-Wireless reqtlency amplifiers including thercoiving-apparatus.
mionie valves. November 7th.
29590.-General Electric Co., Ltd., 5] 4270.-Baird Television. Ltd., and
Denisoff, A. K-Cathode-ray tubes.
and Epsley, D. C.-Apparatus for
transmitting television. November 51 [4271.-'-'--Baird Television, Ltd., and
Nuttall, T. C-Television and like
7th.
receivers.
29393.-Hazeltine Corporation.-Automatie control system for television 51 4319.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd-Multi-wave band radio
receivers; November 4th.
receisers and the like.
29362.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co.. Ltd.. and Stewart. ,J.-Radio- 5] 1433 1.-Philco Radio and Television
receiving systems. November 3rd.
Corporation.-\ olume-control drcuits for thermionic amplifiers.
29630.-Modrey, H. J.-Carrier for
loudspeakers. November 8th.
51 1332.-Philco Radio and Television
29400.-Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
orporatioii.-Device for supporting
-Cathode-ray tubes. November
radio Coils and the like.
4th.
Printed copies of the full Published
29372-Perkins, A. C.-Radio circuits.
November 4th.

29209.-Walker, W. A. H.-Emergency.
signals radio receiver.
2nd.

e.e

November

(Co'sis,sed

1,-orn page

230)

this socket.- Also, with a piece of rubbercovered w-ire, connect the remaining
filament terminal on the valveholder and
the wire running from the earth side
(moving vanes) of the two .0005 mfd.
condensers to this same black socket. Fix
to the black banana plug two pieces of
flex;. to one attach a small black H.T.
plug, and to the other a crocodile clip.

Testing Out

The set is now completely wiréd-up,
and to test out place the small accumulator
in the space left (a piece of wood screwed
to the lid close enough to the accumulator
will hold this from moving about); join
the positive and negative spades to lt.
Attach to the aerial one pf the red banana
plugs, and to the other connect some flex.
The black plug is put in the negative
socket ofthe H.T. battery and the crocodile
clip to an earth wire.
Plug-in the aerial and 'phone jack, and
listen. If on turning the tuning knob
nothing is heard, increase the reaction, and

I

'-ii

Spe.ificatiopts may be obta'inc4 frani the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildirga,
Lon4lon, W.C.2, at the uniforin price of
le. each.

,e,, ,ee,ea

A POCKET PORTABLE

-

-n_n

_u

you will soon pick up the local station.
Now take the aerial plug out of its present
socket and replace it into the ono with the
.0001 series condenser in circuit. On
retuning, various other stations should
come in quite well, also with a good outdoor aerial quite a good range should be
Drop the H.T. volta-ge to 441
covered.
volts if the reaction is too fierce. Withdrawing the phone plug automatically
cuts off the L.T. and H.T.
With a good one-vitive amplifier arid
extra H.T. the set 'works a speaker and
occupies very little room.

e
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PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK
-

By

F.

J.

CAMM.

or 6/6 by post from

$

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C2
eje,

$

400 pages,
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1

BLUEPRINT.. SERVICE
J %o. 01
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Dote of Issue;
Bi ls(eprsflI.
'CRYSTAL SETS'
Blueprinle, 6d. each.
PWll
1987 Crystal Reeeis'er
.. 27.8.38
TTe "Junior" Crystal Set
FW9I

-

....

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, la. each.
PV31A
.
AU-Wave Unlpen (Pentode)
19.2.38
PWS5
Beginners' One-valver

.... -

........

"Pyramid" Onc-valver (HF
Pen)
Two-salve : Blueprinte, is. eaCh,
Four-range Suier Mag Two(I),Pcn)
The Signet Two (I) k LF)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Seleetone Battery Three ÇD, 215
(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 15
(ItC k Trane))
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Sonnait Three (11F Pen, D, Pesi)
All Pentode Three (HF Pesi, D
IPeni. Pen)
HiIl-Ibl'ark Three (SO, D, Pow)
BaIl-MnrkCaílet(D. LT, Peu(.RC))
F. J. t'ainm's Silver Sous'enir(RF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (AllWave
Three)
Carneo Midget Three (I), 2 LT
.(Trans))
1h30 Snuotone Three-Four (HP
Pen, HF Pen, Vestector, l'en)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 Li?
Tise

PWO3

27.8.38

-

PW76

PV34A
PW35

22.5.37

PW37

PW39
PW4I
PWIS

29.5.37
12.6.37
16.3.35
-

13.4.35

PW'49

PWS3

v

PW89

.

PW92

l'V4

PWI1

'

......
......

-

PtVl7
PWS41S

PW340
PW4S

Pw67

p,g
PV85

-

Mains Operated

Blueprints, Is. each.
--Two-valve
..
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
AC-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selèctoue AC. Rililognam Tiro
(D, Pose)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
flouble-Diode-Triode Three (Hi?
..
.,
Pen, ])DT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SO, D, Pen) ....
AC. Three (SO D, Pen)
AC. Leader (H1 Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (11F Pen, D, Pen)
Ubiquo (HF Pen, D (Peu), Pen)..
4rmada alus Three (HF Pen, D,
:

.........

rwno

.

-

10
-

:

........

Pen)
.1. Camm's A.C. All-Wave Silver

SouvenirThree(HFPen,fl,Pcis)
All-Wave" AO, Three (D, 2

PW23

fl .39
-

PW2I
PW29
PWSSC

PW35B
PW36A

28.7.34

-

-

PWSO

LI? (RC))

PWÖ4

P\'i'16

.......

PW7Q
PW8Q

:

-

-

...........
........

,

------

Three

30.7.38

(SO, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, i LE (RC and
Trans)) ..........
The Band-Spread S.V Three
(HF Peu, D (Pen), Pen)
-

-

-

PW3OA

-

PW'SS

1.10.38

PWO8

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, is. each.

:

-

Imp" Portable

4 (li, LP, LP,
........
(1

valve)

-

F\S 85

3.8.39

PWI7

.

10.3.88

-

PW8O

PW48A

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints,

Gd.

each.

Four-station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set
150-mile Crystal Set

....
....
....

PW2O

PW3AD

PW4

Mains Operated.

AW403

-

.

WM394
-

AW383

'

-

........

......

WM374
WM4AII

WM329

......

\%M386

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets
Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior
..
..
'Vai slty Four
Oct. '31
Tise Request Alt-Waver
June '36
1035 Super-Five Battery (Superliet)
Mains Sets
Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Heptode guper Three
May '34
"W.M." Jhsdiograns Super AO...
-

-

......
.

-

,

VM375

.

i

WM8OÔ

WM407
WM379

-

A.OE,.

:

WM359

PORTABLES.

Four-valve
Blueprints, is. Bd. each.
Holiday Portable (SO, D, LI?,

23.7.38

-

AW427
AW444
AW4SO

........ ........ HF. l'ortable (2 80, D,

AW393

Class B)

Family Portable '(UF, D, RC,
Trans)
Two

MISCELLANEOUS.

SW. ConverterAdaptei

-

Blueprints, Is. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) AC.
Economy AC. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn &.C.-D.C. Two (D, Peu)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each
Lover's
New
All-electric
Home
Three (SO, D, Trans) AC.
Mantovani AC. Three (HF, Pen,
D, Pen)
£15 15e. 1936 AC. itasilogram
(Rl, D, Pen)
Jas1. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
All Metal Four (2 50, D, Pen) .. JnIy '33
liards' Jubilee Radiogram (11F,
May '35
Pen, D, LP, P)

Two-valve

:

Blueprints is.

:

(Pen))

.

-

AW447

.........
Trans)
-

QP2I)
Tyers Portable (SD, D,

\VM36a
\VM367

2

SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated
One-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America .. 15.IQ.88
AW421)
Rome Short-Waver
..
.,
AW452
Two-valve: Blueprints, is. each.
IJItra-short Battery Two (SG, det,
Peli. '30
Pen)
....
WM402
Uome-mado Coil Two (D, Pen)
AW440
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
AW355
ExperImenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen) .... 80.6.34
tW438
The Carrier Short-waver (SO, D, P) July'35 WM300
Four-valve
Blueprints, Is. Bd. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trane)
..
-AW43b
Empire Slìort-wiver (SO, D, RC,
:

-

:

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprint, Is.
AW387
B.B.C. SpecIal One-vaiver
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trane),,
AW3SS
1"uIl-volumo Tv-o (SG det, Pon)..
AW392
t\V426
Lucerne Minor (D, l'on) ..-..
....
W55409
A Modern Two-valver
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Class B Three (D, Trais, (lasa B)
AW3SO
£5 5v. 8.0.3 (80 D, Trans)
.. 2.12.33 AW412
Lucerne Rauger'(SG. D, Trans)
AW422
£5 5e. Three: De Luxe VersIon
(SG, D, Trans)
19.5.34
AW435
Lucerne Straight Three (D
Trans)
AW437
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pou)
WM271
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D-Pen) June'33 WM327
Econom-Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen).
.. Oct. '33
WM337
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
WM351
£8 Is. Three (SG. D, Traiìs)
.. Mar. '3e
V51354
1935 £6 6v. Battery Three (SO,
D, Pen)
WM371
PT1' Three (Pen, D, Peu)
WM389
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen)
WM393
MinitubeThree(SG D, Trans) ...Oc.'35
WM396
All-Wave Winning 'Three (SU, D,
Pen)
WM400
Four-valve Blueprints is. 6d. each.
y
(SG, D, RC, +rana)
AW370
211F Four (2 SG D, Pen)
.,
AW421
Self-contained 1our (SO, D Li?
Ulvas B)
Aug.'33
WM331
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
LI', Trans)
WM350
£5 5, Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LI') Feb.'35
WM381
'f he ILK. Four (SO, SG, D, Pen) Mar. '38 WM384
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
KF Pesi, DDT, Pen) .... Apr, '36
WM404
Five-valve Blueprints -is. Gd. each.
Super-quality Five (2 F, D, RC,
Trans)
WM320
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LE,
Class B)
WM344
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LE,
Claus B)
WM3IO
:

-

:

-

:

......

........

-

......

........
.

........
:

-

......
......

-

-

......

--

-

i

:

........

V3l3l3

......

WM383

Traue)
Standard Four-valver Short-waver
22.7.39
(SG, D, LP, P)
Superhet Blueprint, le. Gd.
Simplified Short-wave Super
.. 2i'oe. '3,
:

Blueprints, Is. each.
Fico-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
T'wo-valve

-

:

-

Pen) AC.
..
...
"W.M." Long-wave converter ..

-

.

Three-valve Blueprint, Is.
Eñaignator (SG, D, Pesi) AC. ..
Four-valve Blueprint,
Od.
Standard Four-valve AC. Short'.
-

:

i.

:

waver (SO, D,RC, Trans)

Aug,

-

'3'

-

plifier (1/-)
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro-

......
......

-

........

-

......................

AW453
WM380
WM352

5
3

\VM3SI

MISCELLANEOUS.

sw. One-valve Converter (Price
fi'l)
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5-watt AC. Amplifier

.........

WM397

Mains Operated,

-

'

AC. 1036 Soeotohe (HF Pen, RI'
Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Post)
All-Woild Ace (ill' Pen, D, Pen) 28.8.37
Four-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Fury Four (SO, SU, D, Pen)
A.O. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, i
Pen)
.
AC. ifall-Mark (UF Pen, J),
Push-Pull)
?4.7.37

PWPS

SHORT-WAVE SETS. (Battery Operated.)
One-valve Blueprint, is.
..
PW8S
Simple SW. One-valvor -.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
PW3SA
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
.... 27.8.38 PV91
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints is. each.

,

PWSS

11.5.37.,

PW7S

18.1.37

,..

py

-

PWOO

Blueprint, is. 6d.

Four-valye

PWS7

Blueprints is. each
1.5,37
Soisotorse Four (8(3, D, 'LP P)
8.5.37
Fury Pour (9 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, 3i,
Cl. B)
Nucleon Clii's 11 Four SG,
(8G). Li", Cl. B)
Fury Four Sisper (SO, SG D, Pen)
Battery halt.Mnrk 4 (*F Pen,
D, Ptish-l'ull)
F. J. Canim's "Limit" All-Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, J.1', P) :. 20.9.30
All-Wave "Corona" 4 (11F, Pen
0.10.37
D, LP, Vow)
Aonio" A'l-Wave4 (HI' Peu
12.2.38
(Pen), 1F, Cl. B)
..
'.
The "Admiral" Four (Ri" Pen,
KF Peu, D, Pen (RC))
3.9.38

/

Double-sided

:

PW44
PW59

Push-Button 4, Battery Model -. }22.lo.ss
Push-Button 4, AC. Mains Model

i'

:

-

Four-valve

PW43
PW42

-

PW'

P\V84

Camm's "Sprite" Three
.... 20.3.38
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
Ilse" Jiurric-sne" \R-WaveTlireo
30.1.38
(SG, 1) (Pen), Pou) ..
Pusli-EsittOit"
F. J. Camm's
Three (TiF Pen, 1) (Pen), Tot) 3.9.38

P\V40
PW52

PW75

-

F. J. Camine ELI Three-valve
Portable (11F Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Port..
able (SO, D, Peu)

PW7S

-

.......

.........
Four ..

luet 4

Three-valve

.

.

:

PVU2

82

PW8I

5.6.37

the following prices, which are additional to tise cost
of the Blucpriest. A dash before tise Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue Is oat of print.
Issues or Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amaeeua, Wli-eaess
4d
Vi,'eIes Matiazine
113
The Index letters which precede the ßluèprint,
Number indicate the periodical In which the description appears: Thus P.W. s'sfera to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M, to,
Wireless Maqactee.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint and the issue (stamps over td
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL W5RELES Blueptint,
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Bouse. Southamptose Street. Strand. W.C.2.
'

......
......

PW4Y

Waver (5.vaIver
27.2.37
Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.
AC. £5 Sesperhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Sssperhet (Threevalve)
31.7.37
F. J. Cuimne's AC. Superhet 4
F. 1. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

.

'

F.

Battery Sets
£5 Sssperhet (Three-valve')
..
F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet
F. J. Cainms "Vitesse" All-

Experimenter's

-

6.11,37

..

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints is. each.

:

-

Four-valve

'

"Qualitone" Universal
PWIO

(RC))
T(e Monitor (UF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (11F Pen, D, Peu) 2133f,
T(se Centaur Three (SO, D, P) .. 14.8.37
F'. J. Cumin's Record All-Wave
.. 31.10.10
Three (11F Pen, D, Pen)
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
2 LI? (RC k Trans)) .... 18.8.39
Rapide" StraIght 3 (D,
The
2 LI? (RC & Trauus)) .... 4.12.37
I! 3. Cumin's Oracle AU-Wave
28.8.37
Three (11F, Pet., Pen)
1938 Trlband" All-Wave Three
.... 29.1.38
(HF l'en, D, Ven)

.

-

D,.

.

-

........
........

.

.'

21.9.38

.........
......
......

....

Universal Hail-Mark (HF Pen,
Push-Pull)
AC. All.Wave Corona Four

4

251
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ker2ni939

.........-

(1J6)

-

.

......... -

AW3SO

WM387

W'L392

radio Unit (2v.) for \VM392 (1/.) Nd. '35" WM398
Harria ]lectrogram battery amgram (1/-)
Mar, '311
New Stylo Short-wave Adapter
(1/-)
Trickle Charger (6d.)
..
., Jan. 5. '35
Short-wave Adapter (1/-).
..
Sunerhet converter (1/-) ....
B.t.D.L.C. ShortY-wave Converter
. May '36
(1/-)
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
June '36
The W.M. .C. Short-wave Con.
vertei (1/-)
-

....

......

-

W11399

WM403

WM8S8
AW462
AW4SG
AW457
WM405
WM4fl6
WM4OS

-
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outd ',ot exceed 200 words in least?.
sboaid be receired First l'oit each Mmdiii
isio,nino for publicdtion in the following weCt's ias'sc.
C1al, 7?eporta

oid

3i.OUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CI.UB
Headquarters ; Toc H Headquarters, WUlislu Street,
Slough.
Hon. Sec.; K, A. Sly (04M_et), ill, Buckland Avenue,
Slough.
r
Meetings : Alterna(e Thursdays at 759 p.m.
T the meeting held on 2ovember 9th, 1930, the
Ichief Item of interest was a talk by Mr. Monchi u
(G3GZ) on the Principles of Radio, tue first of a series
of lectures to be given at carts meeting, in which he
dealt with Alternating Currents. Mr. Itouchin dealt
mainly with the static transformer, and during the talk
he cleared up many points which had puzzled members,
iii the construction of mains transformers. He dealt
fully with the safety margins whirls must he carefully
observed in their construction.
Morso practice took piace as usual, ninny nienibers
taking part. A new practice set, lisis been built by
G4MIL for the use of members, und it operates a lion.
type speaker very efficiently, thus permitting ui_embers
to take part who have no 'pisones.
fliscussiousi took place ori. conditions during the
pastfortniglst, wlthspecial reference to 28 mc/a. Ses'erai
new ami strange cali-signe were reported.

Advertisements

Triple Cone Conversions Will Immensely
Improve
Reproduction of Your Present
B'S
Speaker. unibles you to bring your speaker right
up to date and ol,taln really realistic reproduction
at the cost of a few shillings; free descriptivo leaflet
Irons the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Coil
Spealers since 195.-Bakers Selburit Radio, 7,
Sussex ltd., South Croydon.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

Bargains.
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
Fully
Guaranteed. Postage extra.
Articles
IA.LL

/
5 -

-Parcel of

parcel.
,

IO
I
I-

circuits, etc., etc., valuo 25/-. fil- per

-Parcel -of usefnl components, comprising

Position of Condensers

paper, tubular or mica

QRDLVARI
condensers' may'

mounted in any
poi1ion, but sorne care is necessary when
using electrolytic condensers. The wet
'typeof. condeíser of this variety mutt be
niountcd in a vertical position, or at least
so that the vent holes are uppermost.
When using these components, therefore, look
for mounting instructions OU (lie cace, as
it is generally indicated whether or not
they must be mounted in a certain position.
be

Gramophone Working

'['HE majority of listeners who use the
gramophone section regu!arly will
appreciate that a light so directed that it
illuminates ¡lie edge of the turntable is a
valuable accessoïy, as it ensures that the
needle is correctly placed and also avoids
damage to the record. Special small turntable illuminating lamps are available, but
an economy may be effected by arranging
that these are switched off when the
gramop/ione lid is closed down. On most
'lids a self-supporting or similar slay is
'fitted, and usually two contacts may be
mounted on this in such a naneer that
'wheii the lid is lf/ied the hg/il is in circuit
'and when the lid is lowered il is o!Jcn'circuited.

u 'v'I_I.
I

Wednesday

£4 lOs. Od.

ARMSTRONG have a number of other models at
equally economical prices. Kindly send us your

approval.
way,

or instrument carrying eases e<overuwent stool. Wood tr x r X r, 2/- each.

goods previously advertised are
still available sciai how for latest prLe list,
VAUXTIALL.-.Ul
frce.-Vauxhall Utilities, j011a, Strand, W.C.2.

QTAND-BY" Crystal Set. Specified coil 2a..
casa flit., Or complete kit of tiarts, lOs. 3d. lot

L)

free.-'!.

7

days'

ARMTRONG COMPANY, Wariters Road, Rollo-

2/6.

-Tool
I

N.7.-

AEMSTIIONG wIll send any olmeda on

Ud.

COUTHEEN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London,
L) WI). Uerrsrd 6653.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Meya, Pract.iee Sets,
Oscillators, Itecorders and other Radio Teletrralhi
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy. World Champion Teleursphist.
ALelutely first-class construction. McElroy Amateur Key
7/6 post frce.-Webb's Radio, 14, Solio Street.,
London, Wi. 'Plions: Gerrard 2089.

W. Thompson and Co., 170. Oreeuwicli Itlgli

iload, S.E.14.

COMMUN!OATION RECEIVERS

Bargain Parcel comprising Speakér Cabinet,
- Drilled steel Chassis, condensera, resistances
arid many other useful components.Worth £2.
Postage Il--Bakers Seihurst
Limited number.
RadIo, 75, Sussex ltd., South Croydon.
!
5j

BARGAINS. Brand new 1938-9 nsodeia,
BANKRUPT
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
40 per cent. below listed prices; also Midgets, portables, cur radio. Send lId, stamp for lists.. Radio
Bargains, Dept. l'.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Astois,
Birmingham.

BARDA [NS. AU new goods. Portadyne
B1t A.C./l).C. 1940 mains all-wave superliete,
gns. Portadyne superhet battery portables. LO/IO/O.
12v, A.c,ID.C. all-wave superliets (listed 16 gus.).
O gos.
Many others. State requirements. 5-walt
lamps, 12/- dozen. Full stock valves ali types.
Service parts. ltepalrs.-Butliu, G, Stanford Avecuc,
7

Brighton.

FINEST selection in the country. Sole Acents for
fatuous HALLICRAI,'TEILS Receivers, ranging iii
price from Lit-50-O to £150. Attractive easy terms.
l)eirsonstrations ut our London Showrooms. (i0p.ìirc
Caitalogite post free 2d.-Webl)'s Radio, 14, Solio
Street, London, W.!, 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE
TECItNICAL BOOKS for the enthusiast. linedreds of constructional titeoret cul circuit s shortwave equipment, Jl.ndio Soriety of Great Britain
Handbook, 2/0 post froc. 1940 EdItion American
Radio Relay League Handbook, 6/- post tree. American
"Radio Handbook," 7/6 post free. R.C.A. American
Receiving Valve Manual, 1/6 post free-Webb's
Radio, 14, Sobo Street, London, Wa. 'PItone
Gorrard 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEU1ER repalrs. Brnlsh, American, env
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney terrace, Copenhagen
Street, London, NI.
L.S. REPAIR AND REWINDING SERVICE: 24hour service. See below:REPALRS to moving coil speakers a speciality.
New cone assemblies fitted. Speech coils end
fields wound or altered. Mains translòrmors, chokes,
eliminators and vacuums repaired, prices quoted.
kF, transformers
Speaker transformers, Class
and pick-ups rewound at 4s. each, post free. Discount
trade. Estimates free. Ouaranteed satislisetion.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balhamn Grove, London, 8,W.12.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
\YJJIBB'S RADIO MAP

of tise World enalsloc you to
locate any station heard. Size 40' by vo.
VV
2-colour heavy Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on
'Linen. 10/6.
WEBB'S RADIO GLOBE-sup-rb
12' fuil.coiotir nadel. Badin prolixes, zones, c,tC.
Heavy oxydised mammal. Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's
Iladio, 14, Solio Street, London, Wi.
'Phone:

tierrard 2089.

'B"

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

'Phone: Battersea 1321.

REE!!

(id.)

Yeoil,

TwpOtv l'nused Colonials.
50 for

Somerset.

i11.-G. }1.liaruett,

I

COUPON
Tbi coupon is aaiIabIo until I)eccmber 9th,
! 19J9, and joust accompany al! Queries and

STAMPS

READ

3d. Every

AJISISTRONG COMPANY have a number of chassis
not in the current catalogue, for disposai. These
carry the maleers' generous guarantee and
represent outstanding bargains. An example of ono
or two models described hereunder.
ABIISTRONG Model ItFPRJT, 9-valve All-wave
Radiogram chassis covering 4 wave bands and
incorporating RC. coupled TrIode Push-pull output,
capable of handling 8 watts. £7 18s. Od.
AJIMSTRONG 7 and 8 Stage liadiogram chassis,
complete with Speakers, rcady to switch oli.
chassl

2/.; crystal sets,

¡6-Orniond loudspeaker units,
/

NEW CHASSIS

100

articles, including clectrolytics, vaiveliolders,
etc., etc., value 55/-. 10/- per parcel.
-Service asian's compohent kit.. Comprising
/
15
I
/ - electrolytic condensers, volume controls,
tubular condensers, resistances, vaivelioldera, wire,
mica and Mainabridge condensers, etc., etc. 120
articles contained In strong carrying case r x r x r,
value 65/.. 15/- the complete kit.
parcel of components, com1 / -Smail traders'
2 I/ - prising at least 150 articles, including 24
assorted tubular condensers, 24 vnlveholders, 90
resistances, 12 Mssinsl,ridge type condensers, O electrolytics, cte., etc., value 85/-. 21/- lier parcel.
/ -Twelve Mainsbridge type condensera, 1-2-4
5 j - snfd. ; 5/- lier dozen.
4 / -Telson 3-rango nietrs (Volts and milliamps),
'1/
- 4/-; Morse tappers, 2/11.

2
2

SPEAKERS from 6/0 each, P.M. and
cuergised 4to. to 14m. including several
Epoch lSin,.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,
Copenhagen Street, London, N.j.

useful components, comprising
resistances, volume controls,

condensers,

J

coUs, wire,

5/6; crystals,

Tech

LOUDSPEAKER CONVERSIONS

Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 2d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph). Display line, are charged at
All advertisements muat be
4/- par line.
prepaid.
All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
House.
Practical
Tower
Wireless,"
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

BUZZMtS, 1/6; crystal detectors,

Not
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Neurope"
Limington,
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

ISALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES oiler the following
keen bargains as detailed below, see last paragraph
for full details and address.

DYNAMOS, all shunt wound for charging or lighting,

220 v.-10 a.,

-

114/10/0;

100 v.-45 a.,

meters by Turner or Weston, B.S. first grade, 0-5 and
0-50, 17,6 each.
RELAYS, Telephone.

multi -contact,

low

current

action, heavy miatinoid etudaets, 2/6 each, post 3d.,
2 for 4/- or 3 for 11/-, post 6d. ; G.P.O. glass top relays,
super sensitive, 5/-, post 9d.
TRANSFORMERS, 200-250 v. input, output 5-7,000
volts at 30 m /A, twice 5/-, post 9d. Ditto, enclosed in

petroleum jelly, 7/6, post 1/-.
BELL WIRE by Standard Telephones, 300 yd. coil,
single 22 gauge. 3/-, past ad. ; 150 yd. coil, twin 22
gauge, 4/-, post 9d. ; 250 yd. coil, single 18 gauge,
4/-, post 1!-.
TRANSFORMERS by Standard Telephones, input

200,250 v., 50 cycle. 1 ph., output 250-0-250 v., 200
n0A, three 4 -volt windings and 50 v. -4 a. winding,
each.

72)6

PREMIER
RAD10----AS USUAL !
SPECIAL PURCHASE

£11/10/0

50-75 v.-25 a., 85/10/0; 50-75 v.-15 a., 84/10!0;
50 v.-4 a., 35/-: 20 v.-8 a., 32/6.
METERS, Voltmeters, switchboard type, 15/- ; amp-meters ditto, 151-; 2in. dia. Moving coil milliamp-

iii

"AIR WARDEN "

Midget Receiver
200-250 v, Completely sell 5 -valve

FOR A.C. MAINS.
contained in well -finished, polished Oak Cabinet,
12 x 9 x S' ins. Well built-in Moving Coil Speaker.
Wave Range 190-550
metres.
Usual Price
£6 Os. Od. Our Price 55;-- The Ideal Stand-by
Set.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3-liastd S.W. Coil. 11 -SO
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is constdct

with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt vats,-.

3 -Band S.W. 1 Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2
Valve Kit, 22/6.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each K it is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 13 to 170 metres.

ROTARY

1

double output

generators, ea. R. I.E.,

1216 each, carriage 1/6.
Converter by Mackie, input 110/220 v.,
DC., output It) volts at 30 amps., D.C., price 37/6,

speed 3,000 r.p.m.,

carriage forward.
T.Q.C. 2,000 m.f. Electrolytic condensers, 50 volt
working (brand new), 5'- each, post 6d.
AUTO Transformers. 500 watt, 25/-; 750 watt, 32/-;
1,0414) watt, 42/6 ; 1,500 watt, 57/6 ; 500 watt cores
for re -winding, 5/-, post 1!-.
EVERSHED

ex.-R.A.F. hand -driven generators, in

ew condition, 800 v. at 30 ntlA and 6 v. at 2l, amps.,
useful as megger genies for all test work, 20/- each,
carriage 1/6.
TERMS-Cash with order or C.O.D. (C.O.D. is post
only and charges extra). All goods guaranteed. All

goods three days approval from date of delivery.
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd.,
Lewisham, London, S.E.13.

CABINETS

A

CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

riONVERT Your Set into a- Radiogram at Minimum

Cost ; surplus cabinets from noted makers under
cost ofmanufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards ;'stators
at wholesale price.
UNDRILLED table, console and loudspeaker
cabinets from 4/6.

INSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country
customers.

HL. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

MISCELLANEOUS
CINH FILMS : 9.5 in.M., 16 in.ist. small reels ;
List. -Write
Hobbs, 83, Curling Crescent.,
King's Park, Glasgow. Also wireless valves, cheap.

WANTED Ferranti Mir+ speaker.

Please nice
lowest price. -11. (karma, 865 Forest Rd., E.17

SUPERHF.T KIT, Complete, 27/6 ; 80 " Practical Wireless," 5/-; Modern mains all -wave,
S. A. E.-11. Barnett, 2, Church Street, Evesham.

£4

ree
This
shows

secure

unique Handbook
the easy way to

A.N.I.C.E.,

1
1

Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit..
Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

Kit

..

23.

26/3

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ..
29/3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v........ Types,

A.C. tit., A.G. L., A.C.S.G., A.C. V.M.S.G.,
A.C. H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 53 each.
A.G. H.P., A.G. V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6 ; A.G. Pens.
I.H., 6 6 ; A.C. P.X.4, 7 3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8.6

,

Double Diode Triodes, 7!6 ; 3t -watt D.H

350 v. F.W. Rect., 5,6 ; 500 v
F.W. Rect., 6:6 ; 13 v. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose
Triodes, 5 6 ; H.F. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen.,

Triode, 7 6

;

Double Diode Triodes Oct. Freq. Changers, 7/6
each. Full and Halt -wave Rectifiers, 6/6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each, Octal Base
tubes, 6'6 each. 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
"dab's. Westinghouse Rectification complete and

ready ibr use. To charge 2 volts at ld amp., 111 ;
It volts at s amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22'6;
12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6 ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37,'6.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS all complete with
transformer.
Rola Sin. P.M.'s, 16/6; loin.
P.M.'s. 22'6: G.12 P.M.'s, 66/-,
Energised Models.

Plessy Sin., 2,500 or 7,500

ohm field. 7'6 ; G.12 energised, 59/6.
HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS :it Pre -War Prices.
Manufacturers

surplus. All brand new and Guaranteed.

Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
120 m.a., 6-3 v., 2-:3 amps., S v. 2 amps. C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
75 ma., 5 v. 2 amps., 6-3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T. 616
each. Input 100-50 v.,300-300 v. 60 mA. 4 it.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/1.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mud.,
1'9; 25 sumf., 1/10 ; 40 mint., 2/-; 100 mmf., 2/3 ;
11(0 muff., 2/7 ; 250 must., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres. 2/- each,

with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-450
metres, 4/9 set, with circuit.

Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11. 3 Gang Condensers
fully screened, 1/6 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1.
Ratios, 4/3.
Orders
and over sent Post Free. Under 5
pleme add 6,1. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
111 PAGES
PRICE 6d.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

A.IYI.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.W.T.,
and similar qualifica-

WE GUARANTEE-" NO PASS-NO
Details aro given of over 150 Diploma
Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,
Motor, Aero, Radio and Television Engineering, Building, Government Employment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook
tions.

FEE."

to -day FREE and post free.

British Institute of
409,

Engineering Technology,
Shakespeare House, 17, 18, 19. Stratford Pl., W.1

ACCESSORIES
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD.
FILAMENT Transfonners, input 200250 volts,
output 4 volts 4 amps., 4 volts fl amps.
4/11 each,
MAINS Transformers, American windings, input

200-250 volts tapped, output 350-0-350 volts, 100 sn.a.,
5 volts, 2 amps., 6.3 volts 5 amps...
.. 8/6 each
G.E.C. Mains Transformers, American windings,
350-0-350 volt 65 nut., 5 volt 2 amp., 6.3 volt 2,5 amp.

Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each
Auto Transformers, 100-230 volt ..
6,3 each
24 Mfil. Can Type Electrolyties, 450 volts
working
T.C.C.

1/6 each

8 mfd. Can Wet Type Electrolyties,

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lowe

Clapton Road, London, E.5.
Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Centred 2833
or 50, High Street, Clapham, 5.W.4..Musaulpy 2381

..

450 volts working

1/3 each

PRESS BUTTON UNITS with 6 press buttons, ready
for wiring into set, with circuit ..
each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire -wound pots
1/-each
Stranded Push -back Wire. Id. per yd..,: 6112y111'-a10ds11.

CHASSIS Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4-, 5-, Stand 7 -pin, 4d. each. Octal, 6d. each, Loctal, 10d.
each. 7 -pin English type, 3d. each.

ROTHERMEL

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and

output 1,200 v. at 100 in/A and 10 v. at 4 amps.,

MOAK IE

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

List 55/,

Piezo Crystal Speakers, 7/in. Cone.

Our price, 10/6 each, 10in. Cone 12/6 each
Pick-up, high-grade American Bronze
finish, complete with arm ..
21/ -each
POLAR N.S.F. 1 -watt resistances, 4d. each. 3/9 doz.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
W EA RITE Mains Transformers. Made to strict
electrical standards, wire end type, all windings centre
CRYSTAL

tapped, screened primaries, tapped inputs, 200-250
volts,

Screw adjustment.
TYPE R.C.2. 350-0-350 volts,

2.5 amps., 4 volts 5 amp.

120

m.a. ; 4 volts
12/6 each

TYPE R.C.4. 500-0-500 volts, 150 m.a. ; 4 volts
2 amps., 4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 2.5 amps., 4 volts 5.6
1/-

TYPE R.C.2.

Drop -through type, capped,

TYPE It.C.4. Upright mounting type, fully shrouded.
PHILCO Mains Transformers. American Windings,
350/350 volts, 65 ni.a. 6 volts 3 amps., 5 volts 2 amps.
5/- each
Ditto, but 80 m.a.,
.. 6/6 each
Ditto, but 90 'ma.
7/6 each
;

AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls, finest made,

divided spindles, length 2}in., with switch 2,000,

5,000, 10.000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,(100 .. 2/6 each
Less Switch, 50,000, 100,000, 500,000 .. 1/9 each
Wire -wound 5 watt (less switch), 10,000, 25,000 ohms
2/- each
BRADLEY Wire -wound Volume Controls, with switch,
600,000 ohms..
..
1/- each
W EAR ITE CHOKES, screened
1/6 each
PLESSEY DRY
ELECTROLYTICS. CAN TYPE :
12 a 6 soft. 500 volts working
.. 1/6 each
12 x 16 350 volts
.. 1/6 each
12 x 8
500 volts
1/6 each
16 a 8
475 volts
,.
.. 1/6 each
6x6
500 volts
.. 1/6 each
12

..

450 volts

1/6 each

8 x 8 a 8 mfd, 500 volts working ..
.. 2/11 each
16 x 8 x 4 x 4 mid. 500 volts working .. 2/11 each
12 a 8 x 8 x 8 mfd. 500 volts working .. 2/11 each
16 mfd. 450 volts working ..
.. 1/3 earls
16 x 16 mfd. 350 volts working
..
.. 1/6 each
B.I. CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS, wire -end type,
550 volts working. 8 mfd., 1/9 each. 8 a 8
4 -lead type, 2/9 each.

8 mfd. Midget Tubular, wire -end
2/- each
Bias Wire -end Type. 50 mfil., 12 volt, 1/3 each.
50 mfd., 50 volt ..
each

550 volt working

..

1/6

Tubular Wire -end non -inductive paper, all sizes up

to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 doz.
Metal Case 1 hole fixing Electrolytic Condensers,
550 volt working. 8 mfd., 2/6 earls.
STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES, resistance
2,000 ohms and 4,000 ohms
.. 6/11 pair
VOLUME CONTROLS,

1,000 and 5,000 ohms with

switch
1/3 each
.0005 3 -gang Tuning Condenser Units, with trimmers
2/11 each
PLESSEY Energised Speakers, 1,500 ohm field, Sin,
Cone, wills trans.
7/11 each
10in. Cone, 2,500 and 1,000 ohm Field, with trans.
12/6 each

Gin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,500 ohm Field
RUBBER GROMMETS

..

5/11 each
4d. doz.

s.r.D.T. Twist Switches
1/1 each
RAYTHEON First -grade Valves, largest stockists, all

types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Series, Bantom Series, Single -ended
Metal Series, and Resistance tubes ; all at most
competitive prices; send for Valve lists.
All Orders Must Include Sufficient Postage to Cover.
Hours of Business : 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturdays, 9 am. 1 p.us.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. Telephone : 110Lborn 4631.

How PRACTICAL MECHANICS
will brighten
your
CHRISTMAS
of PRACTICAL WIRE-

Readers

LESS are all technically -minded,

and that is why the December
PRACTICAL MECHANICS is of
particular interest to you ! It contains a number of special mechan-

Connecting a pick-up permanently to a battery
detector stage.

ical features to help make your
Christmas a success-it shows you

Special Contents Include :

how to broadcast your own proBROADCASTING YOUR OWN

grammes, how to give a really

PROGRAMMES

mystifying conjuring show, and

How to connect and use the Gramophone
with any existing receiver, and suggestions
for increasing the entertainment provided
by Gramophone Records with various

how to synchronise sound with
your tine camera.

devices.

Fitting a
pick-up to a
detector

EASY MAGIC FOR CHRISTMAS
Mystifying tricks that need neither skill

stage

nor special apparatus.

in

ceiver.

SYNCHRONISING SOUND

WITH A CINE
How gramophone records can be made
for use in conjunction with cinematograph
films.

COPYING WITHOUT A CAMERA
ingenious idea for copying articles
from books without damaging the book.

An

A MYSTERIOUS SUBSTANCE
Facts about Radium and its varied applications.

BUILDING A GLIDER
TIE

SCIENTISTS ON GHOSTS

IN THE DECEMBER

RiT

CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS
MAKING A PERSPECTOGRAPH
A device for enabling artists to draw
buildings, etc., in correct proportion.
Etc., Etc.

Order a copy from

a

mains re-

RACTI CAL

D.

your Newsagent
To -day !

The Magazine of Modern Marvels.
George Newnee, Ltd.
Published every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England Iv
TILE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCII, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD.

Practical Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17s. 8d. per annum

Registered at the General Post Office as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.

six months, 8s. 10d.
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Möre About the Three-Two

An A.C. Trickle-charger
Practical Television
/

Therinion's Commentary
Choosing a Loudspeaker
/

Practical Hints

/

Experimental Heterodyne
Filter

Auto Grid-bias Circuits
Readers' Letters

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

By Ralph

Stranger

This book teaches you everything you need to know about wireless. The entire theory and practice of
reception is covered simply and clearly from A to Z. 832 pages with over 500 illustrations and diagrams.
From ali booksellers, or by post III- from the publishers, GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.. (Book Dept.). Tower House.
NET

1O!6

Southampton Street, Strand.

London, W.C.2.
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Get these three bright bumper
¡ssues.
They will be enjoyed
by everyone, for each ¡s full
of good humour and the real
Christmas Spirit!
-

»

I

t

-
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\

i

TIT-RITS )(MAS F)(TRA cI
Four complete stories, many tentertaming articles, special contributions
by Sandy Powell, Western Brothers,
Puzzles, etc., and a Children's Section.

XMAS LONDON OPINION.

,
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»

od.
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A Christmas tonic for everyone in
the popular pocket size.
lt keeps
the flag of humour flying

HUMORIST XMAS NUMBER,
(

6d.

\

t:?:m':ri

,unceds
Thomas,

Arthur Ferner.

MONSTER XMAS COMIC
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q

\,

Lees,

FOR THE KIDDIES - 2d. each
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY COMIC

-
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-

Packed with all the things boys and
girls love to read at Christmas.
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ROUND THE WORLD ÖF WIRELESS
Shortwave Receivers

television camera on more than a th'ousand siderable experience in dress design and
of shoi.wave apparatus occasions, at
exandra Palace, on the display.
I lends itself better to the experimen- stage at St. George's Hall, at Radiolympia
ter than that of ordinary broadcast equip- and in television outside broadcasts. She Children's Hour Adventure Story
ment, and although circuits must, mom or has also produced television programmes,
KYLE is well known as a less, be standardised, there are iìiany specialising in presentations of ballet, which
_E''writer for Children's Hour, parrefinements which may be incorporated and is one of her principal interests.
Miss ticularly in the adaptations she has made of
which will provide
folle tales.
Now she
scope for experiment.
has made a thoroughly
_______________________
The ideal short-wave
topical play which
receiver is, of course,
u ill be broadcast on
the communications
December 9th.
It
type ol superhet, but
opens with Robin and
it is possible to build
Jean travelling
o
a simpler type of
Glasgow in a train
receiver and yet still
during a black-out. In.
retain many of the
an old curiosity shop
this
features of
special
they meet a mysterious
type of superhet. We
stranger and take part
have already described
iii an adventure conin these pages various
cerning a parrot, a
special short-wave
musical box and the
receivors, and in this
model of a Chinese
issue we give yet
temple carved out ot
another specialised
priceless jade. The
design, inchiding five I;
play, which is called
valves. Reaction is,
"TheKeytoNo. 10,"
of course, the main
will be produced by
stand-by
of the
Christine Orr.
"straight" receiver,
and the more effective
- "The Hammer of
tust this part of the
God"
circuit may be made. The ri all of Broadcasting House, Glasgow, have been dòing physical jerks to records, the
object being fo find out which instructor or instructress they liked best, or whose voice had i/te
the bctterwil be th
"
E HAMMEPS
results. Special atten- most personality. The final choice has been engaged to broadcast I/te exercises throughout Britain,
OF
GOD,"
which c.ommenced last Monday.
.
tion ha.s, therefore,
another "Father
been paid to this part
Brown" story, by G.
of the Short-Wave 5, and there are many powell spaks French and Gesman. Before K. Ohesterton. has been adapted for broadother features in design which will appeal she joined the B.B.C. she had had con- casting and will be produced by W. Far.
to the experimenter who requires somequharson Small on December 16th.
-.-. -...
--...-..
thing different from the ordinary straight
It will be remembered that "The Blue
three or similar typo of set for battery
Cross "and" The Man in the Passage "have
Edito-ial and Advertisement Offices:
Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
operation on the short waves.
already been broadcast. The adaptation
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
of "The Hammer of God" has been made
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
by Douglas Cleverdon, who adapted Ches.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
," People's Set" for Troops
Regstered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
terton's "Club of Queer Trades," a series
authorities have approached some
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
w hich was broadcast in monthly imstalments
FHEof the larger radio firms with a view
Tite Ed tiar will be pleased to consider syticies of a
between January and June of this year.
practical natur's suit able for psibliration in
to obtaining a design of radio receiver for
In "The Hammer of God," when the
PIUCTICAL WIRELESS.
Such articles should be
use by the troops. Something on the lines
written on one side of lije paper ontsj, and .s/,onld
Lord of the Manor wan found with-to use
of the " People's Set" is indicated, proi contai,, the naine und add reso of the sender. 117i1!st i
the doctor's expression-" his skull smashed
the Editor deco not hold himself responsible for
viding simplicity of operation and reliable
to bits like an eggshell," the police found
manuscripts, every effort will be ,node fo trIaca
results.
them if a stamped and addres8ed envelope io
an easy and convincing explanation; but
enclosed.
All correspondence intended fur the
Father Brown proves that the explanation
Edilr shoulttbe addressed: Tie Editor, l'RACricAL
Elizabeth Cowell as Broadcast Anis too easy that, in fact, it leaves out of
WIRELESS. Georse lVewi,es. Ltd.. Tows, house t
nouncer
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
account several necessary factors. Richard
Owiny to the rapid pro(ness in the desi0n of
Goolden will play the part of Father Brown,
HE B.B.C. announces that Elizabeth
ts2irrtesO appofus trod to our efforts to l-p ovo
and V. C. Clinton Baddeley will be the
readers un touch with the latest developmen'o. w,-sire
Cowell, the former television anr suo
warranty that aparatws drecribed iii our
Narrator.
nouncer, has returned to broadcasting, by
columns is not the subject of lettrrs patent.
arrangement with the Air Ministry, as a
Copyriyht in alt dra nqo pbotograpiuo and ¡
"The Doll's House"
articles Vuth?ished in PIUCTLCAL WIRELESS io
)voman aonouncr in the Home Service
specifwally r.serval throuqehout the countries nirina.
programmes. She is to specialiso in anJBSEN enthusiasts will be interested to
tory to ¿he Brrné Conrentissi «nel the USA.
I learn that Barbara ßurnham is to
nouncing variety broadcasts.
Reproductions or imitations of «ny of these are
therefore
expressly
forbidden.
PI5ACTICAL
Miss Cowdll joined the B.B.C. as a
WIRE- o
produce "The Doll's House" on December
LESO inrorporates
Amateur WireFess'
Stir, with members of the Repertory
television announcer in May, 1936, and
since tlicn,has faced the microphone and
Company.
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Explanation of the Requirements of a Circuit for
Long-distance Reception on the M.W. Band, with Brief'
Details of Such a Circuit
By FRANK PRESTON
A Simple

POINTING out that the average amateur
nowadays thinks of DX reception
only in terms of short waves, a very
keen experimenter recently asked me for a
circuit suitable for a sensitive receiver for
medium-wave reception. At first the request struck me as being a surprising one,
but after further consideration and after
discussing it with other experimenters, I
realised that there was a good deal in it.
My querist pointed out that he had been
building long-distance sets for a number of
years and reminded me ofthe "Selectono," which I described in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS seven years ago. This was a
Det.-L.F.-Power type of receiver with a
number of features which were unusual at
the time. It gave good reception of
American medium-wave stations, not only
on my own aerial but in the hands of a large
number of readers. A suggestion was therefore made that an up-to-date version of this
set should prove very popular. But I had
to disagree with this, despite the fact that
at least one reader has received three or
four "Yanks" on it within the past few

which shows the general arrangement which
may be followed in building a receiver of the
type in question. It should be made
perfectly clear that the circuit is not conipletc in every detail, and that it is given
rather for the guidance of the experimenter
than as a circuit which would appeal to the
average constructor. That is why no
constructional details will be given, for it is
assumed that anyone who proposed to make
a receiver round it would have sufficient
knowledge and experience to work out his
own practical details. There are on the
market various makes of coils that could be
used, whilst the other components are of
standard type. Most readers have their
own favourites in the way of valves, and
certain resistor values are essentially
dependent upon the particular valves
employed. The values are generally given
in the literature available from the valve
manithicturers.

is foi- a 465 kc/s oscillator coil, with built-in
padding condensers. When using this,,
the tuning condenser can be of the 'plain"
or non-tracking type, which- is sonietiines
rather cheaper than the special superhet
variety. It offers the further advantage
that, since it is not essential to use any one
section fOr oscillator tuning,. it permits
rather greater latitude in component

lay-out.

The I.F. Transformer
Of the two

IF.

transformers, the first

is of the variable-selectivity type including
a tertiary winding across which is connected
a 5,000 ohm variab1e resistor; the acceptable band-width is varied simply by opera-

ting the resiston The second transformer
includes a third winding, this being used
for applying reaction in the second detector
circuit. This is a rather unusual arrangement
N.r+

LÊ

weeks.

"Stkaight" Circuit Not Suitable
Unfortunately, a set of this type, howéver
well designed and 'made, is not sufficiently
selective for present conditions. The very

nature of the simple type of "straight"
circuit makes it unsuitable for 1940 DX.
By- designing a "straight" set with at least
two HF. stages-and possibly a band-pass
filter into the bargain-sufficiently sharp
tuning might be obtained; but only at
the expense of a certain delicacy of operation and initial trimming. And even if
an exceptionally high degree of selectivity
were combined with marked sensitivity, I
should not favour a circuit of that type
The reason is that the requirements can be
met in a simpler and less expensive manner
by using the superhet. Regardless of the
adverse reactions of many "old hands" to
the superhet, there is no doubt that it does
present the most convenient method of
combining every feature that is most
valuable for medium-wave DX work.
When "quality" reception purely and
simply is the prime need, a very good
argument can be made out in favour of the
"straight"; for any other purpose the
"straight" cannot easily be defended,
however much fondness the pre-1930
experimenter has for it.

LI-b

LI-

-L.

V

This slele1on circuit shows the principal items, referred to on this page, although not being
complete in details which follow standard practice.

nowadays, but it has at least two advantages
Valve Sequence
It will be seen that there is a preliminary for the purpose under consideration. In
the
first place it permits the second-detector
HF. stage, followed by a pentagrid
frequency-changer (there is no particular to operate at maximum efficiency, and in
reason why a triode-pentode or triode- the second it allows that valve to be used
hexode should not be used if preferred), a in an oscillating condition foi- the reception
singlo I.F. stage and an H.P. pentodo of C.W. transmissions. It might be argued
second detector. An L.F. amplifier would that a beat-frequency oscillator would pro-

be used in most cases, but this can be of any
standard type. Since there are two tuned
This leads us to a brief consideration of stages prior to the frequency-changer it is
the kind of superhet circuit best suited to quite unnecessary to use a band-pass filter,
the needs of the M.W.-DX "fan." Person- especially since ample selectivity control can
ally, I doubt whether I should build a set be provided in the first I.F. circuit. Experifor long-distance reception of the so-called ence generally shows that a preliminary
broadcast bands only. Since a short-wave H.P. amplifier is better than a second I.F.
band can be added at practically no extra stage, since a certain minimum signal input
cost., and without any sacrifice of efficiency to the frequency-changer is essential for
on the 200 to 2,000-metro range, there does efficient operation; this is an important
not seem to be any very good reason for not point when DX is the first need.
A three-gang tuning condenser is re.
including it. Even if it is used only rarely,
quired, and the type of this depends upon
it does provide an interesting diversion.
A skeleton circuit is given on this page the oscillator coil employed. My preference

A Superhet

LJ

vide a better means of obtaining C.W.
reception, but we are concerning ourselves
not only with efficiency, but also with
reasonable simplicity.
Of course, reaction control must have
some slight effect on the tuning of the second
I.F. transformer, but this is negligible at
465 kc/s provided that trimming is carried
out when the reaction condenser is set to a
position just below the oscillation point.
Additionally, the differential reaction condenser counteracts to a large extent the
changes in circuit capacity brought about
by reaction condenser adjustment.
(Continued on page 265).
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"RECEiVER.
Hotting-up

;;re:Two"

or

valve Combination

,

ç

This

I

-

any Similar
By W.

Thìee-

DELANEY

J.

having values which will ensure the
correct voltage being applied. Alternatively, a simple series resistance may be
joined between the screen-grid and the
HT. line feeding the output valve, with a
I mfd.
fixed condenser between the
screen-grid and earth. To ascertain the
correct value of this resistance a inilliammeter should be inserted between the fly.
lead and the socket on the H.T. battery
which has been found most suitable, and
the current reading noted. The value of the
resistance may then be calculated by
subtracting the voltage which is being used
from the total of the H.T. battery and
dividing this by the current in milhiamps.
The answer will give the value of the
resistance in thousands of ohms, and a
I -watt component will be ample for the
position.
-

gives its maximum perfor-

For
the
screen grid of
the H.F'. stage
is provided with
a fly-lead for
insertion in the
H.T. battery.
The usual voltage for such a
point is round
about 80 volts,
When, however,
this is raised or
lo w e red the
HF. valve acts
n a different
manner, and in
some cases the
stage may prove Detector Stage
unstable if it IS
In the detector section or detector stage
raised or lowered of a similar circuit it is also possible to
above a certain improve the i,erformance of modification
point. This, of eertgin component values. The grid
then, is the first leak is probably the mostcritieal in this
point where respect, changes in its value affecting not
experiment may be carried out to provide only the sensitivity of the stage, but also
an efficiént H.P. stage.
the smoothness and efficiency of the reaction
Fry values from .1 megohms
circuit.
Instability
(100,000 ohms) up to 5 megohms, and note
be
carried
should
Initial experiments
the difference in sensitivity on a weak
out with the lead inserted into the socket station, and also the way the reaction
is
it
preand
nearest the 80-volt mark,
control behaves. With some values
ferable for this type of receiver to obtain reaction will go in witì a "plop" long
a
large
has
one of the H.T. batteries which
(Co,an,ed oi
261')
number of -intermediate voltage sockets.
Some, of course, only have sockets at
every 15 volts, whilst others are tapped
at every 6 volts or so. When a signal has
been received and the receiver is found
to be operating properly, move this screen
voltage lead up and down the battery
_______
and note the variation in
t
performance. It will be found
that there is a point where
sensitivity is at maximum and
I_________
the set is perfectly stable.
I________
No bias is applied to the valve,
and, therefore, gain is at
maximum with consequent risk
of instability if the lay-out is
badly carried out. When,
____________
however, the screen voltage Ç
has been properly set
luana
for the valve in use
WAVE-CHANGZ
the receiver will be
i.
,_j
perfectly stable and
gain will be adequate. e
If it is desired then,
to avoid the necessity
of using the extra fly- 2
lead, or a different
type of ll.T. battery
is to be used, where
the, appropriate tap-.
ping point is not available, tite screen may

instance,
-

i

-

-

-

only details which were not given
concerning this receiver last week
were the drilling dimensions for
the panel lay-out. As the receiver must be
provided with a panel, or monnted in a
cabinet, which will have to be drilled, we
give on this page a dimensioned lay-out of
the front of the receiver, from which thc
desired drilling may be accomplished.
The holes for the various spindles should,
of course, be merely clearance holes, so
that the control knobs will cover them.
So much for the actual construction. A
simple three-valve combination of this
kind, however, is remarkably amenable to
circuit changes, and much can be done to
hot-up" such a circuit so that each stage
TI{F

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE
"THREE-TWO" RECEIVER.
One "Bar Typa" 2-gang condenser (Polar).
One micro-horizontal drive (Polar).
One 2-gang coil unit, type BP.114 (Varley).
One .0003 mfd. Conspax reaction condenser
(Polar).
One screened standard HF. choke, type H.F9
(Bulgin).
One 4-point slotted dolly switch, type S.139
(Bulgin).
One 3,000 ohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
One 10,000 ohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
One 40,000 ohm 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
One 250,000 oh,, 1-watt resistor (Dubilier).
Two .0001 mId, fixed condensers, type 635

I

t

(Dubilier).

One .05 mId. fixed condenser, type 4602/S
(Dubilier).
Three .1 mfd. fixed condensers, type 4603/S
(Dubilier).
One 1 megohnt volume control, type SG/P
(Reliance).
One 9-pin chassis type valveholder, type X.112
-

(Clix).

One 5-pin chassis type s-alveholder, type

(Clix).

XJj2

A.

(Clix).
One two-socket strip,
One two-socket strip, LS. (Clix).
One top cap connector, type R426 (Clix).
Two component mounting brackets (Peto-Scott).
One Metaplex chassis, 8m, by 6m, with 3m.
runners (Peto-Scott).
One TP.22 triode-pentode valve (Mazda).
One Pen 220 output pentode valve (Mazda).
Connecting wire, insulated sleeving, &crews, etc. i
r.....

-

.....

I

ç

L

I

I
I

befedfromapotentio-

meter across the H.T.
supply, the two parts
of such a potentiometer being provided
by two fixed resistors

l

.L
I

r

"__-sJ'

3W

Driflin4 dfrnensi0ns for pond or cabinet front for this receioer.
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Irk .k1èchargçr
Charged Condition

-

of recharging lowtension storage cells forms one of
the little, but always present, disadvantages associated with hattery-ojrated
apparatus. However careful one might be
in keeping a check on the discharge rate
and. 1riod of an accumulator, there ëomes
a time when the supply unexpectedly
becomes exhausted, and for some unknown
reason this so often happens when it is least
convenient.. During normal times, this
failure of the LT. supply to a radio receiver
could be sufficiently annoying, hut during
the present conditions, when one does not
wish to lose sonic special broadcast item,
the necessity of preventing such occurrences
becomes. vitally important. The same

-The three recommended circuits for use
with the Westinghouse metal rectifier for L.T.
work.
I

consideration must now, of course, be given
to accumulators which arc being so widely
used for emergency lighting work, and for
portable and stand-by A.R.P. shelter
listening points.
lt is not always convenient tor constructors to make use of some of the wellorganised charging services now so well
established in most areas, while others who
have A.C. mains available naturally fel
that they would like their installation to be
as independent as possible from outside
assistance.
For the benefit of the latter, details are
given below of 1T. chargers suitable for
most domeStic requirements.

Technkal Considerations

1ì

By L: O. SPARKS

THE problem

Fig-

1939

Operated

A Handy Piece of Equipment for Keeping L.T. Accumulators Used for Radio,
or Emergency Lighting Work, in a Fully

-

9th,

\Vhen dealing with an alternating current
supply,it becòmes essential to provide some
means of converting or rectifying the
available current to that suitable for

are concerned, the.
choice can be re-v
stricted to two, the
valve and the metal
rectifier. For amateur purposes, the
lattet is, undoubt-

edly, the most

1-

Tsiralioshows.
very
charger
compact
using the L.T.7 rectifier.

a

A

himple and econom- protective covering i5 advisable.
ical. therefore it is
that type which will be dealt with in Controlling the Output
this article.
When metal rectifiers arc used which
Three fundamental circuits recoman output suitable for the charging
mended by the makers of the Westinghouse have
of
more than one aceumultor at a time,
metal rectifier are shown in Fig. Jwhere some
form of output control has to be
it will be seenthat the essentilil require- provided
and the two common forms aic
ments area mains transformer, a rectifier, tapped secondary
winding or a reliable
and a limiting resistance.
variable resistance. The first method is
The construction of the nmins transformer recommended by us in preference to the
will depend on the voltage of the mains latter.
supply and the type of rectifier employed,
There is an exception to this rule, howi.e., the L.T. charging output required, ever,
that is when those types pf
which, in turn, will be governed by t.lie rectifierand
at-o used which require a centrenumber of two-volt cells to be charged at tapped secondaiy
winding, which is shown
any one operation.
in Fig. 1.
The limiting resistance R, ìiltliough a
rather insignificant item, is very important Design
as it is incorporated in the circuit as a
For ordinary radio requirements, quite a
safety-device.
charging current will be suitable, as
The resistance of an accumulator is very small
to bring the charger into operlow, and it must he appreciated that the it is usual
atlon only a sufficient number of hours
current limiting factors of the charging each
day, or every other day according to
circuit ai-e the resistance of the cell and the
demands, to replace; a.s it were,
difièrence between the applied voltage and individual
current consumed by the receiver during
that of the accumulator. If, therefore, any the
its period of operation. This process is
fluctuations exist in the applied voltage, known
as trickle che rging, and the required
these will be capable of creating fiuctu- apparatus
costly than that which
at ions of a much greater magnitude in the would haveis aless
greater output and which,
charging current. As each type of rectifier consequently, would
has definite current limitations, and, of charge a given ccli. take a less time to
course, the same applies to the secondary
A small panel is advisable, to caiiy the
winding of the mains transformer, it will mains
on-off switch and the output
be realised from the above that unless
or sockets and, with the larger
means are provided to prevent or swamp terminals
a suitable ammeter to enable a
such current fluctuatioñs, seriouS harm chargers,
visual
indication
to be obtained of the
might he caused to these components. In output or charging
The circuit
view of this, the resistance should never be shown in Fig. 2 (upper current.
half) makes tise of the
omitted from the practical circuit.
WTestinghouse metal rectifier type L.T.7.
which is ideal for all normal 2-volt cell
trickle-charging. The mains transformer
secondary is centre-tapped to give 4 plus
4 volts AC., while the fixed resistance must
Have o value of 2.5 ohms. The charging
rate is 0.5 amps. Tl:ìe arrangement in the
lower half of Fig. 2 has a greater output and
is suitable for charging from ito 3 two-volt
2 5J
cells at a current of 1 ampere. The
rectifier is the type L.T.4. The limiting
75(1
5
2fl..,
rusc
resistance must have a value of 1.7,5 ohms.
-

._J'

-

*

-

.

.II

r:

charging purposes, namely, reasonably pure
Fig. 2.-The upper circuit is suitable for a trickle
direct current
For this purpose, various types of rectifiers charger, while the one below is recommended fòr
greater outputs.,
can be used, but so far as'most requirements

With the tapped secondary method of
control, the secondary A.C. voltages will be
7.5 volts, 9 volts and ii volts for one, two
or three 2-volt cells, respectively. If,
however, a variable resistance is user! as the
control, the secondary voltage must be 11
volts and the following resistance values
provided: ¡i.2.5 ohms, l.25 ohms and 1.75
ohms for one, two or three 2-volt cells as

:
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More Prohibition

:

that he has issued an orde prohibiting
except under the authority of a post-office
permit the aôquisition or supply of wireless
transmitters- and certain other electrical
apparatus which may be ued as jarts of
such transmitei-s; the possession of-wire
less transmitters, and the use ôf wireless
ti-ansniitters. This is to enable the Postmaster-General -to exercise in the national
interests more effective control than lias
hitherto been possible over wireless tratismissions in and from this country. The
acquisition and use of wireless transmitters
are not affected where there is a licence
still in force under the Wireless Telegraphy
Acts authorising the use of it. It. 'will be
illegal to possess a wireless transmitter
within these limits after December 15th.
Applications for permits should be made to
the Engineer-in-Chief, Radjo Branch,
Genei al Post Office, Harrogate, Yorkshire,
on forms provided for the purpose. These
mai' be obtained at any head post-office
or from the Engineer-in-Chief.
No person may now sell, purchase, let,
hire, supply, dispose of, acquire or distribute wireless transmitters whether for
telegraphy, telephony, or television, or for
use as nvigational beacons, or landing
beacons, or otherwise for the purpose of
indicating position or direction or the
remote control of machinery. Nor may they
sell, purchase, let, hire, supply, dispose of,
acquire or distribute high-frequency inductors, spark coils, quenched and rotary
spark gaps, high-frequency equipment,
being equipment which generates or uses
high-frequency current at frequencies
greater than 10,000 cycles per second, and
having a maximum output exceeding
10 watts and including equipment intended
for usc in connection with furnaces and
medical apparatus. Thus, the sale of valves
capable of an anode dissipation exceeding
10 watte is illegal. Similarly, piezo-electrie
quartz plates or piezo.electric tourmaline
plates, cut to oscillate at any specified
frequency, arc banned.
The transmitter seems to be in for a bad
time!
-

-k

-

Overseas Correspondent Wanted
ARTHUR

'C. H. WALTER,S, who is
eke 2DMT and who resides at 18,
I'oith Street, Bedminster, Bristol, 3,
Wants to eommuúicate with one of the fans
overseas. Ho cheerfully says that although
an undertaker by trade. his outlook on
'life is not morbid. He is prepared to swap
letters and send magazines weekly as well
as au occasional book or novel.

Anothe' Myth

'

-

THE Postmaster-General has announced

'-

-

-

J

-

-,

:

-

-

-
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-

-
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-

.
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has graced one of our December issues ever
since the paper started. The fact is that
Arthur Ashdown, who supplied the feature,
is in South Africa, searching for gold and
diam9nds. He posted the manuscript and
drawmgs to us, but Hitler, knowing the
epoch-making inventions of Mr. Belfry, and
realising that if we published them the war
would be over, sent them to the bottom of
the ocean in a ship specially chartered to
convey the manuscript to us.

-

Readers on Active Service

CONTINUE to receive a large number of
letters from readers called to the
carry on
I bave often wondered why t is that a few colours hut Mho are helping us topossible
I
Where
educated people are not retained in some by remaining readers.
put them in touch with
parts of the British Isles to teach them have been able Ito hope
that every reader
one another.
En,1i.sh pronunciation and grammar.
called up or otherwise departed from his
home will keep me posted of his change of
"Incognito-by Request"
address. It may happen that another
THE pundits of the B.B.C.
reader will be moved to the same district
Delight in many games.
and thus I canput them in touch with
The latest one they have devised:
one another so that they can meet for
To give the announcers' names,
pow-wows.
Thinking, no doubt, delightful thrills
Readers' Change of Address Column
Will stir our nerves and bones
¡ A1T happy to comply with a request
Once we're assured the broadcast is
I made that I include a regular column
By "P. Algernon Jones."
of readers' changos of address. Where
these addresses relate to the Army, I am,
Too long, they think, 'neath bushel hid
of course, unable to publish them, but I can
The name of the announcer
include the reader's naine and district and
Who juggles with the English tongue
offer to forward letters. Readers who wish
When calleñ on to pronounce "her."
to keep in touch with one another are
Their patronymies all concealed
offered the facilities of this column.
In modesty, is wrong;
In future they must pretitced be
"Wandering Willie's Tale"
Tostory, news and song.
ONE of the finest short stories in literature, which could also be classed
Announcers dear, with all respect,
among the best ten yarns of the superYour name's not our concern.
natural, is "Wandrng Willie's Taled'
We, as the listeners, do not thirst
which is none the worse for having been
Your cognomens to learn.
written by the roguish Sir Walter Scott.
Please tell the pundits, straight from us, It- has been adapted into dramatic form by
And let them learn, dog bite 'em,
the B.B.C. Talks Department, and it will be
The only thing we need from you
produced by John Gough on December
Is just-the coming item.
8th. The eerie adventures which Wandering
"Tonen."
Willie, the blind fiddler, happened upon
at the Castle o' Redgaunt-let- make a
"The War Weekly"
gripping tale in dramatic form. Scott's
THE war continues to be baffling. own dialogue has been used mainly throughEveryone is saying "T±re isn't out, and wherever new dialogue has had
anything happening." This is not true. to he written, the narrative has been
There is a great deal happening at the closely followed by the adapter, who lias
Front, on the high seas and in the air. made a study of the dialogue of the time.
Behind the brief announcements in the Because in the original the story is told
Press and a word or so on the radio there by Wandering Willie himself,, this does
are unceasing activities that are slowly away with the need for an anonymous
shaping the ultimate issue of the war. narrator, as the linking passages between
What these activities are and what is being the various scenes can be told by the
done by us and the enemy are explained central character.
every Friday in The War. Weekly by a staff
of experts.
The lVar Weekly is no ordinary war
paper, but a brilliant pictured story of
current events which will build itself up
HANDBOOK
into a permanent record. Diagrammatic
pictures, maps and photographs a'e a big
By F. J.
feature of this paper, which gives "what
the newspapers don't teU you."
pages,
6/- or 6/6 by post from
400

II

-

iTîïîci1

ACORRESPONDENT whose initials
and address I refuse to disclose lest
some of my fans in the district tear him
limb from latchet thinks that the best
-English is spoken in Dublin and Inverness
and in that order! They do not speak
correct English in Dublin or Inverness. It is Bâttisin Belfry
a doggerel patois, and the pronunciations IAN sorry that you will not have the
cannot be found in any dictionary whether
pleasure of learning of the latest
published in England, Ireland or Scotland. creations of Master Bat,tisin Belfr', who

CAMM.j

j

.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
.Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
4'S(
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A Virile Outlook

'yJITH

televibion transmissions in this
country a thing of the past, and
apparently a hope for the very distant
future, according to the dictates of war,
the British public, quite naturally, are apt
to ,overlook what is happening in those
neutral countries who are free to apply
their scientific knowledge in peaceful
The continent of America,
channels.
however, has been quick to realise the
advantage of the situation in which they
have been placed, and seem determined to
overhaul the lead which this country had
established in television. They have made
it clear that while the dissemination of
pictorial information and a variety of
entertainment are the prime factors
associated with their steadily growing home
service, the future of television is bound
up in many directions which even the most
courageous scientist would hesitate to
prognosticate. Recent events have proved
conclusively to the Americans that they
must not think of television only in ternis
Television in
of home entertainment.
cinemas was becoming an established fact
in Britain, and installations in these places
of popular entertainment was proceeding
at a pace dependent only on the speed
with which the television projection receivers could be built. Demonstrations of
these large screen pictures in New York
have convinced those who saw them that
they are entirely free from flicker, and have
a degree of definition governed only by the
quality of the transmission itself. In other
words, the electrical and optical characteristics of the electronic apparatus
employed was fully capable of dealing
adequately with any transmission which
this equipment was called upon to handle.
As a result of this aspect of television's
development, events of nationalimportance,
whether they have a bearing on the political,
commercial, or sporting life of the community, can be participated in at the instant
they happen, although separated by miles
from the niace at which they occur. Mass
ontertainjsent in this form, as distinct from
the fireside atmosphere provided by sets
in the home, will always be part of the
make-up of the average person's life, and
by lifting big-screen television from the
realm of conjecture to practical realisation
terevision has destroyed the limitations
of human vision, and by harnessing sound
and vision together opened up a panorama
of events which can be seen without any
time delay which charaeterises a recorded
version. In the United States, the whole
industry realises that it is, at the moment,
only on the threshold of a virgin field and
looks forward to improvements in education
as a result of big screen installations in
schools, so that the specialist can address
a class of students numbered in thousands,
instead of being confined to the four walls
of the classroom. It is felt that television
will find divers applications in commercial
communication, the telephone, navigation
on land, sea and air, so as to still further
VV

9th,
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the uuaI pair of crossed frame aerials set
at 90 degrees to each other, and feeds the
signals through to the two pairs of plates
of an electrostatically operated cathode-ray
tube. In the path from aerial to C.R. tube,
however, is interposed two amplifiers and

ff((

December 9th, 1939.

December

two pairs of reversing switches. These
last named are for the purpose of compensating for any out-of-balance in the
actual operating chäraeteristies of the
amplifiers.
Normally a single narrow
ellipse would give the required bearing on
the calibrated fluorescent screen, but by
synchronously operating the reversing
VoL 4.
No. 180.
switches so that the frame aerial signals
reduce the risk of travel which at present pass through each amplifier in turn, any
is hidebound by nature's idiosyncrasies difference in the working characteristics
from the point of view of weather. These is portrayed .by the existence of two
items alone aro sufficient to convince the narrow ellipses. By taking the mean angle
fertile brains of that country that television between these two patterns the exact
will provide material for an all.embracing bearing is logged.
industry. It will not be a caso of subordinating old industries to the requirements Compact Relay Transmitters
of the new, but of necessity there must be FOR both commercial and military
a reassesment of values, and the establishpurposes, efforts are being directed
ment of a spirit of co-operation so that all in many quarters to the perfection of
may benefit. This is not a case of a equipment which will serve as efficient
scientific miracle occurring overnight, but relay transmitters when working on very
rather the gradual culmination of a series low wavelengths of the order of one to three
metres. This in many cases is being
supplemented by the development of
micro-wave apparatus using carrier frequencies well above 300 megacycles. These
transmitters have to be very compact,
readily transportable, and possess a low
power consumption when employed for
field purposes, in order to maintain satisfactory lines of communication between
units which may he separated by distances
up to 20 miles. A very important point in
connection with this apparatus is that it
adds niaterially to the secrecy of the
information radiated, since the propagated
beams are directional, and d,istinct from the
more common forms of broadcast signals.
The actual designs vary in certain respects
according to the particular purpose for
which the relay of signals is required, but
as a basis it is generally found that the
main unit comprises a high stability master
oscillator working at a frequency dependent
on the prime carrier frequency.
For
example, in the case of a 120-megacycle
relay transmitter the oscillator would
probably work at 20 megacycles and be
followed by a combined separator and lowstage gain amplifier. The third harmonic
of the oscillator would be extracted and,
after the separator, is doubled to the final
working frequency of 120 niegacycles
before being handled by the output stage.
Depending on the forni of intelligence it is
required to relay from point to point, so
the degree of modulation response would
he adjusted. The aerial used with this
An actual example of low-power micro-wave
form of equipment often comprises a broadequipment wif h tripod mounting so that the
side array with reflectors, and by careful
aerial can be beamed in any direction.
design a sharp beam is secured which can
give a power gain up to a figure of 26.
of discoveries in the field of electronic As an actual example of the simple nature
engineering, all of which have played their of the micro-wave relay apparaths of low
part in assisting in the progress of what is power, reference can be made to the accomtechnically termed " the art of instan- panying illustration. The special form of
taneously producing at a distance a visible vertical antennn is mounted on an extenimage of an actual, or recorded scene, by sion rod carried on the top of a rigid tritsxl.
means of an electrical system of communi- Part of the valve equipment is also aecomcation."
modated on the remote end of the aerial

LLHH1

L

Visual D.F. Working
'T'HE versatility of the cathode-ray tube
I is exemplified once moro by its applica-

tion to many forms of direction-finding
schemes where it is desired to secure the
correct bearing of a signal. Many difficulties have to be contended with, however,
and any out-of-balance must be counteracted. One very promising method uses

support, with batteries under the tripod.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
f
Any of cur readers requiring infovmation ¡
and advice respecting Patent,, Trade Marl,, or
Designs, ,hould apply to Messrs. Rayner and
Co. Patent Agents, of Bank Chamber,, 29,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, who ¡
Will give free advice to readers mentioning
this paper.
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Lhoosing

a

Loudspeaker
¡4

When to Use Permanent Magnet pr /vlains
Energised Speaker Unit, and How to Cet
the Best from Theni.

i

T

HERE are two principal types of the magnet that is important but the
movinz-coil loudspeaker, known as effect of the magnet on the speech coil.
permaent magnet (P.M.), and And the effect is proportional to the magnet
Actually, as most readers strength and also to the distance between
energised.
now know, both depend upon the use of a the magnet and the coil; the closer the
m_gnet, for it is within the field of this two can be placed, the greater is.the effect
that the moving coil-attached to the of the magnet on the coil.
cone-moves. The audio-current output
from the receiver is fed into the speech Kinds of Magnet
côil, as it is called, and produces a fluctuatA permanent magnet is a magnetised
ing magnetic field round the coil. As the
an electrocoil is close to a powerful magnet system, piece of alloy-steel, whereas
consists of a piece of soft iron, or
lhe fluctuating magnetic field acts on the magnet
not itself
fixed field, this causing the speech coil, and special iron alloy, which does properties,
"hold" or retain any magnbtic
hence the cone, to vibrate.
That is a very sketchy outline indeed, but which can be magnetised temporarily
PEÑI-IANENr

I

MAGNET

A Rola permanent magnet
speaker.
-

address and auditorium types. of -P.M.

seaker.
It would not be true to say that the
-

P.M. speaker is more efficient than an
energised model of equally sound design,
hut it can be stated without fear of contradiction that the P.M. type can to-day be
as good as the energised pattern. Consequently, the reader might ask why energised speakers are still employed in large
numbers by both constructors and receiver
manufacturers, and this brings us to the
choice of the more suitable type for various
purpose.
-

i

Energising Current

To

SET

A source of electrical energy is, of
course, required to operate an electroro ¿'.c
magnet speaker, and that would appear
ipirv
to be a disadvantage. It is, when dealing
with a battery set or even with a mains
set fed by a power supply unit capable of
giving just the correct voltages and currents
for H.T. and L.T. But in many instances,
the power unit can prov-ide rather more
power than is actually needed by the re'SPECn\
ceiver. In that ease, the surplus can weil
be employed to energise the speaker.
Moreover, it can be used very economically,
's
s---.
because the magnet winding-referred to
as the field coil-can be used as a very
Fig. 2.-Sectional diagram showing the conThu.s,
Cpmpare effective HT. smoothing choke.
struct ion of an energised speaker.
the normal smoothing choke is not rewith Fig. I.
quired. That means a saving in the cost
by passing an electric current through a of components; additionally, an energised
length of wire coiled round it. See Figs. speaker can generally be made rather more
cheaply than a P.M. speaker of similar
i and 2.
In practice, a fair amount of electrical power-handling capacity.
But there are several points which have
energy is required to energise or magnetise
an electro-magnet of the type used for a to be considered before i final choice cañ
The first is concerning the
loudspeaker. An average minimum figure be made.
for a smallish speaker is 5 watts, but 7
to 10 watts is desirable. When the movingSPEAKER rIELO 6 25W
coil speaker was first developed, it was H.T50MA_1
generally accepted that an energised or +
RccTInEI
2.soOC,
electro-magnet speaker was more sensitive
than one of the permanent magnet type,
225v
350
because the field strength could be made
50 MA
VSI
-4 MFO
SO. much greater.
This idea is still held
by some, but it is rapidly becoming less
and less true. The reason is that a conRCCT1FIE
siderable amount of research work has
been carried out in Fig. 3.-How a speaker field winding can b
ene rgised in an, AC. receiver.
connection with the product ion of highly efficient
IYWATTS .6660
--permanent magnets, with
3OMA
the result that it has
been, possible to make
them in such a manner
200V
that a tremendously
250V
3OMA
60MA
'1
strong field strength can
be obtained. Incidentally,
the makers of the WB.
Rrcîiriccs
"Stentorian" speakers HT.
bave been pioneers in Fig. 't-in this example the energising wattage
this field, and are now available would be inadequate, and a Ply!.

r4'

PEEc/I
COIL

4

-

Fig.

l.-Main

-

.

-

details of a permancnt magne!
speaker.

but it should suffice to clarify the statements that will be made later. It should
not be hard to appreciate that the effect
on the speaker cone must be more pronounced if the audio currents passeri
through the speech coil are increased in
That simply means that a
intensity.
greater receiver Output provides increased
-signal strength-there is nothing obscure
about that. A point that might not be
quite as obvious is that the intensity of
the steady magnetic field acting on the
speech coil also has a considerable effect
This
on the loudness of reproduction.
means that a greater output can be obtamed from a given input to the speaker
if the strength of the magnet is increased.
Actually, it is not just the strength of

I

-

-[

-

'SOvRCTtP.
r

I

I

A Hcrn loudspealer

Jndd

for Pub1i- Address work.

making

oven.

public

.

-

speaket should

e used.
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CHOOSING A LOUDSPEAKER

quence, a permanent magnet speaker would for energising is shown in Fig.6, where the
be a practical essential in these conditions. winding is in series with the negative
Smoothing would then be performed by HT. lead. The H.T.- voltage required is
amount of energising power that can be either a 1,500 ohm smoothing choke, or nearly 44)0 at 100 mA, and the rectifier
spared.
As mentioned above, a small by means of another standard 30 henry provides 500 volts at 100 mA. We could.
moving-coil speaker needs at least 5 watts choke of lower resistance in series with a thus use a standard 1,250 ohm field cqil,
for energising; a larger speaker to handle fixed resistor to bring the resistance up which would produce a voltage drop of
an audio output of, say, 6 watts needs to the required value.
slightly more than 120 volts when passing
something like 10 watts minimum; whilst
100 mA (1/10 amp.).
The voltage drop
a public address siaker to deal with an
can, however, be used for biasing the
audio output of 20 watts needs not less Parallel Field Connections
output valve, by connecting the grid-return
than 15 watts, and should have about
iow
let
look at Fig. 5. In this ease, lead to the negative side of the winding,
us
30 watts for maximum efficiency.
the voltage output from the rectifier is as shown. In the example taken the GB.
only slightly too high for the set, but the voltage-120-would be too high. but
Some Practical Examples
current is much greater than is necessary. in many cases it would be possible to choose
Fig. 3 shows a skeleton circuit, where a We could very well make use of a 6,500 ohm a field winding more appropriate to the
2,500 ohm energised speaker field is used energised speaker (the resistance generally OEB. needed.
for smoothing the H.T, supply in an AC. used for direct connection to D.C. mains).
Even in our example, however, the
eeewer. lt is assumed that the output By connecting this field winding acros correct value of bias could be obtaihed
the H.T. output from the rectifier, we by connecting a 50,000 ohm potcsntionieter
can "absorb" a current of nearly 40 mA, across the field winding, and taking the
2000 SMCH
so that the required 50 mA is still left for grid-return lead to the slider of this;
feeding the valves.
Although the field the connections are shown in broken lines.
viiiding in this instance does provide a It will be seen that an 8 mfd. electrolytic
certain smoothing effect it is not sufficient bypass condenser is used in conjunction
240V
SOMA
for this purpose. A normal 200 oh in choke with the bias-voltage supply system.
MA
is therefore connected in series with the
positive supl)ly lead.
If
jRCCT;FICR
This method of connecting a speaker In the Heater Circuit
LT4 6.5000
SPEASCR
field is not usual, but it is very convenient
We
take just dne more example of
FIELD
in an example such as that considered. the usewill
of an energised
.Thi is
COM& 0 WATTS
Additionally, it has the advantage of willi a D.C. receiver speaker.
having indirectly
Fig. 5.-A 6,500-o/im speaker-field connected acting as a "load" on the rectifier when
in parallel with the H.T. supply in an AC. or the set is first switched on; this is most heated 16-volt valves, as indicatcd in
Fig. 7. In this instance the field winding
D.C. receiver.
valuable when the valves of the indirectly is used
to drop
voltage applied to the
heated typo and the rectifier is a djrectly heaters from thetheD.C.
mains supply. As
from the rectifier is 350 volts at not less heated one, or a metal-oxide pattern.
170 volts has to be dropped, the current
than .50 mA; and that a voltage of about
It is often recommended, when using being .25 amp., a resistance of approxi225 is requiied for H.T. purposes. Iii
mately 700 ohms is required. This is a
this case, 50 mA is passed through the field
standard field coil resistance in sonic makes
winding, which then produces a voltage
of energised. speaker, so it could be used
drop of 125 volts (Ohm's Law-voltage
vefy conveniently. If an increased voltdrop equals current times resistance).
age drop were needed,
-The wattage dissipation of the fichi is
a
small fixed or
therefore 125 multiplied by 50/1,000 (volttapped resitance could
age times current in amp.), which is 6.25
be eonnecjed in
watts. That would just be sufficient for
series with the field
a small speaker, and efficiency would be
winding. There is no
about as high as when using a P.M. model.
great advantage in
But now look at Fig. 4. The circuit
this method of using
arrangement is the saine but the output
an energised speaker,
froiii the rectifier is 250 volts, 60 rnA, wherebut it is ñientioned as
as the receiver va.lccs require not less than
a matter of interest.
200 volts, 30 niA for efficient working.
From the points
By using Ohm's Law again, ce find that
A Goodman loudspeaker, which is particularly
that have been raised
tho field should have a resistance of 1,666
suitable for outdoor P.A. work.
it will be appreciated
oins to, give the necessary voltage drop
that both tvnes of
00 0V, wnen passing a currem 01 00 II1.
foiiii of connection. or when feeding speaker have certain advantages. - Both
In these conditions the dissipation of the this
field directly troni a D.C. mains supply, have their adherents, and both have been
field winding would be about i} watts, the
a neon lamp be connected in parallel brought to a high degree of efficiency.
In the first place, the required field resist- that
sith the field to prevent back E.M.F. due At the sanie time, it is quite evident that
alice is non-standard, so it would be neces- to
inductance of the winding. From snore care is needed in designing a set for
sary to use a speaker with either a I50O thethe
various figures on the diagram, it will use with an energised speaker. For this
ohm or a 2,000 ohm field; in the second be seen
the spaker field receives reason the P.M. pattern is specified for t he
plaëe, however, the cnergising wattage iO watts that
power, which is ade- majority of PnAcrIcAr SYrnELESS receivers,
would be entirely inadequate.
In conse- quate for energising
speakers of niediuiu size.
and it is most favoured by the home
constructor.
Additionally, of course, it
_______________
is more adaptable for use with a variety of
H
Free" Bias
RrCTS- IC R
Another method of using a speaker field different receivers.
k-5(Co,:tinued 1ro sr, previous pug.-)
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Fig. 7.-For D.C. seis only. Speaker field in th0
healer circuil. Few speakers could lake 1/ic 38 Walls
indica/ed without overheating, bui the circuit could
be modified to overcome this difficulty ¿'y using a
field of lower resistance in series with a resistor.
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An Aerial for an Air-raid Shelter
constructing one of your A.R.P.
ON sets for use in my Anderson type
shelter, I was puzzled as to what type of
aerial to use. I finally decided to use a short,
vertical type aerial, which, besides being
easily made, does not binder any placing
of earth on top of the shelter.
I took the barrel of u cycle pump and
placed it as shown in the sketch. T then

I

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" n,ut have originated somejittle dodge
which would interest other readers.
Why
not pass it on to us? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we wiU pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sendtng it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," Georgé Newne,,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every Item. Please flote that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
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novel

w'ished to bave two or thjee distant
listening points, and also to have
facilities for trying out and comparing
different speakers, I fitted up a small
switchboard on the lines indicated in the
accompanying illustration. It will be seen
that this is fed from the L.S. or extension
speaker terminals on a receiver and then
five separate speakers may be switched for

AS

$

T

j

NOT enclose

eea,ee

L:uJ
SPECIAL

NOTICI3

All hints must be accompanied by thu

cYCLE PUMP

Jt.
A

Loudspeaker Switchboard

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

aerial arrangement for an eiir-raid
shelter.

placed a ft. length of }in. iron rod inside
the pump barrel and held it in position
with wet sand. Tho iron rod was a portion
of a child's disused cot. The lead-in was
led through the small hole in the pumpbarrel, and both ends were sealed with
sealing-wax. There is no loss to earth, as
the pump barrel is celluloid coveredKExcET1I BROWN (Gorton, Manchester).

arm method of fitment, brought about by the
design of the sewing-machine, a similar
prinip1e had to be adopted, this proving
in the long run to be both rigid and convcnicntly Thip1c in use.
To take ac-ct-fain amount. of strain off the
mounting stvips S, I fitted a wood lulock so
that the arm could rest ii a groove, as
depicted.
The driving band is kept in tension by an
idler which forirs part ot the niotor 'assembly, and this band drives a hotne-niade
pulley, details of which are given in the
inset. Tite only slight modification necessary
as far as the motor is concerned, is the fItment of a. suitable mains plug whih would
fit both the chassis and sewing-machine
sockets, the sockets on the chassis being.
series connected to a toggle switch of Bulgin
pattern, with the mains supply lend connecting through a noise suppissor unit
also of Bulgin pattern ; this latter fitnient
is not shown in the illustration, bùt as with

-ing

connections.

uso individually or collectively. By operating the su itches when two or more speakers

are joined rapid comparisons are possible
for test purposes, or if the speakers are
fed from a distant point individual rooms
may be switched in and out as required.
-W. CLOUTIScO (Bayton, nr. Woodbridge).

IOSI 1S111)S(1e04ÌS4
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Practical Group!
Join

A Motor-driven Coil-winder.
DESIItTNì an adaptable motor drive
for coil winding and light buffing, I
decided to consmission the electric motor
fitted to the household sewing machine.
The motor is so fitted to the sewing-machine
that it is a simple matter to remove it
without in any waj upsetting the
mechanism.
It occurred to nie that if I constructed
some form of temporary chassis mount in
which could be incorporated permanently
a suitable belt drive, it would be a matt'r of
a few moments to transfer the motor from
SUPPRCSSOR
enassis to sewing-macnine or vice versa,
SOFT IRON
as desired.
STRIP
The accompanying illustration shows the
procedure I adopted, using a strong oak A coil-winding machine ulilising an electric
mounting chassis.
motor as fitted to a domestic scwin2 machine.
One interesting feature of this arrangement arose in the methods by which I the assembly details, there should be little
should mount the motor, since it will be difficulty in following the scheme.-E. C.
seen that duc to the channelled mounting SoA1a:s (Chelinsford).
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Constructional Details' of a Useful
Unit for the Short-wave Enthusiast
SHORT - WAVE

communication receivers using a crystal filter have an
exceedingly high degree of selectivity; nevertheless, when two stations
are heterodyning each other with an
audible beat note, reception of either
becomes impossible from a readability
point of view. For this reason a heterodyne
filter has recently been introduced in
America (now being manufactured commercially) that will reject a single audiofrequency only. Having carried out some
experiments with this type of filter, plus
some additional modifications, it is thought
that this piece of apparatus should be of
considerable use to short.wav listeners
generally.
The many uses to which such a filter can
be put will immediately be apparent, Apart
froni removing the heterodyne note from

3.-One
O

way in which ihe filler may ¿e
connecled lo 1/se oulpul of a small receiver.
in the top part of the audio scale. The two
variable resistances will, of course, be fore, it is advantageous to make use of a
potentiometers, using the slider and one little more amplification when the filter
side only.
is used.
One method of connecting the ,filter to
will be seen that both input and output
the output of a small receiver is shown in of Itthe
circuit can be connected across
Firs. 3. A 1:1 transform"r may be used
transformers,
by using two transin the anode circuit of the valve which formers in this and
way the filter may be confeeds the input of the filter, the output nected between two L.F.
amplifying valves
being taken to a pair of headphones. This
a
multi-stage
receiver.
This method
of
arrangement can ho applied to a standard may be regarded as a trifle clumsy,
and will
short-wave receiver or to a two-valve super- not be looked upon with favour by those
who
regenerative ultra-short-wave set. In the dislike audio transformers from the quality
latter case R2 and B3 may be permanently point of view.
set for eliminating the quench note. The
Accordingly, a circuit was tested out
few compQbents peeded may be mounted using
Rl directly in the anode of a
direct on to the front panel of the receiver valve, Rasand
in
Fig.
5. It will be seen that a
or, .alteiiatively, on a small suh.panel, as i microfarad condenser
is inserted between
.01 MFD.
Rl and the junction of R3 and Cl. This
______
II
condenser did not affect the working of the
J.
biidge in any way apart from requiring
C
small readjustment from R2 and R3.
'R2
'2000t.
Also R and Rl have values of 100,000 and
50,000 ohms respectively. This circuit
iqooóc arrangement should be used in the early
f
INPUT
stages of a multi-valve receiver.

Fig.

---...-.

-

I

-

Cs
..

i.

000c

Operating Notes

CL

Regarding the operation of the filter it
might be noted that R2 and R3 will be
quite sharp in tuning out the unwanted
hetercdyne note. When a signal is tuned
Fig. 2.-Circuit Values for the heterodyne filter.
in on the receiver accompanied by a
shown in the practical wiring diagram, heterodyne, first R2 and then R3 should
Fig. 4.
be rotated until (as will happen in each
case) the heterodyne diminishes instrength.
Accurate Components Necessary
Finally both potentiometers must be
It is necessary to mention that the adjusted until the heterodyne completely
components used should be of a reliable disappears. With the elimination of one
make, so that the circuit values will audible frequency, some distortion must of
be accurately- matched.
Manufacturers course take place, though this is not so
tolerances are perfectly acceptable, however. important on the short waves, and aleo
and will not mar the working of the filter distortion will be at a minimum where the
circuit. Where the circuit is used for filter is tuned to the top part of the scale,
measurement work, extreme precision is hence the values shown. Where it is
required for both the component values, desired to remove frequencies in the lower
and for establishing balance. Since only part of the range, larger condensers must.
the effect of the bridge is made use of some be used at C and Cl.
latitude is allowable. However, the more
R2 and R3 may also be increased up to
accurate the components used the less a value of 50,000 ohms, in which case a
will be the drop in gain which must wider band of frequencies is coves-ed.
inevitably aeconinanv such a device There_________________________________
II]

Fig.

1.-Original

bridge circuit.

interfering stations, it can also be applied
to a super-regenerative receiver to cancel
the quench note, and will also attenuate
the 1oud hiss in the supersonic band of
For short-wave listening
fiequencies.
generally, an interfering modulated C.W.
station in the broadcast short-wave bands
can be completely eliminated.
To those who are not already acquainted
with this type of filter, a few words of explanation arc necessary. First it must be
pointed out that it does reject a single audiofrequency completely, and not, merely
attenuate a band of frequencies as with a
normal high or low pass filter.
The circuit is dcrived from the type of
bridge circuit used for audio-frequency
measurement. This is shown in Fig. 1.
An unknown audio frequency is applied to
arms A and B, R2 and R3 are then adjusted
until the note in the headphones is cancelled out; when a balance is established.
The unknown frequency is then found
provided
from the formula '= i
2 R2C
that R divided by Rl eoua!s 2, and that
R2 and R3, and C and Cl are equal.

'
RI

-

50,0000

o

Working Filter Circuit

Turning to the working filter circuit of
Fig. 2, it will be seen from the circuit
values that the above conditions have
The
ich the filter will

Iupn'nnmiilipd with

ove'i

freciiinev ronae

wk

governed by the value of C
value shown covei.

ismainTy
and Cl. The

the most useful band

R3

L

Fig. 4.-WirinR diagr2m for //ic few components
needed for the heie rodyne JI/ter. The components
are mounled on a small sub.panel.

Fig.

5.-The filter

used

(ir

intervoive

coup!in.
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This Article Explains Why Certain Modifications are Introduced Into Simple Auto-bias

Circuits in Order to Ensure Better Working, with Special Reference to Mains Apparatus
several different ways in which the bias stands, the bias resistance offers the same
circuit can be arranged. The reasons are amount of resistance to all these cornthat the diagram shown in Fig. 1, is only ponents, and the voltage drop across it,
fundamental, and needs a certain amount which is applied to the grid via the L.F.
of modification to meet practical conditions, transformer secondary, will contain an
and that different types of valves need audio-frequency and possibly a humsomewhat different types of circuit, although frequency modulation, which, acting as
all are basically identical.
spurious signals at the grid, will be reamplified by the valve and result in lowfrequency oscillation, since the action will
One Case
In describing these different, circuits, be cumulative.
Suppose, however, that in parallel
we will deal first with indirectly-heated
mains valves, since these are the most with the bias resistance is placed some
t#
commonly used to-day. Fig. 2 shows the component such as a large condenser
basic circuit of a typical receiver in which which has a very low impedance to alterauto-bias is applied to four indirectly- nating currents of audio frequency. It
heated valves-the screen-grid (or screened will be found that the steady direct current
pentode) H.F. amplifier, detector, a low. component of the anode current will be
Fig. L-Diagram exfrequency amplifying stage, and an output confined to the bias resistance, while
plaining the simple
pentode. The complete circuit through the practically all the AC. component will be
principle of automatic
valve, i.e., the anode current circuit, is drawn by-passed through the condenser. Moreover,
in thick line, and the auxiliary components if the condenser is so large that its imassociated with the auto-bias arrangements pedance at audio frequencies is negligible,
are drawn in thinner lines. It will be the A.C. voltage drop across it will also
noticed that the essential arrangement, be very small so that the spurious signala
a NT- i.e., the inclusion of a bias resistance
between the cathode and H.T. minus line is
reference to Fig. 1, which shows the common to each valve. The questions
essentials of the grid and anode circuits of which naturally arise are: why will noIi
a typical output valve, such as an indirectly- the simple arrangement shown in Fig. i
Certain components
heated pentode.
necessary for a practical auto-bias circuit
I
OUTFIr
have been purposely omitted for the sake
of simplicity, but these are given later in
the article.

an electric current passes
throuh a resistance, a difference
WHEN
of potential, or voltage, drop, is
produced across the ends of this resistance,
and this offers a simple way of providing
negative grid bias to receiving valves without using a separate grid battery. The
principle will be understood readily by
F

H.

I

L

'J'

Brief Explanation
Examining this diagram, it will be
observed that the main circuit through
which the anode current flows commences
at the H.T. plus terminal, through the
primary of the speaker transformer to the
anode of the valve, through the valve to
the cathode, and from the cathode back to
the H.T. minus terminal a the resistance
"R," usually calledthe bias resistance. The
grid of the valve is connected to the H.T.
minus line through the transformer
recondary (in the case of a resistancecapacity coupled valve the grid would
be connected to H.T. minus via the grid
leak, soin both cases the grid is at the same
potential as HT. minus).
Assuming that the anode current of the
output valve is 30 milliamps, and that the
bias resistance "R" is of- 500 ohms, a
simple application of Ohm's Law shows
that the voltage drop across "R" is I X
R or .03 X 500 or 15 volts. This means
that the potential of the cathode of the
valve is 15 volts positive with respect to the
H.T. minus line, which is exactly the same
as saying that the H.T. minus line is 15
volts negative with respect to the cathode.
And since the grid is at the same potential
as the H.T. minus line, it can be said that
the grid is 15 volts negative with respect
to the cathode, that is, it receives 15 volts
negative bias.
If the theoretical circuits of a number of
receivers are examined, it wiil be noticed
that the actual connections employed are
far more complex than the simple circuit
shown in Fig. 1, while there appear to le

r
!..

fl

I

25-5OMc2a

'
#4

Fig. 2.-Skeleton circuit diagram showing various ways

serve in practice ? and, if any modification
is necessary, should there be any difference
in the circuits adopted for the different

valves?
The answer to the first question is that
all these additional refinements are required
in order to prevent the bias arrangement
from transferring from the anode circuit
to the grid circuit any alternating fluctuations such as audio-frequency or highfrequency signals, hum voltages, and so
on, which would undoubtedly result in
re-amplified hum and either low-frequency
or high-frequency oscillation. In other
words, these additions aro a form of decoupling to obviate back-coupling.

of

biasing indirectly-heated valves.

applied to the grid will also be negligible.
rrlìe reasons for adopting different
methods of bias decoupling in different
valves will be apparent from a study of the
conditions under which different types of
valves work. Considering first the highfrequency valve, it will be clear that the
,-

Feed-back
Consider first the current flowing in the
bias resistance in Fig. 1. This will consist
of a direct current equal to the mean
anode current of the valve and bearing
an audio-frequency modulation. Possibly
there may be also a certain amount of hum
ripple in the anode current-the "residual
hum" of the receiver. Now, as the circuit

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing the bias scheme
fo: a directly-heated xslve. e
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AUTO GRID-BIAS CIRCUITS
(Continued from

prions

line, and the 2 mfd. condenser is connected
not directly in parallel with the bias
resistance but between the top end of the
bias resistance and the lower end of the
L.F. transformer secondary.
A moment's study of this arrangemnt
will show that in effect the shunt circuit
in parallel with the bias resistance consists
of thé condenser and decoupling resistance
in series. Owing to the high impedance
of this combination, only a small proportion
of the total AC. component of anode
current will flow in the arm "ro," thus
avoiding serious boss attenuation, while
with respect to the grid circuit, r and e act
exactly in the same way as the decoupling
resistance and condenser so commonly

pg)

anode current fluctuations are of radio
freiueiìcy, in the main and, in fact, entirely
if care has been taken in the lay-out to
to avoid direct pick-up of hum and if the
ordinary decoupling circuits are efficient. It
will therefore be sufficient to by-pass the
bins resistance with a comparatively
small condenser which will have a
sufficiently low impedance at radio fvequencies. A very usual value for this
condenser is 0.05 mfd., but a slightly
sjualler or slightly larger size would make
very little difference. It is important that
a condenser used in this position is of a
type described by the makers as "noninductive" because, as will readily be
seen, any component possessing inductanco
offers a comparatively large impedance
to alternating currents, atid thus partially
neutralises the low reactive impedance of
the condenser.

I

LIGHT

.-

-

-

-

MUSIC

Fig. 4.'-An alternative to the centre-tapped
filament transformer ¿s a potentiometer.

included in the anode circuits of valves,
or the smoothing choke and condenser in
an HT. unit, namely, that the condenser
offers a much smaller impedance to the
A.C. component than the resistance so
that the AC. voltage drop occurs mainly
across the resistance, giving an almost
perfectly smoothed voltage at the grid of
the valve.
To-day, the decoupling system just
described is seldom necessary because
manufacturers have noi'. produced lowvoltage electrolytic condensers of very high
capacity and therefore of correspondingly
low reactive impedance, and these may be
connected simply in shunt to the bias
resistance as indicated in the ease of the

BROADCASTS

criticisms have appeared
VARIOUS
concerning the alleged disappearance
of light orchestral music from the B.B.C.
programmes. Actually listeners are hearing
a high percentage of the light orchestras
which were popular before the war. Under
the Defence Regulations, however, the
activities of the B.B.C. are curbed in certain
directions, but this does not apply to the
engagement of light orchestras.
Already the studio programmes have
included Mantovani and his Tipica Orehestia; Fred Hartley and the Novelty Sextet,
with Brian Lawrence; and among those
booked for early inclusion are Troise and hg
Mandolicrs, with Percy Manchester; the
Richard Crean Orchestra; -Falkman .and
his Apache Batid, with Amelia Magri;
Wynford Reynolds and his Orchestra;
A. J. Powell and his Banjo Octet; Harry
Davidson and his Orchestra; the Palladium
Orchestra; Campoli and his Salon Orchestra; and the Alphas.
Recent outside broadcasts have brought
listeners performances by the Hotel Vietoria Orchestra and the Lewisham Hippodrome Orchestra, and have taken them to
the Chiswick Empire to hear Harry Fryer
and his Orchestra; to Kilburn for Alfred
vhn Dam and his State Orchestra; tothe
Savoy Hotel where Arthur ahsbury and
his Orchestra have been heard; and to
Claridges for music by Geiger and hi

örchestra. In the near future listeners will
hear Tom Jenkins and his Band at the
Grand Hotel, Eastbournc.

-

cIi

F/LANNT

70

For low-frequency valves, where alternating components of audio frequency have
to he dealt with, the size of the condenser
in the grid decoupling circuit must be much
greater. When auto-bias was first introduced condensers of 2 and 4 mfd. capacity
were about the largest generally available,
and a condenser of 2 mfd. has a reactive
impedance at 50 cycles of over 1,600 ohms,
so that its by-passing effect, when used.
in parallel with a bias resistance in the
region of 1,000 ohms is quite small.
Mr;reover, the effect of such a condenser
in this position would be to produce moro
or less serious attenuation of the bass
output of the set. As a result, it been me
tlie standard practice to use a modification
of the decoupling system as shown at
"B" in Fig. 2. Here a decoupling resistanco of high value, say, 50,000 ohms or
more, is interposed between the secondary
of the L.F. transformer and the H.T. minus

'

output valve in Fig. 2. Capacities of 12,
25, and even 0 or 60 mfd. are available, and
these do away entirely with the need for
complicated decoupling devices.
We now come to the case of directly
heated output valves, which are still used
to some extent in broadcast receivers and
are, indeed, essential where really big
outputs are required. In such valves the
filament itself is the cathode, and is,
moreover, fed with raw A.C. It is therefore not possible to take the bias resistance
from one sideof the filament to H.T. minus,
as by so doing a considerable amount
of A.C. hum would be introduced- What is
done, therefore, is to connect the bias
resistance between the mid-point or centretap of the filament transformer and the

J.T.

On the L.F. Side

-

December 9th, 1939

minus line as shown in Fig. 3. bypassing it in the usual way by a condenser
of large capacity. If the transformer has
been centre-tapped accurately no hum will
be introduced, but it is a difficult matter
to tap out at the exact electrical centre
of a winding. If the accuracy of the
centre tap is in doubt when bum is eperienced, the usual plan is to connect a potentiometer of fairly low resistance across the
filament winding and, disregarding the
centre tap, connect the bias resistance to
the slider of the potentiometer, which
should then be adjuste(l so that hum is
reduced to a minimum (Fig. 4).
It should be noted that this arrangement
not only renders thé fila in eut of the output
valve at a potential above H.T. minus
equal to the bias of the output valve, but
makes the heater. of any other valves
fed from the same LT. winding also positivo
with resoect to HT. minus by the same
amount. Normally, this should make no
difference to the working of the set, but
in the case of a large output triode, where
the bias voltage may be anything between
30 and 100 it will be safer to use
an independent L.T. winding for the
output valve and another for the indirectlyheated valves.
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When designing a new receiver, muds preparatory work should be carrieJ oui on the drawiagSome indication of the extent of such work in ih factory may be gained from the
About 200 blueprints
ab0v illustration which shows the drawing-office ai the Ekco works.
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SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB

Headquarters Toe H Headquarters, William Street,
Slough.
Secretary
X. A. Sly (G4SIR), 10, Buckiand Avente,
Sloughi.

Meetings Alternato Thursdays, at 7.30 p.m.
AT the last, meeting, hehl on September 23rd,
the chief item of interest was im talk by Mr.
Itonehin (tuitGZ), continuing his series on The
)'undamentais of Radio. He interested members by
his examination of power-pack details. 11e described
the various types of power-pack, and gave attention
to methods of smoothing out mains hum. ITo emplia.
siqed the necessity of using components to give moro
power Output than was necessary. Morse practice
took piaee as usual, anti it was ob,,erved that speed is
gradually increasing. Query corner brought forth
many problems which were discussed by the members.
A junk saie was held, and provided moucis enjoyment

DX ON MEDIUM

-

for the members. To close the meeting a general discussion was hehl, and many interesting subjects were
toothed upon.
At the next meeting, to be held on December 7th,
the agenda will Include another talk by GIGZ
in his series on Fundamentals of Radio.
Besides this, the meeting will Include all the usual
items such as Morse practice, query corner. discuselois
on conditions, and discussions by the research group.
More inenshors are still required, and ail who care
to attend will be welcome. The subscription is 2e. 6d.
per annum, and 3d. extra is payable at each meeting.
to cover the cost of rent of the club-room.

-

WAVES

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY
Headquarters : 27s, Oldham Road, Ashtou-underLyne.
Hon. Sec.
K. OoosIln (Ci3PM), 7, Broadi,en Avenue,
Sauailshaw, Aslstoii-under-Lyne, Lanes.
AT a recent meeting, the members o hie above
society decided to carry ou despite the reatrictious imposed oil their activities by tue v-ar. The old
programme of lectures, etc., has had to be cancelled,
hut efforts are being made to compile au interesting
course of lectures by Individual members. The chairman and treasurer have already collaborated in a
series of instructive talks and dtnioastratloii5 deaiiug
with " Valve Characteristics."

All-Wave

BATTERY S.G.3
With All Valves

j1

Fully

Testel

Mr. Carom fully deheribed this wonderful
Offer last week. Amazing !perfornqer on all
bands. Wave-range 14

i'

fui SG. 3-ValveCircUit With
pentode output. Station-flame
scale. Size 12m. x Olin. x Sin.
deep. (Similar to A.C. model illustrated. Terms
and4 monthly payments of J4i3.
17'6
AC. MODEL as illustrated. Mains vesslon o above.
Ideal radio or risiliogram ,eolacensent chassts. Stationname dial. Pick-up sòckets. Complete with all
valves and ready for connection to AC.
mains 200)250 volts.
BARG tIN
or deposit only 19/6 and 4 monthly.paysnants of 16/6.

,

dosit

Fully

test ed

IUIly

1

6 II'6

79f6
Tested4-Valve

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

A set designed around this circuit need
not be expensive if use is made of separate
screened coils of the type intended for
direct bolting to a metal chassis. Fourrange coils can be bought for about lOs. 6d.

each, whilst high-gain IF, transformers
with tertiary winding will cost about
6s. 6d. each. Thus, the total cost of coils
will be under 45s. If 15e. is allowed for the
three-gang condenser, a similar amount for a
dual-range slow-motion drive of the type
with an accurately calibrated circular scale,
and lOs. for a wave-change switch assembly,
it will be seen that the total cost of the most
important components works out at about
four guineas. A cheaper tuning drive could
be used, but it does not pay to "economise" unduly in buying this important
component. Using average valves and 120
volts (maximum) H.T. the current consumption will be in the region of 7 mA, whiçh is
within the range of a standard-capacity
H.T. battery. Even when a small power
pentode is added to the set the current
consumption can be kept down to under 12
mA, and this can be obtained economically
from a so-called double-capacity dry
battery. At a slight sacrifice of efficiency
the total HT. consumption of the set.
with L.F. amplifier, could be kept well
below 10 mA.

-

BRISTOL EXPERIMENTAL RADIO CLUB
Headquarters 21, ICing's Corridor, Old Market Street,

Bristol,

2.

Publicity Manager D. J. Janes (2DCX), 40, Robertson
Road, Eustvllie, Bristol, 5.
Meetings : Alternate Tuesdays, at 7.30 p.m
THE meetkg of the shove club held on 'Iuesday,
Dcormbcr 5th, was the last before the Christmas
Holidays. lt is anticipated that meetings wilt bu
resumed oit Tuesday, Jauuary 16th, 1940.
Most members hsvc now settled down to radio

experimenting under war conditions. Arrangements
are being made to demonstrate several honie-construeted PublIe Address Amplifiers at the iirst meeting
of the Now Year. Morse practices at speeds to suit
everyone arc now a regular feature at alt meetings.

Speaker. 17/6 extra.

Powerful

o9/6

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

!,1V0c'

.

on/off
switches,
Built-In

high

-

fidelity

-

'* a

'lack for 'phones,
id guaranteed. For
I V. supplIes (40 - 100 cycles).
of
monthly payments 38/6.

i

-

5'

(I

4
.

-

Pract,caIWrcIessREADERS
NOW,

7'

Chassis5.19.6

tratad. Employa two WithVaÏvt
S.G. and Pentode New season's 6-stage
Output circuit. 5-valve model. WaveFor use with range 18-2,100 metres.
ST. 900 typo A.V.C.toneandvolume
or NT-S. sell- controls. Pleasing stalocating colla. tion scale. 3wattsout-

.

,

.

.

-

1?

SP

-

-

OideryourN.T.S. Component Bargain Parca!
Entirely new bat- Costs 6-, Post Free, list value 30/-.
All-Mains 5v. R/Gram.
st
mo'
wave

V

r-

-

32/6
nd aCking

lUI

walnut cabinet as Illistrated. An exceptional
"New Season's" Radio
O/lcr which Will not he
repeated. Ready to play.
Less batterIes. Terms.
3116 down and 4 monthly
payments of 271-.
ORDER NOW for XMAS
-

-

-

I

VIT

6GNS.

Paid.

Curer

Wave-range 18 tO 2.000
metres. Amazingly off ident HF. Pent.. Det.,
Pentodo output circuit.
Full vision station scale.
Simple to tune.
Allworld Usteflmfly. Cleartonomoving-C011speaker.
Handsome latest style

"1v

-

9t02000q

Terms

ReadytoPioy

-j

AII

í'

i

(

-

,

-

SPECIAL OFFER! Brand New
Use Fully Guaranteed All-wave Battery 3

With All Valves
Specially designed for PA. work
and home use where a maximum
of 4 watts amplification is
t.
required. Lay-out similar to
AC. model illustrated. Wide
I,
I
Sound range and employs 4
valves with pushpuil out\ s /- .
Connections for micro/ put.
phone and pick-np. Suitable
also for boosting up the
volume Of existing radio.
-_
Completa with 4 Valves.
ready for use. Ternis, 15/- deposit and 4 monthly
payments of 12/3A.C. 7-WATTS MODEL-Undistorted output 7
watts. Suitable for large halls and Outside sound
range of 500ft. radius. 4 valves with push-pull output. For mike Or gramophone reproduction. Completa with Valves, ready for use Cerriave Dali
£3 17'. Bd. or 17/8 down and 4 mth'y pmt's 01 16/-.

WDI.WL.

PRICE.

,

tufl

-

F fIL. E

Pre-uni'

Famous-Name 5 Valve Model.
10 to 550 Metres.
For important
short
wave .-'
and
B.B.C.
transmissions.
Powerful 5valve superbet
circuit
with
band-

WATTS OUTPUT

4

Chassis

CLASS B4

Representing the balance Carriage Paid
of famous maker's stock.
__
S Pedal OpportunIty BARGAIN
for battery vet Users. Wave-range 200 to 2,000
metree. Poweriul SG. 4 circuit, with Driver and
Class B Output, giving volume equal to a mains set.
Screened coils and ganged condenser. Completo with
4 valves, fully tested and ready for use. BAR61AE'4.
696. or 17/6 down and 4 mth'y pmt's of 14/3. Chassis

B.F.O.

RE1'LACEM1'%T MODEL, hard to beat in performance and value. Emplays powerful 4-valve
SG. Bandpass circuib with pentode Output. Waverange 200 to 2.000 metres. P.U.sockets. Output
3 watts. Size him. wide. 7ft.n, high. 9m, deep.
Fully tasted and complete with all valves. Terms
1516 deposit and .4 monthly payments of 12/9.

AMPLIFIER for Battery

Reasonable Cost

arc represented.
In order to meet the wishea of several rnenihcrs
durilig the " black-out," meetings are now lick! every
Sunday at 2 p.m. in addiLion to the usual iñeetisiga,
at 8 pn'. on Wednesdays.

S.J
. EL ERadios
BES
Replacement
Bargain

Amazing

I

4.

In order t.o keen the members together In the meantimo, the "social able " has been developed, sud it lias
been discovered that many of the" brass-pouisdcrs"
can also throw a pretty dart!
Several of the members are now OHMS., as wireless
operators or aignallers, and all branches of the services

Chassis

(Coutia sed from page 254)

There is one more feature of the circuit
given which calls for explanation. This is
the method of obtaining delayed A.V.C.
When a double-diode is used for second
detection in a conventional circuit, A.V.C.
can be obtained in a simple manner, but
with a pentode detector some alteration
in method is required. The WX6 "West.
ector" wired across the detector (in series
with a fixed condenser, of course) piovides
the required rectified A.V.C. voltage, whilst
a delay voltage is taken from a tapped
volt battery separate from the normal
GB. battery. A potentiometer is also used
far variable-mu volume control.
This
system works well ire practice, and the
delay voltage prevents the sensitivity of
the set from being curtailed except when
a sufficiently strong signal is being handled
foi a sacrifice in sensitivity to be permissible.
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Special Constructois opporl mug'
AbOve kit with
10 coilS.

JAL O1'F1'.lt with
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down and 4 monthly payments of 12,6.
-
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put. Ready to play on
AC. or D.C. mains
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NEW TIMES
SALES CO.,
LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
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Preliminary Circuit and Constructional Details of.
a New Short-wave Receiver - By W. R. HOBBS
control, exceedingly smooth
reaction is obtainable,
Before dealing with a typical
operating sequence, it will faniiliariso
the scheme if the component lay-out
gai'n
-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

k,

The Detector Stage

-'

V2 wiring is quite ordinary, but
screen-grid potentiometer is used so that,
as will be explained later, a dual form ?reaction control furnishing maximum sensitivity is obtainable by the combined
adiustment of these two controls.
Ganging accurately with this type of
circuit used principally for the short-wave
bands, would at first seem unpractieal in
view of the possible causes for attenuation.
instability, and the usual circuit losses,
and the writer feels that it should be noted
here that the çönsistency in the operation
of the original mode! in this respect can
is considered here in connection with the be attributed mainly to the high precision
enjoyed in the design of the Eddyston
circuit details.
condensers, whilst, of course, bearing in
mind the slight but appreciable advantage
General Scheme
obtained by the balancing or fine bandViis a screen-grid valve of the short- spreading condenser which it was deemed
wave type, having the grid return brought advisable to incorporate for the higher
out to the top cap, and is wired for a frequency bands.
completely n9n-resonant untuned H.P.
This balancing condenser is provided
stage.
solely to counteract any small stray
Iow, although normally only a sinai! capacities, whi]st at the same time proving
percentage of stage gan can be anticipated- very desirable as a fine bandspreader when
at this point, there is a very appreciable used with the reduction drive as depicted.
The feed to the primary or aperiodic
degree of control afforded by using the
screening grid of this valve for injection winding of the detector coil is taken
into the aperiodic winding of the following directly from the anode of V2 through the
H.P. stage, this adjustment being made medium of two ceramic condensers, one
a fixed condenser of 110 mmfds., the
through the potentiometer R3.
Again, to conservo as far as possible other a 50-mmfd. trimmer type, these
-

-

-

This three-quarter rear
view of the receiver shows
the comprehensive screenwhich
has
ing
been
adop led.

IT is most desirable and, in

fact, necessary,
serious DX work is
intended, to incorporate in the design
of the receiver, means for varying certain
of the circuit constants at will, so that
selectivity and sensitivity may be ad usted
more closely relative-to reaction and stage
In this design, the writer has
gain.
endeavoured to provide for such considerations without excessively increasing
the cost, at the same time providing a
sequence of manual control which should
be readily grasped after a little practice.
Apart from the extra expense which
would be entailed in the housing of the set
in an elaborate cabinet, and although a
somewhat smaller or more compact component lay-out could have been adopted,
this would only detract from the original
jurpose of an accessible chassis, the use
of which could combino the pleasure of
both listening and experimenting.
Studying the theoretical diagram given
in Fig. 1, it will be seen that, basically,
quite a conventional scheme is employed,
tle principal features being the use of
screened grid injection in place of the
snore customary anode feed, and the
advantage of variable-mu characteristics
in the detector stage.
In this way, the correct setting f the
screen-grid potentiometers will provide
both exact operating conditions for the
valves and a method of determining the
most sensitive setting constent with
reaction and the type of signal being
received whether this be 'phone or C.W.
On the higher frequency bands, that
is, using the 9 to 14 and 12 to 26-metre
coils, this íorm of "balancing" provides
a stable means for getting the most sensitive state of reaction in the detector stage,
whilst for the lower frequency bands, and
with careful adjustment of the variable-mu when

more

the little gain provided by this untuned
stage, the valvé Vi is mounted in such
a way that short wiring results, with, therefore, the removal of various causes for
losses and interaction.
The horizontal mounting of the valve
in this manner results in not only a conveniently short aerial connection, but also
isolates electrostatically
the remainder
of the connections from he detector stage.
Thus we have the varve base Ínounted
behind the intermediate aluminium screen
and in the section utilised for the next
HF. stage, which employs a high-frequency
jentode, and it is useful to note hère that
no interaction takes place between Vi and
V2, primarily owing to the ample distance
and the wiring lay-out.

-
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condensers, as will be noticed, being conViected in parallel.
In this manner, a third of the capacity
coupling to the coil is adjtMtable, so that
heró again, load adjustment can be made
at certain frequencies if desired, although
for average purposes after a little experiment, the most suitable coupling can be
determined and fixed for all bands.
hi thé interests of short wiring again,
the six-pin detector coil-holder is supported
on insulating pillars, but one xeeption to
the rule is taken by the necessarily long
screen-grid réaction coil return lead. This
'ead, it will be seen, is screened and adeftuately earthed to the chassis, being kept
as close to the chassis and as rigid as
possible.
Tests on the full range of the receiver
showed, however, that no instability wifi
arise if the component lay-out is closely
followed. The detector valve, V3, is
located the other sido of the detector
tuning 8CCtiOfl of the ganged condenser,
and the variable-mu volume-control is

valve.

J

Smooth Reaction
Considering the reaction circuit for the
moment, it will be seen that the poteti.
tiometer is very conveniently mounted
near to the coil-holder, asid quite a comfortable manual adjustment can be carried
out, whether the receiver be in or out
of a cabinet, whilst although it would
appear that both the reaction potentiometer
and the L.F. volume control R Il were so
mounted in the interests of comfortable
adjustlnent, this is by no means so, since
it will be noticed that the coupling between
the detector and the first L.F. valve V4
is very usefully carried out with a minimum
of wiring in the employment of a Hivac
PX230 S.W. valve, which employs a
top-cap grid return.
Filter feed transformer coupling is used
between the L.F. valves, this being interrupted by a 'phone jack so that with or
without the loudspeaker in circuit, moie
critical tuning can be accomplished.

o,aas4a44eoe.ala

a aI

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE SHORT-WAVE FIVE
RESISTORS
One 4,000 ohms
One 10,0(10 ohms
One 25,000 eInes
One 5,000 ohms
Two 40,000 ohms
Two 50,000 ohms
One 100,000 ohms
One 2 n,egohm

.

wait.
watt.
wait.
watt.
watt.
watt.
watt.

line Resistor Co.

Erie
Erie
Erie
Erie
Erie
Erie
w.s,t. Erie

Resistor
Resietor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

POTENTIOMETERS
Tiso 50,000 ohms (without switch), type M.

Erie Resistor Co.
Two 100.000 ohms (isithout twitch), type )I.
Erie Resistor Co.
One 500.000 ohms (without switch), typé M.

ErieRrsistcrCc.

CONDENSERS (Fixed and Pre.Set)
One .0002 mId., type CM5. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One .0001 mId., type CM4. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
Two .01 mId., type PCSOI. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
Seven .1 mfd., type PCPI. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One .5 mId., type PCP5. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One 1 mId., type ECI4 (electrolytic). A. F.
Bulgin and Co., Ltd.
Two 2 mId., type ECI5 (electrolytic). A. F.
Buigin and Co., Ltd.
Two ceramic, type 94.81, 4.50 m,nfds. British
Mechanical Productions, Ltd. (Cija).
.

-

CONDENSERS (Variable)
Three 160 mmfd., type 1131 (matchcdascioseas
possible). Stratton and Co., Ltd. (Eddystone).
One 12 nunfd., type 1132 (matched as close as
possible). Stratton and Co., Ltd. (Eddystóne).

REDUCTION DRIVE

One type E.R.D. Rad,o,nart-G5NI (Birmingham>, Limited.

VALVE. AND COIL-HOLDERS
Three 4-pin, type 949. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
One 6-pin, type 969. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
One 7-pin, type X147. British Mechanical
Production.', Ltd. (Clix).
One 4-pin, type X116 (Lesson). British
Mechanical Productions, Ltd. (Clix).
One 5-pin, type X116 (Lemon). Britiah
Mechanical Productions, Ltd. 'Clix).

(HF.)

CHOKES

Five, type lolo (S.W.). !3ttatton ar.d Co., Ltd.
(Eddystone).

CHOKES (L.F.)
One, type L.F.16. A. F. flulgin and C0., Ltd.
TRANSFORMERS
One,type L.F.12. A. F. Bulgin nd Co., Ltd.
SWITCHES
One, type SlOT. A. F. lIu!gin and Co., Led,
BRACKETS
Two,typcE.H.9.

A. F. Br4gin and Co.,Ltd.

CONDENSER CRADLE
One, type 1114. Strattcn and Ce., Ltd.

ass

-ELE C

fitted directly to the chassis intermediate
screen in close enougn proximity to tac

THE SHORT-WAVE FIVE

Kl '4OBS AND DIALS
01ne precision (slow.nsotion

diall, type 1,085
(Dunte). Stratton and Co., Ltd.
01ne, type K56. A. F. Bulgin and Co.. Ltd.
Oi ne, type 1036 (driving head with knob,
di, al and cursor). Stratton and Co., Ltd.
T. co, type 1086-9. KNOJM, instrument knobs.
Stratton and Co., Ltd.
T. co black wheel knobs. Webb's Radio.
Oi se small instrument knob, type K92. A. F.
Eulgin and Co., Ltd.
One, type I.P.8. dial. A. F. Bulgin and Co.,Ltd.

-

-

-

-

EXTENSION CONTROL OUTFITS
Three, type 1008. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
JACKS AND PLUGS
One, typr P171 (single..circuit jack).

Messrs.

Igranic.
One, type P172 (c!osrd.circuig jack). Messrs.

Igratsic.
Two, type P38; jack plugs. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.

COILS
One set of 6.pin, type 932. Stratton and Co.,
Ltd. (Eddystone).
One set of 4.pin, type 959. Stratton and Co.,
Ltd. (Eddystone).

INSULATING PILLARS

Two, type S.M. (lins.). Radiomat't-GSNI
(Birmingham), Ltd.
Three,type 1029 (Hins.). Stratton and Co.,Ltd.
Four, type 1019 (midget stand.off insulators).
Stratton and Co., Ltd.

PLUG AND SPADE TERMINALS
Six, type MPIA, engraved. H.T.-, H.T.+,

G.B.+, G.B.-1, G.B.-2, G.B.-3.

Two, type R415, engraved, red and black.

VALVES
One, type SG220, S.W. Hivac, Ltd.
One, type PX230, SW. Hivac, Ltd.
One, type VP215, 4-pirt. Hivac, Ltd.
One, type HP215, 7-pin. Hivac, Ltd.
One, type Z220, 5-pin. Hivac, Ltd.

PHONES

S. G. Brown, Ltd.

DAY will keep your battery fit without attention.
Model N/AS, 210/250 volts A.C. and D.C. 6/8 volts I amp..
15/-. Model N/BS. 200/250 vols to D.C.. 6/8 volts toi amp.
25/-. Model 7dCS, m/250 volts D.C.. 60 volts 2 amps.,
35/-. Model NID12, 200/250 volts to 12 volts I amp.. 32-.
DItto. 12 volts 2 amps., with 0-volt tap, 55/-. 5 amp.,
£410!-. And many others.
SHELTER CHARGERS, with. automatic switchgcar
for large batteries.
A.R.P. ACCUMULATORS for stand-by H.P. at Gd.
i amp, hours. In 24-volt unit crates, glass
per volt
cells. 12/- each. Cao be parallel charged off il volts.
Fuggy Dug-outs or ill-ventIlated shelters must he kept
fresh.
A.R.P. SIIELrER Ventilation and Air Conditlonir.g.
Compact unit, drive off A.C. or D.C. mains. 80 watts
910. Blower, 20 cub. ft. fresh air per min. 25/- isa basgain
price.
WET WEATHER ELECTRIC I'U00PS. for AC. or
D.C. 12 y. to 220 y. Centrifugal all-bronze pump, throws
120 gais, per hour. 726. Type lt pumps. Twin piston
type for draining shelters, dug-outs, etc., £6/i7/6. Auto.
lioat switch. 45/-.

WAR EQUIPMENT FOR SERVICE WORK

SERVICE TYPE SIGALLERS
DOUBLE hEADPhONES, with
flat loather headbands for steel
helmet wear, 120 ohms, by SP.
Co., 3/6. 411. Cords 6,1. Single
i/O ohm. phones with cord DW.
FIELD Telephone Ex1/8.
el,anee,. 5-line and -!lne pci-I' able. Twin and Singlo Cahit.
JIEADPIIONgCORDS. Service
fitted 2-pin plugs and 2-hole
T7. 6ft..
Socket. 2/-. Radio Phone Cords,
C
2/6. CRYSTAL SETS. Boudoir.
.
66. BM. Table.716. LEAIINItII.S'
ej
MOItSE PRACTRE SET. Sound
Type No. 10. wIth Key and Buzzer
-a5paor'ERS Ofl 1)08.1.3!.. VIsual Type No. IA
cHoraS
HEAD
w/th Key and Lamp on base. No.
IA Duplex with Key and Buzzer
and Lamp for sound and visual,
line plug Is on hasp, 7,-. Siemens Sei'vIro Set, 1716.
FIBLO SBRVLCE TESTERS.
DIX-MlPAiTA VEST POCKETTESTER. A sersatile
moving-iron multi-rsoge meter for service on AC. ox
D.C. THEKE rangos of volts / 0-7.5, 0-100. 0-300. Else/s
bakclite caso, Sjin,x 211e, with pali-Of test leads 19'C
and plugs.
I
ELLIOTT If ATTEIIY TESTERS. Govt. Model 100.
Moe, Coil Ammeter and graded theo., 37 6.
LINE.SMEN'S DETECToRS, Q. end I. Calvo. in leaibti
Case. 15/-.
11011 IZONTAL BftASS.(ASED GALVOS, 7/8.
CELL TESTERS. Meggcr 3.2-3 1nov. y coil. Aluminium
Case, 25f-.
LISTENING MIKF.S. steel-clad ElcctrdL'c, Indestructible aro ears outside your dug-out.
%IORSE KEYS. Few Ex WD Keys reservod for Services.
New Keys now iii production for training code users.
First-Class at low prices.
A good small key on moulded baso Is tIsú TX pivot arm
excellent for learners, 3/8. Full sIze, well finished key, all
brass, solid pivot bar, adjustable tension. etc. 11.2. 7/6.
Superior Type PF., fully adjustable, nickel finisti. 96.
High Grade Type IV, plated fittings, polished wood baso.
a fine key. 10/6. Special Key on 3-switch box for buzzer
and 2 lamps. C.A.V.. 6.6.
BUZZERS, small type, with cover, 110. POwer
Buzases, with Screw contact and adjustable ',pring
armature, 2/6. Heavy Buzzer in Bakelite case, lid.
Siemens Morse Transmitters, with key and brasscased Power Buzzer, 17/6. Magneto Exploders. 25/-.
Field Telegraph Sets. Details on request.
BELLS. G.P.O. type trembler Circular Desk Bell, with
movement in gong. l'O. Wall Bells, trembler. 2;6.
Ditto, large size, 7/6. Signal Bells, large, metal. 12-volt
single stroke Bells, 10/-.
SIGNAL LAMPS by Lucas and Aldis. hooded for night
and day use, telescope sights, key and dites; for tilposl
or hand use. Heliographs Mark V, with spare mirrOrs
in leather case, with mahogany tripod.
MORSE RECORDING. G.P.O. typa loiters. on mahogany base with tapo reel under. lu first-class order, £6.
Lightweight French Army Field Morse Inkers, fold up
Into wood case, £77101-. Super Model Army G.P.O.
Field H.Q. Morse Inker. brand new, entirely enclosed
and fitted every refinemont. Current indicator, key, tape
container, etc. £8. Mahogany Tape ContainEr. CIPO.,
desk top with brass reel in drawer, cost 40/-, for 3.6 only.
Morse Paper Reels, Bd.
ELECTRIC L'SLMERSION HEATERS. Save coal.
Armoured bath or bank typa with flex, 1,000 watts 250
volts. 25!'.
OF GREAT INTEREST IN DARK WAR EVENINGS.
LOW COST Homo RecnsslIng
with the an-geared E1ttI t
Electric Rtcordcr. Ball Beat-Centre tear box and
'bsx4:n ing
traverse rod. Is the lowett
priced electric borne recorder
that will fit any gramo. The
set with Tracking Gear Pickn
up and tone arm with dltmond.
Gear Only, 21/6. Metal
37/6
blanks, 3/3 doz.
tCOUSTIC RECORDERS. Cost is 10w. Now
tIVOkCE acoustic sets, cOmplete outOts in carton de
A.ILI'. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS
LIGHTING
FOR
AAD
CHARGING FOR £16 ONLI.
A 500-watt. single cyl., 2-st,'oke.
a
. water-cooled, self-oiling Stuart
Turner engine
mag. 1go.
Coupled to 50/70 volts, 10 amps.
shunt dynamo. 1,000 r.p.m..
£16. No increase in price, these
are £40 sets ready for immediato
delivery.
FOR £10. A 150-watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines but Coupled to 25/30 VOlts.
O amps, dynamo.
Half Kilowatt and other sizes all ready
for immediate delivery.
5!- EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful
stand-by eleCtrical and radio repair material
and apparatus, 7lbs. for 5/-. Post Free.

'i.

-

Type A.

DIX

YOU MUST KEEP VOUR
CHA
RGERS. BAtTERY
PREPARED!
Battery Charging on A.C. Mains. The AC. NITN-

-

//

l

wk

*

-

LOUDSPEAKER
W.B. Stentorian junior.
BATrERIES
H.T. 120 y. ty$e. Exide, Ltd.
L.T. 2v.rype. Balde, Ltd.
G.B. 9 y. type, Exide, Ltd.

CHASSIS
Complete chassis. Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.
MISCELLANEOUS
Wood screws (round hd. 4m, to ihn, in length).
Wiring. A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd.
Screend flex. W.S.2. 3(t. coil. A. F. Eulgin
and Co., Ltd.
Sleeving. A. F. BuTrn and Co., Ltd.
Flex. A. F. Bulgin n,,d Co., Ltd.
FLEXIBLE COUPLERS
Too, type F.C. Radiomsrt-GSNI (Birm/r,g'
ham), Ltd.

-

I

$

s e.'e 55 e_flanee ana. S.0 eS,J

R

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Upper Thames
London,
218,

Street,

E.C4

Telephos.e :.Ccr.traj '11311
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Comment, Chat. and Criticism

Abut GrQbTIÓ
I

POINTED
out mmy

art

Records

Our Music Critic; Maurice Reeve, Discusses
the Recordings of Famous Musicians

Gramophone
Records that after accepting the modem reproduction of those tones,
miracle of electrical recording, with all its
perfection of detail and lifelike representation of a great work of music down to the
smallest detail, as a matter of course and
an ever recurring certainty, the most
vital factor making for the perfect record
was the reproduction of the recording
artist's personality. The ability to do
this on a wax or composition disc, to
such a degree of fidelity that, having
once heard a powerful personality play a
given work, we can at once recognise him
a't the maker of the record, is, to me, an
astounding achievement. There is something romantic and fascinating, as well as
scientifically marvellous, in one's ability to
"pick UI)" a. performance of a great composition by, say, Caruso, Paderewaki or
Kreisler, tuck it under your arm, and take
it with you to play at a friend's house, as
I recently did. Just imagine for olio
moment. You or I, with these men in our
pockets as it were, playing them here,
there and anywhere. And all for six
shillings a time.
The B.B.C. announcers say," There are
a few moments to spare, so I'll play you a
record of ...... Christopher StoQe gives
recitals of gramophone records (anCl probably gets as much for doing so as mwst of
the flesh-and-blood artists). It's all most
extraordinary and, in some ways, all wrong.
But, like port wine or eaviare, we musteither
bottle it if we want to enjoy it, or else visit
Portugal or the Black Sea and get the real
thing.

Individuality
That this question of individuality is one
that the public is fully alive to would seem
to be borne out by the large numbers of
recordings one can nowadays get of most
of the famous compositions. In fact, it is
frequently almost entirely a question of
"who do we prefer to play such and such
a work" rather than what work do we
With most of the great master-

p'

pieces we have a choice of five or six
recordings, as well as with hundreds of
pianoforte and violin solos and songs, which
are arranged before us performed by innumerable artists. With sones it is not.
quito so remarkable as the various volees,
as well as the innumerable types of accom1)aninient they can be set to, make a large
variety of recordings almost a commercially
successful certainty. But to rtore half a
dozen different pianists playing the same
-Chopin study, añd half a dózeji orchestras
and conductors, the same Beethoven
Symphony had to be risked and proven
vise.
Cortot

As I said in the same article, few
artists have succeeded in imparting their
own individual style on to the disc
to as great a degree as the great French
pianist Cortot. There must be something
very vibrant in his playing which records
very easily, li1e the tones of the instrument
itself. For, apart from the usual faithuiji

to be because

he adheres

mands of the
composer, as these are recorded on his scores
records are just like bottles of essence, in the form of directions for performance.
preserving something vital and necessary. than any other conductor. Thtisf Beethovei
They kill two birds with one stone-they says that he wants such and such a movement
not only preserve a mechanically perfect to be played at so many metronome beats
production of a great ¡tiece of music, but to the hai-, or such and such a melody to be
they preserve a great performance of it as phrased as ho has marked it-then Toswell. So many recordings succeed in the canini says, in effect, "that's good enough
first of these accomplishments, but not so for me." It would be impertinence on my
many in the latter.
part to suggest that I know better then
Cortot's recordings of the Schumann Beethoven how his music should go! As
Concerto, the César Franck Symphonie Toscanini is also that rare bird who can
Variations, and innumerable Chopin pieces, infuse his own personality into his readings
have long been famous. Also of chamber without having to override the composer's
music, notably Beethoven's Archduke Trio. wishes in the matter, it not unnaturally
Bach's Brandenburg in D and the Franck follows that we get from him something as
Piano Quintet. He is unquestionably tue near perfection as well may be. - The chief
most beautiful Schumann player among all features of this beautiful record are the unthe pianists, and his own distillation of flagging, almost fierceness, of the rhythm
romance into the music of that most in- which impels us through the work almost
curable ei romantics has made a perfect against our own colsciousness; and the
recording of his famous "Scenes from seemingly terrifie speed of, at least., the
Childhood." Ifyou haven't heard Cortot first movement. None of those sentimental
play "Traumen," then secure a record of accessories with which so many conductors
this gem at the first opportunity. He has unwarrantly adorn this most famoims of
also just recorded a wonderful and charac- symphonies with, but. the authentic Beetteristie performance of Chopin's second hoven granite;
a stern, unrelenting
Concerto-that beautiful bouquet from struggle w-ithi the elemental lörces.
Chopin's beautiful garden-which I recently
heard on the Editor's machine at his Playing
Speed
residence.
This question of speed enters into a large
number of recordings. It seems to be the
Toscanini
fashion to drag things, to spin theni out
Another superb record I heard on and to sentimentalise over them, especially,
the same occasion was the one and of course, when there is a melody, and more
this time in charge especially a famous melody. It is all
only Toscanini
of the National Broadcasting Corporation wrong. Firstly, it is not good expressionof America's Orchestra-in the one and only surely one of the most misunderstood words
fifth symphony. This sounds somewhat in the language-and also it robs the work
in the nature of an alliance of two perfect of its sparkle and vitality. There is
souls, and so it is. Toscanini sold Queen's nothing worse than to let music drag and
Hall out last summer, for seven concerts in hang fi i-e. I noticed this the other day on
three weeks, within forty-eight hours. And hearing Kreisler's own recording of his
the balcony was ten shillings a time! On beautiful "Caprice Viennois." I had not
these records you can tuck the great little heard him play it for some time, and the
man under your arm anl go with him where first thing that was borne in on me was how
you will. He is there to the very life. A many players, notably those who have
Beethoven Symphony under Toscanini's arranged the work for various combinations
baton is probably the greatest achievement of salon orchestra, have overloaded it with
in the executive world of music. He has excessive and unwanted sentiment, roblong been recognised as a maestro with the bing it of all its Viennese gaiety and charm.
baton, and one of the chief reasons is said Kreisler should know, surely.

Cortot's

-

PROGRAMME
SOTES

Glasgow Ornheus Choir
r as a ¿hoir can be regarded as the
creation of one man, Glasgow Orpheus
Choir is the product of its conductor,
Sir Hugh Roberton. They will corne to a
B.B.C. studio on December 9th to give a
concert of the music which they sing
better than any other combination. The
Orpheus Choir was built up by Sii Hugh
Roberton.frorn the Glasgow Toynbee House
Choir, until their fame extended across
the world. They have sung to the King
and Queen, to the British Cabinet and at
concerts varying in size between tiny
Seots village halls to the largest halls of
SO

London and New York. On December
9th they will be heard in sorno of the
Hebridean songs which, in the arrangements of their conductor, have become so
famous.

"To the Public Danger"
THERE is added point in these days of
black-outs and higher road fatalities
to this play which was written by Patricl
Hamilton for broadcasting.
"To the
Public Danger" was broadcast in the
early part of this year and has been brought
up to date specially for the revival on
December 7th. Listeners will recall that

road.-

the play deals with the criminality of
reckless motoring without regard for the
safety ol the livea of other peopl.on the
-

-
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U/2en to Viicaiiio',z
The Rditor does not necessarily agree sith the opinions cxpessed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (flot necessarily for publication).

L

Double-detector Circuits
QIR,-lwVith reference to the letter from
Mr. Long, in your issue dated November 25th, I beg to state that I have forwarded to your correspondent the inforniation he. requires on the subject of the
crystal set.
As the double-detector circuits appear
to have created an interest, it would be
mìpreciatedìf a few readers who have built
up either the double-crystal detector
circuit or the valve double-detector would
report the results they have obtained, I
have not tried it on the short waves;
has any reader done so?
By the way, the reaction to detector 2
in the published circuit should preferably
he taken to L.T. negative.-D'Aacv FORD
(Exeter).

J

A Prizewinner's Thanks
QIR,-I thank you for the book, "WireL) less Transmission for Amateurs,"
which you awarded me in connection
with Problem No. 374.
I have recently turned my attention
to the transmitting side of wkeless, but
unfortunately, the present restrictions on
the issue of licences, etc., have confined
any study to theory, rather than practice.
My prize becomes all the more useful for
-

-

-

that others may cdmpare results with them.
I should like to see published more logs
something like that of R. I. Gaiger in
the issue or October 9th, 1939 (+ RST). I
do not include a imilar log of my own as I

have been QRT forsome weeks, and do not
think readers would be interested in such (Brightoi).

"ancient" logs.

.

J

On 16, 19, 25 and 31-metre bands,
WNBI. WGEA. WSLR. \VPIT and WCAI.
On 19 and 25-metre bands, LRU and XGOY
heard faintly.

7Q0s

thanks for yôur foolproof
described

PROBLEM

in PRAcrICAL WIRELESS of March 11th,
1039. For range and signal strength it's
a great DX'r, once the coil is set. I

received DJA (RS); TAP, Ankara (Rl);
Addis-Ababa (R7F); Rome (RO); Buenos
Aires(R6F); \V9EO (R9+) ; WNBI (R8);
and many unidentified stations. I find
the 31 m. (9.6 nIds) band the liveliest at
present. I use headphones only for DX
work--F. W. McGEIs (London, W.).

Exchange S.W.L. Cards

QIR,-I

should like to exchange my
S.\V.L. card with any other S.W.L.
I will also QSL 100 per cent. I should
also like to correspond with any shortwave fan in U.S.A. or Canada-D. SLLcaoss, 1, Oorwell Lane, Hillingdon, Middlei..)

flex.

S.W. Logs: Correspondents Wanted

SIR,-I

have been a regular reader of
your excellent paper for several years,
ind should like to thake a suggestion.
During the time I have taken the paper I
have seen very few of what I call "full"
logs, that is those stating listening period
o.caetly, and stating the time the station
was recivcd, and also Q$A + R or RST so

i

.

I should like to get in touch with any.
SWL. AA or full ticket " ham" in any part
of the world (except British Isles) with the
view to exchanging 7 me/s and 14 me/s
logs, also logs of BC stations. I am particularly interested in correspondence with Correspondents Wanted
Iceland, Azores, Canaries, Bermudas, \Vest QIR,-I wish to get in touch with any
young reader who is interested in
Indies, Pacific and South Sea Islands, East
Indies, Australia and New Zealand, but short and medium-wave reception.don't let my choice discourage other cor- RONALD J. RICIIARDSON (188, Kingsley
respindents elsevhere from writing. I Road, H unslow, Middx).
shall answer all correspondence received.
I greatly enjoy the present form of PRAC- SIR,-! shall be glad to get in touch
with any reader of this journal
TICAL WmELESS and wish it every success.
-J. S. W. BLYTH (Rectory Road, Hocker. residing in this district who is interested
in short-wave work-CoRDoN RICRARDS
ing, East Dereham, Norfolk, England).
(16, Elizabeth Sts-eet, Hollinwood, Nr.
The Kestrel S.W. Four
Oldham).
SIR,----Thank you very much for your
[IVe were interested in the photograph
advice I asked for recently, concerning of your den, but unfortunately it was not
the Kestrel S.W.4. The trouble was a sufficiently clear for reproduction pur poács.simple one-a broken G.B. lead!
ED.]
Readers may be interested in the following log heard on the speaker, November
10th to 19th. Aerial, 3Oft. inverted L
THE "THREE-TWO" RECEIVER

The S.W. "Ranger"

SIR,-Many
0-v-1 Short-wave Ranger

.

-

[AWiough not pi5marily dsstgncd. for
tuning down to 10 meJres it may be well
worth while to try, if suikthle coils are
used.-Eu.r
.

that reason
I have "dabbled" in wireless for the facingN.-S.
last 10 years, and have taken PRAcrICAL
\VmELESS almost from the first issue.
The greater amount of my wireless knowledge has been obtained from the many
interesting articles in PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
and from the careful perusal of your
\\Tireless Constructor's Encyclopedia,"
which has been an invaluable help to me.
-Wii. G. H. RoBnsoN (Cleator).

The well-known Europeans, such as
Zeesen, Rome and 41)aventry, come in fine,
and I have also heard EAQ a-nd TAP and a
station announcing itself as being Belgrade.
On November 12th the 20-metre amateur
band seemed alive, but I was unable to
identify anything on the speaker, and as my
'phones are damhiged I unfortunately had to
let this pass.
I think this is a very fine set, and when
conditions are good the Americans come
over very well indeed on the speaker. I
shall endeavour to let you have a more
comprehensive log at a later date.
Would the Kestrel tune down to
about 1O..metres satisfactorily, as I have
heard that the amateur band on this
wavelength is active ?--E. ANDREWS

T

i

No. 377

made up a three-valvo battery
PE1set, incorporating band-pass tuning,
with
a
thrc-gang coil and three-gnnv
and
condenser. Instead of using a metal chassis
as specified in the description of the receiver
lic effected an economy by using a wooden
chassis, joining the filament circuit to earth
instead of to au earthing bolt on the chassis.
When lie tried ont tite receiver Im fni!od in

i
i

obtain any results, although reaction seemed
to function correctly and sounds of some kind
could be heard in the spcakcr. What was
wrong? Three b,ks will be awarded for the
first three correct solutions opened. Entries
should be addressed to The Editor, Pn.tCTIc&L
WinaLass, (Jeorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Strc'et, Strand, London, W.C.2,
1nveìopes must be marked Problem No. !17
in the top left-hand corner and must be posted
to reach titis otfice tot later thait the first poet
on Monday, Decettiber 11th, 1939.

i

(Ccnti,ued from

ag

255)

before the signal has been built up to
suitable strength, whilst with other values
it may be found that reaction will not
opel-ate even with the reaction condenser
at maximum. The value of the grid colidenser may also be modified in conjunction
with tile grid leak, suitable values being
found between .0001 and .0005 mfd. The
anode by-pass condenser is also a fairly
critical component so far as detector
sensitivity and reaction control are concerned, and values greater than .0002
mfd, should not, generally speaking,, be
used. The usual effect of a largo'cap&city
in this position is to cut top notes and give
risc to -muffled reproduction, whilst the
absence of a condenser entirely will result
iii greatly-reduced Sensitivity, and in most
cases complete absence of reaction.

Aerial Sensitivity

One final-point concerns the aerial input.
There is no HF. control on this receiver,
and there is thus, under certain conditions,
i
risk of distortion in the H.F. and detector
stages due to too great an input voltage.
In this case, of course, some form of limit
i
i
lust be imposed on the incom'ing 8ignal,
and this is most conveniently carried out by
a series-aerial condenser as it is called,
Solution to Problem No. 376
When Jards connected tite avindings in series he Such a component may be any type of
should have made a test with an AO. meter to ensure variable or semi-variable condenser having
that the windings were so connected that they scere a maximum capacity of .0003 mfd. or
in phase. li titis is not done the voltages ei!l not be
It is merely joined between
additive and in his case they were out of phase, tisas .001)5 mfd.
failing to provide 0 volts, l'ho valve tras, therefore, tice aerial lead-in and the aerial socket on
under-run.
the receive!', and although it will affect
The followine three readers successfully o1red
Problem No, 375 and books have accordingly been ganging slightly the normal way of using
the condenser is merely to adjust it until
forwarded to them
J 11. Kay, 14, (4eorge Street, Darwen, lanes.
the signal is reduced to the desired level.
It. B. Jarvia, 3, Woodland View, High Trun, Nr.
Slight re-tuning will generally enable the
Sheffield.
signal to be kept free front distortion.
j. r. oqk, e/o 29, Salt Bill Way, Slough, Bucks,
i

i

.

-

-
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These Blueprints are drawn full eire.

Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptiens of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices, which are additional to the 0St
oj'tte Blueprsttt. A daslj,before the Blueprint Number
tndioates that the assise Is out of print.
lsues of ProcUrai Wireless ... 4d. Pont Paid
Amateur Wireless
4d
Wireless Maicazine
113
The Indice letters which precede the Iueprl'nt
Nuinberindicate the periodical In which the description appears: Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to
Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal Order to cover the coat
of the blueprint and the Issue (stamps over 651.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
1sept.. George Newnss. Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Streei, Strand, W.C.2.
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Dale

of

Issue.

CRYSTAL SETS.

Bltasprinli,

each.
11Es? Crystal Receiver
..
tito "Junior" Crystal Set
Gd.

..

..

No.

-

27.8.38

of

Blueprint.
PW71

PW9I

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : Blueprints, 13. each.
I'W31A
AU-Wave Unipen (Pentodo)
Beginners' One-valver
19.2,38
I'W55

-

....

........

The "Pyrainki" One-valver (HF
Peni
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Tour-range Super Mag Two(D,Pen)
..
The Signet Two (D & LT)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. earls.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LT
(TranS))
Sisety Stsilling Three (D, 2 LI?
4R0 & Trans)) ........
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit Three (UIT Pen, D, Pen)
AU Pentoile Three (HF Pesi, D
(Pen), Pen)
.......
Rail-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Rail-Mart Cadet (D, LT, Pen (RC))
F. J. vnm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, B (Pen), Pesi) (All-Wave
Three) ..........
amee, Midget Three (D, 2 LT

27.8.38

-

:

24.9.38

I'W93
PW3OB
ri.

76

:

......

,

-

22.&37
29.5.37
12.6.37
10.3.35

Pen, HI? Pen, Westeetor, Pen)

Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LT
(110»
The Monitor (11F Pen, D, Pon) ..
ThoTiitorThrec(I{F Pen D, l'en)
The Centaur Three (SU, f) P)
J. lksmms Record Mi-Wave
i,.
Three (0F S'en, D, Pen)
The " COLt All-Wave Three (D,
2 LE? (
& Trans)) .....
Straight S (D,
The " Bapide
2 LF (ISC & Trans))
T. 1. Ca,nm's Oracle All.WavC
Three (11F, DeL. Pen)
..
1938 "Triband" All-Wave Three
(11F l'en, D, Pen)
....
F. .1. Cnsnm's "Sprtte" Three
(11V l'en D, Tet)
The llure-kane"Ali-WavcThree
(8G, D (Pen), Pen) ....
T. 1. Oamm's "Push-Button"
Tierce (HF Pen, D (Pen), TeL)
Four-valve Blueprints is. each.
Sonotone Tour (SO D, 'LI P)
Pen)'
Fury Four (2 SG,
Ilota llnlycreal Four (SG, D, LT,
.

.

1'W35

PW37
PW3O

PW41
PW48

13.4.35

........
Sonotone Three-Pour (HF

.

PWI4A

.

-

PW51

.

.

...

21.x.36
14.8.37

PW132

..

PW64

1'\VO

18.2.39

PW12

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PW7S

22.1.88

PWSI

20.1.38

PWS7

30.4.18

PW8O

3.0.88

PWO2

-

-

Nucleon Claae B Four (so, D
(SG). LT, cl. B)
Fury Tour Super (SG, SO D, Pen)
Pen,
Battery Hall-Mac&
D, Push-Pull) .......
F. J. Camm's Limit" All-Wave
Toser (11F Pen, D, LI', P)
26.9.30
Alt-Wave "Corona" 4 (11F, Pen
9 10 37
1), LP, Pow)
Acnr" AlI-W-svel (BEfen D
'..
12.2.38(Pon), 1F, ci. B)
..
The "Admiral" Four (BE Pen,
,,
16F Pen, D, Pen (1cc))

......

-

(F

-

Iwo-valve

Mains Operatd.
Blueprints, is. each.

:

AC. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

..

,.
A.O.-D.C. Two (SG Pow)
Se1eetne AC. Us'Jiogram Two
(D, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
1)onble-Dfode-TrIolle Three (UY
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ....
AC. Three (SG D, Pesi)
AO. Leader (Rip Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premier (EF Pen D, Pen)
Ubiquc (RF.Pen, D (P'en), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (H Pen, D,

.........

-

-

PW.1

PWII
PW17

PWS4B
I'W340

7.1.30
-

28.7.34

.........

J'en)
F. J. Oamm's AC. All-Wave Silver
SouvenirThree(I[F Pen, D Pen) 115.33
All-Wave" AC. Three ('D, -

......

-

AC. 193(1 Sonotone (11F Pesi, 11F
J'en, Westector, Pea) ..
Record All-Wave 3 (lii!
.'en, D, Pen)
All-World Ace (11F Pen, D, Pon) 28.8.37
Four-valse: Blueprints is. each.
AC. Fury Fòur (SG, SÓ, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Peni

-

..........

AV.

ITzIIMark

(H'

l'en,

PWO7
PW tO

PWS3

pPwlS
PW3I

PW 19

PW75

-

PW43
l'W42

:

......... het4 ......... "Qussiltone" Universal Four
16.1.37

24.7.17

PW44
PWS9
Pwr,o

PW73

Double-sided Bluepnnt, is. 6d.
Push-Button 4, Battery Model
Push-Button 4, AC. Mains Model }22b038

PWDS

SHORT-WAVE SETS. (Battery Operated.)
One-valve Blueprint, le.
Slusplo SW. One-valver ..
..
PWSS
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
PWS8A
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
..
27.8,38
(D (HF ren), Pen)
..
PWO1
Three-valve Blueprints, is. loch.
Lxperlmenter'u Short-Wave Turco
307.38 PW3OA
(SC. D, Pow)
The Prefect Il (D, 2 LT (RC and
Trans)) ......
..
..
PWO3

-

......

-

PW23

:

Buprints, is. each

ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Fort
.

able (SO, 0, Pen)
Four-valve : Blueprints is.
.

'1mp" Portable

4

.

.

(1, LT, LF,

.........

(Pen))

-

PWOS

3.O.Sß

PW7T

19.3.38

MISCELLANEOUS.

8.W. COflVOCt1A5bPtC (1 valve)

-

......

-

PW0
PW7O
PW8O
PW2O

FWSID
PW4L

-

Mains Operatel.
Is. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) AC.
Economy AC. Two (D, Trans) A.0
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, l'en)
Three-valve
Blueprints, lu. each.
Rome Lever's New AU-electric
Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.
Two-valve

Blueprints,

..........

D,Pen)

-

-

AW403

-

AW3SI

-

Wl374

£15 15v. 1936 AC. Itadiogram
(HF, D, l'en) ........ Jan. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
Ail Metal Four (280, B, Pen) .. July '33

%Vh128&

WM304

WM4OL

:

Hurris' Jubilee Radiogram (UF,
Pon, D, LT, P)

......

SU PE R H E TS.
Blueprints, is. Od. each,

Battery Sete
Modern Super Senior
:

âIay '38

-

W 58329

W51386

'Varsity Tour
Ort. '33
The Request All-Waver ,... Jusse '30
1935 Super-Five Battery (Superhet) -

WM375
W38395
WM407
WM379

Blueprints, is. Gd. caris.
Reptode Super Three
May '34
"W.M." Badiogram Super AC...
-

WM3SO
WMSOS

..

..

.....,

A.C..

Mains Sets

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, is. Gd. eC1i.
Four-vaIv
Ho)iday Portable (SG D, LIT,
Class )
Family Portab1e (UF, b, lid.
Trane)
TWO RS'. POttbIo (2 SO, D,
QP21)
Tyers Portable (SD, D, 2 Trans)

-

AW33

.........

..........

-

W3(803
WILlS's'

.

AW44?

SHORT-WAVE SETS--Battery Oparateel
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.
S.W. One-vaiver or Asuenes .. 1L1O.3S
AW428
Rome Short-Waver
..
..
AWI82
Two-valve; Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SU, deb,
Pen)
Feb. '33
WM402
Rome-made Coil Two (II, Pen) ..
AW44O
Three-valve Blueprints, is. CaeN.
:

-

.........

-

:

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
B.B.C. Special One-valver
AW387
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Tes-o (D, Trans)
AWI8S
Full-volume Two (SG det, Pen)..
AW392
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) .....
AW420
A Modern Two-valver
W11409
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Class B Tierce (D 1'ran, Oleas B)
AW3SO
£5 lis. S.O.3 (SO,'D, Trans)
.. 2.12.33 AW412
Lucerne Banger (SO, D, Trans) ..
AW4!2
£5 Sa. Tierce: De Luxe eraIon
(SG, D Trans)
19.5.34
AW435
Lucerne keraight Three (D RO,
Trans)
AW437
Transportable Three (SG D, Pen)
WM271
Simple-Tune Three (SG, b, Pen) June'33 WM3!7
Economy-l'entode Three (SO, D,
0cl. '33
W11337
Pen)
:

:

-

:

-

......
.........

........
Three

W.M." 1934 Standard
(SQ D Pen)

......
Trans)
.........
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
'

-

£3

3s.'Th'ree

(SO, D,

-.

Battery Three (SO,

- '34

WM351
WM354

-

WM371

¿IJar.

..

Four-valve

PW5J,

PW4SA

-

PW3CA

rwso

PWS'3

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four-station Crystal Set ..
23.1.33
.AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AW445
150-mlle Crystal Set
..
AW45I)

Certainty Three (8G, D, l'en) ,.
Minitube Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Oc. '33
All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
-

PW38

PWGS

PORTABLES.

Three-valve
Camm'

PW29
PW3SC
PWS5B

PW2,

-

-

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Fess,

Four-valve

1.10.38

-

-

vulve)
F. J. semm's AC. Superhet 4 .. 31.7.37
F. 1. Comm's Universal £4 Super-

1935 LO Os.
D, Pen)

D,

.....

PWIO
PW52

27.2.37

Mains Sett Blueprints, Is. each.
AC. £5 Superliet (Three-valve)
liC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
lJniverssl £5 £4iinerhet rrlree-

-

PW4O

:

l.F (RC))

..

Waver (5-salver)

-

-

-

31.10.30

1.3.37
8.8.37

l,

..

5.6.37

hand-Spread SW. Three
..
(HF l'en, D (Pen), Pen)

:

Cl. B)

Battery Sets Blueprints, is. each,
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet
F. J. Camm's "Vitesse" All-

Tise

'

.

pwSl

-

SUPERHETS.

:

'

.

6.11.37

.....

......
......

p\%'47

-

(Trans»

1936

PWIO

Universal Hall-Mark (11F Peu, D,
Push-Pull)
AC. All-Wave Corona Four

........

Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
65v. Four (SG D, RC Trans)
211F Four (2

D, 1en
Self-contained Iour (SG, D, Li,
Class Ji)
Aug.'33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
G

..........
LT, Trans)
.......

-

£5 5. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LT) Feb.'35
The 11K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen) Mar'35
The Auto Straight Four (lili Pen,
,. Apr, '36
HF Pon, DDT, Pen) ..
Five-valve Blueprints is. Od. each
Super-quality Five (2 F, D, RC,

Trans)

.........

.............

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Li,
Clase B)
Now CIas B Five (2 SO, D, LF,
Class

LI)

........

-

51389

WM393
WM396

World-ranger Short-wave I (D,
RC, Trans)
..
..
Eaperimenter's 5.-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
..... 30.6.81
The Carrier Short-waver (SO, D, P) July '38
Blueprints. Is. 66. v3Cb
Four-valve
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
..
(HT Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, BO,
Trans) ..........
Standard Four-valver Short-waver
22.7.39
(SG, D, LT, P)
Superhet Blueprint, is. 66
Simplified Short-wave Super
.. Nos'. '35
-

......

Mains Operated.
Blueprints, Is. each.
Two-vales
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
Pen) AC.
.......
:

"W.M." Long-ware Converter

,.

:

WMII3

W11107

AW4S3

WM3SO
WM35I

WÌL8O1

MISCELLANEOUS.

One-valve Converter (Price

.........

Od.)

-

........
Radio UnIt (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov, '33
Harris Eleotrogram battery ampflfler (1/-)
,.. De Luxe Concert A.C. ILlec
(i/O)

..

gram (11-)
Mar, 36
New Style Short wave Adapter
(1/-)
Trickle Charger (Od.)
., Jan. 5, '35
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
..

.........
,

SuperhetOonverter(1f-)
WHies

-

-

..

WM320

WM383

-

-

Three-valve Blueprint is.
Esnigrator (SG, D, Pen)'A.C. .,
Four-valve Blueprint, is. 6d.
Standard Four-valve A.C. $hort,.. Auj. '35
waver (SG, D ,R.C, Trans)

AWS7O

WM404

W151313

-

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5-watt AC. Amplifier

W51350
WM381
WM384

AW4IO

.

S'

W5133l

-

AW4IS
W11390

:

WM400

AW421

AW355

.

. .

-

B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Convertor
May '30
(1/-)
Wilson Tone Master (II-) .... Ju,ss '36
The W.M. AC. 8or-wave Con.

........

verter (1/-)

......

-

W18387

WM392
WM398
WM399

WM403
WM388
AW462
AW456
AW457
WM4OS

WM436

WtUOS

--.--- --.
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Cabinet Rattle

In rep1q».í

::

-

v
-

t o'jour
Gramophone Motor

"I

have a

Hum

radiogram

which

gives

rather pronounced hum, and I attribute this
to the motor. Do you advise earthing this,
or is there any risk of a mains short-circuit
from so doing? "-L. E. (LW.7.).

ALARGE number of electric gramophone
motors are provided with an earthing
terminal, and where the motor forms part
of a complete gramophone unit the mount.
ing plate may be earthed with advantage,
thereby earthing the motor.
You may
find, however, that the hum is not removed
by this method of earthing as the windings
in the pick-up may interact with windings
in the motor, thereby introducing hum,
and the turntable itself may not act as a.
sufficient screen. In these cases probably
the only effective schemè is to use a pick-up
which is provided with a special humbucking coil.

Battery Superhet

letter

its simplest form such a detector could
LN be made by placing a microphone
outside the house, fed to a simple amplifier
feeding a loudspeaker in any room. However, there are several things to be borne
in mind. Firstly, the micr6phone must be
protected from the weather. Secondly, the
amplifier will have to be switched on all
thc time in order that it will be operative
when a warning is sounded. Thirdly, there
will be the constant sounds from the

a eu
¡

-

"I

We wish to thaw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is Intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties

I

-

arising from the construction of receivers
descnbed in our pages, from articles appearingI
in our pages, or on general wireless matters. We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of completemulti-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our conteenporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
for the reply. Ali st-etches and
genclosed
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
.R.equests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a

am troubled with a peculiar form of
distortion which nothing seems to cure. It
takes the form of a kind o! buzz on:certain
notes, and although I bave thoroughly
examined the speaker and have tried various
circuit ideas It is still there. I cannot notice
the trouble on weak signals, and this leads
me to suspect the speaker, but as this is
fairly new and has not been overloaded by
any means, I am rather at a loss to account
for the trouble. I wonder if you can help
me? "-M. C. I. (Hastings).
THE trouble may not be in the set or
speaker. A very common cause of
such a buzz is found to be due to the cabinet
design and manufacture. In some cases

-

-

.'

the air chamber provided round the speaker
will resonate at certain frequencies and the
increased amplification so afforded might
result in some article in the room resonating
at the increased volume. If, however, it
can definitely be traced that the sound
comes from the set, tap the cabinet all
round and you may find that there is a.
looseness in the plywood laminations which
is causing the trouble. A cabinet pin driven
through the cabinet at the point and
riveted over on the inside should prevent
movement of the wood and so reduce or
cut out the buzz.

$

o

REPLIES IN BRIEF
Tile following

replies to queries are giren in
oAbremadedfso-oneitherbecastse of non-compliance
sertit sor rules, or because tite point raised io not of

-

general interest.
"Could you let me know when 'you last
..eo.eeo.,.ssa,.o.00.n.aasuj,
yublished constructional details of a 3- or
A. D. (Liverpool). We do not know of cuy particular
4-valve battery superhet? If you have not
component seamed as mentioned in your letter. We
done one, perhaps you could say il you
regret that we cannot complete your circuit diagram
intesd publishing one in the near future."
as it s too skeletonised.
J. B. S. (Saxmundham). Write to H.F.It., Ltd.,
-R. G. B. (Tonbridge).
Itowland Street, Tottenham Court Road, London,
WE have published both a 3-valve and
W.OEI. A stage-by-stage test in the amplifier in
separate department.
a 4-valve superhet for battery
question should be made.
W. W. (Accrington). We recommpnd our book
oIeration. A blueprint of the 3-valve is
Send sour queries to the Editor, PEACTICAL WIRELESS.
Transmission for Amateurs." We would remind
Newesen.
Ltd.,
Tower
Southampton
George
House,
Street.
still available, No. PW4O, and the conStrand, London, W..2. The Coupon must be eocloont
you, however, thattransmitting activities are suspended
structional details will be found in the
witte every query.
during the war and a licence c-ill not be issued.
A. H. M. (Blackburn). Write to the LS. Repair
issue dated 5.6.37. These are reprinted, as
Conspnny, of 5. Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
the original issue is out of print. The
M. E. (Beccies). The item will cost front Is. 60.
i-valve is, unfortunately, out of print, but speaker of traffic, etc.
according to type. Electradix Radios,
Therefore, wo upwards,
whose
advertisements appear in these pages, can
if you have back numbers you will find the suggest that the microphone is placed at
supply.
eznstructional data for the 4-valver in our the small end of a fairly large horn assembly
R. Y. (Harringay). Bueprints and (Ictails are nosy
irsne dated 16.11.35.
of print. The circuit has beco superseded
to provide the desired waterproof properties, entirely out designs.
and if this is directed into the air it may, byJ.modern
M. (Glasgow, S.Wi). We would suggest you
Coil-winding Machines
by its directional property, cut out much communicate with the English PbIlip Company, who
be able to aslst you. Their address Is Century
" Have you at any time published details traffic noise. Secondly, some form of relay may
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
of a coil-winding machine suitable for would appear desirable to cut down current Rouse,
J.E. T. (Reading). We think it would be very
transformer winding, or whether there is a consumption whilst in a "stand-by" dillicult to make a satisfactory component of the type
book which gives details P 1'-A. T. L. condition. We regret that we have no mentioned and advise you to obtain a ready-made
(W.C.i).
suitable diagram or blueprint which we article.
T. H. A. (Longshav,). We cannot give connections
FOR simple transformer' purposes you could supply in this particular case.
without a type number, as the firm in question made
dozens of different types of coil from timo to time.
only need a neat bobbin made from
E. E. B. (South Harrow).
The valve in question
paxolin or similar material, and this may
t!,ould work quite satisfactorily.
be mounted on a spindle carried in an P.A. Amplifier
C. E. H. (Stechiord). The coli is merely a standard
having primary and secondary windings.
ordinary twist drill, the number of revolu"I bave a commercial 5-valve superhet component,
standard coil, even if It includes a reaction
tons for one turn of the handle being and am trying to find â suitable amplifier Any
winding, may be used, ignoring tuo reaction seotion.
found, and then it is not difficult to wind to work with this in a hall about 70ft. by You will find any o the coils In tise book in question
the desired number of turns. An effective 351t. by 25ft. high, for dancing, etc. Some- may be used, but n tuning condenser is essential in
with any of them. The switch s necessary
coil-winding
machine was, however, times it would be used with a pick-up and conjunction
for wavelength changing.
described in our issue dated 23.10.37, and very seldom with a microphone. It is an
E. A. M. (Denton. Manchester).
The Indication is
you may wish to make up an instrument all-mains receiver. Have you a suitable that the meter has a high resistance and will accordingly
pass
mdllamp
only
I
per
voit.
lt will thus be
of this type, which will also he found design you can recommend? "-W. S. C. suitable for measuring detector or screen
voltages
valuable for making tuning coils. This (Nr. Liverpool).
with a reliable indication, which would not be Obtained
machine is provided with a turns counter ¡T is desirable in such a case that the with a low-resistance meter which passed a very much
current than this.
and is quite simple to make up.
I amplifier be self-contained, as there higher
H. K. (Bryn, Wigan). So far as wo can trace the
coil
is
no longer on the market.
would be insufficient H.T available in
Sound Detector
H. A. B. (Luton). There Is nothing wrong with
the receiver to operate an amplifier capable theD.meter,
and the connections are perfectly standard.
" I wish to make up a sound detector of giving the desired output. We recom- You appreciate, of course, that by connecting the meter
in
parallel
with the supply it messures voltage, and in
to pick up the air-raid warnings and amplify ment the 12 watt or the 18 watt amplifiers
them-inside the house. How can I do this? which we have describéd, the former in series it indicates lise current fiowLig.
Is it possible to place a microphone outside our issue dated 30.10.37, and the
the house and connect it to a loudspeaker latter in the issue dated 31.12.38. Less
- The coupon on page 272 must be
inside? If so, what valves do I use? Have than 12 watts would no doubt prove
attached to every query.
you a diagram which would show me how unsuitable for dancing in a hail of the size À
to do this? "-C. R. D. (New Eitham).
mentioned.
L.1

-

.
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ARMSTRONG

frqm the

apoIoglc for delay

In delivery of some models.
Titis has bPen unavoidable owing to tite difficulty
in obtaining materials. Jlowesgr. customers may
rest assured that we are dOing Out Utmost to
expedite all Outstanding orders.
In these difficult tlme we shall be grateful If
customers will allow us as much notiCe 89
possible when ordering.

%Tt

bench

fine soldering work is being
out, the quick application
of solder is one of the main essentials, but
this cannot be done
I/ic iron will only
carry a very small layer of solder. A good
bead" of molten solder is essential, but
this will not adhere to the iron
the
temperature is wrong and ¿f tite iron is not
clean. This latter point is the one which
concerns us at the moment, and a hint
which may be new lo ;nany is that the
desired cleanliness and requirements for
making the iron carry the solder may be
obtained by rubbing 1/te hot iron on a block
of sal-ammoniac, or dipping it quickly in
one of tite prepared soldering fluids. Some
amateurs powder sal-aminoniac and scrape
human's solder into 1/te Powder in small
quantities so 1/tat 1/te desired clean ing and
tinning is carried out at one operation.

f

f

...

L

0

MODEL SS1O
"SUPlPHET-STRA1GHT" 10-valve High Fidelity
All-wave. incorporating 2
Radlogram chassis.

PRIVE £12 12 : 0. Plus 5%war increase.
MODEL AW3S. 8-valve All-wave Superheterodyne chassis. This AU-wave Radiograni chassis
has resistance capacity coupled push-pull Output
capable of handling 6 watts, and gives good quality
reproduction on both radio and gramophone, for an
economical price of S ens. Plus 5%.
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38
Chassis. £1 1 0. Plus 5%.
We suggest Model AW3O together with matched
speaker at £9 : 9 0 complete, plus 5% represents
the most outstanding value on the market

WLNG to increased Costs of metal,
cha .csis tnay prove more economical
when made from wood, hut there is no need
to use ueiy heavy plywood for titis purpose

ARMSTRONG
MANFG.Co.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.

if' ceitain points are borne tu mind.
top, for instance, may not be thicker
tin. provided it carries certain flat

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)
'Phone NoRth 13

L.o--

(of

11,

carrying

on

the

work of supplying
Quality Radio Equipment.
good

ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS

PORTABLE A.R.P. RECEIVERS
and other reliable radio apparatas
ore available as usual on our very

Pick-up Chatter
TH many

CONVENIENT TERMS.
Write fez' quotation and full

debt!,

to 'our

eracvation

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
SUSSEX.

To those PRACTICAL WIRELESS readers
s'ho, for some reason or another, have not
,et ordered their TROPHYS-please ttsrn'to
last week's issue of this journal and study
'the important TROPHY announcement.
ROPHY Radios have been recommended
nore than any others for all-world listening
and represent the best value obtainable.
rder NOW at present low prices. TROPHY
Terms available.
ì models from £6 :6:6.
West End
London demo.

I

LTD.,71r'

41, High Holborn, w.C.1.
R.E.M. Ltd., 70, WigmOre St., W.1.

COUPON
until

....

December 16th,
jThis coupon is available
1t39, end must accompany all Queries and
flints.
PRACTICAL

mpj, o//3o

COMPONENTS ANO

ACOESSOR ES
I

s

OUTliEILN 1lÀDIOS Bargains.
LL Articles Fully Guaranteed.

J.\

-Parcel

Postage extra.

useful components, comprising
5 - condensers, resIstances, volumo controls,
coils, stirn, circuits, etc., etc ., valuo 25/-. 5/- per
parcel.
of useful components. comprising 100
lo I - -Parcel
articles, including elcctroiytics, vatveitoiderp,
cte., eto., value 55/-. 10/- per parcel.
kit. Coinjrising
i
I -Service man's component
5 - electrolytic condensers, volume controls,
tubular condensers, resistances, valveltolders, wire,
laica and Mainsbridge condensers, etc., etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying ease iY' y 7' x 7,
value 05/-. 151- the complete kit.
") li -Small traders' parcel of components, coniL II - prising at least 150 articles, IncludIng 24
assorted tubular condensers, 24 vaiveholdcrs, 36
rosietances,'12 Mainsbridgc type condensers, O electroiytics, etc., etc., vaine 85/-. 21/- per parcel.
/ -Twelve Mainabridge type condcnscrg, 1-2-4
5 - mId.; 5/- per dozen.
4 / -Telsen 3-range meters (volts and milliamps),
4/-; Morse tappers, 2/11.
1'I ßUZZEI1S, 1/6; crystal detectors, 2/- ; crystal setO,
I

of

I

I

I

I

I

5/6

;

crystals, Od.
loudspeaker units,

/6-Orjnond

2/O.

2
/6-Westcctors, Type W2, 2/0 each.
2
')f -Tool or Instrument carrying cases exL - Government stock. Wood tr x 7 a 7, 2/- each.
-

I

ItADlO, 46, Lisle Street, London,

WC. tlorruird 6658.
SOUTHERN

goods previously advertised are

still available; send now for latest price list,
VAUXHALL.-Ali
frce.-Vauxhail Utilities; 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

corn-

ßANKRUPT
makers' scaled cartons, with gilarauitees, et less
40 per cent, below listed prices; also Olidgots, portato-a, car radio, Send 1d. stamp for liste. Radio
Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Liclifteld ltoad, Astomi
Birnminglmanm.

'%OULPHONE
RADIO, Ormskirk.-Collimm-o AC.
Gramophone Motors, 21/-; with pick-up 39f,
Record \ alves. 12 inoutlts' guarantee. 14.1", awl
Output Pentodes, 0/0. Frequency Chaugei-a, 7/3.
Rectifiera, 5/3. 1d. stamp for 1940 catalogues.

/BargaIn Parcel comprising Speaker Cabinet,
5 - Drilled steel Chassis, condensers, resistances
and many other useful components.
Worth £2.
Limited number.
rostage 1/-.-Bakcra SeThurat
Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.
Reconditioned and guaranteed.
UEADPHONES.
Brown, O.E.C., BTU., Sterling, Nesper,
Brunet, \'esteru Klectric, Siemens, Brandes, 4,000
ohms, 5/- pair. Telefunken, lightweight, adjustable,
4,000 ohms, 716,
CRYSTAL with silver cat's-whisker, Gd. Complete
detector parts, 1/-. Glass tube detector on ebonite
base, 1/6. SensitIve permanent detector, 1/6. Postage
lSd-Post Radio Supplies, 328, Upper Street, Londuu,

types

is

till-

Important
TROPHY announcement

PETO-SCOTT

'-

of magnetic
ANKBUPT BARGAINS-AU new goods offered.
often possible Io
B Sparta,, AC. presa button 1939 5v. superhet.a,
hear tile reproduction of a record, during LS/lS/O. Ditto table radlogram, 9 gus. Truplionic
go. AC. all'wsve superliet, motor tuned, 9 gui.
loud passages, through tile excessive vibra- 14
Tritplaonlc 14 go. 6w. t.C./D.C. all-wave push-pull
tion of the armature, and as this can steperleota. O gos. Portadyne 1940 AC/D.C.
wave auperlaeta, £6/17J6. Portadyne battery baby
become vely annoying, it is always advisable
superbet portables, LS. Portadyne 1019 4V. battery
portable,
Truphosic AC. all-wave 5v,
to take simple precautions to eliminate this superhets, 54/15/0.
I! gri. 1039 mostela, 7 gus.
Good make
all-wave
16
gn.
4-band stiperlicts, bands
A.C.ID.C.
as much as possible.
medium and three short, 8 watts Output., O gus. Full
A stout lid ,thould always be provided stock valves all types. Service goods and resaira.
Please stato requirements
to cover the turn-table and pick-up when 6, Stanford .venue, Brighton. for quot4it.ion.-Butlin,
they are in use, and to prevent it acting as
LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
a sound-box, 1/le interior of the lid and ils
LOUDSPEAKEIL
repaira, British, Amerlcny
edges should be covered with thick felt.
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Gopen]iageu
Street, London, E.1.
MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets, LS. REPAIR AKD REWINDfliU SE1tVICEEiOscillators, Recorders and other itadioTeleeraph hour service. See below
REPAIItS to moving coil speakers a speciality..
Apparatus, designed and msnufsctisred by T. lt.
New Gone assemblies flttnl. Speech colis and
AbsoMcElroy, World Champion Telegraphist.
lutely first-class construction. McElroy Amateur Key fields wound or altered. Stains transibrmers, chokes,
and vacuums repaired, prices quoted.
elIminators
RadIo,
Street,
14,
Solio
7/6 post frec.-Webb'a
Speaker transformers, Class B" LT. transformers
London, Wi. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.
and pick-ups rewound at 4s. each, post free. Discount
Estimates free. Guaranteed satisfaction.
LOUDSPEAKER CONVERSIONS trade.
L.S. Repair Service, 6, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.
'Plions:
Will
immensely
Conversions
BAKER'S Triple Gone
Improve Reproduction of Your Present
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Speaker. Enables you to bring your speaker right
up to date and obtaIn really realistic reproduction
from o/o each, 1'.M.and
at the cost of a few shillings; free descriptive leaflet
energised 4m, to 14m. including several
fr010 the Pioneer Mannfacturers of Moving Coli
Speakers since 1925.-Bakers Selhurat Radio, 75, Epoch lSln.-Si uclair Spea lure, Pulteney Terracé,
Copenhagen Street, London, Nl.
Sussex ltd.. South Croydon.
f471 pick-up it

address:

WINDEN," ARDINOLEY RD.. BALCOMBE.

The
than

ponents, such as coil units, whereby i/i.e
amount ofJlat metal forming 1/i.e base will
act as as a stiffener to add stren,gl/z to the
chassis.
This musi not be overdone, but
additional supporting strips may be placed
beneath heavy components should the top
be found to sag due to excessive weight.

Oat Lane)

intend

1939

BARGAINS. lirond new 1938-i) mOdeis,

Wooden Chassis

to-day.
ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
ALI. CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS APPROVAL

RECEIVERS,

9th,

I

Another Soldering Flint

¡4/HEJV
carried

H
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COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
IN1MT Ieet-on in tIi country. Sole Agents for
famous JIALLICRAFTERS Receivers, ranging in
price froua £1 1-lo-o to £150. Attractive easy terms.
1)ernobstrations at our Londoit Showrooms, 60-pago
Catalogue post free 2d.-Webb'e Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London, Wi. 'Phone: Gerrard 2080.

RE

j

F

TECHNICAL LITERATURE
TECIINICAL BÒOKS for the enthusirist. liliadeeds of constructional theoretical circuits shortRadio Society of Great Britain
wave eqiripilient.
Ilanilbook. 2/') post free. 1940 Rditiori American
Jtatito 11&ay League handbook. 0/- pont tree. American
"Railler Handbook," 7/6 post free. It.C.A. American
Receiving Valve Manual, 1/6 post f ree.-Webb's.
Radio, 14. Solio Street, London, WI. 'Pitone:
tlerrard 208').

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
to
\y / EBB'S B.ADIO MAL' of the World enastilesbyyou30'.
locate any station heard. Size 40
VV
2-colour heavy Art Paper, 4/0. Limited supply on

J,ineic. lo/o.
WEltS'S RADIO GLOBE-5uperb
Itaslio prctlaev, zones, cte.
12" lull-colour model.
ilesivy oxydised mount'. l'osI l'aid. 27/d._Wel,b's

Radio, 14

Solio Street,

(lerrard 2080.

London,

WI.

'l'lione:

CABINETS
CABINKT for Every Radio Purpose.
CONVEItT Your Set into a Rodiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under
cost of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- taps ards motors
at wisolessilo price.
UNURILLED table, consolo and loutispesilcer
cabinets from 4,6.
INSPECTION InvIted; photos loaned to country
customers.

SMITH and

co..

\V.2. 'l'cl.; l'ad.
H.L.

Ltd., 289, Edgwarc Road,

1891.

RADIOGRAM CABINETS Irons
TELF.VISION
PartictÑrv:£7.
£1 catit. Makers' cost
Cameo Co., 23, 1)eninark Street. W.C.2. TEM StillO.
AND

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
y ¡1)tELESS Technical Instructors required in Army

VV

units.
MENTS.

EMOI

Clothing.
Ss. 3d. per day (7 days a week).
PAYrations and accomiutodatiouu, or if this cannot
provided, allowances at authorized rates. 1f
niarried autil otherwise eligible faintly allowances payable iii respect of wife and children subject to allotinctit
froiui pay.
"ANDIDATES should preferably lie under 35 nuit
over 24 and (a) hold one of tite hollowIng
qunlitieut-ioiìs
Oraduatcehip of Ilse Institution of Electrical
Engineers;
Fiutai (tIrade III) Certificate of City anti Guilds of
London Institute Exitinination In Radio 1'ouiiitiuniatse

tien;

lligheNatloutal Certificate in ElectricalEnieineering;
Certificate ht CIly sud Guulds of London Institute iii
Radio Service Work
or similar qualifications.
Or(h) be able to pass an examination on tite following
syllabus
CUItRENT Elcctrkity.-Froperties of an electric
current.
Ohms Law and it-s application;
galvaiìonieters and measuring instruments; electromagnetism ; magnetic materials ; conductors, hisulators and dielectrics.
ALTE1INATLNO ('urreuts.-Ocne rai pri itcipies;
elfects of resistance, inductance ami capacity;
remua mice.
RADIOE-Gej.eral character of a radio signal
knowledge of vulves anti their simple applicatimm; general knowledge of tuning both transmitters
and receivers.
4 ATIIEMATICS.-Knowiemlge of Algebra and

:-

IVI

simple Trigonouetry.
SUITABLE candidates will

be Interviewed at
local centres, and il successful, isill be cidisted
¡uni appointed acting Sergeant-Trsdesuuiau. Fuir those
isho arc on the Schedule of Reserved Occupations
special arrangements will be made to enable them to
be enlisted.
AP1'LlCATION forms, obtainable by postcard from
the Under-Secretary of State, War 049cc
T.O.I), Whitehall, S.W1, to be lodged by
1}etember 18th, 1939.

MISCELLANEOUS

--

DETECTLON.-Dotible detection. Theory, circuita,
Jlook Ss.,
sltat.'ramns, practical experiment.'.
free.-I)'Arcy Ford, Gandy Streets Exeter.

pest

Bargain halfEPRIMENT1R'S Surplus.
ciewn parcels. l'ostage lkl.-3Sut!er, Christicten,
Clìegtrr.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

I

Il

ER

I

RADIO-AS USUAL!
SPECIAL PURCHASE
AIR WARDEN " 5-valve Midget Receiver
FOR AC. MAINS. 200-250 s. Completely set?contained in well-finished, polished Oak Cabinet,
12 z 9
9ins. Well built-in Moving Coil Speaker.
Usual Price
Wave Range 190-550 metres.
£6 6v. Od. Our Price 55f-. The ideal Stand-by

i

,

Set.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS.

Incorporntiiigthe Premicr3-ltaud 9W. t'il...11-8li
Metres without coltehangiliss. Each R it incomplete
with all coiriponents, «tiagrains «ritti 2-volt valves.
3-Band S.W. i Valve Kit, 1419. 3-band S.W. 2
Valve Kit, 2V6.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
complete tothe last detail. iiwlnilingsll Valvesauat
coilS, wiring diagmanis sajad lucid Inulritetlotit. for
ui Idi ng and verklng. Nudi Ni t is supplied sil I a
steel Chassis anal Panel and uaesÁalus-in tolls to
tu,ie front 1:3 to 170-metres.
20;1 Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit
i Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23,'1 Valve Sptert-Wave A.C. Supertet Converler

Kit

2
3

............
....
............

Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit
Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Kit

283
29'CS.,-

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
4 s'.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
A.C.'H.L., A.C.rL.,
A.C. 'S.C., A.C./V.M.S.G.,
A.C.'H.P., A.C.16'.H.P. _(5-pin), all 5 3 each.
A.C'H.P., A.C.'V.H.P. .7-pin),. 7,6 ; A.C.PensI.H., 6.6 ; A.C.P.x.4, 7'3 ; Cot. Freq. Chanfers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Trìedes, 76 ; 3.4-watt D.H.
500 e.
Triode, 78
350 e. 'F5W. Rect., 5/6
F.W. Reti., 6 6 ; 13 e. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose
H.P.
Pens
and
Var.-Mu.
Pen.,
Triodes, 5 6 ; HP..
Double Diode Triadas Oct. Freq. Chantera, 76
Halt-wave
Rectlfier
66
each.
carli, Full and
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALES, all types
iii stock. Standarul tubc, 5'S each.. -Octal lIase
tube. 6,6 carli. 214) and 2545, 8/6 ests-h.
PREMIER BATTERY - CHARGERS for .1.C.
Multis. W'èstimigliouse Rct ification complete auuui
ready or aise. To charge 2 volts at) amp., 11/9
(1 volts at
amp., 19fr ; h volts at 1 amp., 226
12 s-olts at i atop.. 2418 ; O volts aC2 amps., 37f6.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS all complete willi
11okt stin. PsM.a, 16x6
lOiti.
transformer.
1'.Ms, 22/6; G.12 PIts, 66/-.
Plessy Sin., 2,500 or 7,500
Eutergised Models.
olmi liel,l. 7 6 ; G.12 energised, 59;6.
HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS at Pre-Wtmr Prices. .31 mnufisctsirera'
_%ll brand new aims! Guaranteed.
smmrlmlmls.
Input 110 s. and 220 s. AC. Output 325-325 s.,
121) n.a., 6-3 z., 2-3 amps., 5 y. 2 amps. ('T.,
716 each. input 230 s. AC. Output 325-325 s.,
75 omit.. 5 V. 2 amps.. 6-3 s. 2-3 aml. C.'t'5. 66
each. Input 100-250 V., 300-300 y. 140 niA. 4 V.
S a. c.'r., 4 s. i a., 6/11.
PREMIER Short-Wave Condensers, all-brass
rnnil.,
coost nid ioua sell h Trolitul insolai ion.
119; 25 natal., 1110; 40 mml., 2/-i 100 istmI.,
2/3; itO mml., 2/7 2541 insu:. 2/11
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- anil 6-pin
Inetres.
2/-ael.,
13-26,22-47,41-49.
78-170
types,
with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-4511
mel res, 4/9 set, willi circuIt. Prender 3-lnuu.l
MW. coil, 11-21,, 19-43, 38-Sd metres. Suitable
any type ircnit. 2/11. 3 Gang Condensers fully

il

screemuesl, 1/6

aeh.

-

UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1

Ratios. 4/3.
CARDBOARD

ELECTROLYTIC

CONDENSERS.

1/9; 4 miii. .04) v. 1/9; ii + 8 tuf.
4+4+4 mi 500 r., 2/11. F.C.C.
Dry Electrolytics 8*8+4 tuL 500 r., 24 each.
8 mnI 5(51 y.,
100 y., 2/11

Orders !l/- anmi over sent Post Free.
lilease add Oil, postage.

Under 5f-

YOU MUST HAVE A

PREMIER
111

1940

CATALOGUE

PRICE Cd.
PAGES
GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY!'

ALI.

POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Ann/weal 1723
Clapton Road, London, E.5.
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES! 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Centu-ui 2833
or 50, High Street,Clapham, S.W.4. .1Jai-uithy 2SI

__

¡
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD.
FILAMENT Trausforniers, input 200-250 volts,
output 4 volts 4 aiuto., 4 volts j amps... 4/11 each
MAINS Transformers, American windings, input
200-250 volts tapped, output 3i0-0-3,l) volts, 100 sua.,
volts 5 amps .....
8/6 each
5 volts, 2 aml,s.,
G.E.C. Rauta Transformers, American wiiìdingn,
350-0-350 volt 65 ns.a., 5 volt S amp., 0.3 volt 2.5 amp.
Suitable 0w replacements In G.E.C. models, 5/6 each
Auto Transfororers. 100,230 volt
.
6;3 cacti
24 Mfd. Can Type Eleçtrolytiea, 450 volts
working
1/6 each
T.C.C. 8 mfd. c'an Wet Type Rleetrolytics,
450 volts working
13 each
PRESS BUTTON UNITS ivitli ti press butthns, ready
for vi ri i«g iuto set. wit lt circuit .... 6.11 eaelt
Set of two WEARITE 1ron.(ore,l oiln, Aerial arid
H.F. Traita.. aitIt diagram
2/Il
BULGIN
1/- each
olimos Wire-wouiial pots
- Stranded Push-buck Wire. Id. per ya]., l2yds. tod,
CHASSIS Mounting Valve Hokters. American, 4-, 5-, 6stat 7-1,in, 4d. each. Octal. Bd. each. Loctl, tod.
each. 7-pin English type, 3d,. each.
ROTHERMEL Ple'zoCryvtal Speakers, 71m. Cone
List 51'-, Our price, il/B each, loin, cono i 2/6 each
CRYSTAL Pick-up. high-grade A merles n ltronw
luisIt, complete wit li arm
. 2i/- each
POLAR N.S.F. 1-watt resistances, 4d. carli. 3(9 doz.
All sizes Up to 2 theo
WEARITE Mains l'ransformuerv. Made to strict
electrical stuauda rda, rirc cuit type, all vvinaliiigs centre
tapped, screened primarIes, tapped Inpuls. 200-210
volls. Mrew adjtmstnicimt,
TYPl R.C.4. 5110-0-50hl volts, 110 m.a.: 4 volts
2 anqis., 4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 2.1 slaps., 4 volts 5.0

fil

-

...........
........

......

I)

.....

-

suit,

.............
.........
.........

2i-each

PHI LCD Mains Transfornsefs. A marrie,, n Windbugs,
310:110 volts, (31 inn. ; 6 vultai'3 amps., S volts 2 amps.

Ditto, laut
1)ilto, but

SI)
1$)

nI.a
rn.a

5f-

carli

6/S carla

7/0 each

WEARITE 110 kjc 1F. Transformers .. 1/-cuela
AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls, Shiest made.
divided spindles, length 2.in., wjth switch 2,000,
5.000. 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000 ..
2/6 eatla
Lese Switch, 50.000. 100,000, 560,000
.. 19 carli
Wire-wounsl 5 watt (less switch), 10000 25,000 Ohms
2/- cada
BATTERY Output Pentodys, weil known malme. 4/6
WEARITE CHOKES, screened
1/6 each
PLESSEY DRY ELECTROLYTICS
CAN TYPE
12 x 6 usfs!. 500 volts working
1/6 each
Ira!
12 y III
1/6 cadIs
SOOvolts
12x8
,,
1/Gesch
145 X 8
,,
475 volts
1/6 citelu
504)
O x 45
,,
volts
,,
1/G earls
,,
450 volts
12
1/6 each
mid. 500 volts working
2/Il each
16 x S x 4 y 4 mId. 500 volts working
2/11 carli
12x8x5x8 nafd. 54)0 volts working .. 2111 each
16 nafml. 450 volts working
1/3 each
1G y 16 mitI. .554) volts workIng
1/S each
BI. CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS, wire-end type,
8 timf,l., 1/9 each. 8 X 8 miii,
1541 volts working
4-lead type, 29 each 8 unId. MiulgetTuibular, wire-cuss!
5541 volt working
2!- each
Bias \Vire-end Typc. 50 miii., 12 volt., 1/3 each.
SII muid., 50 volt
1/6 enel.
Tubular Wire-end non-Inductive paper, all sizes up
to 0.1, 5d. each ; 4(9 .107,.
hole fixing Electrolytic Condensers,
Metal Case
550 volt working, 8 miii.. 2/6 each.
TELEPHONE
STANDARD
H EADPHONES, resistance
2,04)0 nImia nuit 4(55) ohms
- 6/11 pair
VOLUME CONTROLS, 1,000 nuit 5,000 ohms, wIth
switch
.
1/3 each
.004)5 3-gang Tuning Condenser UnIts, with trimmers
2/11 each
PLESSEY Em.grgiaed Speakers, 1,500 ohm field, Sin.

....

volts,,

,,

,

,,

,

8x8x8

....

....
......
....
.

.

.........
........

i

......
....... ......

........

willi trans.
7/li each
lOin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,000 ohm Field, with trans.
12/6 each
6m. Comic, 2,504) amaI 1,500 ohm Field
5/11 each
RUBBER GROMMETS
4d, thor.
S.P.D.T. Twist SwiteIm
1/1 each
Battery Output Pentu des,'well-known make 4/6 each
Battery Double Diode 'l'nodo, well-known make
Comme,

......
......

3/11 each
RAYTHEON Firet-b'raule Valves, largest stockists, all
types In stock, including (lasa Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Series, Ilantom Series, Single-ended
Metal Se'ies. and -iteslstamuec tubes; all at mnsist
competitive prices; scusI br Valve lists.
All Or,lers Must luueliule Sufficient l'ostage to Cover.
Hours of Business: h) a.m.-$ p.uui. Saturdays, 9 n.u...
1 p.m.
CLEARANCE, LID, 63. High Holborn. London,

W.C.1.

Telephone: tlOLbor

4C31.
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In these times of emergency,
valve replacements will be

Technical information and valve operating data.
Useful Tables of Pin connections.
Con parative valve Tables.
Many useful hinLs for Experimenters,
12 Pages of Circuit diagrams'

required iji many receivers.

The

comparative

table

shown in the Osram Valve

Guide will enable you to

-

Select the equivalent

In fact, everything you need to know about
valve characteristics ¿nd working conditions..

OSRAM VALVES.

Write for your copy of the OSRAM VALVE GUIDE (sent
post free) to the Osram Valve Technical Dept. of:-

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
oens iwae.s,

Published every Weune&laY ny
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EVERY
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Vol. 15.

No. 378.

De.:. 16th, 1939.

* PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

ecriite.t.
Notes on Servicing
Modifying Old Receivers

Practical Television

The Short-wave Five

New Post Office Radio
Regulations

Practical Hints

The Ideal Set
Nationality in Music
Readers' Letters

SIXTY
TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
By F. J. Camm
Circuits for Battery and Mains -Operated Receivers, Adaptors, Units, Portables, Short -Wave Receivers, All -Wave
Receivers, Amplifiers, and a Room -to Room Communicator. Diagrams and instructions for assembling and wiring.
Details of components and notes on operation.

2/6

NET

From all booksellers, or by post, 2/10. from the publishers, GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
nv
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AN ESSENTIAL in the efficiency of the
LINK
working of "THE SHORT WAVE 5"
The builders
.

.

.

.

can

specify

the very finest components

the finest valves possible may be incorporated

the most careful construction carried out to the
last degree
but if the telephones are not Ericsson
SUPERSENSITIVE then the set cannot be expected
to function at its 100% efficiency. (So now you can
.

.

.

.

why " Practical Wireless " specified
when making up this fine set.)
understand

them

These are the 'phones that annihilate distance, that
Perfect in tone and marvellous
in their sensitivity. Three resistances,

make DX listening a positive commonplace,
are comfortable over long spells - and
never let you down.

one fixed price 17/6.
At all good radio -dealers.

if you have any difficulties write direct

to :-

SUPERSENSITIVE
HEADPHONES

E R CSS N TELEPHONES, LTD.
22,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2. Tel : HOLborn 6936
BATTLE TRAINING IN WORD AND
PICTURE is intended in the main for
leaders of the smaller formations, from

the section or Flatoon upwards, and
for those who hope to gain promotion
to these commands. it deals author-

itatively and interestingly with the
problems that confront such leaders
on peace and war manoeuvres.

One of the features is an account of
the operations carried out between
two imaginary warring states -Ang I:a
and

Hiumbria.

Problems

are

set

covering every situation, and solutions given.

LORD GORT
Recommends it
in his special

foreword !

WITH MAPS

DIAGRAMS
PHOTO-

GRAPHS
EXPLANATORY
PICTURES
anti a

FOREWORD by

LORD GORY.
Published with
the PICO-Operation and sanction

of the War
Office.

Order from your
Newsagent To -day.

'.
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W J DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON,

N.J. BARTON

LL

CH APPLE, B.Sc.

ROUNÛ THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Receiver Overhauls
receiver faults are not
j\LTHOUOH
ever-recurring, there are many oecasions when a listener feels that
results might be improved by an overhaul.
Cycles, cars and other working apparatus
have to be overhauled periodically, and
foi a similar
most wireless receivers
overhaul. At such times it may also pay
to make modifications to a cir cuit which
has been in use for some time, a ud without
making drastic changes it may be possible
to make appreciable improvements in the results with little
oxlense and with a minimum
of trouble. The question of
straightforward overhaul or
clean-up is moro simple, but
there are many points which
have to be borne in mind.
An examination of terminal or
screwed connections; soldered
joints which may have worked
loose; dust between moving
parts and similar details are
probably familiar to every
listener, but in view of the
many different points which can
receive attention at such an
overhaul we give in this issue
two or three articles on the
subject. After a perusal of these
it may be found that you can
substntia1ly improve your receiver's perftrmance, but remember always to be discriminate in
the chances which von introduce.

jy
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listeners before the war have been booked,
and they include Harry Engleman's Quintet,
Falkman and his Apache Band, Orchestre
Raymonde, Troise and his Mandoliers,
Mantovani and his Tipica Orchestra,
Ernesco and his Quintet, and Sydney
Bayies and his Orchestra.
Many Regional musical combinations are
also being engaged so that,, within the
limits of the single Home Service programme, every effort is being made to give
lovers of light music a representative choice.

-

The Christmas Cuckoo

"'ÇHE

Christmas Cuckoo" is a play
has been written by
Elisabeth Kyle, the Scottish author, from
the story in the book by Frances Browne
entitled "Granny's Wonderful Chair."
It will be broadcast in the Children's
Hour on December 14th. It tells the story
of two poor cobblers who once upon a time
found a cuckoo ssleep in a hollow tree
roDt when they were out cutting their
Yule log. They were kind to the
bird and in return for their
hospitality it promised to bring
them gifts when they came
back in spring-a leaf from the
Golden Tree worth a great prec
and a leaf from t.he Merry
Tree which keeps folk jolly
all the year round. One would
think that these gifts would
make everything go well for
the brothers but it was not
quite so simple as that. The
P
play will tell about the luck
that the leaves brought them
vhich

"Macbeth, King of' Scot-

land"

flODFREY TEARLE

is to
play the lead in a special
production, "Macbeth, King of
Scotland," on December 22nd.
This is the first time that
a drama production has been
broadcast on this scale since
war.
When he's not cleaning windows, George Fornml,y 'ànd Mrs. Formby find the beginning of the
rranged by C. Denis FreeA Stimulus to Sales
time for n ilaxation in their Blac/pool he me. George is a keen all-wave
tian, and produced by Val
listener and uses an &co console.
throughout the
lielgud, this Shakespearean
DE country should find busiproduction is a special adaptation which
ness greatly stimulated by the extensive
with the scenes
advertising campaign which has just been
Editorial and Advertise,nent Offices:deals in sequence
showing the deterioration of the character
Practical Wireless," Geor ge New nos, Ltd.,
inaugurated by The General Electric Co.,
Tower House, Southanipto, Street, Strand,
of Macbeth.
Ltd., iii connection with the marketing
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
of two of its current receivers. Tisis
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
"The Magic Shirt"
advertising campaign is scheduled to
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
of several weeks,
cpvér a period
How a misfortune can be turned into a
Tite Editor will be pleased to consider art ct es o/a i
and the media is a comprehensive
positive advantage is a theme which
pro et frai t'alare suitable 'for publication in
newsnational
London
embracing
one,
never grows old, and J. E. Devenish uses
PILbCTtCAL \VUtELESS.
Such articles ohot:l4 be j
srrittei& on Ope
of fie paper only,' and should
papers and a large number of others circuit to advantage in a play called "Tise
contain t'te namE and udiI rest of the sender. fl/,jtot
lating in ail parts of England, Scotland and
Magic Shirt," to be broadcast on December
lit» Editor doci noi hold himself responsible for
and
Eire.
Ireland
\Vales, Northern
21st. Lord Wallaby, an elderly statesman,
raan,teeuipts', every effort trill be made lo return
of
if
literally
millions
nspe,l
anti
means
that
1/tern
o
addressed
envelope
is
sto
This
is reaching the peak of his career, thanks to
enclosed.
A/i corvespondenre. i nIent rd for tite i
directed
their
attention
have
people will
Lady Wallaby, who is described as "tilo
i E,lito,siuouldbeaddrvssed: The Editor, Ps.tcTrCAa
for
5-valve,
Ñceivers,
to these
3-waveband,
artificer of Lord Wallaby's career"; but
\VIRELESS, qu'orge Yewnes Ltd.. Tower house, i
dimenStreet,
Strand,
of
imposing
Southampton
JFÇC.2.
the advertisements nrc
a burglar and a chapter from" The Arabian
Owing lo the rs piI progreso in the design of
sions and occupy prominent spaces, while i n'iceleso
Nights" bring a sudden and astonishing
apparatus and to our efforts lo ¿wp our
story
in
and
a conCise
they tell a convincing
dilemma which does not call for either
readers tu tour/u wit/u the latest det'ctopunen'o. we give
warranty
apparatnu
dezcrilled
liszt
in
our
attractive way.
police or publicity, and Lady Wallaby
coiunne io not tile subject of letteru patrizi.
finds a problem which she cannot
Copyright in all drawings, p'foiographiz and
tackle.
Light Music
articles pnbfinized in P11ACT1CJL WIRELESS io
specifica
reger
ved
throughout
the
egunt
ries
vignauy
The part of Lord Wallaby will be played
OUTSIDE bands and light orchestras
tory Oz the Berne., Convention and the, U.S.A.
by Bruce Winston, and that of his manare being heard in increasing numbers
Reproduclions or imilatie*' of ang of (liese are ¡
therefore expressly forbidden. l'uÁç'rICAL WIREservant. Bono, by Barry Kendall. "The
in the broatigast programmes. In Christnìas
LESS incorporates " Amateur Wtrelgs."Magic Shirt" will be produced by WT
week, for instance, at least a dozen comFarquharson Small.
binations which were well known to
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THE, IDEAL SE T
A Discussion of the Feätures which Constitute an
Idea Broadcast Receiver
By W. J. DELANEY.
I

f

IF ys

ask the a'erage listener what, in
his opinion, constitutes the ideal
receiver you will receive a different
answer from practically every one. To some,
a three-valver with an output of less than
i watt suffices, whilst others will listen to
nothing leis than an 8-valver with push-pull
Òut.put rated at 12 watts or more. It is
thus obvious that in general principles
there is no such thing as an ideal receiver,
each listener having his own ideas as to
There are,
what constitutes the ideal.
however, many features which can be
found common to each one and it is possible
to arrive at some conclusion as to the points
which should be embodied in a general type

at each end of the frequency spectrum. factory when receiving distant stations,
The true beauty of good recorded music is
thus lost unless special means are incorporated in the reproducing apparatus.
On radio also it is a common practice
to fit a tone control; this component is,
also in most cases, wrongly named.

Tone Control

owing to background noises or heterodyne
whistles. From this, therefore, one will
assume that quality, as such, is only obtainable from a 'local" station, and, therefore, a broadcast receiver designed for
quality should have a minimum of HF.
amplification, sufficient to load the detector
stage satisfactorily, and a really good
L.F. section.

A tone control should, as its name implies,
control the tone of reproduction, but in
most cases the component which bears this Separate Gram. Section
To enable the same set to be used for
name merely reduces the higher frequencies.
and thereby gives a more balanced effect records, however, a separate amplifier
to the output, although musically the would be desirable, preferably incorporating
the contrast expander arrangement, and the
switch for radio-gram. Switching should
cut out entirely the radio section of such a
set and bring into circuit the special record
amplifier. One or two commercial receivers
PUSH PULL
have, in fact, attempted to incorporate such
a device, but, as mentioned in the early
paragraphs of this article, a complete home
radio-gram has not, so far as I remember
been built on such lines. Economy is
undoubtedly the main feature of such a
receiver, but by the use of special multi.
section valves, initial expense could be
CONTRAST EXPANOER
kept down to a minimum, whilst upkeep
ANO TONE CONTROU.ER
should not be out of the ordinary, with
balance is very incorrect. Agai, those suitable choice of valves. If the output
readers who built up either of trie tone- section of the radio equipment were decontrol units described in the issue dated signed on a reliable push.pull scheme it
February 11th last will have experienced should be added to the gramophone
the effects which are obtainable when bass amplifier section and still further reduce
or treble or both are amplified or reduced. expense, and a suggested scheme is indicated
From this point of view, however, there is in Fig. 3. It will be seen that the change
a snag to be avoided. If a radio set is from radio to gram is made in the L.F'.
properly designed and a "straight-line" section, and the pick-up is permanently
L.F. amplifier is included, there should be in circuit. By making use of multi switches,
no need for a tone control. If, for personal such as the small Bulgin components,
preference, one prefers organ music, for operated by a single rod, the HT. to the
instance, to be deep toned, there is no separate sections, or the LT. or both,
objection to a top-note cut-off control. If could also be cut out as desired so that the
the cabinet or room in which the receiver is total drain would be constant from t!ie
housed gives undue prominence to the supply section. To obtain the desired high
lower frequencies, there is similarly no Output and good quality such a receiver
objection to a low-note cut-off to improve would have to be mains operated, and the
the effective brilliancy of speech and AC. mains user is in the best position ¡u

FDETLF
Srna!k
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of receives. For instance, the majority of
listeners must have provision for gramophone record reproduction in the receiver,
whilst a choice of stations must also be
provided.
The highest possible quality
consistent with low cöst of construction and
upkeep are also essentials which everyone
aims at.
There is, however, one point which is not
often stressed and which has not, so far
as I am aware, received attention from
designers, although perhaps some individual listeners may have thought of the
idea, or even included it in their own homemade apparatus. I refer to the separate
performances of the radio and the gramo
side of a single set.
Quality First

In the majority of receivers the pick-up
is connected into the detector or one of the

L.F. grid circuits, the connection generally
being made permanently and opened or
broken by means of a simple radio-gram
switch. For normal purposes this serves
very well. But when a little thought is
given to the matter it is obvious that radio
and records require different treatment.
Those readers who have made up the Con.
trast Expander which I described on May
6th last will have appreciated how much
better gramophone records sound when
they are played through such an amplifier.
But, unfortunately, this type of unit is not
satisfactory with radio, owing mainly to
the different characteristics of the signal.
It will be remembered that a gramophone
record is mechanically recorded-that is,
in a "sound" sense. Although electrical
equipment is used to convey the sounds to
the disc there are limitations imposed on
the method of recording the sound which
make it necessaiy to reduce the contrast
and alsota limitihe volume and amplitude

0

55d5FT)
Figs.

I
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2.-Two
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lone controls whkh were described in our issue dated February

1/i

last.

thereby avoid the leather-lung effect which this respect owing to the high H.T. which
many speakers appear to have on sorno he can obtain from a suitably desigded
receivers. If, however, the set is properly mains unit.
designed to provide even amplification, and
a good speaker iñ a proper cabinet is used,
NEWNES TELEVISION AND,
there should be no need for, any tonal
adjustment on radio ignals. The signal
ANDBooK.:
SHORT-WAVE
put out by practically all broadcasting
5/-, or 5/6 by post from
.,
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
stations is of a very level nature, but a
Southampton
Street,
Strand,
London,
W.C..
straight-line receiver may prove unsatis.
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Receivers

L.)'
Simple Modifications for Old Recéivers Now Being
Used as Stand-by Sets - - By L. O. SPARKS

overcome any initial troubles which a a few years ago as it is to-day, therefoe
modern HF. valve might introduce, but to power or super-power valves were inavoid any unnecessary alteration to the variably employed. These could handle,
layout, it is always advisable to select a within reason, the input from two stages of
valve having the same type of base. If L.F. amplification which so often formed
one wishes to be on the safe side, the valve an essential part of many designs. To-day.
manufacturers will zladlv sugzest the however, a modern pentode, with its high
nearest equivalent in their present-day gain, will give greater output for a much
smaller input, so when replacing the output
products.
valve of a receiver of a few years old, it is
necessary to remember this fact, otherwise
Variable-mu Control
The use of a variable-mu type of H.F. severe distortion will be introduced. The
valve allows a very satisfactory form of question of matching the loudspeaker also
volume-control to be obtained and, at the enters into the question. If the original
saine time, helps to remove any trace of speaker is to hand, then it would not be
distortion due to the reception of a very advisable to use a pentode, as this would
powerful local signal. The modifications necessitate the use of a suitable output
for this refinement are quite simple, as transformer to secure satisfactory matching
between valve and speaker.
Fig. I indicates.
A modification worth while, with n
The diagram at circuit
using two stages of L.F. amplification
the left shows the and a power
valve and, of course, providing
normal circuit of a
modern speaker is to be used, is to dispense
straight " H.F. awith
one L.F. stage and insert a pentode in
screened-grid valve,
Failing this, a simple volumesuch as those used the output.
inserted across the
in the earlier sets. It control should be
will be noted that second L.F. stage so that the input to the
pentode can be controlled, thus
the aerial coil is output
overloading.
connected between preventing
modêrn valves have to be fitted in a
the grid terminal and setIfwith
L.F, stages coupled together
earth. With a vari- by means two
of LF. transformers, much better
able-mu valve, it is results will
be obtained by replacing the
necessary to apply a second transformer
with a resistancevariable negative capacity coupling as shown
in Fig. 2, which
bias to the grid of atso indicates how the volume
can lx
the HF. valve, and controlled with such an arrangement.
this is done in the Another item which must not be overlooked
niaiuier SflOWIì 0V when a modern pentode is used, is the tone
Fig. 1.-The diagram on the left sh,ws an ordinary HF. grid circuit the circuit on the or load-corrector in its anode circuit. This
right of Fig. 1.
while that cn the right ind1ct5 connections for a variable-mu.
the form of a resistance, having a
The earth end of takes
value of, say, 15,000 ohms, connected in
the et.s in question up to date. The the coil is Øisconnected from the earth- series
a condenser of .Ol-rnfd., and
general difficulties seem to be those line and taken to the moving arm of a joined with
across the L.S. terminals or between
mentioned below.
potentiometer having a value of-50,000 the anode
and earth.
ohms, and one side of a .O1-rnfd. fixed
condenser, the other side of which is Selectivity
Fitting Modern Valves
With many of the older circuits, it is not taken to earth.. Across the potentiometer
Sorne of the older types 6f coils ivcre
always an easy matter to substitute is connected a 9-volt grid-bia battery designed
to secure greatest sensitivity and,
modern valves for those originally specified, which has its positive socket also connected due to the
conditions then existing, the
owing to the fact that the valve of to-day to the common negative earth line. This question of selectivity did not receive a
has a much higher efficiency than its earlier connection should be broken, either by great deal of consideration. Apart froni
counterpart. There is, of course, also the means of a switch or by removing the plug, the addition of a stage of tuned H.F.
question of the original valveholders being when the set is not in use, to prevent un- amplification or the insertion of a
unsuitable for certain types of modern necessary drain on the G.B, battery.
.0002-mid. variable condenser in series
valves and this, in turn, may necessitate
with the aerial lead-in, there is very
alterations to the layout of the components. Output Pentodes
little that can be done. The most satThe chief danger, due to increased
The pentode was not so widely popular isfactory course is to fit modern coils.
efficiency, lies in the H.F. and output
stages. For example, a modern S.Cl. or
HF. pentode might introduce signs of
instability, due to the characteristics of the'
2MFD
H.F. coupling and the existing operating
LS.
5ÇcXXDÛ
Fig.
tram2.'-Convertinga
the
circuit
design,
by
conditions governed
forme
c-coupled
to
Tesisstage
use
with
a
high
for
valve
of
being unsuited
c o up! ing.
gain. Similarly, ii two stages of L.F. lance-capacity
05MV0
mpIthcation are employed, trouble would, By replacing the I MI) lealt
a potentiometer of Me
no doubt,.be experienced ifa modern steep- by
slope L.F. pentode was inserted in the scme value and connecting - - grid to its mating arm,
output etage, especially if a power valve the
an efficient volume control
had been used in the first place,
will be obtained.
Providing screened coils are incorporated
8,-I
in tise circuit and that it is possible to
''fi'.
oulull
adust the screen and anode voltages (if
the H.P. valve, it is usually possible to

APART from the v'ist number of constructors who are, by now, wellestablished readers of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, fresh recruits to this sphere of
radio activity are rolling up in surprising
numbers and the majority of them are oldtimers returnine. once aeain to their
hobby of severaíyears ago.
This sudden interest on their part is due,
according to the many letters received, to
their desire to make a stand-by receiver or
bring into service one of their earlier efforts
which had been put on the shelf when they
deserted the ranks, so to speak, and went
uiver to a coinmorcial product. Their skill
and knowledge has, of course, become a little
ru4y, with the result that they now are not
how to carry out some of the
desirable modifications necessary to bring

-
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Article Someof the Snags' in Radio
Service Work are Briefly Explained
In This
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of the meter may seriously produced on turning the volume contiol
while this component is in perfect. working
order. Where a coupling condenrer is
used between the volume control 'rotor
and the grid of the L.F. or output valve,
for instance, an intermittent contact in the
condenser may cause noise or/and intermittent signals when the volume control
Anode Voltage
In certain cases an abnormally high is operated. It may be found possible to
voltage at the anode of the output valve, clear intermittent faults by disturbing
together with low current consumption valves or components. In many cases
can be puzzling. The routine check of this will he an unwise procedure, as the
components usually associated with theFe fault may not reappear for w considerable
symptoms may reveal zio fault. An open- period. If at all possible, some means
c!rcuited smoothing condenser may be the shou!d he found to localiso the finIt first.
culprit iii such cases. It may cause A signal generator will be of great assistance
inaudible oscillation which results in weak for this purpose. It can be used to inject
or "no sigs." When replacing defectivo signals stage by stage in a process of
resistors, care should be taken to fit elimination.. An output meter will give a
components of ample current.carrying better indication than tho ear in locating
capacity. Occasionally, it may be found such faults.
that the makers of the receiver in question
have cut things rather fine, and it may be Faulty Soldered Joints
advisable to replace with a resistor giving a
Dry or imperfect soldoied joints can
greater factor of safety. This point should cause numerous troubles. It is possible for a
be looked for, particularly where an H.T. joint, which appears to be O.K. when tested
potentiometer network is used to feed the with an ohmmeter, to ofir a high impedance
screening grids of I1.F. valves. Any to HF. A case in point was a fault which
associated decoupling condensers should, appeared in an AC. Radiogram handled by
of course, be checked for leakage vhen a the writer recently. The instrument was a
resistor breaks down. It should be new one, having been in operation only a
remembered that a higliresistance leak few weeks when a complaint was received.
niay not show when testing with the usual The customer reported that signals would
ohmmeter using a single cell. It is fade or suffer a sudden decrease or increase in
necessary in such cases to test at a higher volume at intervals, A nunaber of service
voltage, say 200 volts or so. However, calls were mde but the fault did not appear.
care must be taken not to apply a muclì The set wäs, therefore, brought into the
larger voltage to the component under test workshop. A signal generator was conthan it is designed to work at. Noisy nected to the aerial socket and an output
volume controls are common troubles, imieter to the LS. sockets. The set ran
though there are pitfalls heme for the perfectly for some days when the meter
inexperienced engineer. It is possible for showed a decrease in output. The generator
noise and intermittent signals to be
(Cont ,nued on page 290.)

affect the reading obtained. A case in
point is the taking of voltage readings at
the screening grid of an H.F. valve which
receives its supply via a resistor of high
valuo.
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The Ayo Test Meter. which has
seVeral separate ranges, easily selected
by rotary switches.

MANY of the moro experienced service
engineers having been called up,
it is likely that greater rcsponsibilities will fall on those of lesser
experience. As most of these people iso
doubt realise, there are many snags and
pitfalls in radio service work which mac be
encountered from day to day. An outline
of some of these difficulties may, therefore,
be of valuo to service engineers of short

experience.

Locating Faults
We will commence with the case of the
receiver which is known to be absolutely
silent. It is unwise to switch on such a
set with the supply connected without first
making a rough test for an HT. .hbrtcircuit, as additional components may be
damaged by so doing. A quick resistance
test between the heater socket of the
rectifier valve and chassis, on a mains
receiver, will show if such a fault exists.
This precaution may save further damage
to the mains transformer, L.S. field,'
rectifier valve, and other components if,
for instance, a reservoir or H.T. smoothing
condenser has developed an internal shortcircòit. When switching on a set for test,
a danger sign to look for is a glowing
auxiliary grid where the output valve is a
pentode. Here is an almost infallible
warning of a break in tlìe anode supply to
this valve, such as an open-circuited output
transformer primary. The overheating
could, of course, be avoided altogether on
test, by making a continuity test between
the H.T. supply and pcntode anode, before
switching on the set. Once a fault has
been located, particularly in the event
of burnt-out components, it is wise to'
search for a possible breakdown of some
other component as a cause, or result of
the trouble. An intelligent use of the
voltmeter will give much useful information
on the working condition of the receiver
under test. It is, of course, essential to
use a high-resistance voltmeter for tests
where high series resistance is encountered
in tho circt under test, otherwise the
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A Suggestion for Small Clubs
ECRLT1RILS of some of the
smaller and more recently
formed clubs tell me that they are
finding difficulty in carrying on.
Their members are being called to
the colours, and new recruits do not
come along in sufficient numbers to
fill the gaps. They ask me what
they should do. The answer is that
they should endeavour to carry on.
There are no rules which will apply
to every case, for the number of
members, the district, as well as the
sphere of interest fostered, affect the
problem.
Clubs must, however,
carry on. They owe that to those
who' have joined the colours. The
latter will not feel particularly pleased
if they return to civilian li!è and find
that those they left behind were not
able io defend their small portion
of the home front. In one or two
cases, however, I know that the
difficulties are very real, and for this
reason I make the suggestion that
they should endeavour to get some
of the larger clubs to absorb them.
Some of the old clubs are, too, finding
it difficult to keep membership up
to strength, and they might be willing
to take in some of the smaller clubs,
of course with the proviso that when
the war is over they will revert to a
separate identity. It will be nearly
impossible to get the members together
again if they are allowed to disband,
or if there is no organisation at
home which will act as a link.
Froni an Active Server
BEARINGb on this matter is a
letter from L. Frank, XG4NLL,
who is now stationed at Cosham,
Hants. Fie expresses pleasure that
PRACTI;AL

-

WIREIESS

is

continuing

to act as the link between constructors. He says it joins his past
and his present life. The Liverpool
and District Short-wave Club, of
which he was hon. sec., started a
promising careèi', but it has been
closed for the duration of the war.
He would be delighted to hear from
readers, or from any of his club
colleagues. Any letters sent to me
will he forwarded.
Some John Hilton Nonsense
FEW evenings ago John Hilton
gave a talk in which hc uttered
some remarks which can 9nly be

A

J

-

the secondhand set 'which he had
acquired, although the latter had been
stripped of some of its components.
I was able to send hinì the information
which will enable him to complete
the receiver.

By Thermion
I

t'

H

New P.O. Regulations
SOME drastic new regulations are
now in force regarding the sale,
purchase or even acquisition of
various pieces of apparatus which are
common to high-quality receiving
apparatus, as well as standard transmitting equipment. The full details
of these regulations, so far as they'
affect. the dealer and listener, arc
given on another page in this issue,
and one point which is probably
of the greatest interest is that relating
to valves having an anode dissipation
of to watts or more; Sucb valves
are commonly used in output stages
of high-quality broadcast receivers
and public-address equipment. The
regulation also" prohibits the use of
remote-c.ontrol apparatus such as
might be used for the radio control
of boats, aeroplanes or other working
models. Great care is, therefore,
necessary in considering the making of
wireless apparatus now, and any
experiments which you might wish
to carry out should bear these new
regulations. in mind. Fuller details
of the new regulations may be
obtained from H.M. Stationery Office.

defined. as wrong. Here is one of
them
"If you ar asked to pay
higher prices walk away and put
your money in National War Savings."
I do not know how he thinks that
people who cannot pay for hirepurchase transactions are able to
buy savings certificates. I suggest
that B.B.C. speakers confine their
remarks to subjects they knoiv sonicthing about. I am yetj to learn that
Hilton's experience entitled him to
speak on business matters, and I
would further remind him that textbook economics may he useful playthings, but an ounce of practical
experience of them is worth the whole
lot of professorial tripe uttered in a
didactic I-know-all-abou.t-ìt-take-itor-leave-it attitude. There are those
in the radio trade who know far more
about these, matters than John Hilton.
He should confine his remarks to subjects on which he is enabled to speak
with authority. I also suggest to the
B.B.C. that., they should not permit
speakers, however distinguished, to Torch Batteries
talk on subjects they obviously can ILEARN of a dealer in Dumfries
shire who is adopting the trick
know little about. It offends the
ears of those who know as much as I have previously referred to
there is to know about the subject. making torch batteries out of hightension batteries. He breaks up a
6s. H.T. battery and offers to alter
From Overseas
the customers' torches to take two
IRECEIVED a letter from D. C. S, of the cells by soldering on a tin
who resides at Grahamstown, extension. The customer, of course,
S. Africa.
His letter demonstrates pays the cost of the alteration. He
not only that this journal circulates sells these 3-volt conversions at 4d.
all over the world, but also that our and the
volt batteries at 6d. Thus,
sets are built in the remotest corners in this form he is able to make 535. 4d.
thereof. This reader recently came out of a high-tension battry. This
into possession of a secondhand is quite apart from the fact that
battery-operated superhet four-valve high-tension batteries are unsuitable
chassis. Browsing amongst some old for a quarter to half an ampere
periodicals at
friend's house, he discharge.
Battery manufacturers
was scanning our issue dated can have the address of this person
December 7tb, i 93, which contains if they wish. His name has been
a description of the A.C. J Superhet sent on to me by Mr. W. M., of
Four. He at once identified it as Durnfriesshirc.
:

.'
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Further Remarks on Idioms, Nationalism and Listening
by Our Music Critic, MAURICE Rl EVE
IN

discussing nationality ii'i music a few
weeks ago I drew attention to the

playing something Geriiian." That is why inanitèsted in a work like Smethna's
we always think of Spanish, Hungarian, Vltava in a way that makes it an admirable
varions harmonie and rhythmic Russian music-as well as such weird noises example for illustrating this article. (By
"colourings" and "effects" which go as Chinese, or Scotch bagpipes-in ternis of the way, this work, and the even bettertowards making the niusicof one nation so nationality, and of German. and much known overture to the onera
The
different from that of any other. The English and French music. by who wrote it Bartered Bride," will be fainiliar tQ
characteristic ornaments that occur in all
Promenade and other Symphony Concrt
Spanish melodies, and the use of the Czech Music
listeners.) In writing a work which merdy
Apropos of this subject, I have just consisted of litripid runs and arpeggios on the
melodic minor in such a lot of Russian
music-all these things, I explained, had coule across a niost interesting and illumin- strings and the harp, which the most
come down to us from the days of the ating comment from a source where one naive listener could tell was meant to
troubadours, and the folk-singers of days would least expect to find it. During the describe water, plus themes reminiscent of
gone by, and were.now as much a part of week-end, I happened to read No. 15 of the a shady bank and a spooning couple,
inuaical language in their respective very interesting "Oxford Pamphlets on Smetana might not have done any more
countries as were the various idioms and World Affairs".-" Czecho-Slovakia," by than a hundred composers have done when
the Headmaster of Charterhouse, Mr. R. writing of "The Thames on a Sunny
characteristics of their speech.
This week I would like to emphasisc that Birley. In the paragraph entitled "the Afternoon," or 'Niagara's Rushing Casthis is something quite separate and apart revival of the Czechs," Mr. Birley says: cade." But it is the employment of
lt was to he expected that Czech national- national harmonies and rhythms which
froni any particular composer's individuality. What really happens is this. A ism would find expression in an artistic tell us that, first of all, the piece is of Czech
musical idiom gets evolved from the. revival. Naturally, it took time for a origin, and secondly, that it is a picture of a
common stock of musical speech of a people national literature to appear, and it must Czech river that we are looking at. Thirdly,
in the same way that Yorkshire folk say, be remembered that until after the war Smetana's individual treatment of music's
Art coomin', lad ? " or Americans, of 1914-18 there was no call for trans- language tells us that it is Smetana who has
"O.K., toots." Why do they say it? lations of what was an unknown language. written the work, and not Dvorak or
How did .they ever get to talk with those But there is one medium which is peculiarly Bartok. And, lastly, his statement that
accents, and to use those idioms? When suitable foi the expression of an awakening the picture is of the River Vltava, and not
did their use commence ? %Vell, doubtless national spirit, and it is one that needs no of any other Czech river, must be aeceptud
the philologists tell us in their massive translation. lt was through their music as binding by the listener.
tomes and treatises just as the musi- that the Czechs inad themselves known to
cographers tell us where The Spaniards got Europe, and in the w&ks of their composers,'
their twists and turns from in their music. especially Smetana and Dvorak, can be seen Critical Listening
If all these factors are considered, amid
But all that concerns the music-al man in the deafly the peculiar spirit of the Czech
street is that they are there, and have been renaissance. The Czechs had belonged for their implications obeyed, whenever music
there for several hundreds of years, with centuries to an international culture, and is listened to, then there is absolutely no
the result that it is just as natural- these composers are clearly influenced in reason why either the meaning of the work
inevitable-unavoidable--for a Spanish style, and form, by the great musicians of should escape uS, or that it should fail to
composer to write a melody to-day with their age. But the new Czech culture was interest us. But don't ever listen to even
that certain Spanish flavour in it as it is inevitably hound up with the spirit of the the most insignificant work without a set
for two Yorkshireinen or Devonians to common people, from whose racial con- purpose. Ascertain the composer's ingreet each other in the characteristic patois sciousness it had sprung." And I must tentions as to what he set out to do. We
of their respective counties. They can't quote again from Mr. Birley's last sentence owe it to him, and we owe it to ourselves.
possibly help it; their fathers did, and their "who has watched the flowing Vltava and After all, it is only what we do before we
heard Snietana's Symphonic Poem to the start to read the most trifling liece of
fathers, and so on right back.
river, where the songs of the people mingle writing, or before we look at the smallest
Personality
with the surge of the waters."
picture, and they are "concrete" things.
Mr. Birley emphasises very graphically So with the abstract language of music,
But don't mistake t.hat for a particular
composer's idiom something peculiar and the power that music has for expressing a added concentration and preliminary enindividual to himself. That is merely part nationalistic feeling at the same time as it quiry are necessary. And what a reward
of himself like his complexion or physique, can paint a picture or tell a story. It is such an effort gives us! %Vht thrills, what.
which would also be stamped with his also a lucid and succinct confirmation of nmy delights and what sensations are ours if
country's "dye." his individuality and remarks on the origins of nationalism in we just take tha.t little trouble before
personal idiom lie in the way in which he music. And this dual accomplishment is sitting down to listen.
dresses that up-the harmonic, rhythmic,
contrauntal devices he uses to clothe it in.
A geiiius like Wagner or Beethoven has
such infinite resoutces and such inesBy F. J. CAMM.
haustible originality in these fields that
I
his personality obtrudes through every page
WIRELESS
ENCYCLOP1EDIA
5/.,
by
post
PRACTICAL
5/6.
he WriteS. We do not think of him so
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
much as a German writer, as just
"Wagner" or "Beethoven." Although a
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 5/., by post 5/6.
composer like de Falla is a splendid
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/lo.
musician, and has written much beautiful
and original muaic, the idiom that he lias
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS and
inherited from generations of musical
HOW TO MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
Ihrbears is so strong that it predominates
WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL 5f-, by post 5/6.
PRACTICAL
over his own musical personality with the
result that when we hear his musi for the ¡ WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMUL/E
first time, and consequently in ignorance
by
3/6,
post,
3/10.
of its composer's naine, we instinctively
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by. post 6/6. !
exclaim "that's something Spanish." But

wKs

.

to us from afar it's
They aie
"Here's Wagner," and never

when Vagner comes

f

All obtaiiable horn or lhrougb Nrwoor.nt, or from

G,0.

Sowon,. Ltd..

low,,

Honte. South*rnpton St.. Strew'. W.C.
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Receiver
Seasonable Hints on Checking Through tF
By FRANK PRESTON
and on Improving Selectivity
-

EVEN with a receiver that is operating
satisfactorily, it is a good plan to
check through it and carry out at
'least a minor overhaul about once a year.
,And this is probably the best time of the
year to do it; the set will be required to
give of its best during Christmas, aiid most
rèeeivers are being used for a greater number of hours a week, now that the " blackout "evenings are so long, than ever before.
It is not necessarily suggested that any
extensive alterations be made-unless some
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appreciable slacknes, remove the terminal
nut and clean the contact face of this and
also the looped end of wire. This can be
done by scraping with a knife blade or by
rubbing with very fine glasspaper; emery
cloth is not very suitable, because the fine
particles can, in some conditions, form a
high-resistance leakage
If connections are soldered, look carefully for "dry" joints. These can be
detected by the solder being in a dirty blob,
instead of its having run smoothly, and also
by niillin fairly hard on th wires. If the
joiit is to weak, in which case it might
cause a high-resistance connection, thoroughly clean the parts, apply a trace of
Fluxite and re-solder. Do not forget to see
that all terminals are tight in the cornponents to which they are attached. In
some cases it will be necessary to disconnect and remove the component to
tighten any loose terminals.

other hand, should any valve be suspected
and there is no convenient means available
of making a test, most dealers will arrange
for a new valve, or one known to be in good
condition, to be tried as a replacement.

path.While

Adding Band-pass
carrying out the examination jt
might be desired to improve the receiver,
either by adding another amplifying stage
or by modifying the tuning arrangements
to obtain greater selectivity. Full details
01 both HF. and L.F. amplifiers have been
NEW

WINDING

Fig.

2.
Two
methods of providing
a simple form of

variable

-

ing and by using a
small semi-variable

Self-contained Battery Sets

J

NEW

Fig.

GeNGED

1.-A

simple

aerial tuner

method

of

converting the

to a band-pass

jiltçr.

When checking through a battery set,
the batteries for which are housed in the
cabinet with the set, bear in mind that the
fine spray given off by the accumulator
when freshly charged has a tendency to
corrode insulation and wires near it. Pay
especial attention to coil windings and
flexible leads. While carrying out the inspection see that all screens and screening
cans are tight and making good earth
contact. This applies especially to built-up
screening boxes.
If a suitable meter is available it is
desirable to test the LT. and H.T. voltages
actually applied to the valveholders, whilst
the voltage of the GB. battery might be
measured. Too low a voltage will show
either that a battery is in need of attention,
or that there is a bad connection in the
battery circuit. In the latter case, the
on-off switch might be at fault. Any
switch-on-off or wave-change-can easily
be tested by short-circuiting it; should this
have any effect it r -

simple tests show these to be desirablebut the receiver should be removed from ita
cabinet and given a good clean. The more
accessible parts can be cleaned with a
duster, whilst a feather brush or pastry
brush is suitable for cleaningmany of the
other parts.
Once the dust has been
loosened it can be removed with a vacuum
cleaner. When this is of the cylindrical
type the best result can generally be
obtained by first connecting the pipe line
so that an outward draught is produced.
Then the tube can be changed and the
remaining dust sucked up. For doing this
it is usually found best to fit the small brush
to the piJe line.
will be obvious that
the contact through
Clean Tuning Condensers
it is inefficient.
Variable condensers should be cleaned,
and to do this it is in some instances Check the Valves
necessary to remove the, cover plate. With
valve which is
older types in which the vanes are fairly no-A longer efficient
widely spaced, or in a simple type of might be the cause
"straight" set, an excellent method is to of a marked detenrun a pipe cleaner between the vanes. This oration in quality
will be still more effective if the cleaner is or of reduced selecfirst dipped in carbon tetrachloride or one tivity.
Accurate
of the preparatory cleaning fluids normally tests cannot be
intended for fabrics. "Open" the moving carried out by the
and fixed vanes and clean each set separ- average conIncidentally, the same cleaner structor, but many
ately.
dipped in carbon tetrachioride (about three- first-class radio
pence a snal1 bottleful from most chemists) dealers are now
is excellent for cleaning switch contaets, equipped with an
terminals, valve and coil pins or other instrument which
rubbing contacts.
shows on a marked
scale the "goodTest the 'Wiring
ness" of the valve:
When wiring has been done by clamping tise reading ,is.
the looped ends under terminal heá.ds, run generally in terms
round these with a small pair of pliers and of in u 1 co iisee that. all are tight. - Where there is ductanre. On tise

it

selectivity

wit/i an ¡.F. tramformer
by adding
an additional windcondenser.

given in these pages before, ánd back
numbers of the articles in question are
in most cases still available if required.
The question of selectivity would not
appear to be of great importance now that
there is only one B.B.C. "homo" pro.
gramme, but as many readers have discovered of late, interference with the two
frequencies employed by the B.B.C. is not
uncommon on some evenings.
When a
single-circuit aerial tuner is used in a
Det.-L.F. receiver it might be desirable to
change this for a band-pass filter. This
can generally be done by replacing the
existing single condenser by one of the
two-gang type and fitting another coil
identical with that already used. Sometimes
a second single condenser can be attached
to the present one by means of a coupler. (Conth,ued on rage 290)
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The amateur does not have the facilities of She faciory, but can make
very satisfactory iverhauls if proper steps are taken. This picture shòws
a et being tested at the Ekco factory.
Note flic soldering eqiíipmeot
dnd elaborate tst panel.
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of the Atlantic by the methods which
the authorities have employed will lirove
of inestimable value when reviewing the
future of British television.
Not only
single sideband working but also negative
modulation as distinct from poitive modulation will call for careful study in order to
see whether the claims for jnterference
reduction arc justified for the former
modulation scheme. If a generous \ jew
is taken of the present situation, it is possible
that good may come out of evil, and the
work of America may stand in good stead.

1
December

I6th

1939.

I

I

I

No. 181.

Voi. 4.

the whole situation to be reviewed. If the
C.R. Tube Research
B.B.C. scheme is recalled, it will be remeinALTHOUGH the need of cathode-ray bered that
vision signals were radiated
tubes lias been relegated to the on a cariierthewave
freciency of 45 megabackground in so far as television is con- cycles. The maximum
modulation fre.
cerned, there is renewed activity in the quency for a 405 line, 5 by 4 format picture
laboratories for the production of tubes to repeated 25 pictures per second was
meet special demands. Various kinds of regarded as 2.5 niegacycles, with the result
detecting and measuring devices arc now that the vision signal extended froni 42.5
being developed, and although the imme- to 47.5 inegacycles. The sound channel
diate application is quite naturally for war was on 41.5 megaeycles, however, so that
purposes, it is anticipated that with the it was safe to assume that between 41.5
ultimate cessation of hostilities this same and 47.5 megacyoles no other signal could
equipment will find its way into more be radiated within the normal reception
peaceful channels. That being the case, area without causing interference. With
it is quite natural that those firms who radio communication considerably extended
have for the past few years been primarily for all forms of national purposes at the
coneernediwith improvementsin cathode-ray present time, the use of such a wide band
tube technique now find that their labours for television purposes would only be
are by no means curtailed iii the research regarded as rather extravagant. If single
section, but rather the reverse. Each sideband working had been adopted
laboratory dealing with questions of high

vacuum physics is of a most interesting
character and is called upon to solve a
multitude of problems in which cathoderay tubes play a pie-eminent part. The
various forms of hard glass used for tube
envelopes have to be tested and examined
to ensure complete freedom from flaws,
and in the case of high-vacuum tubes it is
essential to watch for any tendency towards
failure at the rounded edges, where considerable strain occurs. The laboratory
must contain suitable pumping and baking
plant, high-voltage test equipment., and
the accompanying illustration is therefore
of interest, as it shows the corner of one
cathode-ray tube research section engaged
on experimental work. The extra high
voltage test apparatus in seen on the left
iust in front of the sink, while a tubo
which has already been subjected to its
various forms of examination is standing

i

Frequency Modulation
CONJOINTLY with the views expressed in

\this the
previous paragraph must be studied
new problem of frequency modulation

as distinct from amplitude modulation, for
this has loomed into great prominence as
a result of the work of Armstrong in the
United States. It must not be imagined
that frequency modulation is entirely a
new aspect of radio, for its benefits on the
radio telegraphy side have long been
recognised. For example, it is an established principle that a carrier wave which
is rich in sidebands is of definite advantage
from the point of view of reducing fading
foi telegraphic services. There are three
main advantages which cnn be cited for
frequency modulation. over the older
methods in this connection. In the first
place, by a suitable choice of the depth and

frequency of the modulation a greater
proportion of the energy can be transferred

I

I,,

-
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ç

w

Ontop.

The baking oven will be readily recognised and this is supported between vertical
tubular mimera, so that the cylindrical
chamber can he raised and lowered easily
against balance weights and so allow
periodic observations to. be undertaken.
Below the bench supporting the oven is
accommodated the high-vacuum pumps,.
u hich are kept running during the baking
process, and when sealing off the tube.
Liquid air, oxygen cylinders, electrostatic
voltmeters, high-voltage condenseis and a
large assortment of chemical materials
will always be found within the precincts
of these laboratories, and most of theso
things can be recognised by readers in the
photograph shown.

A corner

of

acathode-ray tube research laboratory, s/lowing

for

some of the

originally, however, the position would
have been entirely different, and a distintt
economy from the point of view of "ether
space" would have been effected. Suitable
filters at the transmitting end effectively
suppress the unwantèd sideband, and all
the intelligence required is maintained in
the signal which remains. When any
extension of the service has to be conSingle Sideband Working
sidered, the problem of available frequency
E Americans have now had several hands will necessarily become acute, and
J'H months' experience in the operation before home television sets are counted
of their television service on a single in their hundreds of thousands iutcad of in
sideband basis, and the consensus of thousands, as was the case three months
opinion seems to be that it is working ago, it is reasonable to anticipate that very
quite satisfactorily. This is a very iinpoi'- serious consideration will jiave to he given
tant point, for it might have a marked in the light of provincial requirements.
bearing on future television developments It is certain, therefore, that the experience
ja this country when the time comes for which has been gained ou the other, side

the special equipment employed

work.

to the sidebands. Following on this at the
same time, the total sideband spread, and
in consequence the interference with
neighbouring channels, is reduced very
considerably. Finally, there is no reduction
in the aerial power, whereas with an interrupted continuous wave, such as would
be used for morse telegraphic transmission,
the power is always half or less, depending
on the waveform of the modulation. For
broadcast telephony, Armstrong has been
demonstrating in America in no uncertain
maimer that his scheme embraces all the
advantages kñown previouly to exist
wireless telegraphy. Whether this same
argumept will still hold for the ultra-high
modulation frequency which is insepai'able
from modern high-definition television
pictures has yet to be investigated.
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A Condenser Improvement
prevent increasing the minimum
capacity df one section of a ganged
condehser in my receiver, I hit upon the
idea of making up a rather novel movement which simply alters the physical
setting of the body of the condenser but
leaves the moving vanes stationary. In
the accompanying sketches the details of
the scheme are clearly outlined, and from

Inductance Tapping

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

TO
J

5

-

TO make a tapping on a S.W. coil a croco-

dile clip is usually employed, but as

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somelittle dndge

which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it onto us? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page sse will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be ong,nal. Mark envelopes

"Practical Hints."

DO

Queries with your hints.

SPECIAL

I

this only grips half the wire a sound joint
is not ensured. A remedy is shown in the
accompanying sketches. By cutting a slot
in the formei about in. wide, as at A, a
tapping can be made by a crocodile clin

I

I

NOT enclose

NOTICE

L=:::J
All hints must be accompanied by the

SUSS TiPE

SbL5rED To

U'

A novel condenser improvement.

Some of these I made insulated by using
a hakelite strip in place of a commcning
brass strip as used in the ordinary type
ilItìtrated. It will be seen that the insulated
types can be used in instances where the
moving vanes of the condenser are iii-

from the inside, which will then grip firmly.
ifa more permanent and neater job is i-equired, holes, as at B, can be drilled before
winding, and tappings soldered on through
the formes--K. A. SHoNE (Wi-exham).

these it will be seen that I have made good
use of a rubber door-stop for the separate
control.

Tisis door-stop is rigidly fitted with a
threaded 3-16m, diameter brass shaft which
passes through a bush in the front panel
and terminates in a 3m, diameter control

knob.
This rubber "drive" presses firmly on
the edge of a shaped brass operating at-rn.
which is soldered to the brass clamping
nut on the condenser bush. The small
ebonite. roller engages in a recess filed in
the ai-in and located at the maximum
setting of. the condenser.
The diagram shows the method of
assembly, he bush type fixing nut normally
supplied with this particular type of condenser being the principal feature in the
lt will be apparent that the
fitment.
ultimate smoothness in the movement will
depend entirely on the careful choice of
thickness in the operating arm, washer,
and bracket or panel niount.-G. F: Davis
(St. Albans).

Insulated Coupling Brackets

A method 0f lapping S.W. coils.

A

Insulated coupling ¿'rackets for extension rods.

directly earthed by a by-pass condenser,
as in the case of variable-mu volume
control circuits.
There is one other point coneernine the
use of these couplers, and this is with regard
to dial and reduction drive
fitmcnts.
I have found
that with some reduction
drives, if careful alignment
is not effected, then at
certain points in the movement, sluggishness prevents
accurate tuning, so here
again the couplers have
pioved useful for maintaining the alignment of
the control with the condenser, irrespective of the
extension rod when testing
and carrying out modifica-

RECENTLY when mounting a variable
condenser on a rather thin aluminium
screen, it occurred to sue that whilst the
extension rod fitted between the condenser
and the front panel afforded some degree
of rigidity, the screen and front panel were
not sufficiently earthed for a kcei'er which
I expected to operato down to 11 metres.
Due to the particular design of chassis,
und in view of the fact that the extension
rods were, of course, insulated, the rather
large screen would quite possibly introduce
noises apart from the movement noises of tions-J. L. STIWEN (Manthe old types of variable condensers chester).
employed. I therefore devised a number
READ
of "coupling" brackets which could be
"THE CYCLIST"
used also for various other purposes apart
3d.Every Wednesday
from that intended.

Single Drive for Two Components
RECENTLY I found it necessary to
include two condeitser drives in one.
so I devised the following idea. A rod
about. 8m, long was fitted (as shown)
underneath the chassis. A 2m, diameter
wheel (A) was fitted and this contacted
with a wheel (B) of fin, diameter. This
drove another wheel (C), which was fitted
to the spindle of the reaction condenser.
Mounted liii. farther back was another
wheel (D), which di-ove another smaller wheel
fitted to the spindle of the volume control.
The components and wheels were
mounted on brackets secured to the top
of the chassis. To operate reaction, leave
the control as shown in diagram; for
volume, push in until A engages with D.
-M. C. CAMPBELL (Romford).

A simple dodge for driving two components from a
single spindle.
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HOKE filter output was decided on
in this receiver foi two reasons, a
final precaution against HF. leakage,
and secondly, to interrupt more satisfactorily
the output circuit when frequently using
the 'phones.
Normally speaking, a straight circuit
of this type, where H.F. and L.F. amplification is freely used, brings anticipation
of a high noise to signal ratio, but-and
this is in no mean way'attributable to the
performance of the Z220-the results have
definitely passed expectations in this
respect. and provided an accumulator of,
say, 20 A.H. minimum
is used, the
apparent comparatively but necessarily
higher drain of 1 amp. on the L.T. will not
prove worth considering, whilst the total
anode consumption is reasonably low, being
in the neighbourhood of 20 mA.
A wooden chassis was decided upon dur.
Ing the design of this recei er, as it was
anticipated that there would mot likely
be some difficulty in obtaining metal at a
reasonable price, owing to the war, and,
therefore, as little aluminium as is necessary
was used.

T

'
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To provide adequate screening, however,
the H.F. sections only are mounted on a
thin gauge aluminium sheet (20 S.V.G.), a
similar gauge being used for the intermediate screen.
The front panel is of 18 S.W.G., and as
this would prove too flexible if used in the
more conventional way, owing to the rather
large proportions, it is bent round the
sides of the chassis.
The Li?. stages are treated almost as a
separate amplifier, being, as will be seen,
mounted directly on the wooden part of the
chassis and well away from the rest of the
H.F. stages.
On studying the wiring diagrams, it will be
apparent that to facilitate u iring between
the front panel and the screen, the front
panel may be very simply removed after a
trial assembly by Just loosening theextension
rod (grub screws and reduction drive), the
dial fitnients being left assembled excepting
-

ABOVE.CHASS]IS WIRiNG

IMAGRAM

Further. Constructional D

of: this New

Short-v3'av

for the screened grid potentiometers, 'phone

jack and switch.
Figs. 1, 4 and 5 give the constructional
details for the chas, screen,and palle1, but
it vill be noticed that owing to the design
of the chassis and the use of baseboard
mounting components, a somewhat different
form of diagram from the standard
practice of this journal has been made,
this illustrating only the essential
centres and incidental measurements
for the principal components, as
it was anticipated that
little difilculty is
-.
offered by the layout.
The lin diameter drilljogs can be made with
a woodworker's bit.

The Layout
Referring
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to Fig. 4, a
fèw words on
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c,inponents
will,nodoubt,
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help. The

overall chassis measurements are quite clear, but
"Ç
the portion covered by the
base plateas the aluminium
sheet on which the H.F.
components are mounted
will be referred to during
the article-may not
be, and this is inlist
of
dicated by the letters
Full
A,'' " B,'' "C'' I receiver will
and "D." Although
clarity in the
diagrams the screw holes for fixing this
plate to the wooden chassis are not gi en
as in the case of. component fixing holes, it
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this method providing an easy means for
determining the screen's relationship to the
location of the ganged condenser cradle to
prevent the flexible coupler fouling the edges

'

Receiver

-

By W.

R.

long 6 B.A. screws.
The 7-pin valve-holder for the H.P.215
valve (V2) is similarly supported on two
midget insulating pillars, which in turn
are secured to two home-mode aluminium
brackets screwed to the chassis.
There is, however, ample room for a
modification to be made here if the constructor does not wish to go to thistrouble,
and this is in the use of a fourpin type
pentode with another low-loss type valve.
holder as used for Vi and the detector.
The intermediate screen should be fitted
with fixing flanges towards the front panel,
this resulting in the "cut-out" for the
valve Vi being located on the left of tite
chassis, and so the edge of the flexure will
fall along the fixing line shown,
The cut-out in the centre of the screen is
carried right through the fixing flanges;

HOBBS

that to prevent this thin
aluminium
riding '' UI) at the corners
after fitting the components, at least three
fixing (wood) screws should be provided
along each edg.
Another point which may not be olear is
the method of mounting the horizontal
valve Vi, the centre line for which
Actualis depicted in this diagram.
ly the low-loss haseboatti
type valve-holder for
this position is first of
all fitted to a simple
-'j metal bracket of proportions which
will be apparent

r

¡
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j
¡

j
j
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critical and
which may
fall in with
theconstruc-

-

'Wj
,J

I

$
I
I
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overi.af)

i,155ed

.ÇWflCH

V

PHONES

ments, but
the method
adopted l)y
the writer
corn prised

bracket
is i-cia-

forced with
a block of
wood, as is
clearly de fined in the
d
wiring d i a g r a tu
co mp o n e nt s for this
given in Fig. 2.
The six-pm coilbe found on page 292.
holder is supported
on Iin. insulating
pillais, and it may be found preferable as
in the original design, to remove the
existing pillar terminal stems, and fix

H:îV.?15

::

which in

turn

Three-quarter
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This condenser cradle method of mounting is very clean, consisting simply of ail
Eddystone condenser cradle of tAie threegang pattern with the end ganging bracket
removed, mounted on two large insulating
stand-off pillars. Unfortunately, there is
not space here to detail this more fully,
but the assembly will Irove quite straightforward when the components are to hand.
There is just one consideration to be
made with regard to the front panel
diagram, Fig. 1, and this should be made in
conjunction with the under-chassis wiring
diagram, Fig. .
To earth the front panel effectivelyand this is most important-the fixing
screws located in the side portions in the
wiring diagram should not be of the woodworking type, as these pass tlircrngh both
panel and the side runners of the chassis,
being finally secured with nuts.

directly to the coil-holder by substituting

etaik.tand Full Operating Notes
e
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Wirin4y
Wiring should only be attempted when
one is fully satisfied that the various controls
are working without any trace of binding,
a condition which could quite soon arise
in badly aligning the reduction drives.
While on th subject of the reduction
drives, there is a point coneernin the
epicyclie drive used for the bandsettcr or
balancing condenser C12.
It will be seen, on referring to Fig. 2,
that three lock-nuts are used on a 6 BA.
bolt ip such a way that one secures the bolt
S
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to commence operation a mid-scale setting

anti-clockwise direction, reducing screen
voltage by turning the control R5 back
(anti-clockwise).
Now adjust the potentiométer which
governs the load on the primary coil of the
detector tuning coil, this is R4.
Finlly, the combined adjustment of the
reaction condenser with R5, followed by
the combined re-adjustment of the two
potentiometers M and R5 should bring
the desired signal in at maximum gain.
The full sequence is not by any means as
involved as would appear, and a little
experiment will soon clarify the relationship of each control, making it possible for

will suffice,
The immediately important consideration
is to get the detector stage steady and with
a preliminary degree of smooth reaction,
this state of reaction being tinaliy adjusted
to maximum intensity of the signal gain
through the first stages.
The screen-grid potentiometer in the
reaction circuit will therefore have to be
considered next, and this is R5. Approximately just over half-scale will sei-ve to
determine the state of reaction in relation to
the gain-control and variable-mu control
R14.
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a different sequence to be adopted conwith the essential principles
outlined.
Figs. 4 (left) and 5
For C.W. signals it will be found possible
(al,ove).-Details of
to modulate the note without "wobble"
¡he chassis and
or any trace of drift, simply by re-adjustIvertical
mounting
CENTRE voR V2
CENTRE FOR
ment of, say, R4. It is, however, important
screen.
FOUR PIN COIL
that thq frequent re-adjustment of the
varable-nsu gain-control, in conjunction
&FORVI
with the screen-grid injection control R3,
be carried out to obtain the exceedingly
Now it will more than likely be that the smooth reaction which is possible wllhi
to the panel, hulst the other two act as
distance" lock-nuts, clamping the small reaction will be fierce, so the potentiometer this receiver, with particularly stable
R14 should be adjusted by increasing in an adjustment on the higher frequency bands.
fixing lug of the drive very securely.
All pillar connections should be carried
out by removing the terminal screws 'ànd
soldering wires directly and neatly to the
heads. Again, to take full advantage of
the low-loss characteristics of the coil and IN the big screen electronic television tube, and material success seems to have
valveholders used in the H.F. stages,
equipment for cinemas, the manu- crowned the efforts of the engineers
soldering should be employed, not terminal facture and installation of which ended responsible for the work.
The anode
connection. See that the electrolytic con- abruptly with the declaration of war, two voltage employed is of the order of 20 to
densers have correct polarity as indicated forms of cathode-ray tube were employed. 2o kilowatts and to sve employing an
in the wiring diagiams.
One used an opaque screen accommodated expensive projection lens, attentioi has
in a large glass vessel approximately lOins. been turned to making a lens structured
Testing the Receiver
iii diameter, so that the picture could be screen of the reflecting type for viewing
Having satisfied oneself that wiring is lens-projected directly from the front purposes. Neglecting for the moment the
correct, the aerial, earth and speaker surface of the fluorescent screen on to the óbvious advantages accruing for home
connections can be made, but the valves i-enìote viewing' screen, while the other viewing in those countries where a teleand coils remain until the ganged condenser was of a more conventional character, and vision service is still possible, these tubes
moving vanes have been physically set to allowed the picture built up on one side and remote viewing screens can .be used
as close a ganging as the constructor finds of the tube's screen to be projected right for a variety of scientific purposes, in lieu
possible, finally adjusting all dials to read through the material, and binder, on-to the of the more conventional and lower voltage
correctly and the vernier in very careful separate viewing screen. The advantage operated tubes with which most readers
adjustment to the tuning dial, zero to zero. of the former over the latter idea was the are familiar.
A compact assembly is
Any errors in ganging will be auto- material increase in light duo partly to
matically counteracted as tuning is carried the fact that no loss of brilliance was possible, brilliance is of a high order, with
out, by adjusting the bandspreader or entailed by passing the picture through the the resultant trace of the moving spot
granular structure of the fluorescent powder within the screen area.4 and there is no
balancing condenser.
The screen-grid potentiometer for Vi and the material used to hind this to the doubt that their use will extend, especially
(R3) should be set at the most sensitive 'inner glass wall of the tube. For this if the main operating voltage can be
point, which is determined by tuning-in reason steps have been taken to produce reduced to economical limits and so reduce
roughly any reasonably weak station, but smaller counterparts of the opaque screen- the size and cost of auxiliary equipment.
3Y4"
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REGULATIONS
It is now illegal Lo sell or even possess certain apparatus, under
the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act, 1939
THE Postmaster - General hits issued
three orders under the Emergency
Powers (Defence) Act, -1939, the
first and third of which came into effect on
November 25th and the second on December 15th.
One particular part of the
regulations issued is of great interest to
dealers and listeners and is as follows:
REGULATION OF USE OF WIRELESS
TRANSMITTERS.
The Postmaster-General, in the exercise
of the powers conferred on him by
Regulation 8 of the Defence Regulations,
1939, hereby orders that on and after
t he 25th day of November, 1939, no person
shall, except under a licence or permit
granted by the Postmaster-General, use a
wireless transmitter for communicating by
wireless telegraphy, wireless telephony, or
wireless television; or as a navigational

I

beacon or landing beacon or otherwise for
the purpose of indicating position or direction; or for the purpose of the remote
control of machinery.
This order sha.l1 not apply in relation to
any apparatus used in accordance with the
terms of a licence in force under the Wireless
Telegraphy Acts, 1904 to 1926, authorising
the use of the apparatus for transmission.
Applications for licences or permits
should he made to the Engineer-in-chief
of the Post Office, stating full particulars of
the apparatus concerned, the purpose for
thich it is to be used, and the name,
address and occupation of the person or
company who wishes to use it.

Control of Wireless Transmitters and
Certain Other Electrical Apparatus

The Postmaster-General, in the exercise
of the powers conferred on him by Regulation 55 of the Defence Regulations, 1939,
hereby orders that on and after the 25th day
of November, 1939, no person shall, except
under the authority of a permit granted by
the Postmaster-General for the purpose,
sell, purchase, let, hire, supply, dispose of,
acquire or distribute any of the undermentioned articles
(a)Wireless transmitters which are
designed to be used or are capable of
being used for communicating by wireless
telegraphy, wireless telephony, or wireless
television; or as navigatiotial beacons,
or landing beacons, or otherwise for the
purpose of indicating position or direction; or for the purpose of the remote
control of machinery.
(b) The following articles intended for
use as parts of wireless transmitters,
namely, high fÑquency inductors, spark
coils, quenched and rotary spark gaps.
(e) Any wireless receiving apparatus
which is designed to be used also as a

wireless transmitter or which can be
adapted for the purpose of being used as a
wireless transmitter by the operation of a
switch or by the changing of screwed
or plug connections.
(d) Line carìier telegraph equipment
or line carrier telephone equipment.
(e) High-frequency equipment (being
equipment which generates or uses highfrequency current at frequencies greater
than 10,000 cycles per second and having
a niaximnm output exceeding 10 watts)
including such equipment intended for uso
in connection with furnaces and medical

Possesson of Wireless Transmitters
The Postmaster-General, in the exercise
of the powers conferred on him by Regulation 8 of the Defence ReguIations 1939,
hereby orders that on and after the 15th
day of December, 1939, no person shall,
except undes the authority of a written
permit granted by the Postmaster-General
for the purpose, have in his possession or
under his control (1) any wireless transmitter which is designed to b&used for communicating by wireless telegraphy, wireless
telephony, or wireless television; or as a
navigational beacon or landing beacon or
otherwise for the purpose of indicating
position or direction; or for the purpose of
the remote control of machinery, (2) or
wireless apparatus components capable of
being assembled to forni such a wireless
transmitter, or (3) any wireless receiving
apparatus which is designed to he used
also as a wireless transmitter or which can
be adopted for the purpose of being used
as a wireless transmitter by the operation
of a switch or by the changing of screwed
or plug connections.
This order shall not apply in relation to
any apparatus in respect of which there is in
force a licence under the Wireless Telegraphy Acts, 1904 to 1926, authorising the
use of the apparatus for transmission.
Applications for permits should be made
to the Engineer-in-Chief of the Post Office,
stating full particulars of the apparatus or
article concerned, the purpose for which it is
required, and the name, address and occupation of the person or company in whose
possession or under whose control the
apparatus or article is to he retained.
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Yes, the headline means exactly what it says

-we will send you this Wonder " Eddystone " All-World All-Wave Receiver,
carriage paid to your address for you to
subject it to 7-days Home Trial, and should
you then find it not up to your fullest
expectations you are at liberty to proiptly
return it-when we will cheerfully refund
your money IN FULL.

apparatus.
(f) Electronic .-valïes capab1 of an
anode dissipation exceeding 10 watts.
Thin is an exceptional offer-but we make it because we
YOU to see for yoursxlt what words cannot fully
(q) Piezo electrical quartz plates or want
convey-the outstanding capabilities of this Set that
piezo electric tourmaline plates cut to makes everyone we shbw it to wish to Obtain
it.
It is a 7-valve Mains Receiver that will give you
oscillate at any specified frequency.
intriguingly in(ersting World-wide reception-someApplications for permits should be made thing EXTRA--news Crom all countries of Worldevents, official and unofficial impressi000.
to the Engineer-in-Chief of the Post Office, wide
Amateurs, etc. lt han 4-wave bands (13.33
on forms obtainable at any Head Post, American
metres, 31-85 metres, 200-556 metres and 900-2,100
Office or from the Engineer-in-Chief, stating metres), special chassis and coil unit construction,
full particulars of the article concerned, the automatic volume control epecial intermediate frestage, H.F. ampher, "Magic Eye " for
purpose for which it is required and the quency
accurate tuning, separate oscillator valve to eliminame, address and occupation of the person nate frequency drift, tone control, power pentade
or company who wishes to obtain it and of salee giving 5-watts undistorted output, 12 in. movingloudspeaker, gramophone pick-Up and eeternal
the person or company froin whom it would coil
speaker terminals. In truly magnificent Oak or Walnut
OC

ODtaInetl,

Cabinet, for AC. mains.

25 Gns.
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This is a super set, fitting for you. requirements. Send
the coupon below N014' for tufi doscrpptive literature.

& Co. Ltd.
ENCYCLOPiEDIA STRATTON
EDDYSTONE
WORKS, BROMSGROVE
By

F. J.

6th

CAMM
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Net

Wireless Construction. - Terms.
and Definitions explained and illustrated in concise, clear language
From o!! Booksellers or b5 post 5/6 from George
Nrwnes

Lid.,

Tower

House, Souihompto,, Street,

Stewed, London, W.C.2.
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ELECTRADIX 6ÀRGAINS
WINTER CHARGING.

FIiieDAVENSETA.S.C.4.. 4clrcult
AC. malas Charger for up to 80 cells.
List price. £32. Sale, £14110!-. Charge
regulators and indicators e.0 panel
with switch volt cOntrol. Four
C
Circuits of 3. 1, 2 and 2 amps., or 3
oIl,2and2lamps..etc..oroneOt
M
50 y. e amps. 30 amp. Fine set that
will ulck1y earn Its cost and show
ri
a good profit. A great bargain at
£141101-. Other chargers at bargain
prices are below. Cafl and see fiorisse daylight.
Four AC/D.C. DAVENSET Type G.C. House, Garage
Wall Type Charger, 3 circuits, output D.C. 25 volts
6 amps. Trans. tapped for 15 V., 20 y.. 25 V. Two
independent circuits. max. celi capacity 40 radio cells,
£61.51-.
AC/D.C. DAVENSET CHARGER. Type S.P.C., for
230 volts AC. to 250 volts 250 ma. D.C.. fitted meter and
volt regulator. As new, £81716.
TUNGAR CHARGERS. Two types of these famous
sots. One for 70 volts. 6 amps., with meters and controls,
etc., will handle 100 cells a day. £7/1716. Another fine
Tungar for two 5 snip, circuits with meters and variable
volt controls, '15 VOlts lo amps, for 200 cells. Bargain,
£12'15/-. Morrison Rectifier Sets for small Arcs.
60 volts 12 amps., £14.
Garage A.C!D.C. DAVENSET Type C.C. Wall Type
Charger, 3 circuIts, output D.C. 25 volts 6 amps. Transf.
tapped for 15 V.. 20 V., 2h y. Two circuits. max. cell
capacity 40 radio cells. complete with valves. SO'S'-.
HOME RADIO AND CAR CHARGERS. The AC.
NITNDAY with Westinghouse Rectifiers will keep your
battery always fit without attention.
Batlei'p Charging on A.C. Mains, The A.C. NlTr',DAY will keep your battery fit without attention.
Model N//sO, 200/250 volts AC. and D.C. 6'S volts l amp..
15/-. Model 5/RO, 260ì250 Volts to D.C., 6/8 volts to I amp,,
25/-. Model N/Cd, 200/250 volts DC, 8,8 volts 2 amps.,
35/-. Model N/D12, 200/250 volts to 1 volts 1 amp.. 12'-.
Ditto. 12 volts 2 amps., with 6-volt tap, 55'-. 5 smp.,
£41101-. And many others.
We make SHELTER CHARGERS, with automatic
switchgear and 1524 volt Batteiies to ollicial specification
for large si'selters.
ELECTRIC IMMERSION hEATERS. Save coal.
Armoured bath or bank type with fies, 1,000 watts 2,30
('rIT 0e l'rAVY WURIS
TYPESIGNALLERS
HEADPHONES, with
r headhands for steel
rar, 520 ohms, by ST.
4ft. cords 6d. Single
hones with cord DIII,
,D Telephone Ex5-line and 25-line port-
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HASSIS

THE listener who is only familiar With
the standard type of commercial
chassis receiver would probably be
very surprised if he could inspect the
special Eddystone 4.band chassis receiver,
known as the E.R.A.7. Tn placo of the
usual bent or pressed metal chassis and
thin screening boxes for coils, this receiver is
built on a die-cast aluminium a'loy chassis,
and the various screening compartments
are also of one-piece die-castings. Apart
from this, massive screening is employed

than 4 to 6 iiicrovolts delivering a 50
milliwatt output.
Background noise is
low under all normal conditions, in spite
of the high level of the gain of the receiver,
The speaker which is supplied with the
chassis is a 12-in. energised model, and the
smoothing provided by the field is augmented in the circuit to eut out all traces
of hum. The controls aie four in number,
rotary on-off switch, wave.band selector,
tone control, and volume control. In addition to these there is, of course, the main

.

-

r-

4

4

-.

-

H
--

-

A "bird's-eye" view of
the
complete E.R.A.7
chassis, with the tuning
indicator in position.
This picture gives an.idca
of the screening.

r_______
I

Grade Model for Buzzer and
Light Signals of Army and
Navy. Walnut cabinet fitted
W.D. turres brass swivel lamp.
revolving cai
I Sizes of light
olb and spare.
aperture. With Osram 2-volt tub
)le 2-. coil Buzzer
Morso Key and 2-way switch. Adju
Inside, with battery clips, etc. A
erior and useful
set. 106 Ex-ArmS' Buzzer Tranen
sr. with fine key
ower Buzzer on
and brass Cased quick adjustmerl
mahogany base, by Siemens anc
.T.M. Co., 17/6.
MORSE KLS. Kiret-class at lo
rices.
A good smaU I
on mojilded base
istheTXplvc rm. excellent for
I,
size, well finished
learners 3/6. F
key, all bras
olld pivot bar.
"sa
adjustable ten
i. etc., B.2. 7/6.
5'
Superior Type
F., folly adjustHigh
able, nickel
15h, P16.
eS wood base, a
Grade Type IV. plated fittings. pe
h box for buzzer
fine key. 10/6. Special Key on 3-s'
ana 2 lamps, CAy.. 6/6. ki
sr. 1/8. Power
IIVZZERS. small type, wlth
Jsuzz.ers. with screw contact an
armature, 2/8. Heavy Buzzer in
'MagnetO Exploders, 25/-. Portable:
Details on request. Cheap Morse Pr
ÇA/'IP LAMPS. Portable Accuix
type. 2 volts,
'Srs independent of dry cells. Ml
M-y.
Steel body. Indeitructlble, 15f-.
10f-.
for night and
SIGNAL LAMPS by Lucas and
sights.
key
for tripod
çlay use, telescope
an
Spare mirrors
or hand use. Høllographs Mark V

ts

_1_ì

for certain of the valve top.cap leads,
in one case a length of thick copper tubing
being employed, and in another case hea\ y
screened cable which remains almost
rigid. Further evidence of the care which
has been expended in obtaining a stable
receiver is evidenced in the various earth
bondings which have been employed, and
this extends even to the separate parts
of the slow-motion control, which are
linked to avoid any risk of noise ei' trouble
due to slight differences in potential which
might arise.
The receiver is a 7.valve superhet,
designed for AC. mains operation, and
incorporates a separate oscillator valve to
eliminate frequence drift; A.V.C. and a
The
"Magic Eye" tuning indicator.
rs. on mahogspecial intermediate-frequency stage is
enclosed in a die-cast box, as in the case
of the coils, and air.dielectric trimmers are
fitted and positively locked so that the
lib brass reel In drawer, cost 40f-. for
frequency is constantly maintained. There
,cr Reels, ad.
is an H.F. stage, and this is in use on all
FIELD SERVICE TESTERS.
VEST
POCKET
TESTER.
A
versatile
DIX-MIPANTA
bands.
moving-iron multi-range meter for service on AC, or

THREE ranges of volts : 0-7.5, 0-150. 0-300. Black
bakelite case. Lin. x 21m. with pair of teat leads1 9
and plugs.
ELLiOTT BATTERY TESTERS. Govt. Model 100,
Mov. Coli Ammeter and graded theo., 37/8.
LtNESMEN'S DETECTORS. Q. and i. Calvo, lo leather
Case. 15 -.
HORIZONTAL BRASS-CASED GALVOS. 716.
CELL TESTERS, Megger 3-0-3 muy. e coil, Aluminium
Case. 25/-.
LISTENING MIRES, at6el-clad Electradix indestruc
Meo ServIce
tble are ears outside your dug-out. uso.
Cunterrnine detectors for underground
UEL.L.S. GPO. type trembler Circular Deals Bell, with
Wall
Bells,
trembler.
26.
movement in gong, 1/0.
Ditto, large size, 7/5. SIgnal Bells, large, metal 12-volt
single stroke BeBe, 10/-.
Rome Recorders, Acoustic, 5/6, 10/6, 15/-;
Peigh Electric, 37/6. Flexible track dIscs. 1/-. p59
5/- ,E.\ERGENCY PARCELS of useful(
stand-bi electrical and radio repair material
and apparatus, 7lbs for 5/-, Post Free.
D.C.

J ,
RADIOS
EIECTRADIX
Upper Thames Strect, London,_E.C.4
I8,

4U

.-HJ

"-

'

tuning control and this incorporates a
gear.driven slow.motion device of the
automatic two-speed type, wherein rotation
of the control in the opposite direction
operates the slow-motion drive.
The
output stage is rated at 5 watts and the
speaker handles the maximum output
easily, and the response curve Is remarkably
flat.

The Tuning Scale

The scale is of novel design, being in the
form of a cylinder lin. in diameter and
81m, in length. This is rolled round by a
rack and pinion device operated from 'the
waveband selector, and the pointer is in
the form of a thin wire carried on a runner
and driven by a fine cord. The separate
scales for each band, which arc from 13
to 3l metres, 31 to 85, 200 to 555, and 900
to 2,100 metres, are marked in wavelengths
and have station-name indications on every
scale. The amateur bands are separately
marked on the short-wave ranges and iii
addition carry a number of additional
markings to simplify tuning of the amateurs.
The Circuit
The tuning indicator is mounted on a
The main essential features of the separate small unit which also carries two
circuit are thus all that 0110 could desire dial lights, and this iimt has to be boltçd
in a standard broadcast receiver-that is, to the cabinet or panel front. It is one of
without going into the communications the best receivers which has so far been
type of set, but this receiver performs tested by us, excelling in range and quality
exactly the same as this speeialised type of of reproduction, even under most adverse
receiver, except for the lack of a B.F.O. conditions. Out of curiosity we tried the
section. Selectivity is taken care of by set wit-h a very short indoor aerial in an
the nine tuned circuits, and the stability all-steel building where normally results
is such -hat it was found possible during are very poor. Even so, however, we were
our tests of tite chassis to pick U an Ameri- able t,o hold an American broadcast signal
can station about midday, and to hold it, during the middle of the day at entertainThe chassis is supplied
although a hand was passed closely across ment strength:
the ganged tuning condenser. The sensi- ready tested with valves and speaker
tivity is also very high, an input of no móte and -the price is 'f22 Is. Od..
.
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A Circuit Incorporatfrtg a Coìipiingcod Feedback Arrangerilent for Short-wave Reception
N designing an all-wave receiver, an
important problem to be solved is how
Io reduce the number of switching
contacts to a minimum, it being obvious t hat
the more contacts there are the greater is the
chance of faults developing and the complexity of wiring increasing. The problem is
usually most difficult where the local
oscillator circuit of a superheterod-ne
receiver is concerned, because of the necessity of maintaining the strength of oscillaj

tions constant throughout each wavehand,
and of providing suitable tracking circuits.
The Telefunken Company has solced the
problem in one way by using i Colpitts
circuit on the longer wavebands and a
coupling-coil feedback arrange ment on the
thorter waveband.
In Fig. I is shown only the oscillator
circuit of the superhet receiver, which
may be connected in any desired manner to
the mixer stage. The resistance W4 and
condenser Cl generate the grid-bias voltage,
which matches ioielf automatically to the
instantaneous oscillator amplitude.
In
arder to obtain a sufficient voltage swing,
it is ne*essary to increase the resistance W4
from the previously usual value of 50,000
ohms up to about 150,000 ohms. In
order that the time constant of the conubinatien W4, CI should not be too great, and
thus encourage relaxation oscillations in
the S.W. range, the capacity Cl is reduced
fi-orn about 100 mmfd. to 25 mmfd. The
resistance W3 serves to cuard acainat a
rise of the oscillator voltae at tìe lower
end of the S.W. range, when reduction of the
grid A.C. voltage rises, due to voltage divikion between the grid-cathode capacity
and the resistance W3.

omitted for the sake
siñiplieity. It will
he seen that an inductive feedbAck occurs
between the feedback coil RK and the grid
circuit coil K. The circuit elements M, W,
L and 2 of Fig. I are in parallel with the
condenser C3 in the S.W. setting, and are,
therefore, in effect inoperative and not
shown in Fig. 2.

Medium-wave Reception
On medium-wave reception the su itch Si
in Fig. I is open and S2 closed. That part
of the circuit of Fig. i which is operative
on medium-wave reception is shown in Fig.
3. In contradistinction to Fig. 2, the feedback ja done hero by means of a Oolpitts
circuit.
The S.\V. feedback enil RK acts effectively
as a conductive connection on medium
waves.. Therefore, on medium waves, the
long-wave additional coil L in Fig. 1 and
the auxiliary tracking condenser C2 arc
effectively directly short-circuited by
the switch 82. The parallel capacity C,
which serves toincreaso the initial capacity
on long waves, is in effect similarly in
parallel with the capacity C3. By closing
the switch 82, the danger of excitation on
a abort wave is also avoided at the same
time, without the expense of a separate
switch, Minee the S.W. anode ILF. current
is by-passed via the switch 82 and the
capacity C to the feedback coil RK. This
would also be the case if the capacity C

iL.
Fig.

1.-Th

oscillato, circuit

of a

superbe!

recai Ver.

and hence the losses increase. The same
resistance WI serves the same purpose on
long-u-ave reception.

Long-wave Working
When both the switches SI and 52 in
Fig. J are open, the circuit is ready foi-

long-wave reception. As against mediumwáve reception, not only the additional coil
L, but also the condenser C2 comes into
operation, the latter being provided to
snake the tracking capacity smaller than
on medium-wave reception.
The series
circuit of C2 and C3 is then operative as
tracking capacity. The condenser C3 is,
howver, only brought in to the- feedback
by means of capacitative voltage diviiou,
as otherwise the feedback would be too
strong. In this way the circuit is further
simplified, since a separate switch contact
for switching over the upper end of W2
to the upper end of C2 becomes unnecessary.
The danger of excitation on a short wave
can, if necessary, be eliminated by conFig. 2 (left).-Ports of the
necting the parallel capacity e not directly
circuit of Fig. I. which are
parallel to the coil L, but with its lower end
ope ratiVe On S. W. reception.
to earth, as shown in Fig. 1. In the longwave setting, not only does the feedback
coil RK operate as feedback for a short
wave, but there is also the feedback voltage
arising across the condenser 03, since if
Fig. 3 (rig/it).- The pari oft/ic
t he capacity e were not oonnected as above,
circuit wlskh is operative on
the low-potential end of the coil K would
medium waves.
be connected via the capacity b and the
capacity e with the junction of 02 and 03
for a short wave. By means of the separate connection of the capacity e, however, the
Short-wave Working
were only iii parallel with the coil L. low-potential end of the coil K is for
are
operative
Only
the
capacities
C3
and
C
short waves connected via the capacities b
On short waves only, the swi teh si
closed, so that the lower end of the SW. as tracking and feedback pondensers. hor- and e to earth, avoiding C3. The capacity a
capacities
by
the
H.T.
of
these
circuiting
(about 70 inmfd.) must he large compared
coil K is connected direct to arth."--A
further tracking condenser C4 may be lead is avoided by connecting in the resist- with the self-capacity of C.
choke.
ajice
or
a
high-frequency
W2
The connection of the capacity c has
introduced which is, however, no t essential
The resistance Wi in Figs. i and 3 is for no effect on the oscillation generation of the
S.W. reception, since the i ercentage
frequency difference between osei liator and the purpose of avoiding a rise of the oscil long waves, since for the long u aves the
signal frequencies ia very srnail, and lator amplitude at the end of the wave oscillating circuit is operative, consisting
adequate ganging is achieved eve n without range. The resistance Wi of about 200 effectively of the capacity C with the parallel
ohms is effective for damping mainly at the connected series circuit a, b and e, together
thig condenser.
Those Parts of the circuit of Fig. I upper end of the wave range, since the with the coils K, M and L, and the trackwhich are operative ou 1S.W. reoeption are reactive current in the oscillating circuit ing condensers C2 and C3. It may also be
illustrated in Fig. 2. in which. however, is then stronger than at the beginning, obsrved that the capacities a, b and e
the circuit elements W3, W4 and Cl ure on account of the high tuning capacity; need not he adjustabic as shown
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Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

ßlueprintt, ed. each.
.,
1937 Crystal Receiver
The Junior " Crystal Sot

Wireless

-

.

-.

tlnivrrsal Hall-Mark (HF l'est, D,
l'ush-Pull)
AC. All-Wave Corona Four
..
6.U.3

......

-

PW71

PV94

27.8.38

..
........

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, Is. each.
All-\Vave Unipen (Pentode)
PW3IA
Begiststers' One-valver
19.2.38
PWSI
The " PyTasnid" Ono-volver (HF
Pen)
27.8.38
PWO3
T,vo-valve
Blueprints,4s. each.
Four-range'Ssiper Mag Two(D,Peii)
PW3IJ3
24.9.38
The Signet Two (D & LT)
PW7O
Blueprints,
Three-valve
Is. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LI!
(Trane))
PW1O
Sixty Shilling Three (1), 2 1.1?

AVOMINOR!

-

D.C.
Oegd read. M,.*

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT
Use the D.C. AvoMmor periodically io
check up valve perfirznahce. batteries and
power output. Thus you'll alwa's keep
your set in good trim. A 13-range precisionbuilt instrument. it tells you alt you need
io know, and enables you to
locate speedily the seat of any
trouble. Direct readings. No
-

........

(RC&Traus)) ......
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
.. 22.5.17
'fbrec
(HF
Pen,
D,
Pen)
Summit
-

........
........

colta

-.

OIS

DE

....
Rapide' Straight 3 (D,
The
2 LF (RC k Trans)) ....

Write for fully descriptive literature and
current prices of all 'Ayo' Instruments.

Sole

Proprielon

t 3fans.! adorer,

lAutomatc Coil Winder
Wioder House, Douglas ut.,

&

F. J. Camm'u Oracle Aii-Wive
Three (HF, Det., Peni
1938 "Trlband" All-Vave Three
(HF Pen, D, J'en)
F. J. Camm's "Sprite" Three
(HF Pen D, Tet)

Electrical Equipment Co. Ltd.,

Loados, S.W.l. Pt,os

s'kt,,'I,

3404/7

The" Hurricane "All-Wave Three
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)

TID

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, is. each.
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
F. J. Camm'a-2-valve Superliet
F. J. Cemm'e " Vitesse

FuryFour(2SG,D,Pen)

Beta Unirersal Four (SU, D, LP,

dB)

:''

'F'

-i

"

'
,

L

....
......

electrical

Four-valve

:

Blueprints, is. each.

AC. Fury Four (SU, SU, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super(SG, SG, D,

PRODUCTIONS

LTD.

1,

........
F. J. Camm's Ustiversal £4 Super-------het4
"Qualitone "Universal Four

valve)
F. J. Camm's AC. Superhet

Peut)
C.

I

I

A

Hss!l.Mark

.Pusli.PulI)

(fiF Pen, b,

4

-

5.ß.17

-

PW40
PW32

27.2.17

PW7I

-

PW43
PW49
-

31.7.37

PW41
I'WtiU

-

PWOO

PW7I

16.1.37
Double-sided Blueprint. Is. 68.
.

Four-valve

:

.

Push-Button 4, Battery Model -.
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model

Ç

PW9 5

1038
-

SHORT-WAVE SETS. (Battery Operated).
One-valve Blueprint is.
Simple SW. Otie-valver
PWS8
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D. l'en).
PW3SA
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
PWOI
(D (HI' Pen, Pen)
27.8.38
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW3OA
(SG, D, Pow)
30.7.38
TIse Prefect 3 (D, 2 LI! (RC and
TWOS
Trans))
TIse Bond-Spread SW. Three
PWOS
(11F Pen, D (Peli), Pen)
-. 1.10.38

-

....

----

......

--------

P'tS 64

PW72

-

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can In some cases be supplied at
the following prices, which are additional to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the Issue is out of prInt.
1sst' of Practical Wireless 4d Post Paid
Amateur Wireless ...... 4d .....
Wireless Magazine ...... 113
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the descriptlon appears: Thus P.W. refers to PRAC'FICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, \V.M. to
iV,reless Maa.cine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, South...

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PWÎS,

22.1.38

PV84

29.3.33

I'W'87

30.4.38

PW8O

3.9.38

PW92

1:5,37
8.5.17

PW4

.

-

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, is. each,

:

F.

.

.

-

PWÇ

3.0.39

1'W77

:

......

PW67

FW79
PW83

-

24.7.3v

'I

-

.

PWI8
PW31

PWIO

PW23
PW25
PW2D

PW3IC
rwssis

PV36A
PW38

pW
PW54

pW
PW7O
PWSO
PW2O
'

PW34D
FW4

-

19,3,58

PWSJ

-

PW48A

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, is. each.
SW. Converter-Adapter (1 valve)

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS I6AGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 68. each.
23.7.38
AW427
Four-statiosi Crystal Set
AW444
1034 crystal Set
AW450
150-mile Crystal Set

....

......

-

-''J

ampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

Three-valve
Camm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) -.
PW17
Parvo Flyweight Midget Port..
able (SG, D. l'en)
PW34B Four-valve
Blueprint, is.
1'\34O.,, Imp" Portable
4 (D, LF, LP,
(Pen))
PW46

PWII

......

;

Surrey.

:

PW6O

........

Double Switch, 2/3
Cord Control 2/6 each.

Leatherhead,

Waver (5-volver)
Mains Seit Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. £5 Superliet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superliet (Three-valve)
Lnlversai £5 Superhet tmrce-

PVo'4
-

........

"SAFEWAYS"

Road,

PWS5
1'W01

DoubleDiode-Triodc Three (HF
l'en, DOT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SO, D, l'on)
Three
(SO,
Pen)
A.C.
D,
.... AC. Leader(RF Pen, D, Pow)
7.1.39
Preniier(HF
D.C.
Pen, D, Pen)
Ublqiie (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
28.7.34
Armada Rauta Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Cansus's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen,D,Pen) 11.5.31
"All-Wave" AC. Three (D, 2
LF(RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (UF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, 1), Pen)
All-World Ace (HF Pen, D, ren)
28.8.31

in

ASK YOUR
DEALER FOR

Church

......

:

and safely.

A CLIX product made by
BRITISH %1ECHANICL

........

Overateti.
Twa-valva
Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
AC-D.C. Two (3G, Pow)
Selectone A.C. Radlogram Two
(D, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints, is each.

-quickly, cheaply

Single Switch, 1/10

PW53

Mains

installation

r.

PW51

.......

which SAFEWAYS
can increase the
convenience
of

your

-

......

1

-

TWIt

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
(SG), LP, Cl. Bi
Fury Four Super (SG, SO,.D, Pelt)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push-Pull)
F. J. Camina "Limit" All-Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, J,F, P)
86.0.36
'..
All-Wave "Corona "- 4 (HF, Pen
D, LF, Pow)
0.10.37
"Acme "All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), 1F, Cl. Jt
12.2.38
The "Admiral" Four (HF Pen,
..
3.9.38
KF Pen, D, Pen (RC)) -.

holder.
To nullify the depressing effects of the
Ç," Black-out " fit a SAFEWAYS adaptor with
a low-wattage lamp in the branch outlet and
the usual lamp in the other. You can then
enjoy normal lighting knowing that, should lt
be necessary, dimmed lighting can be switched
on at a moment's notice.
This particular arrangement can also be used as
a nïghtlight for child ren or
but is
invalids,
merely one of
I

PWIS

-

-

-

:

You can use your Radio and other electrical
appliances in any ronm and secur'e their full
benefit throughout your -home by fitting a
SAFEWAYS Adaptor in your existing lamp-

m a n y w a y s

....

F. J. Camm's "Push-Button"
Three (HF Pen, D (Peni, Tet)
Four-valve Blueprints, l's. each,
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)

SAFEWAYS ADAPTORS

''

1'W41

-

-

=mitOO

ERh,l'U

PSV3I)

.........

0-120 m/ompI.
- ResIstance
0-10.000 ohm,
0-60,000 ohm,

29.5.37
12.6.37
16.3.35

F. J. Canmss Silver Souvenir (11F
Pen, I) (Pen), Pesi) (All-Wave
Three)
13.4.35
Canteo Midget Three (D, 2 LT
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (HI!
Pen, HPrn. Westeetor. Pon)
Battery Alt-Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC))
The Monitor (HF Pen, I), Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF' Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) .. 14.8.37
F, J. Camus's Eccord All-Wave
.. 31.10.36
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (1).
18.2.39
2 LF (RC & Trans))

Cuorest

-S'

PW3iI
J'W37

1)

Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) ..
Hall-Mark Cadet (D,LF,Pen (RC))

0- 6 mla,nP,.
0- 35 mjo.apv.
.'-

PWI4A

-

(Pen), Pest)

Voltsge
0-0(.

......

All Pentole Three (HF Pen,

0-. 5._volta 0.240 volt.,
0- 20 volta 0-300 rotta
i-120 Volta

-

.

:

calculations. Complete in case,
with instruction booklet, leads,
interchangeable tesi prods and
crocodile clips.

i
e

-

-

:

PW47
PWS1

-

-

oth

1939

BLU PRINT SERVICE

.

1

S'the

16th,

-

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operateu.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
AW387
B.B.C. Special One-valver
Two-valve Blueprints, is. ecch.
-AWIS3
Melody Ranger Two (D, TrasisS ..
AW1ls
Pull-volume Two (SG det, Pesi) ..AW426
Lucerne Minor (D, l'en) ....
A Modern Two-waiver
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AW386
Class B Three (D, rriins, Clans B)
.. .12.33 AW412
£5 5v. S.OE3 (SG, D, Trails)
AW422
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, TrausT..
£5 Sa. Three Dc Luxe Version
19.5.34
AW435
(SG, D, Traiss)
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
-.
AW437
Trans) ..
..
..
WM27I
Transportable Three (SO; D,5Pess)
WM327
SImple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy-Pentodo Three (SO, D,
Ort. '33
WM337
Pesi),,
"WIE. 1934 Standard Three
WM151.
(SD., D. Peu)
ileer. '34
WM154
£3 3v. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 £6 Os, Battery Three (SG,
WM37L
D. Pen)
..
WM389
FTP Three (Pon, D. Pen)
WM39
Certssitsty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
Minitube Three (80, 1), Trans) .. Oct. '8
WM39(i
All.Wssve Winising Three (SG, D,

-

:

-

......

-

........
......

-

.

.

-.

........

-

Pets)

........

-

WM400
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Exchanging S.W.L. Cards: A Good ShEPhERD, 82, Brantwood Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.
S.W. Log
SIR,-I would be very pleased to From a Blind "Reader"

exchange my SW.L. card with any
other S.W.L., AA. or fully licensed ham in
the British Isles or overseas. I QSL 100
per cent.
I also append"my log of the stations
heard during tite last month on a homebuilt four-valve receiver run off a mains
eliminator, and used in conjunction with a
horizontal end-on antenna 65ft. long and
3Oft. high, directed S.S.E.
C. W. (3.5 mc/a):
Pone:
W1F.KI;
W4EQK.
C.IV. (7 mc/a);
PY2HT; PY4BU;
\V1ASG, BEH, EVJ, ITJ, KC, I(1U,
KHE, KX, LL, LTA, MAB; W2ESK,
GBK, GCD, OES, KMJ, UK; W3HNN;
\V3DVM; 1)T6QD; W8DNC, FJG, QES,
SKM; W9CK, NAX, PND.
Fane (14 mc/s):
EA7BA; K4FKC;
PKIOG; PK3WI; W4DRZ, HCM. C. IV.:
EA1AR, EA3XA; EA7AV; KA1MN;
K4ESH; FCV; LZ1ID; OQ5IM; PY2DV,
HT; PY7VB; TA1AA, AH, FX; VO1Y;
W6GRL; W9HLF, PNE; YU7AY, BJ.
Fone (28 inc/s): W1CNID, JUJ, LEU,
LO; W2AOD, JLV, KYO, QF; W3CMO,
DQ, MM; W4EJQ; W8AHC, EUO, PPR,
RLT, RUL, TOU; \V9KDB, TOZ.
Also I have heard broadcast stations:
W PIT on 25.27 metres, WGEO, WRUL,
Boston, Mass., on 25.45 and 25.58 metres;
XEWW,
WCBX on 25 motte-band;
Mexico City, on 31.58 metres; TGWA,
Guatemala City, on 30.98 metres; VLR,
Melbourne, Australia on 31.32 metres; and
TAP, Ankara, Turkey, on 31.70 metres.
QSL cards that have been received lately
have been VK2ME, VLR, WCAB, W 2HNP,
-XS6AJ, and VS2AK.
In closing, I wish your interesting paper
every suecess.-D. R. HILL, 81, Rye Hill
Park, Peckham Rye, London, S.E.15.

SIR,-I

feel I must write and

you
how much I appreciate the new
PRCTICAL WIRELESS.
I have been a
reader for quite a long time, and have
followed all the articles on short-wave
radio.
I have twenty-nine cards from
sixteen different countries. I would like
to mention that I am a blind listener and
wish to exchange my S.WL. card with any
other S.\V.L. in any part of the world. I
will QSL 100 per cent. Also, I would like
to correspond with any other listener in
any part of the WOrld.-TIIOMAS J Homuccox, 8, Moorbridgc Cottages, Beatwood
Colliery, Notts.

SIR,-I

am a regular reader of your
splendid radio paper and am interested in short-wave radio. My equipment
cosssits of two receivers, the Hallicrafter's.
Sky Chief, and a ten-valve Ferguson (13 to
70 metres). The aerial is an inverted L,
SOft. long, 3Oft. high, direction N. to S.,
with lead-in at the south end.
I am a
member of the B.L.D.L.C. and the B.S.W.L
and I hold the B.SW.L.'s "H.A.C." certificate (S-W. broadcast bands). I have
tjualified for the V.B.E. but hayo not yet1
applied. I listen on the S.W. broadcast
bands and have heard seventy-seven
countries, thirty.fe being verified, QSLs
amount to fifty. I think your paer is
excellent, but I should like to see the return
of the "Leaves from a Short-Wave Loe."
-V. SMYTHEMAN (Birmingham).

Correspondents Wanted

-I

would like to get in touch with
SIR
any young reader of your journal
aged about fourteen who-is willing to correspond with me at the address iven below.
I have been reading your paper for the last
eighteen months, and have gained almost
all my knowledge of wireless from it.J. A. BLADON, Middleton A, Christ's lbspital, Horsham, Sussex.

SIR,-I

Corn poñ ents
specified

the

These damped
chokes need no

j

introduction all

have moiometallic windirigs, and are
unequalled for
efficiency,
reliability, and
Inductvalue
..- - ' ance accurate to
J.15 ver cent. Insulation jested at I LV. With
6m. !ea1s and finished matt grey.
List No. L.F.16.
Price 6/6.
ii

-

I

.

TRANSFORMER

A.F.

This component has
a
primary inductance of 50-80 H.
and gives excellent
and level quality reproduction.
generous
With
a

,.,-

-

-

,,

r

nickel alloy core, and
with low self-capacity
for high amplifica-

,

tion.

N0.L.F.l2. 6/6each.

.

SWITCHES
QFF

\Xe have the largest range

.25
T

Problem No. 378
¡

for

SHORT WAVE FIVE"
AUDIO FREQ.. CHOKES

w

SIR-!

have been a reader of your
excellent paper for about a year now
and would like to exchange my S.W.L.
card with anybody at home or abroad. All
cards will get a prompt reply.-DouciLAs
NASEY, 4], Town Terrace, Leeds Road,
Huddersfield, Yorkshire.

-

tell

Heard 77 Countries

ge

I

fB°ULG [N-..
ShortWàve

The Editor does flot necessarily agree with the opinions exinessed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and addreas
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

i

I

had a spare mains transformer
-which had two 4-volt i amp windings in
addition to the HT. winding. He wished to

i,iae up a set in which he iieeded

4-volts 2 amps
for the heaters and decided to use the transformer by connecting She two 4-volt windings
iii parallel to obtain the desired high current
at 4 volts. lie did this but when he switched
on the transformer commenced to smoke and
he accordingly switched off. What was wrong?
Three books will be awarded for tise first three
correct solutions opened. Entries must be
addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Houa, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes
must be marked Problem No. 378, liii the top
left-hand corner and must be posted to reach
this office not later tlmn the first post on
Monday, December 18th, 1939.

Solution to Problem No. 377
have beòn a reader of your
excellent journal for some time now,
Peters failed toI note that the gang condenser han
and I have gained practically all my radio to be earthed in order to obthin a complete 'circuit
time moving vanes of the condenser to time coils.
knowledge from it. I am fifteen years old from
A metal chassis permits this to be done, but on a
and I am very interested in learning the wooden chassis, as there Is no earthin ternutimal on the
morso code, and I wondered if any reader average condenser, he overlool:ed this fact.
The following three readers euccessfuully solved
living in my district would be kind enough Problem
370, and book-s have accordingly been
to help me. I should also like a correspon- forwardedNo.to them
Road, Badiord, Coventry.
dent about my own age interested in short- R. ISuck-eridge, 17. Browett
Gunn, 30, Suffolk Road, Ponders Jfnd, Enileld,
wave work. In closing, may I wish R luiD.iddlesex.
every success to your fine paper.-D. G. C. W. SnuiUu, NIgh Street, Studicy, Warwickshire.

l

Suitable for sets, eliminators. etc. Polished nickelplated finish.
List No. S80.T. Price 1/6.

MOULDED JACK PLUG
A new model with nickelplated contacts and of
standard dimensions, but
with small

-

--

r.

moulding,
Single
enclosing terminals and cord grip.
hole for cable entry List No. P.38. Price 1/3.

Also Specified:
Condensers, Knobs

and Dials, Brackets,

Chokes, Screws, Wiring, Screened Flex,
Sleeving, accessories, et C.

lt

you have not yet had a reference
copy of our complete catalogue
No. 162, showing full range of
components, please send at once, mentioning this paper.
I
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RANiG E:.,

Atht. of A. F. RIJLGIN & CO., LTD., ABBEY RD..
BARKINth

Tele. RiPpleway 3474I5/6.
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a
Moaned Smtl, "Our
old super-hat

')

o

j

With FLUXITE'S cute

soldering set."

°
\

you-in Ib.
house-gsrag.-work.hop-wherever speedy

See that FLUXITE is alwiys by

soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineer,
and manufacturers. Of Ironmoogers-an tins,

Re-trimming

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial

When there are two or more tuned eucuits in the receiver, selectivity can be
restored to maximum by resetting the
trimmers should ,this prove necessary. In
Itiost cases, only very minute adjustment-s
will be necessary unless a new valve has
been fitted in an H.F., I.F. or detector
holder, or unless the wiring has been
altered since trimming was carried out
initially.
If the receiver covers short
as well as medium and long waves, it might
well be found that re-adjustment of the
SW. trimmers will be repaid by improved
reception. Great accuracy of trimming is
essential on short waves, and tise small
changes of capacity which occur while tite

-complete 'sth full instructions, 7/6.
Wrtte for Free Book on the art of ° soft"
soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASETEMPEkING
STEEL
and
HARDENING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Your wheels will NOT
To CYCLSTS1
keep round and true, unless the spoke, are lied
will, lino wire at the cros,ings AND SOLDEfIED.
Tui, mokes a moo), ,t,onqer

Ii',

wi,eel.

FLUXITL-bui

simple-wiTh

IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fl,sote on tise solder-

set is in ordinary use aie sufficient tao-upset
the tuning.

ease 279)

coil in use.

4d., Sd., 1/4 and 2/8.

¡

OVERHAULING THE RECI3LVR
One method is shown diagrammat4cally
in Fig. I. where it will be seen that "topcapacity" band-pass coupling is used, a
.(OOl mfd. differential condenser being
employed inr coupling purposes. By varying the capacity of this condenser the
degree of selectivity can be modified to
suit. prevaihng conditions. Although usual
coil connections are indicated, these are
dependent upon the particular type of

darling pet."
Oli no," replied she.
"I've mended it,see.

-"

December

(Coni ,,,ued from

la.st lees.

Is on its

-.

1939
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Variable Selectivity

When dealing with a suprhct, it will
generally be found best to set the aerial
trimmers first, and then to deal with those
for the primary and secondary of the first
I.F. transformer, and finally the primary
and secondary of the second IF., in that
order. Selectivity can often be increased
to a fair extent by moving the primary and
secondary windings about in. further
apart. After this has been done the triniming should receive attention. Sometimes
it is botter to move the windings still
further apart and to provide a variableselectivity control.
One method is by
putting a winding oF about 30 turns of
fine wire between the prinary and secondary, and wiring a 5,Q00 ohm variable
resistor across this.
Another method is
to connect a .0001 mfd. pre-set condenser
between the "anode" and "grid" terminals of the transformer (sec Fig. 2)Selectivity can then be varied by adjusting
tite condenser; increasing capacity reduces
selectivity.
As a complete alternative
to either of the above suggestions it might
be thought worth while to replatx) the
first, ot' both, I.F. transformer by a new
one of the variable-selectivitytype.

such troubles as instability or even "no
sigo."
It may be found that instability
occurs at one end of the wave band only, and
was connected stage by stage as the fault much good time may be lost in lookiug.for
continued to appear at intervals. Tests faults which do not exist outside the
were complicated by the fact that the fault valve.
at one time appeared to be in the second
IF, stage, and at other times in tite output
stage. It was suspected that two distinct
faults existed, and this was found to be so.
The fault in the output stage was caused by
the valve making imperfect contact with its
holder. Closing the sockets a little cured
titis trouble. The fa-uit
the second 1.1?.
stage, however, proved to be more troublesome. Individual tests of the components
revealed no fault. Eventually, it was found
that the fault could be produced at will by
disturbing a condenser connected to one of
tise tags of the second I.F. transformer
assembly. TIse condenser proved to be
O.K., so the coils and trimming condensers
inside a screening can were examined. All
appeared to be in order on making routine
tests but the fault remained. A closer
inspection of the assembly however revealed
a clumsy joint between a stiff tag from the
,,
primary trimming condenser and a busbar
to which the coils were connected. The tag
was bent at an angle tó the busbar where it
should have been parallel to make a sound
joint. In consequence a small space between
these parts had been filled with solder. The
joint was re-made and the trouble was
cured. It would appear that the solder
offered a varying impedance to H.F.,
-.
although a resistance reading on a meter
f
capable of registering as low as .05 ohm.
gave a zero reading. The writer had previously experienced cases in which a high
impedance to HF. was offered by an
apparently sound joint as shown by the
ohmmeter.

ti

NOTES ON SERVICING
(C'oorinned from pagv 276)
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Gift for Every Boy

The Christmas

ROUND THE WORLD!
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This stirring book desribcs how sorne of
the most enthralling jobs in the world are
carre3 out. Travel on the world's most
exciting train. Go down under the sea j
with the divers and tunnellers and up in a
Iplane which a test pilot is throwing about
the sky! With many dramatk photographs.
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booksellers, or direei bg$ pool
publishers, (Jeorge Newses, iM. (Rook
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Replacement V1ves
In conclusion, a few words of warning of
the pitfalls to avoid when fitting replace.
ment valves. The characteristics of valves
shown as equivalents in niakers' lists may
not conform exactly to those of the originals,
and queer results may follow their use in
certain eases. This may be so, partioularly
in the case of frequency-changer valves.
The use of an eqpivalent here may result in

L_

A portable radio which should appeal lo
A.R.P. workers and others who are on patrol

duty

has now been placed, on the market.
Weighing only '11hs., il is carried suspended over
the shoulder like a haversack or tao-mask

carrier.
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SAME RANGE'

-

Neutralising

"I

have been looking through some old
books and in the course of reading found
reference with circuit to a neutrodyne
receiver. I am not very familiar with
theoretical circuits and enciose the cutting
and should be glad of some further details
as to the value of the condenser marked
NC and the valve."-L. G. R. (Blackburn).
'T'NE type of circuit referred to was
I
used for H.F. amplification in the
days prior to the introduction of the screengrid valve. When the anode circuit is
tuned to the same frequency as the grid
circuit, oscillation takes place due to feed-

back via the inter-electrode capacity of the
valve. This prevents maximum amplification taking place in the HF. stage and
it is avoided by fitting the condenser
marked NC in the diagram between anode
and grid. This should have a similar
capacity to that of the valve and thus a
very small component has to be used.
Special condensers were made for the
purpose and are still obtainable from
Jackson Bros. The S.G.valve, however, overcomes tisis difficulty and in addition gives
greater amplification and better stability.

secondary, using some form of spacer and
winding the primary at a slight angle.

SAME QUALITY'

SAME

Aerial Static Charge

"

When I adjusted my series aerial
condenser the other day I got a shock from
It. I thought there may be some mains
leakage from the set, but a careful inspection
showed that there was not. I made a
number of tests and finally found that when
I touched the condenser in question I did not
get a shock, and I have since been unable'
to obtain one. Can you explain this?
W. D. C. (Teddington).

"- E R

'

Js

oo4aa,1a a'

IWLES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties

ÌIjet

$

,
$

Screened Leads
have built a set which unfortunately
is not very efficient, and in trying to buck
things tip I have made a number of modiÍlcatons. I have screened thé H.F. section,
with a partition round the entire section,

"I

arising from the construction o! recetvers
described In eux pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that vv-e cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

-

-

CARBON

foraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

TYPE 0.
TYPE 8.
TYPE 2.
TYPE 1.
TYPE 0,

-'i

tWen those windings witli minimum

capacity coupling: There are several ways
of. obtaining this desired end. If separate
coils are wound and placed side by side
(that is, end to end) there jJ) be maximum
inductive coupling between them (if they
are wound in the correct sense) and minimum cajacìty The same end may be
obtained by winding the primary over the

Down Mains

tI

For efficiency and economy you should hgvo
yOUL- resistor stocklismetal box or cabinet
form. No losses-No waste-Easy to lind.
We give you the metal box or cabinet. l'ou
pity only for the reshstors vs-fsich are su
assortment of the moat used value,.
Alt these Resistors are RISA Colour Coded.
10%.
To!ernnce + or
KIT i Ii 48. 48 One-Watt Resistors
24/-. In FREE Pressed.steel box.
kIT 1 R 06. 96 Half-Watt I1esiatrs.

24/.. In FREI Pressed-steel box.
NIT I R 100. 100 One-Watt Reale-:
tors. 50/-. In FREE Strong board'
Cabinet. 8 partitioned drawers. -:
RIT i R 200. 200 Ralf-Watt Resistors. 50/.. Tn
FREE Strong board Cabinet, 8 partitioned drawers.
Subject to usual Trade Discount.

\''

TONE AND VOLUME CONTROLS

Voltage

"I have an American A.C.-D.C. set which

ERIE TYPE

-.

M" (with

.. 2/6
Less Switch
With Double .
Switch
.... 3/6

2110. spindle)
With Single-Pole

PoleSwitch
Centre Tapped

Non-standard spindles

-

--..
-

with

3/.

4/6
Switch
per control extra.

Gd.

-

DUAL AND GANGED CONTROLS.
(includiñg special replacements)
4/6
Less Switch
5/With Single.Pole Switch
5/6
Vjt1, DoublePole Switch
5.______The range of ERIE PRODUCTS includes
Volume Controls, Tone Controls, Vitreous Wirewound Power Resistori, Ceramicons-Midget Fixed
Condensers, Silver Mica Condensers, Cur Redlo
Suppressors, High Voltage Resistors.

............
........

........
:--

They are wound to carry the necessary high
mains current and may be used either way
round, that is, to step down high voltage
mains for low-voltage receivers, or for lowvoltage mains when a standard high.voltage
receiver LS to »e USCO.

Send to-day for
I

The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.

ERIE RESISTOR KITS

-

i!
-

provided with a 110-volt input. My
mains are A.C., but 220 volts, and I have
been told that I can use the set if I put a
transformer between the mains and the set.
If this is so, could you tell me what type of
transformer I need and where I can get one.
If this is not the case, how can I work the
set from these mains? "-M. V. (Long Eaton.
ATWO to one trañaformer is needed and
these are made now by several firms.
Is

1

For Dealers afld Service Engineers
-

-

Stepping

RESISTORS

watt ± 10%. Insulated
.. 3d. each
1 vs-att ± 10%.
Insulated
.. 68. each
2 watt + 10%. Non-insulated
1/- each
3 watt. ± 10%. Non-insulates! 1/6 carli
5 watt ± 10%. Non-insulated 2/6 each
Specified by "Practical Wireless" for tito ShORTWAVE FIVE " deacrihest iii this issue.

commercial receiver,.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(I) Orant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed enveloPe must be
enclosed for the reply. Ail sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Sims sour queries to tSe Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Oesrge Newnee. Ltd.. Tower Soase. Soott,ovopton Street,
Straed, Lsndos, W.O.2. The Coupon muet be eoelosrd

REiISTORS

Guaranteed to carry 50% overload with less than 4%
maximum resistance change. They give uniformly
superior results in all standard tests for load, temperature, veltage. humidity and noise--compact and safecannot short sr earth even je the smallest lnstallatisn
spaces. The strong ceramic Insulating Tube will withstand 3,000 volts A.C.
--. Every Ene Resistor is individually hand-tested.

screened the anode lead and generally
with every query.
carried out the wiring in the best possible
5! anti OI
manner. I enclose a sketch of the set and
E effect was no doubt due to a static
have indicated working -voltages and all
fH charge which had collected on tise
other data. I wonder il you could assist
me in getting this set stable so that it would aerial side of the condenser in question. !
a good air-dielectric condenser is used this
be worth using."-F. W. S. (Chelmsiord).
IkIF) circuit is, in most respects, quite may accumulate quite a large charge during
satisfactory and we think you will stormy weather, and it may often be seen
find that the trouble is entirely due to thg to discharge with an appreciable flash. A
long reaction lead running from the solid-dielectric condenser generally kaks
detector anode across the chassis to the sufficiently to prevent this trouble, however,
reaction condenser. If you screen this and there is no need to worry about it
except in very tnunaery weather, wnen it is
lead and earth the screening, we think
will find that the set will be quite stable and desirable to short-circuit the condenser or
will experience no further trouble with it: fit a proper spark-gap in the aerial circuit.
Coupling Coils
" When making coils I am a Little in the
dark about the method of winding which is
adopted in various makes. In some cases
the makers adopt separate sections wound
in simple form; in some the windings are
on top of each other, and in fset other coils
they-are on separate formers. - Is there any
particular rule 'which has, to be followed
in. thIs. particular connection?"- H. F.
(Stockton).
E aim in *inding coils wheie tliee
TR is a prithary and sqcôudáry is to
obtain maximum inductive coupling be-

PRICE!

Despite increasing costs you can still obtain
the full range of Erie Products at pre-war
prices. Every item is guaranteed to be cl.
the same high standard of quality always
associated with the name " ERIE."

full

details.

ER E RESI STO R LITO.
I

F1

CARLISLE

ROAD, THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.9.
Coljndu1

SOli.
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Victoria Station). Everyone Interested In radio sud/or
short-wave listening is particularly Invited to attend.
lithe meeting is well attended the society will continue
tO hold meetings its Manchester irons time to time
during the war, suet will at these meetings discuss any
publIc matters concerning difficulty in obtaining radio
apparatus, etc., and any other matters cotucerning
radio liste nere and enthusiasts, besides the usual society
tema, Tite main matters wi ich will te discussed
at this first meeting are 1. Lack of information ott
short-wave radio now available to public and curtailment of radio publications, etc.; 2. Suspension of
television service (a representative of a firm of televlsioit manufacturers may give a short talk concerning
tItis matter, apart front the discussion) ; 3. ('Outtlscated
amateur radio transmitting apparatus; 4. Production
of radio receivers and components during war-time
fiAre regular radio meetings of titis or a similar type
wanted iii Manchester? Readers are remInded that
they do not have to be ''ery technically-minded to
attenti these meetings, as they are being made to try
to suit all persone Interested iii radio. The attendance
will decide whether these meetings e-III lie continued
or not.
Further information, if required, can be

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
SOUTMERN RADIO'S BARGAINS.

ALL GUARANTEED. POSTAGE EXTRA.
-Parcel of Useful Components, comptishtg
5 - Condensers, Rcsistsnces, Volume Controls,

i

C
Clsb 7.leporia
cad

hosld

isouiiag fo

exceed 200 s,Srda

abouti! not

be

First l'oit

received

publication in

each

in

Icagulì

Slos,ias

tite fotlowiog wrck'a jasar.

LIVERPOOL AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
club, wlticls started its career so protuisitigly,
has closed lcr tite duration of tite war, and tite
secretary, L. FranJe, will be l,ieased to hear front shy
of his club colleagues at lits present inicires': Ute.
T.. Frank. 7611314, Room
'22, l'ortsdöwu School,
Hauts.

'Pils

1

I

M'ire, Circuits, etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
-Service Man's Component Kit. Electrolytic
1
/
I 5 / Condensers, Volume Controle, Resistances.
Tpbulor, Stirs, Psper Condensers, Valve Molders. etc.
120 articles contained in strong carrying ease, 9' X
7' x 7'. 15/- thc Kit.
Trader's Parcel of Components. 1i9
1 j -Smali
Articles coinprisiuig all types Condensers. Valve
2
Resistances.
Holders.
Chokes, Cous, Wire, etc.
Value 85/-. 21/- the parcel.
/ -loo Wire-end Resistances, assorted capacities
and i watt, 5/- per loo.
5

I/-

/-

5/_6

obtained front the secretary.

TELSEN 3'Rangc Meters (Volts and Milliamps),
4/-; Ormond Iud-speaker Units, 2/6; Crystal
Westectors Type W2, 2/6; Temen W349
Midget Iron Core Coils, 4(1; Step-up Tranaformncms,
110-250Volts, 7/.; 8 mfd. Electrolytic Condensers,
500 volts, 1/8.
arrving Cases, et/ -Tool or Instrument
2 ¡ - Government Stock; \Vood 9 x r x 7', 2f..
SPECIAL Offer, Limited Quantity Torch Bulbs,
l.5y., 21/- per 100; 25v. and 3.5v., 17/6 per 109.
SOtJTMEI1N RADIO, 46, LisIo Street, London,
WC. Gorrard 6653.

tORTH MANCHESTER RADIO AND TELEVISION
SOCIETY

lion Sec.
Mr. R. Lawton, IO, Dalton -Avenue,
Thatch Leach Lane, Whltefield, Near Manchester.

the result of a discussion between tIme secretary
and offloersof the above society (which suspended
its activities when wut' WftS declared), lt Itas leen
decided to hohl public meeting oli Thursday evening,
I)ecsmlaer 14th, 1939, comnaeneing at 7 pin., mit 17-21,
Victoria Station Approach, Manchester, 3 (opposite

Sets, 5/6

TABLES

As

mt

Volume Gontrols, S/-.

By
3/6, lu
Torne,

pomI

Hcu'e,

AND
F. J.

FORMULE

CAMM

3/IO, learn Geo,gc Neisse,. Lid..
Scm,h!mornplen SL, Landen. W.C.2.

VAUXHALL.-AI1

RESISTORS
One 4,000 ohms 4
One 5,000 ohms 4
One 10,000 ohms
One 25,000 ohms 4
Two 40,000 ohms
Two 50,000 ohms
One 1OZI,000 ohms
One 2 inegohm /

watt.
watt.
watt.
watt.
watt.
1, watt.
watt.
watt.

Erie Resistor C0.
Eric Resistor Co.
Erie Resistor C0.
Erie Resistor Co.
Erie Resistor Co.
Erie Resistor Co.
Erie Resistor Co.
Erie Resistor Co.

POTENTIOMETERS
Two 50,000 ohms (without switch), type M.

A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd.

CHOKES (H.F.).

Stratton and Co., Ltd.

CHOKES (L-F.)
One, type L.F.16. A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd.

,RAr'SFO
SWITCHES
One, type S8OT.

S

A F. Buign

nd Co., Ltd.

A. F. Bolgin and Co., Ltd.

Od.

;

KNOBS AND DIALS
One precision (slow-motion dial), type 1,085
(Dunte). Stratton and Co., Ltd.

BARGAINS. Brand ness' 1938-9 models,
BANKRUPT
makers' sealed cartons, wIth guaraisteca, at less
40 per cent, below listed prices; also Midgets, portables, car radio. Send 14-d. stami for lists-Radio
BargaIns, Dept. 1'.W., 261-3; Licltfielil itoad, Astoti,

One,typeK56. A.F.BulginandCo.,Ltd.
One, type 1036 (driving head with knob, dial
and cursor). Stratton and Co., Ltd.

EXTENSION CONTROL OUTFITS
Three, type 1008. Stratton and Co., Ltd.

Five, type 1010 (S.W.).
(Eddystone).

Crystal Set.
Specifted coil, 2e.,
kit of Ilari S, lOs. ltI.,post
Co., 116, Greenwich High

'', or complete

case,

CONDENSER CRADLE
One, type 1114. Stratton and Co., Ltd.

CONDENSERS (Fixed and Pce-Set)
One .0002 mId., type CMS. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One .0001 nild., type CM4. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
Two .01 mId., type PC1OI. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
Seven .1 mId., type PCP1. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One .5 mId., type PCP5. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.
One I mId., type EC14 (electrolytic). A. F.
Bulgin and Co., Ltd.
Two 2 mId., type EC15 (electrolytic). A. F.
Bulgin and Co.,Ltd.
Two ceramic, type P481, 4-50 mmfds. British
Mechanical Productions, Ltd. (Clix).

.

Iit,

frce.-T. W. Thornpsou and
Head. SRiO.

Two, type 1086.9. KNOJM, instrument knobs.
Stratton and Co., Ltd.
Two black wheel knobs. Webb's Radio.
One small instrument knob, type K92. A. F.
Bulgin and Co., Ltd.
One, type I.P.8 dial. A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd.

VALVE- AND COIL-HOLDERS
Three 4.pin, type 949. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
One 6-pin, type 969. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
One 7-pin, type X147. British Mechanical
Productions, Ltd. (Cibi).
British
type X116 (Lemon).
I One 4-pin, Productions,
Lid. (Clix).
!
Mechanical
One 5-pin, type X116 (Lemon). British
Mechanical Productions, Led. (Clix).

previously advertised are

;

Erie Resistor Co.
Two 100,000 ohms (without switch), type M.
Erie Resistor Co.
One 500,000 ohms (without snitch), type M.
Erie Resistor Co.

$ CONDENSERS (Variable)
Three 160 mn,fd., type 1131 (matched as close
as possible). Stratton and Co., Ltd. (EddyJ
t
stone).
One 12 mmd., type 1132 (matched as close
as possible>. Stratton and Co., Ltd. (Eddy.
stone).
!
REDUCTION DRIVE
One typa ERE). Radioinart-G5NI (Binning.
ham). Limited.

$

BRACKETS
Two, tpe E.U.9.

goomls

still available send stow for latest price
free-Vmmuliall Utilities, 163a, Strand, \V.C.2.

OF COMPONENTS FOR THE SHORT-WAVE FIVE

LIST

JACKS AND PLUGS
One, type P171 (single.circuit jack). Messrs.

Igranic.
One, type P172 (closed-circuit jack). Messrs.
Igranic.
Two, type P38; jack plugs. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., Ltd.

COILS
One set of 6-pin, type 932.
Ltd. (Eddystone).
One sec of 4-pin, type 959.
Ltd. (Eddystone).

Stratton and Co.,
Stratton and Co.,

PLUG AND SPADE TERMINALS
Six, type MPIA, engraved. H.T.+,

GB-1, G.B.-2, GB-3.

H.T.-,

Two, type R415, engraved,red and black,

VALVES
One, type 5G220, SW.
One, type PX230, SW.
One, type VP215, 4-pin.
One, type I-{P215, 7-pin.
One, type Z220, 5-pin,

HON ES.
Reconditioued and guaranteed.
H EADP
Brown,. URO.,
B.T.H.. Sterling,
esper,
Ilrunet, Western Electric, Siemens, Brandes, 4,0(51)
ohms, 5/- pair. Telefunken, lightweight, adjustable,

4,000 Outs,
CRYSTAL

silver cat's-whisker, (Sil.
Complete
1/-. Glass tube detector oit ebonite
Sensitive permanent detector, 1/fi. Postage
Radio Supplies, 328, Upper Street, London,

ttitli

detector parts,
base, 1/6.

Itt-Post
Nl.
1

-

7/54.
-

POULPHONE

RADIO, Ormskirk.
ollaro AC.
"30/-. motors
121o. turntable, 24/with
1940 KB. Five-valve Superliets. All-wave- £7.

pini-up

lit!, stamp lists.

/Bargain
5 - Drilled

Parcel comprisIng Speaker Cabinet.
steel Chassis, coittlensers, resistances
Worth £2.
Liiisïted number. Postage 1/--Bakers Sellturst
Radio, 75, Sussex Rd.. South Croydon.
f

INSULATING PILLARS
Two, type SM. (ums.). Radiomart-G5NI
(Birmingham), Ltd.
Three,type 1029 (1ins.). Stratton and Co., Ltd.
Four, type 1019 (midget stand-off insulators).
Stratton and Co., Ltd.

G.B.+,

ilirusiughani.

tintI mony other useful components.

IDDYSTONE "All-World Two" eomi,lete wIth
valves, coils and cabinet.
Pcrfect condition,
12.
£2/15/..-t.13SM, 430, Bearwood Eozu1, Muietliwicli.

NEW RECEIVERS AND CHASSIS
AItMSTRONG COMPANY have complete range or
1940 radiO chassis. Armstrong Maniifacturin
Company, Warlt4rs Road, Holloway, London, i.7
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade). 'Phone NOHtIt 3213.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
Hivac, Ltd.
Hivac, Ltd.
Hivac, Ltd.
Hivac, Ltd.
Hivac, Ltd.

LOUDSPEAKEIt repairs, British, American, any
make. 24-ltottr service, motlerate prices.Slight r Speakeri, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen
Street, London, NI.
L.S. REPAIE AND REWINDiNG SERVICE: 24hour service. See below
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers a speciality.
New cone assemblies fitted. Speech coils and
fields vound or altered. Mains transformers, chokes,

PHONES
Ericsson 4,000 ohms.

:-

'LOUDSPEAKER
W.B. Stentorian Junior.

eliminators and vaeuttms repaired, prices qttoted.
Speaker transformers, Class "B" LP. transformers
and pick-ups rewound at 4s. each, poet free. Discount
trade. Estimates free. Guaranteed satisfaction.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Boutant Grove, London, S.W.12.
'Pitont Battersea 1321.

BATTERIES
H.T. 120 s'. type. Exide, Ltd.
L.T. 2v.type. Exide,Ltd.
G.B. 9 s'. type. Exide, Ltd.

ComPletechassi,. Peto:Scott Co., Ltd.
FLEXIBLE COUPLERS
Two, type F.C. Radiomart-G5NI
ham), Ltd.

(Binning.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
SPEAKERS from O/ each, P.M. and
eriergtsed 4m, to Ihn. including several
lSin.-.-Sinclsir Speakers, Fuhteney Terrace,
Copenhagen Street, London, Nl.

2

J,
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LOUDSPEAKER CONVERSIONS

PREMIER
RADIO-AS USUAL !

Triple Cone Conversions Will Immensely
Improve Reproduction of Your Present
BAKER'S
Speaker. Enables you to bring your. speaker right

up to date and obtain really realistic reproduction
at the cost of a few shillings; free descriptive leaflet
from the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Coil
speakers since 1925.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 71,

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

" AIR

WARDEN " 5 -valve Midget Receiver
FOR A.C. MAINS. 200-250 v. Completely selfcontained in well -finished, polished Oak Cabinet,
12 x 9 x 91ins. Well built-in Moving Coil Speaker.

CABINETS

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

Wave

190-550

Range

£6 6s. Od.

metres.

Our Price 55.'-.

Usual

Price

The Ideal Stand-by

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD.
Transformers, input 200-250

volts,
output 4 volts 4 amps., 4 volts 6 amjis. .. 4/11 each
MAINS Transformers, American windings, input
200-250 volts tapped, output 310-0-350 volts, 100 m.a.,
8/6 each
5 volts, 2 amps., 6.3 volts 5 amps...
G.E.C. Mains Transformers, American windings,
FILAMENT

35(1-0-350 volt 65 m.a., 5 volt 2 amp., 6.3 volt 2.5 amp.
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each
6,3 each
Auto Transformers, 1(10-230 volt ..

24 Mfd. Can Type Electrolytics, 450 volts

SSURPLUS Cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture.
RADIOGRAM Cabinets from 30/-.

Set.

/NDRILLED table,
cabinets from 4/6.
NSPECTION Invited.

incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-80 for wiring into set, with circuit
.. 6,11 each
Metres wit hout eoi I cha aging. Each Kit is complete WEARITE Set of two Iron -Cored Coils, Aerial and
with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
2/11
D.E.
Trans.,
with
diagram..
3 -Band S.W. 1 Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2
1/ -each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire -wound pots
Valve Kit, 22:6.

H.

console

and

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

loudspeaker

L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
FINEST selection is the country. Sole Agents for

famous HALLICRA FTERS Receivers, ra nging in

price from 111/10/0 to i150, Attractive easy terms.
Demonstrations at our London Showrooms, 60 -page
Cataleptic post free 24.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London, W.I.
Gerrard 2080.
:

TECHNICAL LITERATURE

Gerrard 2089.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S RADIO MAP of the World enables you to

locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30".
2 -colour heavy Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on
WEBB'S RADIO GLOBE -superb
Linen.. 10/6.
12" frill -colour model. Radio prefixes, zones. etc.
Heavy oxydised mount. Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's
Radio, 14 Soho Street, London, W.I. 'Phone:
Gerrard 2089.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,

Oscillators. Recorders and other Radio Telegraph

Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
AbsoMeE'roy, World Champion Telegraphist.
lutely first-class. construction. McElroy Amateur Key
Street,
14,
Soho
7/6 post free.-Webb's Radio,
London, W.I. 'Phone : Gerrard 2080.

COMPONENTS FOR SALE
2Wdittostrrcostctzi(,,;ve-.utor

r Kit,
/

250v./50m.a. 18,9; Mallory vibrator converters with
Alters, 12v.(185v./40m.a. Send for list amazing
clearance bargains. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.-Aeronautical Radio Company, River Raid.
Littlehampton 770.

TORCH OR LAMP BATTERIES
SCOSE.
PP
youu.

call,

why

buy

sew ?

When

exhausted, revive by !simple inexpens ire method.
Patent applied for. Details, one shilling.-" Revivals,"
Manesty, Cobham Road, East Horsley, Surrey.

ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11'9 ;
6 volts at amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6;
12 volts at 1 amp.. 24/6 ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 31/6.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS all complete with
Rola Sin. P.M.s, 16/6; 10in.
transformer.
P.M.s, 22'6 ; G.12 P,M.s, 66/-.

Plessy Sin., 2,500 or 7,500

G.12 energised, 59/6.
HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS at, Pre -War Prices. Manufacturers'
surplus. All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
120 111.a., 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps. C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
75 ma., 5 v. 2 amps., 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6:6
each. Input 100-250 v., 300-300 v. 00 rnA. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a.. 6,'11.
PREMIER Short -Wass. Condensers, all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15
1'9 ; 25 mild., 1/10 ; 40 muff., 21-; 100 mmf.,
2/3 ; 160 mint. 2 7 : 250 mmf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/- each.

with circuit.

;

Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-450

metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band

S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11. 3 Gang Condensers fully
screened, 1,6 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1

Ratios, 4/3.

CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
s mf. 500 v., 1/9; 4 inf. 500 v., 1/9: 8 + 8 Inf.
500 v. 3/6 ; 4+4+4 inf. 500 v., 2/11. T.C.C.
I)ry Electrolytics 8+8+4 mf. 500 v., 2/4 each.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/ -

please add 6d. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A

MISCELLANEOUS
Details
Extra. Inches Count !
sta mp.-111.1cohn Ross, Height -Sp,: cia list,
ScarLorough.

BE TALLER ! !

A.C. L., A.C. S.G.,
A.C.'H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 5 3 each.
A.C..H.P.. A.C. V.H.P. (7-pini, 7;6 ; A.C. Pens 1.11., 7/6 : A.C. P.X.4, 73 ; Cct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7 6 ; 3!.. -watt D.H.
Triode, 7'6 ; 350 v. F.W. Rect., 5 6 ; 500 v.
F.W. Rect., 6 6 ; 13 v. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose
Triodes, 5'6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen.,
Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 7,'6
each. Full and Half -wave Rectifiers, 6;6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each. Octal Base
tubes, 6:6 each. :Do and 2511, 8/6 ear h.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and

Energised Models.

!

6.1.

PREMIER

1940

CATALOGUE

PRICE
111 PAGES
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

Col.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lower

1939, and must accompany all Queries and

Central '2833
er 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2381

COUPON
This coupon is available until December 23rd,
Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 16/12/39

1/3

each

with 6 press buttons, ready

Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4-, 5 -, beach. Octal, 6d. each. Loctal, 100.
3d. each.
ROTHERMEL Piezo Crystal Speakers, 741n. Cone
List 55/-. Our price, 10/6 each. 10in. Cone 12/6 each
CRYSTAL Pick-up, high-grade American Bronze
21/ -each
finish, complete with arm ..
POLAR N.S.F. 1 -watt resistances, 4d. each. 3/9 doz.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
WEARITE Mains Transformers. Made to strict
electrieal standards, wire end type, all windings centre
and 7 -pin, 4d.

each.

7 -pin English type,

tapped, screened primaries, tapped inputs. 200-250

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., A.C. Types,

011115 field. 7 '6

/ T dou blai.a gr

.

3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

A.C.

flrECHNICAL BOOKS for the enthusiast. Him
dreds of coustructional theoretical circuits shortwave equipment.. Radio Society of Great Britain
Handbook, 2/9 post free. 1940 Edition American
Radio Relay League Handbook, tif- post free. American
"Radio Handbook," 7/6 post free. R.C.A. American
Receiving Valve Manual, 1/0 post free.-Webb's
'Phone :
Radio, 14. Soho Street, London, W.1,

..

each

CHASSIS

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit.. 23/-1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
26/3.
..
Kit
.. 29/2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit..
.

450 volts working

1/6

stranded Push -back Wire. ld. per yd., .1.2yd1s. 1all
0de.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

(Umeo Co.. 2:3, Denmark Street, W.C.2. TEM 5900.

8 mfd. Can Wet Type Electrolytics,

PRESS BUTTON UNITS

Complete tone last detail, including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 1:1 to 170 metres.

TELEVISION AND RADIOGRAM CABINETS from
Particulars :£1 each.
Makers' cost ti.7.

working

T.C.C.

Amherst 472:
CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Clapten Road, London, E.5.

Screw adjustment.
TYPE R.C.4. 500-0-500 volts, 150 m.a. ; 4 volts
2 amps., 4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 2.5 amps., 4 volts 5.6
volts.

21/-each

amps. ..

American Windings,
350/350 volts, 65 m.a. ; 6 volts 3 amps., 5 volts 2 amps.
5/- each
6/6 each
Ditto, but SO m.a.
7/6 each
Ditto, but 90 m.a.
110
k/c
I.F.
Transformers
..
1/ -each
WEARITE
PHILCO Mains Transformers,

finest made,
switch 2,000,
1.000, 10,000, 21,000, 50,000, 100,000 .. 2/6 each
AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls,
divided spindles, lengths 21.in., with

.. 119 each
Less Switch, 50,000, 100,000, 500,000
Wire -wound 5 watt (less switch), 10,000, 25,000 ohms
2/- each
..
1/6 each
WEARITE CHOKES, screened
CAN TYPE:
PLESSEY DRY ELECTROLYTICS.
..
.
1/6 each
12 x 6 mfd. 500 volts working
1/6 each
12 x 16 350 volts
1/6 each
500 volts
12 x 8
475 volts
.
1/6 each
16 x 8
500 volts
0x6
each
1/61/G each
450 volts
2/11 each
x S x 8 mfd. 500 volts working
16 x 8,x 4 x 4 mfd. 500 volts working .. 2/11 each
.

12 x8xtiaS mfd. 500 volts working

..

16 mid. 450 volts working ..
16 x 10 mfd. 350 volts working

..

..

2/11 each
1/3 each
1/6

each

B.I. CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS, wire -end type,
550 volts working. 8 mfd., 1/9 each. 8 a 8 mfd.
4 -lead type, 2/9 each. 8 mfd. Midget Tubular, wire -end
..
2/- each
550 volt working

Bias Wire -end Type. 50 mfd., 12 volt., 1/3 each.
50 mfd., 50 volt
1/6 each
Tubular Wire -end non -inductive paper, all sizes up
to 0.1, 5d. each 4/9 doz.
Metal Case 1 ' hole fixing Electrolytic Condensers,
150 volt working, 8 mfd., 2/6 each.

STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES, resistance
6/11 pair
2,000 011111s and 4,000 ohms..
VOLUME CONTROLS, 1,000 and 5,000 ohms, with

1/3 each
switch
41005 :3 -gang Tuning Condenser Units, with trimmers
2/11 each
PLESSEY Energised Speakers, 1,500 ohm field, Sin.
7/11 each
Cone, with trans.
10in. Cone, 2,500 and 1,000 ohm Field, wilt2h/6tieafirris.

.. 5/11 each
tin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,500 ohm Field
..
4d. (lox.
RUBBER GROMMETS
..
1/1 each
S.P.D.T. Twist Switches
4/6 each
Battery Output Pentodes, well-known make
Battery Double Diode Triode, well-known make

3/11 each

RAYTHEON First -grade Valves, largest stockists, all

types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Series, Bantom Series, Single -ended
Metal Series, and Resistance tubes; all at most
competitive prices; send for Valve lists.
All Orders Must Include Sufficient Postage to Cover.
Hours of Business : 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturdays, 0 a.m.1 p.m.
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 03, High Holborn. London,
W.C.1. Tc'ephone : 1101.born 4031.
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Invaluable to all Electrical Engineers
63

"COMPLETE

EXPERT

CONTRIBUTORS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING"
STUDY the information contained in this great new work and you will add
considerably to your earning capacity in the electrical engineering world !

OVER

3,000 PAGES

Exclusive, Practical
Information.

of

OVER

2,500

Photographs,
Action
Plans, Tables and Cal cu lations.

SPECIAL

CHART CASE

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is offered to you at a price you can
afford to pay. It is a complete library-a ready reference to the thousand and one
applications of present-day electrical engineering.
Its contents are absolutely
comprehensive and deal with everything you can possibly want to know-from
Electrical Power Supply to Talking Picture Equipment ; from the Wiring of Modern
Flats to Electrical Timing Instruments ; from Emergency Storage -Battery Systems
to Testing Electrical Machinery ; from Lift Operation and Control to Garage
Electrical Testing Equipment
from Time Switches and Time -Delay Devices to
Electrical Welding Plant ; from Refrigeration to Electric Meters and Cookers, etc.

containing 48 Invaluable

Electrical Data Charts.

TWO YEARS'
ELECTRICAL
POSTAL ADVISORY
SERVICE

;

It is impossible in this space to include details of the 160 Sections, but the special

FREE
The Electrical

brochure which is yours for the asking-and without obligation to purchase-will
show you that COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is.the very work you have
been looking for. It can be yours within a few days !

Engineers' Pocket
Book presented to
every

Complete in
8 Vols.

purchaser.

A Few of the Many
Testimonials Received
Valuable Information
" I cannot refrain from congrat-

ulating you.... The valuable information is given in simple
language, which achieves its aim
far better than if it had been
written in what I would call a

high -brow fashion."-J. L.

P.

PROM .$

fgiqr

tiq 4. Ai

2sd

WthaEPIP

P.

(Hull).

Meets Requirements
" COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING is just the book

have been looking for.
am
pleased to say that it meets my
I

I

admirably."requirements
C. B. (Colindale, N.W.9).

POST THIS COUPON NOW !
LCRM MON {1

NM

HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY

Electrical Education
most valuable education
COMPLETE
reading
from
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. It

Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

and

has already repaid me its cost."T. A. (Southport).

Please send me, without any obligation to purchase, full
particulars of COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

and details of how I may obtain this work for a small initial
subscription.

NAME

Most Helpful

borough).

C.

(Lough-

ADDRESS

I
I
P W. 161239

Occupation

-

If you do not wish to
as

your copy, send a postcard mentioning
Practical Wireless" to address above.
MIN NM NM MON MEI UM a NM

I

cut

Published every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Strlet, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England Dy
THE -NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & CATCH, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17s. 8d. per annum six months, 8s. 10d.
Registered at the General Post Office as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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" As a works engineeer I have
found COMPLETE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING most helpful and

interesting."-G.

I

(George Newnes, Ltd.)

" I have gained much pleasure

I

sI
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LEVISI

The Pocket Two
Valve Economy

Constructors' Problems
Loudspeaker Improvements

The Pocket Two

Thermion's Commentary
Practical Hints
A 2k-watt Battery
Operated Amplifier

f

-

Beginner's Short-wave
One-valver
Readers' Letters

TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
SIXTY
Circuits for Battery and Mains-Operated Receivers, Adaptors,

y F. J.
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Units, Portables, Short-Wave Receivers, All-Wave
Receivers, Amplifiers, and a Room-to Room Communicator. Diagrams and instructions for assembling and wiring.
Details of components and flotes on operation.
From all booksellers, or by post. 2110, from the pablishers, GEORGE NEWNES. LTD. (Book Dept.). Tower House,
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FOR

EVERY MONTH
would cost you many pounds, and
take months of waiting,- to obtain
by your own efforts the contents of
one single issue of P.T.O. You would
need to subscribe to hundreds of
newspapers and magazines published
in every part of the world, and to purchase expensive books. You would
need to be a translator of French,
German, Spanish and other languages
-and you would have to sDend weeks
in sifting the wheat from the chaff.
P.T.O. selects each month the best
articles that the world's press and
books have to offer. A skilled staff of
translators and sub-editors is constantly at work with one object-to
keep you well informed ! That is why
P.T.O. is exceptional value for 6d.

IT

READ

THE

WORK

OFTHE CLEVEREST

WRITERS AND
COMMENTATORS
Some of/he 38

monthly.

B,illiani Confribulions in

Ehe

January issue:

STALIN'S REAL AIM
By Sir WILLIAM OUDENDYK
(From Tue Fovinighay, London)

MY MONKEY-GLAND TREATMENT: THE FACTS
By SERGE VORONOFF
(From Revue de Paris)

By V. LENAT

(From Sevodnia, Riga)

HOW LONG WILL YOU LIVE?
By AMRAM SCIIEINFELD
(From "You and Heredity." published at 12/6)

PILOTLESS BOMBERS
By T. STANHOPE SPRIGG
(From Flying, London)

MILLIONTHS OF AN INCH
By DAVID O. WOODBURY

The grinding

of the mirror of the world's largest
iFrom

This Week, New

(1)EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOK
By F. J. CAMM
A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur
Constructor, with Special Chapters on the Principles of Radio
Telephony, Installation and Systematic Fault-finding. With
200 illustrations and Diagrams. General Principles of Wireless
Testing.
Receivers.
Special Remedies for local conditions.
Noies, their Cause and Remedy. Equipment Troubles. ShortWave Troubles. Improving the Quality of, Reproduction.
(Bypost 5l6)
Açcumulators and Batteries, etc.
51- net.

(2) WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
AND TRANSFORMERSAnd How To Make Them

By F. i. CAMM
Chapters on Coils : Types and Principles. Resistance, Inductance. and Capacity. Choice and Use of Coils. A simple Tubular
Coil. Screened Coils : Materials and Construction. Circuits,
A Band Pass Unit. Ganging and Switching. Screened Superhet
Coils. Short-Wave Coils. Screened Short-Wave Coils. Adjusting and Testing Coils. Coil Troubles and Remedies. 465
kcls l.F. Transformers. An All-Wave Tuner. Coil-Winders.
Selectivity. Aerial and Earth Systems. Preventing Breakthrough.
H.F. Chokes.
L.F. and Smoothing Chokes.
Low-Frequency
Transformers.
Making Mains Transformers.
Coil Data and
Formulae. With 126 Illustrations.
216 net.
(By post 2110)

(3)

MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

WHO IS MARSHAL
VOROSHILOV?

TWO

with these Handbooks

teleope

York)

Essential for the wireless amateur without knowledge of mathematics who desires to gain a fuller knowledge of his subject.
Written by one who has the gift of explaining abstruse subjects
in a simple fashion.
The book gives a simple introduction to
Arithmetic, Algebra, Powers and Roots, Differential Calculus,
Integral Calculus, Trigonometry, The Slide Rule, Logarithms,
Efficiency Curves and Graphs in Wireless, Mathematics and
Wavelengths and Frequencies, and a number of problems
involved in " wireless " calculations. 256 pages. Fully illus-

trated.

SI-

DICTIONARY OF
WIRELESS TERMS
By RALPH STRANGER
Mr. Ralph Stranger, who Is a master of lucidity, has produced
in his
Wireless Dictionary " a valuable and fully-explained
synopsis of technical terms that everybody can understand.
Indispensable to every wireless enthusiast who reads technical
books and journals. lt is a comprehensive work of reference
for those wishing to understand the more advanced and serious
books on wireless, but who do not possess any technical kpowledge. 160 pages, well illustrated.
216 net.
(By post 2110)
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H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
E
-

ingenious designs have been
MANY
given from time to time foi small
receivers suitable for carrying in a pocket.
Iii soiiie cases these have been merely
"designs," and the results have been so
poor that it has not been worth while
building the set. In others, the portability
been good but the shaic has been
inconveliient.
has
We bave tricU out several
been suggested, but there
designs which have
is something Iackhig in praetically all
of them, the battery problem undoubtedly
being the most difficult of solution. However, as many readers are interested in this
type of receiver we describe in this issue a
small tvo-valver, using standard parts
and full-size battery valves, and this is
built in quite a small cigar box. The
batteries must, of course, be housed in a
similar or separate boxandthustwopoekets
will be needed if the receiver is being built
for earrying about. However, a good overeoat or trench-coat will aoconimodatc the
tteo parts and with a length of wire slung'
across the body and a pair of headphones,
signals may be heard whilst walking.

endorsement for banks
an idea for entertainers generally
is provided
GOODby the Novelty Aces, a quintet
heard over WLW Monday to Friday
at 8 a.m., E.S.T. The group decided two
years ago that they were not going to quit
radio broke-when they do. They entered
into a pact at that time to save $2.50 each
rer week. After the first year this was
jumped to $5 and later was increased to
S aO
-

r

........

----

'----

'----

and Advertisement Oicc,:
Practical Wireless," George Newne,, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand, ¡
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Editorial
Registered
at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
The Editot will be pkaaed to consider art ¡rle of a
prsclirt ,scitur suitable foe pbiicai1on in ¡
'

i

'

PIISCTICAL WrnEs,stss. Such articles should /,e
ajyilien on one side of the papee onl, ansi should
contabi the scame and add reso of Ihr sender. Whi/t
th Editor does not hold himself iesponoible for
mansssrriplo, every effort sri/I be suade to return
them if a stamped and addressed envelope is
rs,rloverl.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed: The Editor, PISATICAL

Winsu.css, George Xewnes. Lid.. Tower House,
Sos'thiccnplon Street, Strand. tV.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of ¡
uirelens.apparatus and to our efforts to teep our
rem/ceo in touch wWithe latest derelopsiente. irr gire
no warranty that ap paratas described in our
columns is not the subject of lettrs patent.
Copyright in all dmuings, p.'ioJrsgraphs und
arije/rs piebtished in PRhCTICAL WIOELESS io
speri ficoily reserved thron ghoul i/ic rauntries signa- t
t tory t, the Berne Conren/ios and tice (ISA.
¡ J?rprodnrtions or imitg/inr,a of any of these are ¡
therefore erpressly forbidden. PJSACTICAL AVinE- ¡
LESS incorporales " Amateur Wireless."
L.

.. .... ..

j

--

-

Harrogate.

-

-

-

'

'

O

t

Broadcasting

C-

at

'

Christmas
first war-time Christ-

-

and listeners will, for a time
at least, be able to forget
the hori-ors of war no less
than its petty annoyances.
mo B.B.C. plans for
Christmas Eve include the
Pickwick play, "Christmas
at Dingley Dell," and will
follow with that traditional
Christmas broadcast itemcarols from King's Gollege,
2
of
Cambridge. Parti
Handel's " Messiah." given
by the Halle Society, will
be broadcast later in the
afternoon. The evening ineludes a Santa Claus Party,
a Nativity Pla, and Mittisight Mass from Downside

'

I

'j
I

'I

-

I.

¡

'

"

'

-

'

-

-

-

programme

is

-----

-.

-

'

-

If Ter Owens hadn't cotie down with a case

of acute appendicitis
eight gears ago, he might never have gone into radio. While enterlaming a grou p of children in the same hospital, he decided thai
singing and p laying a guitar was mort satisfactory than cowpunching, ac/ic sg'in carnivals and numerous of his other occupations,
and was advise d lo have a try at radio. Since then he has attracted
a nation-wide following. Now he's starred three mornings a Wee/f

Abbey.
Christmas morning will
begin with Christmas Greetjugs-" A sackful of songs
and stories, verses and records," " opened"
by Lionel Gamlin and Leslie Perowne.
Later, listeners will hear a Carol Chain
made U of contributions from different
parts of the country. It is possible that at
nine o'clock the Sistine Choir from the
Vatican may be heard, and the niornhg
will also include a Sailors' Christmas
Party, a new St. Hilary play for Christmas
morning, Carols by the B.B.C. Singers,
and a Religious Service from the Chapel
Royal.
'An Ernpi

-

-

THEmas programmes will,
as far as possible, follow
awlthe
traditions of peace time,

Radio Act Savings

for Christmas afternoon. This will Le
followed by Parlour Games, a Christmas
Party for evacuated children, and another
for the British troop8 abroad, a P. G.
Crime at
' The
Wodehouse play
and dance music
Castle Blanding "
and cabarets from Newquay, London and

Their savings aoount balance, as an act
and not as individuals, now is about $2,150.
In orderto avoid the temptation of having
it handy to draw out, the money is sent
each week to a bank in Chicago. The cost
of sending it is 10 cents, and each week a
different member of the troupe pays luis
amount. Alan Rinehart is the treasurer
and each pay day they all
hafld over to him $7.50
vithoiit a wbimper.
By arrangement with the
bank, no money can be withdrawn from the account without the signature of at
least four members of the
is
group.
goal
Their
$25,000. ''When we reach
this we'll probably up it to
Rinehart said.
$50,000,"
"At any rate, we're not
going
to leave radio
broke."

Pocket Receivers

in preparation-

over

Old

A

WLW.

Scottish Arrs

N orchestral concert which Ian Whyte
will conduct on December 22nd

includes not only the overture to "A
Midsummer Night's Dream," by Mendelssohn, and Grieg's " Holberg" suite in five
movements, but also two traditional
Scottish airs. One has been arranged by
the conductor and is called "The Finger
Lock," the other is a Scherzo by Herbert
Stephen on the 'b Wee Cooper o' Fife," a
tune which is familiar to those who used
tohear the Seottis}childen's Hour.
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Constrùctors'
The chief thing to remembi when apply.
j N spite of the hundreds of letters which can be eliminated if one takes the predealt with each week by our caution of caleulatng the gain or ampli- ing this code is the following order of
¡ are
It will be reading the colours, as it will be found that
Query Service department, it is sur- fication eaoh stage ill give.
prising to note how they can be classified obvious that by adopting this elementary each resistance carries three indicating

under distinct headings. A careful examina- precaution the correct inter-valve couplings colours or markings. These are Body, Tip
tion of the records compiled by this de- and valves can be selected to give the most and Dot. The body will be a certain colour
partment reveal that there are certain satisfactory results, while such things as according to its value, but one end or tip of
problems common to most readers and that overloading the output stage and the use it might be marked with anothei colour
while on the body will be
these, in turn, can be ranged
found a dot of another colour.
in orcter 01 popuiariy W
of the
to
As
They must be read iii the
surprising regularity.
given, and un
these details prove that
of
example is givén to make
certain facts or formulae arc of the
this quite clear.
A iesist
not such general knowledge
of the
ance having a grey body with
as one would like to think,
black tip and a red dot
in view of the wide lange of in this Article
the
Staff awould
indicate 8, 0, 00 or,
articles which have appeared
written correctly, 8,000.
in past issues, some of the
queries are given in this article, although, of unnecessary valves, will be av9ided. Frame Aerials
for reasons of space, it is- obviously not The Query Service figures show that these
Thè actual windings necessary for a
possible to deal with all of them in one facts are now being more widely appre- frame
aerial for use on the ordinary bradissue.
It is hoped, by adopting this ciated, therefore the formula is given cast wavebands,
i.e., medium and long
procedure, that many readem will find below.
so much on the size of the
waves,
depends
their
problem
and
thus
to
the solution
Rl
where R.1 is the frame, the spacing of the winding and
Stage Gain=
be saved time and postage.
R.! + Ra.
other details, that it is not possible for
anode load and Ra the impedance of the the Query Service to calculate the exact
Speaker Matching
valve and .s its amplification factor, the number of turns required for each individual
Now that the use of extension speakers last two values being those given by the application, especially when very brief
has become quite common, and the fact valve data sheet for the valve concerned. information is provided, as so often ii the
that moat commercial receivers are prp- With LF. transformers the ratio of the case, of the circuit under construction. To
vided with sockets for the easy eonneçtion
of an external speaker, many readers are
asking for detaiLs concerning suitable
ratios for output matching transformers
to enable them to use an existing speaker or
purchase one of the correct type.
The formula itself is quite simple, namely,
Rv
where N is the turns ratio
Wirg up a set ¡n
y/
Za
the Ekco wants.
The
optimum
Rv
the
of the transformer,
chassis
is
already
and
valve
concerned,
the
load resistance of
mounted in a "cradle'
Zs the impedance or resistance of the
I
to protect the cmZA
speaker. The value Rv can be ascertained
ponentsagainstdamge
similarly,
leaflet;
maker's
the
valve
from
and (o make them
usually
is
speaker
the
of
the impedance
easily accessmble Jo;
value
so
unknown
the
maker,
by
its
quoted
soldering.
N an be calculated with little difficulty.
provided
already
not
is
If a speaker
with its own matching or output transformer, then the resistance of the speech
coil or, in the case of the moving-iron
models of a few years ago, that of the
speaker bobbins will have to be taken.

Problems Common Many
Some
Vast Number Readers who makeorder
Query Service aré Given
use
Technical
by

-

-

.

- /

:1

Meter Shunt Resistances

The desire to convert an existing single
scale reading meter into one of the multiscalo type is very common but, so the
post bag reveals, the method of calculating
the values of the required shunts, necessary
with amp or milliamp meters, is not too
It is quite simple and not
well known.
difficult to remember, whilst its application
should not causo anyone any perplexity.
of meteg winding
It is, Rs= Resistance(N 1)
where the resistance of the meter winding
is that specified by its maker and N repre.
cents the number of limes the full sazie
deflection is to be increased. For example,
if the meter has a normal full scale reading
of, say, 5 mAs and it is desired to fit shunts
to allow it to read 50 mAs at full scale,
then N equals 10 and (N 1) naturalle
becomes 9.

-

-

Stage Gain

When designing and constructing L.F.
amplifiers, much trbuble aiid digsatisfaction

windings must be taken into account, enable, therefore, the constructor to have a
in addition to the amplification factor of the basis for the start of his experiments, it
valve, and R.! then becomes the dynamic should be noted that for the medium waves,
resistance of the primary winding. With a approximately 75 feet of wire will be
resistance coupled L.F. stage, R.1 would, required, while for the long wave section,
of course, represent the value of the anode 130 to 150 will be necessary. If the frzihe
is of the type incorporating its own reaction
resistance.
winding, then 40 to 50 feet is suggested for
this, but experiments must be made to
determine the most satisfactory number òf
Standard Resistance Colour Code
Although these details have been pub- turni in each case.
The medium - wave section should be
lished many times they are given in these
pages once again, and we would suggest wound with, say, 24 S.W.G. enamelléd or
turns spaced appEôxithat they are copied out on a stout piece DCC. wire andanitsinch
apart.
The long
of cardboard and placed in a spot handy mately -Ath of
to the constructor's bench, thus avoiding wave and reaction can be wotsad with much
example 32 or 34 S.W.G.
much waste of time during experimental finer wire, forshould
be close together.
and the turns
work.

-

J

-

Figure
O

i

2

3

4

Colour

.. Black
.. Brown
.. Red
.. Orange
.. Yellow

Figure
5
6
7

8
9

..
..
..
..

.

Colour
GreenBlue
Violet

Grey
White

i

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
Any of our readers requiring informatio,i
and advice respecting Patents. Trade Marks ór i
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner and i
Cn., Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2; who
will give free advice to readers mentioning

this peper.
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Novel Valve Arrangements Which Mäy Be
Tried in Order to Reduce the Total
By W. J. DELANEY
Number of Valves.
wishes to go farther can strap two diodes
ageshowvariouseconomiesmay for use as a rectifier or even use two of
be effected in general receiver these partiçular valves in a straight circuit,
design, and in one instance have indicated making use of some diodes for A.V.C., some
how a siuki-elcetrode valve may be used for rectification and others for quenching
in an unorthodox way 'in order to save or other special purposes. However, the
initiai valve expense and to reduce the type of valve which is undoubtedly the
size and number of components in a most interesting froni an experimental
receiver. (See the "Three-Two" receiver pomt of view is the AC. double-triode.
in our issue dated Dcc. 2nd last.) This idea There are tw'o h-pea of this valve available

E have already explained in these

/

Fig.

circuit
Three-iwo

of the
receiver
Using
Iriode-pentode.

-I4.T*I

.

-.

1.-The

P2

P

-

i
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F04 MEO
-
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1/
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I

-

PI7Tdhl
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IXD5

q
C

-

(

C).

MFD.

C3
C

MFD

. MFD

:8

RW

SW

)3MFD

LEAD

LT +

Fig.

3.-Using a double-triade as L.F. and
phase-changer with a push-pull circuit.

Push-pull
A very good instance of the effective use
of th'e double-triode, single-cathode type.
is in a quality L.F. amplifier wherein one
section is employed for L.F. amplifieation,
anti the second as a phase reverser. The
circuit is given in Fig. 3. It will be sen
that the signals, either from a radio section
or from a pick-up, arc fed into one triode
section, and the output is taken through
the standard iistance-çapacity circuit to
one of a pair of output valves arranged for
push-pull working. At the same time the
signal is also fed to the second section of
the double-triode, and the output from this
section feeds the second of the push-pull
valves.
This arrangement has certain
features which make it preferable to the
more usual scheme of taking the output
from cathode and anode of a single valve,
The
and better balancing is possible.
advantage of this particular circuit is. of
course, in the saving of space over two
separate valves, the saving of one valveholder and a slight economy in both HT.
and L.T., due to the particular Valve
characteristics.
Grid and anode of a triode valve nìay, of
course, be strapped to permitthe valve to
function as a diodo or rectifier, and this
enables various circuits to be tried out.
(Conginned on

of utilising a dual type of valve may,
-however, be applied in other directions and
,imiIar economies eflècted. In the article in
question it was mentioned that tests had
been conducted with a double-triode valve
for L.F. and Output stages, but these
valves are not available in battery types.
The standard Class B valve has characteristics such that it will not permit one
section to be used as a straight output
triode, although each section may be used
as a triode. The reason is that the majority
operate with no grid bias and thus their
handling capaeity is low. A low-gain two.
stage amplifier could, however, be made
up with such a valve, although itis probables
that the resultant output would not
exceed that given by a good L.F. valve.
The total H.T. current would be lesi,
although the L.T. current would be simila r
to the two valves (each taking .1 amp
comparen with the .2 amps or more of the
Class B valve).

306)

although it appears that at the moment
only one English firm makes the two.
cathode pattern. This, separation of the
cathodes enables the valve to be used in
circuits which are not possible with the
single cathode type.
Connections and
theoretical data arc given in Fig. 2.

:1i

Double Triodes

In the mains types, however, there are

3o

sesreral valve designs which lend them-

selves admirably to special uses, and the
double-diode-triodes or double-diode pen.
todes need not be employed in superhet
reOeWCrs. The use of the diodes for good.
quality signals in a straight set should not
be overlooked, and the experimenter who

ag

on the inarlet. one having a single cathode
for both sections, and the other having
two separate cathodes.
Although of
American origin, they are available in
certain English valves based on the original,

t

o\

20007)

130

06\

t20001

2.-Theoretical diagrams of ¡h. 6N7G and
6CBG valves and under - valveholder view of
Fig

pin connections.

Fig. 4.-Using
expander.

Ilse doul,le-friode
in a contras!
Bare details only are given.
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from Alexandra Palace. As readers know'
apparatus which lies idle for any period of
time must inevitably accumulate dust, and
with the self.imposed restrictions of lighting
and heating it is probable that the television
3J
set is accommodated in a room which is
seldom used. If this should be the case. it 's
better to move the set into the normal1ivg
room where heat is available, and so remove
any possibility of damage arising from
traces of dampness. If the television set is
combined with an all-wave radio which does
daily service for listening-in, then a!l is1
well, for the local heating from the valves
December 23rd, 1q39.
Vol. 4.
No. 182.
and power pack will ensure that the set's
in no way suffers. An- occasional
Institution of Electrical Engineers, showed interior
An Optical Equivalent
removal of the back, and the careful use of
!JRINCIPLES which have been firmly afornew application of the cathode-ray tube the suction nozzle of a vacuum cleaner by
measurements in a networkS analyser. the radio expert of the
JI
established in the field of normal
household is a wise
optics are freely borrowed and adapted Under ordinary circumstances the calcula- precaution, and with the very high winds
to meet any special conditions which arise tions involved in the operation and design which seeni to abound, at this time of the
in electronic work. This is particularly the of modern electrical distribution systems year it is as well not to neglect the aerial
case with one of the ordinary types of very often present such intrióate niathe- system. As many in8tallatiOfls are a dipole
cathode-ray tubes where it is found neces- matical equations that their solution by with or without reflector, supported as high
sary to make the electron stream undergo ordinary analytical means becomes prac- as possible above the roof top by a mast,
As an alternative, it is a good
focusing, refraction or reflection.
An tically impossible.
idea to examine carefully the
niteresting application of this has just been therefore, a miniature network, comprising support fixtures to ensure that they aro
made known, and has for its major feature generators, reactors, resistors nd other successfully withstanding the ravagei
the reduction of spherical aberration. In circuit components, is set up to have an brought about by inclement weather. If
the usual form of cathode-ray tube the equivalent electrical characteristic to the there is any movement of the mast in a
cathode and accelerating anode assembly distribution system imndeigoing investiga- lateral direction within its bracket siippor,
are mounted at one end of tue tube with its tion. lt is here that tise cathode-ray tube 'this will cause damage to the pole and
fluorescent screen at the other, but in this becomes of such importance, for the nature should be remedied by wedging straight
special tube this assembly is located about of the current and voltage distributions away. Also, see that the feeder cable is free
the middle point of the glass envelope. The can be observed, their phase relationships from defect and
not swaying in the wind or
striani of electrons emitted from the cathode checked, magnitudes can be measured, and,
immediately comes under the influence of furthermore, there is the additional advan- fracture will result. Any exposed soldered
a positive field of force which accelerates tage that severe overload conditions can be joints should be cleaned and taped up. A
the electrons towards a negatively-biased
j
e!ectrode positioned at one end of the tube.
Before reaching this electrode, however,
.._i
the stream must, of course, come under the
influence of an equipotential suiface which
exists between the positive and negative
-

-

W W WW

fields. This surface acts on the electrons in
the same way as a mirror does to a beam of
light, that is, reflects them back towards
tfie remote end of the tube. The stream is
theñ made to accelerate towards a fluorescent screen at the remote end by the action
of a high potentialed additional electrode
which brings about a strong fordsing action,
so that the impact of the stream on the
fluorescent screen is evidenced by a sharp,
clear-cut, tiny area of light. In addition
to the reduction of spherical aberration the
total length of the tube is cut down very
materially, and this is a very important
point for certain uses of the tube, particularly television. The tube housing is
reduced in size, and yet normal forms of
modulation and spot movement under the
influence of a time-base generator can be
undertaken.

,

0
:

i

-

Oscillographic Uses
THE cathode-ray tube is becoming an

indispensable piece of equipment for
the multitudinous oscillographic uses to
which the device can be applied. No highclass serviceman's equipment is really com
plete without an oscillograph, while in the
laboratory its use has become as common
as that of an ammeter and voltmeter. To
study the behaviour of circuits and record
the changes which occur when alterations
are made is of importance to designers, and
the accompanying illustration shows a
coiner of a research laboratory whose bench
equipment lends support to these remarks.
In addition to the essential metei readings
which must be recorded when accumulating
experimental data, visual observation of
wave-forms on the screen of the cathode-ray
tubo provides invaluable help in showing
what is actually happening in that part of
the apparatus to which the electrodes are
connected. A recent paper, presented at the

The calhode-ray lube is indispensable in ¡he modern laboratory, for it enables oscillographic
records fo be obtained in lieu of curves drawn after long mathematical computation.

simulated without damage to the equipment. Transient phenomena in networks
is becoming of increasing importance, and
when photographic methods ai-e used in
conjunction with the cathode-i-ay traces on
the fluorescent screen, proper records can
be made in a manner which only hopre of
laborious calculations and drawing would re.
veal to those undertaking the investigations.
Shelf Life

IIANY home constructors of television
IVI receivers, as well as purchasers of
complete sets, are wondering if their equipment will in any way deteriorate as a result
of the enforced shelf life brought about by
1\

the cessation of television transmissions

little care and attention devoted now to the
whole installation will repay the 6wner, and
save the cost of a service call when transmissions are resumed at some later date.
The cathode-ray tube of the set will bent-fit
if it is given a short run pf between 10 and
2k) minutes every alternate week, the
brightness control being kept at nornial
level, or if D.C. is present, advanced a little
from its usual running position, so that the
scanning field on the tube face is plairjy
visible. Do not let dust get inside the glass
cover plate which protects the tube face,
and if the set is examined periodically as
advised, then it will in no way suffer during
its enforced retirement from household
entertainment activities.
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threshold of a new year. We can but
hope that another Radio Show will
take place in 1940, which means that
the war will be over soon.
r

qt

The Club Dinners
EOR riry sins it is part of my job
to Visit the annual forgathering
¡
of clubs around the festive board,
for even your energetic Editor has
not yet discovered any means of being
in two places at the sanie time. I
am, therefore, his unworthy deputy,
and on of the toasts which I have
tò pröpose, or to which I have to
respond; includes the visitors and
the Press-.gentlemen of the Press,
if yoi. please. I do not know why
journalists should be referred to
as gentlemen, for the definition of
a gentlernañ is one who does not work
for his living, or one who would not
willingly hurt the feelings of another.
'rlìe former definition certainly does
not apply to me, and I gather from
my correspondence that the latter
does not either. But, still, here we
are at the end of another milestone
in the history of the world, and I do
vant for the nonce to dro!) the role
of splenetic critic, and to extend the

:

ELENGTH

:C.NYOE
The End of the Year
¡ AM necessarily writing this ahead
I of Christmas, but the nessage
will reach you round about Christmas
Eve if.we can rely upon the railways
to do their stuff and deliver promptly.
[ecause some
I mcnon
toi
readers., arc complaining that nowadays they are not able to obtain copies
with the same meticulous promptitude as hitherto. There are a number
There arc reof reasons for this.
stricted train services and restricted
collection and delivery services, due
to thc black-out. We ask for the indulgence of our readers in these difficult times, and if the one and only
weekly wireless journal fails to arrive
on the Wednesday morning, readers
must not presume that we have shut
up shop and departed for sorne unknown destination in the country.
The editorial offices of the journal
have not been evacuated to the
country. Here we are, right in the
danger zone defying Hitler to do his
worst. I refuse to evacuate my o.ce,
unless at some future time a bomb
mutilates my sanctum. Even this,
however, will not prevent us, like
Burgomaster Max in the last war,
from publishing our journal.
Anyway, festive greetings and all
that.

'

By Thermion
hand of comradeship to all my zeaders.
Most of them understand my gibes,
and accept them in the spirit of
friendly badinage. Some, however,
get quite hot under the collar, and
add to the gaiety of my life by
scrawling a bitter letter to me disagreeing with my views on this, that
or the other.
There is substance
here for a New Year's resolution on
the part of these readers. However,
it is pleasant to hear the Ilattering
things which are said at club dinners
about the Press. It is realised that
it is the Press which keeps the movement together.
An indusiry or a
hobby gets the press it deserves, and
it is the wireless constructor who
has made the wireless press what it
is-the first reader to send me a
rude answer to this is sacked

The Past Year
T has, indeed, been a momehtous
¡ year, one of alarums and excursions, finally culminating in the
declaration of war towards the end
of Radiolympia. The cloud of doubt
ruined the best show of the lot, and
caused it to close down before it had
run the usual course of its life. The
radio trade has had a bad time,
although there are signs, judging
from the re-introduction of' hire purchase, that it is reviving. Amateur
wireless transmitters have had their
licences cancelled and their transmitting sets confiscated. The Baird
Company has suffered a knock-out
blow, fór the television transmissions
have ceased for the duration of the
war. Journals, too, have had their
difficulties, but we are encouraged
by the continued interest shown in
radio c6nstruction, as evinced b our
net sales, to continue. This, in spite
of rising costs and the inevitable
problems which a war brings to journals of this character. We are on the

Midget Receivers
j HAVE received the following in teresting letter from A. C., of
Rossendale, Lanes:
"From time to time various concerns have produced portable receivers of reasonably small dimensions-one or two sets were really
in the 'pocket' class-but for some
reason really little attention has
been paid to the design of a midget
battery receiver.
"In the United States, of course,
there is a great business in the sale
of A.C.-D.C. midget sets at about
30s. to 45s., and it is difficult to
understand why our British manufacturers have never been able tocater for the low-price market.
I suggest that there is a real need
br a pocket portatle at present,
when so many thousands of people
are taking part in some foim of
National Service.
Broadcast programmes are popular with both
Britith and French troops. As one
report from Paris states
"Music has not been, as in 1914, the
first victim of the war. Then, the opening
roar of the cannon scattered the startled
muses. To-day, music goes with the
soldiers to the battlefield. Thanks to
the radio, the artistic life of a nation
is no longer stilled by the crash of arms.
Above the military trains, the convoys
of supply, the transmission of the wave
trains is uninterrupted. They travel,
invisible in the air, to ensure the intellectual replenishment of the peopleo ....
The receiving sets can carry to the very'
edge of the battlefield the comforting,
cheering voices of artists who formerly
could only occasionally reach the units
behind the lines. . . . Just as one
sends the soldiers at the front packages
filled with good things, so art in its most
familiar form gives our defenders a
moment's diversion.
"These gifts will certainly be most

welcome, but even the smallest commercial pOrtal)le provides loudspeaker
reception and is too big to be taken
everywhere.
Is it impossible to design a lowpriced pocket i'eceiver, strong enough
to withstand normal use, operating
from dry batteries for H.T. and L.T.,
and providing reception on small

headphones?"
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

MUSIC
Our Music

Critic,

Maurice Reeve, 'Discusses Carols and

THERE are few spheres of life into
which music, in sorno form or other,
Nor is there a
does not enter.
function or a celebration in which it
does not have its allotted place. Whether
it be a King's coronation or the Maypole
dance, the gathering in of the harvest,
or tho celebration of marriage nuptials;
each and all call on music to play ai
important role. So with Christmas approach.
¡ng, it may not be unseasonable if we consider the part it plays in the great annual
festival of hope and faith.
It would be as impossible to talk about
Christmas music without introducing a
reference to its great twin event, Easter, as
it would be towrito about winter without mentioning summer. Not by way of
critical comparison, but simply because it
seems inevitable that we should. We all
know that Christmas is a festival of rejoicing, whilst Easter is one of mourning.
Consequently, the music for the two occasions is naturally of a vastly different
character. But that is not the half of it.
I think that much more than merely the
religious nature and significance of the two
rites govern the character of the music
used in each. What is the first thing that
strikes us about their music, when looked
at in retrospect, as it were, and quite
without prejudice or favour? Simply this,
which is of profound significance. Christnias is a festival of rejoicing. It is the
great carnival of the young. It has the
widest possible ramifications from turkey
to crackers, and mistletoe to minco pie.
Everything is spontaneous, natural and
free and easy; "we do as we darned well
plecz-e." And we do it because we want to
do it., unlike Easter, when we do things
rather morebecause we've got to do them.
The festival is completely informal and
spontaneous-in spite of certain prepara.
tions and formalities, much more so than
Easter. The result of all this on the musical
side of the celebrations is inevitable.
The music of Christmastide is consequently stamped with an informality and a
spontaneity which are wholly lacking at
Easter. Not only does the religious sido
of the ceremony lack the formal great
masterpieces that Bach and Handel gave to
the spring occasion, but the very joyousness
of the season sets the whole people music
making as part os their merrymaking.
Which leads me to the core and root of all
Christmas music-the Carol.
Carols

What would Christmas be without the
carols? No matter how atrocious the vocal
effort and regardless of the venality of some
of the young urchins who make sport of the
ocasion, and are quite oblivious of the
true meaning of their chants, what would
Christmas he without those "Nods"
and "Whilst Shepherds Watch," gabbled
and croaked through the letter box?
What if we were not summoned from our
fireside toast or crumpets to answer their
imperious knock? Not quite the samefl

surely. Celebrants in hotels or restaurants
must surely miss a vita.! part of the season
through missing these young rascals, who
have been a part of the English winter
mythology for ages out of reckoning.
Carols (the word Onrol is derived from
the French generià name Noel) have
had a long and chequered histoy. They
first came into usc in the church service
when Latin ceased to be the language
universally understood and spoken-presumably at the time of the rise of our
modern national dialects. St. Francis of
Assisi is said to have designed the first
examples to stimulate greater enthusiasm
in church services than the long Latin
sequences- could generate.

Classification
Rickert divides English carols into
groups according to their subject matter.
The earliest dealt with the Nativity, the
Incarnation amid the Annunciation. Then
came the Shepherd and the Epiphany
groups followed by those of Christmastide,
Wassail and the Boar's head. Although
most of the best carols have conic from the
Continent, there arc many English gems by
Byrd, Gibbons, Lawes, and other masters
of Elizabethan and Stewart English
music. The "First Nowell" is only a
portion of a long harangue, and its constant
repetition gets very monotonous. "God
Rest You Merry. Gentlemen." is a solendid
tune, which was used to various jolitical
"motifs" in the eighteenth century.
-

"Remember OThou Man" (1611) is also
a very good one. A very early one is
"The Boar's Head in Hand Have I"
(1521), and it is sung every Christmas in
front of Queen's College, Oxford.

A large number of folk.song carols are
based on mystery plays and pageants,
notably the "Cherry Tree" carols, the
"Camel and the Crane," ".Joseph was an
01(1 Man," "Dives and Lazarus," and
"Three Ships," etc.
English carols' have suffered strange
vicissitudes. They began aa popular songs
of great beauty, and up to the time of the
Reformation-a timo of Catholic piety
such as we see to.dayin any Roman Catholic
country-the Virgin and Child was the
favourite theme.
Henry the Eighth's
arbitrary rule, and its profound and lasting
effects on the temper of the country, caused
a loss of joy and spontaneity to themthey became dull and formal. The Puritans
discouraged them altogether, whilst even the
Restoration ha1 little effect. But they
came back to some favour about 1700 and
vere more or less stahiised as a hymn for
church performance-this being the final
test of their quality. ' While Shepherds
Watched" would be typical of the form
which they permanently assumed from
then onwards. Perhaps the most beautiful
carols are to be found in the lullaby and
ciadle song categories, the palm going to
those originally written in Germany, owing
to the wealth of diminutives in that
language. There are many collections and

the Féstive

Seaon

..

an extensive bibliography. Much research
has evidently been given to the subject.

Amateur Talent

-

Carols, however, are surely at their best
when, to a Christmas card setting of fFoSt
and snow, fine amateur vocat t.aìent
collects in hands or choirs and goes sut
on its joyful ways singing, with siuserity
and skill, for the benefit of derei'ing
charity and to the pleasure of those inside
and around their fire. A knock on the deer
not only gets politely answered and the
request for charity generously responded-to,
but a glass of port and a mince pie aie not
infrequently the carollers' reward. Ahw,
we seldom get this near London, nowadays.
It is many years since I can remember
seeing it-fourteen miles from Charng
Cross. I hope the custom has survived in
the country-we can ill spare to shed many
more of these pages of Old England's story.
But what chances would these songsters
have on our modern arterial roads, and in
the crowded areas of suburbia? Tija and-

run is the order of the day there, and
unavoidably so, Fm afraid.
Kings College, Cambridge, have provided us in recent years with by far the
best carol singing, and it has been among
the best radio items on Christmas Day for
many seasons. I cannot say if we are to
enjoy these famous choristers again this
year-probably not. But keep a look out
in the radio programmes for them, and if
you liavent heard them before, don't mih
them. If you have, then I know you]! he
switching on.

PROGRAMME NOTES
Strausses Galore
GUY WARRACK has chosen some of
the music he most loves lor abc
concert which he will conduct on December
23rd. Moreover, it has all been composed
by members of the Strauss family. It
begins with the overture, "Fanny ElssIr
the Dancer," by Johann Strauss (son) and
followed by Old Viennese Dances, by Oscar
Straus; the Galop, "Where one laughs
and lives," by Eduard Strauss; a waltz
scene from "Intermezzo," by Richard
Strauss; Galop, "Dr. Piccolo," by C.
Strauss; Polka, "Old China," by Johann
Strauss (father); and, the best known of
all, "The Blue Danube" Waltz, byJohnn
Strauss (son).

Dream Come True
IS story gave uncomfortable feelings
TH to the people who heard it; Mrs.
Rudolph Prihoda, wife of tho WLW s'aff
artist, woke up one morning recently in
tears, after a dream that her brother, a
German citizen, had been drafted into he
army at home and wounded in action.
Early this week she received a letter frein
Germany. It said that her brother hasi
been drafted for army service and several
days after hostilities began was wosnded.

II,
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Owing tó Previous Copies Being Now Sold Out, t ie Following Details
are Reprinted- by Reqúest

OWING to ampliers being so often
associated with high-power outputs,
it has become common to think of
them as being essentially mains operated;
in view of this and the number
lof requests received for a battery-operated
outfit,. the unit mentioned above has been
designed. To the many readers who have
made such requests and who may require
something different from that given below,
we would draw their attention to the latest
edition of" Sixty Tested Wireless Circuits,"
wherein will be founa much valuable in
formation, together with complete circuits,
concerning amplifiers and their
The first consideration with any battery-

therefore,
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casé may be, it is always wise to remember
is
too critical as regards
intensity o sound when considered from the
point of view of watts. Forexample,it would
take a very experienced ear to differentiate

The current consumption of the L.L.2,
with 135 volts on its anode, is approximately 3 mAs, while each PP.225, under
normal working conditions. will draw as
much as 18 mA in the anode circuit and
between 3 and 5-watts output; therefore, 2 mA in the auxiliary-grid circuit. These
I have selected a happy medium, remem- figures at first sight seem rather drastic
bering other limitations, and decided on an for battery operation, but one must not
output of 2. watts.
overlook the fact that with Q.P.P. outnut
the two P.P.225's are so heavily biased
The Circuit
that their standing current becomes very
The valve sequence is one L.L.2, which has low and large current surges only take place
ai amplification factor of 30, feeding into during the handling of powerful passages
p+iO-SO in the input signal.
It is impossible to go into tue whys and
HTt
wherefores of Q.P.P. operation in thip
sCsNS
article, but it will suffice to say that the whole.
secret of satisfactory output and distot-tionfree reproduction is the correct adjustment
of the grid bias with relation to the actual
anode potentials.
-» OUTPUT
i
The output from a normal pick-up will
ANS -
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PP 225

I

provideadequateinputfortheoutputs!vcs
as the L.L.2 has a fairly high magnification

rOpots

-

factor, while tite coupling transformer has a
ratio of 1:9. So far as microphones are
concerned, a lot depends on the type and
their actual efficiency, and with a high
sensitivity model a satisfactory output will
be obtained; but with others having a
lower output, such as high quality trans-0 GB'
3 POIN i
verse current and moving-coil types, it will
SWITCH ON R3»
be advisable to provide a simple "head"
L1
- amplifier in the form of, say, a good straight
___.>
H.F. pentode resistance-capacity coupled to
LT
02 Ml D
INPUT
the L.L.2.
un-z
NO
Two variable controls are provided
to allow two inputs to be controlled and
"mixed" before being fed into the grid
Fig. I-Theoretical circuit of the 2.watL battery amplifier.
circuit of the L.L2, thus allowing two pickoperated apparatus is current consumption. two pentodos, PP.225's, arranged in ups or one pick-up and a "mike" to be
The second, at least so far as amplifiers quiescent push-pull, the coupling being used, according to individual requirements.
are concerned, is the output obtainable. provided by a Varley Q.P.P. transformer This item is always very handy as it in.
Bearing in mind the fact that these two re- type D.P36 which is parallel fed to allow creases the uses of the amplifier considerquirements are very closely iclated to each the utmost inductance to be obtained from ably, apart from giving the operator greater
other, and that dry HT. batteries are likely the primary winding to ensure a good bass scope so far as results or effects are concerned.
to be the source of anode current supply, response.
The third control R3 is a combined
limits to suit both factors had to be selected,
The normal output of one PP.225 with
and it soon becomes apparent that it is 135 volts on the anode and auxiliary grid,
(con: inued o,erleaf.)
absurd to think in terms of 4, 5 or 6 watts and with its grid biased
output, as so many constructors would 12 volts negative, is
desire.
1,000 milliwatts, or 1
If: one can eliminate the question of watt; therefore, with two
dry ITT. batteries by, say, using large- in the above output cirFig. 2.-Panel layout and
capacity H.T, accumulators or, for example, cuit, it issafe toestimate
drilling diagram.
a Mimes Unit, then the output can be that at least 2. watts will
raised considerably, but even so, one be obtained, provided
cannot soar to the large outputs obtainable the anode and bias voltfrom some of the mains-operated "power" ages are correctly ad- t.
ToilE CO/s7ROL 4ND
justed.
amplifiers.
Oii/O
5)v.
.S& many pick-np enthusiasts appear to
have the impression that unless an amplifier
.eañ deliver, say, 5 watts of undistorted
output, it is not worth considering for
record reproduction. Well, I supposé it is
a matter of personal taste, but bearing in
mind that one is usually concerned with
uing the equipment in a room of average
size,I would suggest that such power is out
of all proportion.
From the reproduction point of view,
N I/VP/Jr
(
by whiéh I mean judging aurally, I maintain
't
Covr.c'OL
Cc,-' 7R0L
that 4n Output system capable of handling
4'o./
2is-atts is more pleasing, when it is fully
than a S or 8-watt outfit with the
.vlumbturncd down to the same outputT
T{owver; whatever the pros and cons of the
IUNOSRAM
GB
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WIRING DIAGRAMS.
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(Conlinued from pre4oIds page.)

potentiometer and switch, th poteiìtiometer section being used as a tono control,
while the switch is wired to cut off all
batteries. It will be noted that the tone
control is really a low-note booster or highnote eut off, but the values have been
selected to provide a most satisfactory variation in the touai response, and it will be
found very useful for the elimination of
rc3ord surface noise or needle scratch. It
must be appreciated, when considering this
arrangement, that the natural characteristics
of the amplifier am on the high side, so any
additional forni of high-note booster is not
required; in fact, it would be detrimental.

TO4'1-CONTÌ'i'O.

i

5

from the illustrations
that a small simple chassis has been used to
hold all components, as this allows a clean
toi) deck to 1)0 obtained and facilitates
wiring. It will be quite an easy matter
to build a compact cabinet round the chassis
or, if a more professional appearance is
required, to make a corer to fit into the top
of the chassis out of stout perforated tine.
The transformer is placed so that the
grid leads to the two output valves are short
and direct, the resistance 11g being included
to prevent, in conjunction with the two
fixed condensers, Ca between each anode
arid the negative line, parasitic oscillations
which are sometimes generated in symmetri cal hush -pull circuits.
The anode circuit of the L.L.2 is decoupled
by means of a resistance and a condenser
to eliminate any possible instability through
battery coupling, but the anodes of the
PP.225's receive their H.T. via the output
or speaker transformer. No output tians-

One 50,000 ohm 1.watt resistance, Erie.
One 20,000 ohm i-watt resistance, Erie.
Two 50,000 ohm } watt resistances, Erie.
One 1 megohm watt resistance, Erie.
One 4 mfd. fixed condenser, type 50, T.C.C.

.1 mId, fixed condenseew, type 250, T.C.C.
One .02 mId, fixed condenser, typc 300, T.C.C.
Two .001 mfd. fixed condensers, type 300,T.C.C.
Two 5-pin salveholders, chassis type, Clix.
One 4.pin valveholder. chassis type, Clix.
One25,000 ohm potentiometer,withthree.point
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will be seen
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Two
h

switch, Erie.
Two .5 megohm potentiometers, Erie.
Two socket strips, P.U., Clix.
One Q.P.P. transformer, type 36, Varley.
! One L.L.2 valve. Tunesram.
Two PP.225 valves, Tungiran,.
Wooden chassis, screws, wire and systoßex.

I

-

former is included in the amplifier as the
majority of modern moving-coil speakers
are fitted with a multi-ratio transformer
which usually allows satisfactory matching
to be secured.
Particular attention must be given to the
connecting wires associated with the two
input controls. As these potentiometers are
in direct contact with the input gtid, it is
essential to cover all èonnecting svires with
metallised braiding.

'

/.z

TELEVISION IN AMERICA

THOSE nations free from the rigonrs of
wai and able to maintain their television services, that is to say, the U.S.A. and
Italy primarily, have apparently been
studying very carefully the nature of the
productions which fortunate viewers within
range of the Alexandra Palace signals were
able to enjoy in pre-war days. From inIbrniation which has become available from
various sources it has appeared very clear
that the authoritie8 charged with providing
"FOR SERVICE READERS."
entertainment through the medium of
READERS who have relation or friends in television, and this applies particularly to
H.M. Forces will be thanked if they draw America, have begun to recognise that it is
TIT- far better to make a really honest use of
attention to our famous contemporary
BITS " and its page " For Service Readers." the conventions which the restrictions of
This page, conducted by "Nobby," who is the television make apparent, than to make
Service-man's Champion, Is already famous. fruitless attempts to disguise those limiNabby's offer of expert help is extended to tations by a rather lavish copy of whut
A.R.P. workers and a!! engaged upon Service for occurs in either the film studio or on the
stage. The producers who are tackling this
the State. Apart from this feature " TIT-BITS
remains the brightest of al! home weeklies and important problem have come to the very
him " in the next sensible conclusion th
it is preferable
is the ideal paper to send.
to Ñploit fully their own analytical celeo.
tarcel.

tion of the visual clues which the new
medium is undoubtedly placing at their
disposal. It has always been recognisec
in tho entertainment world that the films
have the special advantage of post editing,
but there is no reason why this factor
cannot be offset by paying very careful
attention to individual lighting for eachitem of the production in conjunction with
correct continuity movement. A clear lea4l
is established over any film record by the
vitality of the television transmission, for
there is the knowledge that the event is
happening while being watched, and did
not occur saine months previously in the
form of haphazard scenes which the ed tor
has restored to a story with the events in
chronological oi'der. In America it has
already become apparent that tite probat ionary period of programme product ions
is likely to be a short one, and although large
talent resources will be required this
has become an.. incentive and tiot a
deterrent.
.

.
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]1ra1c1tiícdi][
A Pick-up Lifting Devke

Two 18 gauge brass guides, one screwed
to the wooden handle, the other free t-o
move up and down the scale and handle,
vere soon made, and the finished job
proved intejesting to make and practical in
use-R. C. WJNDRIr (Hanworth).

THAT. DODGE OF YOURS!
THE action of removing añd replacing a
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREpick-up on a gramophone'record has
must have originated somelittle dodge
always struck me as being bad for the $LESS"
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us? We pay Li-10-o (or the
tracking, and as I frequently experiment.
hint submitted, and for every other item
in prctising this very function, I decided - best
published on thit page we will pay half-athat in the interests of my records I would
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
contt-uct some fnrm of lifting device-which I sending in to us addressed to the Editor.
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manner. I took standard small-capacity
condenser and mounted this on the chassis
-not on tue ianel. An old three-inch
.-"-.-.-o-.-i tuning dial of ebonite was then cut as
shown in the accompanying illustration.
'-TOTICE
If desired, of course, a dise could be cut
accompanied by the$ from sheet ebonite about iin. thick to the
desired size. A small spring stop device
page iii of cover.
was next cut as shown ni the separate
illustration. and this was screwed to the
on the under side so that it engaged
bulb (15
tts) to chassis
the notches cut in the edge of the dise.
of the condenser and the size
I gave the whole The position

would provide a further advantage in pro (\% est Wick
/t
-'
tecting a piezo head which I use. After ham).
....----'-ì
weighing the pros and cons of various
schemes I hit upon the idea of using a A Calibrated
i
camera release and ratchet movement
4 i'J
S c r b n g jj
doitg the lines indicated in the sketches
IJJS.
Tool
This camera shutter release is very
'ijju
ii,
-''
positive in action, and by adjusting the A S I do a
4
relationship of the ratchet teeth to the
push of the release pin, I very seldom £: of ho
have to make any adjustments.
The construe tional
diagrammatical representation shows t ho
I
essentials of the completed assembly, the thought i t An old shaving_slick, case
inset illustration clearly defining the func- would be well makes an effective shade Jo,
a furniable light.
tion of the hinged recoçd lifting strip. w o r t h rn
-Q. J (aia'nis (Leicester).
while if I
made a calibrated scribing tool having
Turntable Illumination
inch and fractional markings. As a steel
APROPOS the article in a recent issue rule offered considerable difficulties, so far
of "P. W." regarding turntable as drilling as concerned, I decided to go
lighting, I thought that the following to a little trouble in carefully scoring a
idea a used by me for the past few weeks brass strip down to th. of an inch.
After slightly shaping one end after
would be of interest to other readers.
I had by me an old shaving stick ease, marking and stamping the
made of a composition similar to bakelite, scale-the scoring be i n g
of which the cap screwed into the carried over one edge, as
will be noticed in the accombody.
I cut a hole in the cap large enough to panying drawing-I then
take a miniature batten holder, as supplied drilled a small hole into
by a popular stores, and then drilled the which would fi nail y be
hange of this cap, and also drilled sweated the brass fluted
corresponding holes in the base of the needle holder. To observo
batten holder, this allowing sinai! bolts to the necessary degree of
be inserted and screwed tip tightly to hold accuracy, I made sure that.
the oentre of the hole corthe assembly rigid.
Next, I cut a window in the body of the responded to the exact centre.
case in such a position as to allow light of the zero inch mark.
-

.

T°

OOS

-

-

co'it of brown
bakelite cnamcl and when

hardI
DIA

problem of finding, exact settings
for a baiìd-ct condenser, which. to
be fully effective, should be varied in steps,
was overcome by me in the following

-

tho miniature
project.
w lien completed,
from
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A simple bandspreod'adjusiing dodge.

of the disc are chosen so that a small
section of the disc will protrude through a
slot eut in the front panel. This 1rtion of
the disc is themi engraved, and enables the
condenser to be adjusted by the thumb
and exact settings repeated.-T. HErx
(Romford).
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Into à .Cigar Box

design of pocket-receivers can filament pcint of view, before attachment, standard mica condensers with terminìs,
many novel features, but although it is possible to get at the various short leads way be attached to them.
THEcover
generally speaking the true pocket terminals if the position which wo adopted
The baltery leads should, of course, be
set is only possible when Midget valves and is followed. This is shown in the illustration long enough to reach to the battery box,
special parts are employed. Even so, the below. Wiring may be carried out with or position in which the batteries are to be
accommodation of suitable batberies then insulated solid wire, or ordinary flex, and ketit. An on-off switch lias been omitted
brings the total dimensions rather beyond is quite a simple matter.
for the same reason as the wavechange
anything but a large coat pocket or similar
switch, and the set is switched off merely
receptacle. If, however, the batteries can Wavechange Switching
by disconnecting the LT. negative lead
To avoid the fitting of a wavechange from the accumulator. Alternatively, a
be separately accommodated then quite

reasonable pocket-sets may ho
suitable switch may be mounted
made up, even using standard
on a small strip of ebonite, with
parts. We recently described a
a strip of metal attached to
one-valver built into a cigar
one terminal of the switch and
box, and in an endeavour to see
drilled to accommodate the
just what could be donc with
terminal on the accumulator.
this type of box we carried out
The lead is then attached to the
remaining switch terminal and
one or two experiments, and
thus on-off switching may be
an interesting two-valver which
carried out in the usual way.
was included in these is illustrated On our cover and described
If you are interested in making
in this article. Standard parts
a more comprehensive job of the
receiver then automatic bias may
were to he used and a selection
be provided by including a suitable
of standard cigar boxes was
resistance with by-pass condenser
obtained. These varied conin the H.T. negative lead in the
siderably in shape, but a very
usual way. This will entail the
useful size was that used for 25's,
fitting of an anchoring screw so
and this measured 5m, by 5in.
that the lead may be attached
by lAm, deep. This just chables
end the secondary of the transtwo valves to be accommodated
former connected to the H.T.
comfortably in standard basenegative lead. Any type of aerial
board-mounting valveholders at
may be used, depending upon
each end of the box, with
-rBRSCKET
the results desired. If selectivity
sufficient room between them to
Theoretical circuit of Ehe Pocket Two
is an important point in your
take a small transformer and
locality, usc a small aerial. This
the two variable condensers.
The question of a coil was solved by switch, the continued operation of which may be a length of flex in the form of
using the Bulgin Midget coil, and this was might result in splitting the thin wood of a throw-out aerial, about 15 to 2Oft. being
bolted to the top of the box-the relative the box, we adopted a crocodile-clip method adequate. If a full-size outdoor aeriiìl is
positions of thesé parts all being indicated of wavechanging. A short length of wire connected to the set then selectivity will
is attached to the earth connection on the naturally be rather poor and a series-aerial
in the cover illustration.
coil and the clip is attached to the earthed
(Continued on page 312)
Battery Problems
terminal of the tun¡q
rkrr
This, therefore, only leaves the problem ing condenser when
of the batteries, and one easy way of over- long waves arc being
coming this is to have n similar box in received. This is
which may be placed a small jelly-type merely to keep thq.,
accumulator for LT.. with three or four clip from swinging
GB. batteries connected in series for H.T. loose and perhaps
If the receiver is just required as a novelty, introducing a short
then standard batteries could be used in the circuit or other
ordinary way. Leads for the batteries are trouble. When
brought out from the case through a medium waves are
suitable hole, and two.socket strips are required the clip is
mounted op each side for aerial and earth attached to conand for 'phones. The cigar-box wood is nection point No. 2
generally of cedar, and although very thin on the coil. The
rt
is easy to cut, and when cleaned down will numbers, incidenttE
take a very good polish or may be left in ally, will be found
its natural state. The labels are generally stamped into the
well fixed, but a damp cloth pressed on coil-former close to
them will enable them to be cleaned off the small eyelets.
without warping the wood. Do not use If the small coloured
too much water, and do not use coarse leads on the coil
sandpaper to clean down as this will scratch are not long enough,
the soft wood and spoil the surface. Be or you desire to
careful not to damage the cloth linge, as preserve uniformity
this is also attached with glue and will not in the wiring, you
stand up to misuse. When cleaned, drill can unsolder them
the two holes in the front (which is actually and attach separato
the bottom of the box in question), using a leads. The fixed
twist drill to avoid tearing the wood. At condensers and
the sides drill accommodating holes for the grid-leak aro joined
socket strips and then attach valveholders, to the appropriate
coil, transformer, and socket strips with terminals, and the
short bolts. The wood is too thin to permit normal wire ends
rear VieW of
of satisfactory screwing. If desired, the may be used or, if
liw completed receiver also
valveholde may be wired up-from the you make use of
sws the wiring connections.
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How to Obtain Increased Volume and Bettèr
Reproduction by Using a Wall-mounted Baffle.
Constructional Details are Given in this Article

-

By FRANK PRESTON

Ç.

-

readers are fully aware, speaker suspended with cords from the picture rail.
This is seldom good practice unless the
complete assembly is very heavy and rigid
Fig. 3.-The hoe in ¡he centre of ¡he board
unit from the comparatively small receiver and, preferably, built as an enclosed box of
may be cul with a pad or l,eyhole saw. The
cabinet to a good-sited baffle boárd. It is triangular section. My preference is for a
hoard sliu1d be held firmly whilst sawing.
not as widely 'known that by this sanie baffle board about 3ft. 6m, square firmly
means it is possible to obtain a greater fixed to the valls.
One sound method of mounting is by pered. For emnip1e, if they arc lin.
useful volume of reproduction from a given
input. In very many instances an improve- screwing four wooden blocks to the walls, long they should taper from in. to kin.
The After the wali has been plugged by
ment in the speaker mounting will give and screwing the baffle to these.
results as good as those to be obtained by blocks should be shaped and arranged as either of the methods the wooden blocks
shown in Fig. I, where it will be seen that should be firmly attached. It is worth
adding an additional amplifying valve.
they are not of rectangular section but mentioning that if plugging tools are
have one edge bevelled so that it makes an not available it is generally possible to
Tho provide a sufficiently secure fixing by
angle of 45 degrees with the wall.
CORNER
4ALE OF
simplest method of finding the correct driving in three 2m, nails. These should be
OF. ROOM
position of tile blocks is to bevel the two arranged in the form of a flat triangle and
upright edges of the baffle, as shown in should be sloped downward slightly.
It
Fig. 2, and then holding the baffle in the should be understood that this is not an
corner and at the correct height so that its ' approved" method, and that the nails
position can lightly be marked on the wall will obtain a secure hold only when the
with apencil.
plaster is hard and of good quality.
To fit the baffle board it is necessary only
8AFPLE BOARD
The Mounting Blocks
to bore a hole about bin. from each corner
:.
The blocks of wood used for mounfing and in the centre of each edge, countersink
can he made from planed timber measuring the holes and mount with screws about lin.
about 2m, by lin., by about 4m, long. They long. A better appearance can be obtained
/
are best made from a single length because by usinm so-called fancy screws, the heads of
this simplifies the work of making the which are drilled and tapped to receive a
-.'
/
bevel or chamfer. To mark out for this short parallel-sided screw with a decorative
MOUNT/NO BLocxs:
measure lin. (or the thickness of the wood) head.
from the corner at each end and draw or
gauge a line down one face as also shown in The Baffle Board
Fig. 2. The corner can then be planed off.
In choosing the wood for the baffle it is
Bore a cciuple of -1in. holes in eneh
of the four pieces amid countersink these obvious that the plywood should be faced
with a wood which matches the furnmture
for the screw
¡n the room-often oak or mahogany. If
-PL4NED OFF
heads.
By holdFig. 1.-How the baftie may be arranged in
ing the blocks in
______________ this is not possible use first-class alder plythe corner of the room.
________________ wood, which can be well rubbed down and
place against the
later stained and polished. For a baffle up
wail the positions
to 3ft square, 9 mm. (about in.) plywood
During the past few years it has, i.mfor- of the screw heads
j
is suitable, but for larger sizes it is better to
tunately, become customary to build the can be transferred
'R
employ seven- or nine-ply, which is between
speaker into the set, instead of using it as by pushing screws
In the first
Jdn. and sin. in thickness.
separate unit. This might be a convenience through the holes
place, the baffle should be planed perfectly
1
\\
but it is not conducive to high efficiency. or by means of a
square, and then the two upright edges may
One of the best speaker arrangements con- bradawl.
f
be bevelled. After that, the fret or hole
sists of a large shallow, open box, standing
eight
_the
At
should be made in the centre. Actually,
on end, with the speaker unit mounted in points marked the
PLAN ro OFF
it is better and easier to make a simple hole
the centre of the front; this should be wall should be
rather than to do any fretting. Since the
heavily and rigidly built to ensure complete drilled to receive
speaker unit will probably be mounted on a
absence of vibration. An objection to this Rawlplugs of the
-.
small and separate board, the hole can be of
form of construction is that the speaker correct size for 11
'-- -________
any shape, but either circular or square will
becomes cumbersome. Another is that in to 2m, screws. A-s
ri1
'
usually be preferred. This can be marked
many cases it is not possible-beóause of its an alternative, a h'
\
out after finding the centre by drawing two
size and weight-to place it in th most slot can be made
--diagonals.
satisfactory position in the room.
in the wall by
means of a wall
Decoration
Large Baffle Area
drill or narrow cold
Whether the hole is to be round or
A better method, which is generally chisel; wedges
Ucircular it will be cut Out with a keyhole or
applicable, is to use a large baffle, which is about 3m, long by
\ ILpad saw, as shown in Fig. 3. A ein. hole
mounted in a cornei of the room between +in. thick at their
should be made inside the marked-out line
the two walls. The baffle board should wider end can then
Fig. 2.-The edges of in the case of a circle, or four such Isoles
consist of steut plywood and should be be made and driven
mounted with its centre at a height of about into the wall. The both the bafile board and should be made just within the corners for
¡he mounting blocks are
a rectangular hole. After sawing, the edge
4ft. It has sometimes been suggested that wedges should be
page)
(Continued on
the speaker baffle of this type may be only slightly ta- bevelleij as shown here.

renroduction can generally be imAs most
prved by transferring the speaker
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reproduction, and it is worth while to
experiment with different spacings,

ofthe hole can be smoothed with a rasp and
wood file, and finally with glass-paper.
Should some form of decoration be desired,
this oan easily be arranged by fitting strips
of half-round moulding parallel to the edge
of the board with, perhaps, a stamped
wooden ornament at each corner of the
decorative square. To fit these decorations,
make holes near each end of the strips and
about every (lin, in the length with a fine
archiinedean drill. Apply a very light coat
of thin, hot glue to the beading, press it into
place after marking out its position, and
then fix it by driving in -gin- panel pins;
drive these nearly t-o the level of the beading and then slightly sink them with a pin
punch
A. piece of j[k should be fitted over
the back of the hole, and this is best bought
ready mounted in a cardboard frame. By
buyùìg the silk in this form the difficult job
of making it uniformly taut and free from
kinks is avoided.
The speaker unit will probably be
niounted on a small board, and this can be
screwed on to the batik of the baffler. In
naily cases reproduction may be improved,
however, by spacing this board from hin.
to din. from the baffle by insetting felt,
tubber or wooden packing, as shown in
Fig. 4. This spacing tends to improve bass

in the case of a mains set %hen using a
speaker with separate output transformer

it

Speaker Connections

is better to fix the transformer to the
baffle so that the secondary leads (which are

V

V

Where convenient, it is bet to have the connected to the very-low-resistance speech
speaker fairly near to the set. But if it coil) aro as short as possible. A few ohis
must be some distance away use good- resistance in the leads to the primary
quality flex for the connection, especiaHy winding is seldom of any importance.
If the speaker is an cnergisecl moving eil
use stout vulcanised rubber twin cable or
the connections to the field winding, since
these carry the full H.T. voltage. It is abo
generally desirable to keep the leads to the
anode of the output valve a short distanc
away from the field connections so that it
cannot pick up any1 hum from the unsmoothed current passing to the field. As
an alternative, use twisted triple cable.

-

;V'

i

j

I

¡f

T

f

¡j

4.-Ii

Fig.

is sometimes belier lo space the board
on which the speaker unit is mounted from the

main beßle.

A Better Arrangement
Although the consti-uction is slightly
more difficult, and the appearance less
pleasing, it is often better to place the
baffle with its centre about fift. high and to
make it slope downward. This can be dono
by cutting the baffle so that it is, say, 4ft.
wide at the top and 3ft. 6m, at the bottom:

in marking out draw a centre line and
measure half the length out from this to
make the board symmetrical. The same
form of construction can be used as mentioned above, although the angles will not
be perfectly correct.

Remote Control for Television Cameras
CONSIDERATIONS of space often
A View-finder Improvement
snake it difficult to accommodate a
An improvement upon tIte viewfinder is
cansera
and
an
television
large
in Fig. 2 in which tite cross wires
shown
scene
frein
has
which
point
a
operator at
in a subsIdiary optical
accommodated
are
to be viewed.
upon the scene
superimpose(l
and
i
system
arrangbe
overcome
by
ca
n
This difficulty
aperture
2 by means of
the
through
visible
move
under
the
control
to
ing for the caillera
3. The advantage
mirror
half-silvered
a
from
observing
the
scene
of a view-finder
arrangement is that a lens 4
a niore convenient point at which an of this
included so that both cross
be
may
stationed.
operator can be
object would appear in focus
and
wires
Fig.
I,
accompanying
illustration,
Tise
simultaneously.
of
this
kind.
shows an arrangement
Although cross wires have been shown,
It will be seen that the two mutually
perpendióular motions of the camera i it is preferable that illuminated slots with
mounted in the
gi inbal framework
Fig. 2.-(Riglii). A view-finder improvemeni
a r o conveyed
2
incorporating supc rim posed c ross-wiles.
to a remote
view-finder 3 by
means of flexible
câbles or shafts 4
r------;
and 5. Attheviewfmdcr the flexible
shafts control the
1
positions of the
two independent
cross wires 6, 7,
which are within
the field of view
,.Q
ii
through the eyepoint
their
S
piece ;
of intersection indicating the centre
of the field of view
of the camera.
Alternatively, the
,i
flexible shafts may
control the direction of the whole
view-finder in
which a rectanFig. l.-Diagram
framework
guiar
showing ihr gene raI
would indicate the
arrangement of the
field of view for

4T..

j

a black background should be used in
practice, so that the auxiliary optical system
w'ijl not reduce the contrast of the scene

being viewed. Further, as an alternat vc
to two intersecting lines, a gimbaf
mechanism may be devised which is controlled by the flexible shafts, and which
carries a flag (such as a circle of u-ire)
covering the centre of the scene being

transmitted.
In the converse arrangement, handles
would be attached to the ends of the
flexible shafts at the view-finder, and their
manipulation would control both movement of tho camera and position of cross
wires.
It is obvious

that instead of the flexible
shafts, alternative methods of communicating the movement of the camera may be
employed. These methods include BoW(lefl
wire mçehanims or an electrical follower
arrangement.

I

j

=jjji

i

ri

the lens being
used.

remote control lele-
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DISC RECORDING FOR

t

li

A REVIEW OF THE LATEST GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
Parlophone
PATBIOTIC songs, old and new, aIM
linked togetheron Parlophone R2718.
It 15 a iceording by Oscar Natzke. New
Zealand's great bass 'sinwer, who sings
Land of Hope and Clory ' and "There'll
Always be an England."
Tauber revives one of his old favourites,
"You are My Heart's Delight." on Parlo:
phone RO 20467. Ho couples it with an
equally popular song, " Vienna, City of My
l)reani." He has also made another
record this month with "O, Mary Dear"
and "Songs 11v Mother Taught Me" on
Parlophone RO 20408.
Symphony orchestras are featured in the
Parlophone 12m. Classic Series. A twopart selection from "Madame Butterfly"
is played by the Grand Symphony Orchestra
on Parlophone E 11428, and the Symphony
Orchestra have recorded ' Slavonic Dance,
No. 6" and "Slavonic Dance, No. 8" on
Parlophone E 11429.
-

Variety
i ESLIE

A. HUTCHTNSON (" Hutch")
L sings a popular song of the moinen,
"Lords of the Air" on Parlophone F 1562.
He couples it with a hill-hilly song, " Ridin'
Home." This artist also sings "This Heart
of Mine" and "Later On" on Parlophone
F 1570. Ronald Frankau and Tommy
Handley pop wpagain as Murgatroyd and
\Vinterbottorn on Parlophone F 1564. There
ale plenty of laughs in their version of
"Good Luck (and the Same to You)"
which has been adapted from the march
"Colonel Bogey," and " We Must All
Stick Together."
Song medleys are always popular at
parties, especially at this time of the year,
and a number are featured in the Parlophone list. First we have two descriptive

song medleys-" Somewhere in France"
on Parlophone F 1589. a two.part record

u

plico lOs. 6cl. (booklet 9cl.). The records
are described by Victor - Silvester and
compiled and demonstrated by Philip
Bueliel-Parlophone F 157982.

Take Your Choice
HARRY ROY and his Orchestra have
made three new records tlii month.
"Oh! You Crazy Moon" and "Oh! Ain't
it Grand to be in the Navy "-Parlophone
F 1567; "Out of the Rag Bag" (second
edition) which is a medley of popular ragsParlophone F 1568, anti finally, " Adolf"
and" They Can't Black Ont time Moon"Parlophone 1" 1571.
If you prefer something more sedate, then
the Orchestra Mascotte caters for you with
"The Skaters' Waltz" and "Tesoro Mio"
on Parlophone F 1575, and "The Jolly
Brothers" and "Valse Bleue" on Parlophone F 1576. Or again your fancy may
turn to the topic of the inonient such as
"Going Up the Line," which is a thrilling
carneo of the war recorded by some of the
boys, on Parlophone F 1505.

Decca
1I'EATURED in the Decea list this
month are two records by those two
popular comedians, Flanagan and Allen.
You can take your choice of "If a. Greyhaired Lady Says, 'How"s Yer Father' ?"
(That's Mademoiselle froni Arinentieres),
coupled with" F. D. R.. Jones" on Deeca
F7297, and 'Run, Rabbit, Run," coupled
with" We're Gonna Hang Out the \Vashing
on the Siegfried Line" on Decca F 7265,
but perhaps you'll like them both.
It is now possible to bring the theatre
into your own home as the Decca Company
have just issued an album entitled, "A
Night at the Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead."
The album contains three records, and the
Os. Od.

The first record, Decca

F 7319, contains "Overture-Tune-in and
tèaturing "Siegfried Line," "Run, Rabbit be Happy," played by The Argyle Theatre
Run," "There'll Always be an England," Orchestra; "My Daughter's Wedding
"Adolf," "Hullabaloo Belay" and "Wish Day," sung by Suzette Tarpi, comedienne;
Me Luck," and "The Fireside Singer" on and "Hitler, Goebbelsand Coering," sung
Parlophone F 1590, introducing "Love's by Tibton and Richards, duettists. Te
Old Sweet Song," "In an Old-fashioned next turn is Billy Rus.sell, comedian, who
Town," "Where My Caravan has Rested," entertains with" On Behalf of the Workiug
"Little Grey Home in the \Vest," " Roses Classe,s" and "Siegfried Line," on Decea
of Picardy," and "Vhen You Corne F 7320, and, flnal]y, we have Billy ScottHome." Patricia Rossborough plays a Goomber and his Singing Grenadiers singing
piano-medley on Parlophone F 1584 called a medley of "Musical Comedy Successes,"
"Songs to Sing-and Listen To." From a finishing with "There'll Always be an
piano-medley we corne to an organ-medley England," accompanied by the entire
by H. Robinson Cleaver, playing at the company and audience-Deeca F 7321. The
oigan of the Granada, Welling. It is records can be obtained separately if
called "Cleaver Hits, No. 2," introducing desired, price 2s.
That famous international star, Hilde.
popular songs of the moment-Parlophone
F 1585. Finally, we have The Kerbsido garde, makes her first record for Decca this
Serenaders' "Popular Hits Medley" on month and sings two old favourites, "Some
Day I'll Find You" and "Dance Little
Parlophone F 1588.

If you w'ish to spring a surprise on your
friends this Christmas b' tap-dancing, then
you should learn to (lance the \Tictor
Silvester Way. Parlophone arc issuing
four 10m, records, completo in au album,
)vith booklet giving dt'aij and ipstructions,

Set with Tracking gear.
pick-up and Tone-arm fitted
amoiid. Fitted on a Radio.
gram enables absent friends
to hear your voice. 37,6.
CRYSTAL SETS. Need no battery. work on mattress
aerial. 56 and 7/6. House 'phones. tabie and waii, ail
prices. Bells. Desk type with movement mn gong. 2:6.
Wall bells, 3/-. Large size. 7/6. Large ironclad, singlo
stroke. 15!-. MaIns outdoor fire alarm bells. 10/n. gong.
17/6. Bell I',ishes. 6cl. Heavy brass. 1/-. 11cl! OVire.
Twin. 3'. 100 O'ds.
SWITCh DI tLS.
10-point Finger Switch Dials.
used on G.P.O. Automatic Telephone8. These have
spring deve. governor clutch and contacts inside.
Price 2'G.
200 TRI,TE-T% IN CA3IER,%SCOI'ES, 2 lens viewers,
1/-post free.
BIGGEST B ItGAIN in our Clearance. Parcel for 51-.
TELESCOPES-Navy Telescopes. Gun spotters. 25'-.
REMOTE COThOL ' Ol'F' Relays or MAGNETIC
SWITCIIES.-4 amps.. 76 6 amps.. 10/- 10 amps..
15 amps.. 14!.
20 sinos,. 16/-.
12'Venner 15-day
Time Switches " on-oft" i amp., 6 amps.. 10 amps.,
200 amps. Cheap.
RELAYS-For microanips, milliamps or amps. For
remote controls. etc. Low, medium and h'gh res.
5 ma. Moving Irais. S'S. 10'S. and 12/6. HIgh Grade
Moving Cull, 50 mlcroamps, Weston. 60/in bronze
watertight cr.no. 70/-. Hew model \V.I.. 50 microamps.
I In. panel type. 55/-.
G.P.O. TYPE Ii TELEGH P1I RELAYS, with platinum pOints. 176. Less points. Silvertown HorIzontal
Calvos., two leweis, 5'-, post Od. Vert, needle G.P.O.
Calvos.. 5'-.
SINGLE IlL tOE RELAYS-No. 1 type SOD. 1.000
ohms "on-off' sp. 6 volt.s, 8 ma., 7/-. No. 2 type,
832 sp. 2.000 ohms "off" only, 10 Volts 5 ma., 8-.
MULTI-BLADE IOELAYS.-No. 9 tYpe AQ., 1,200
ohms. 2 coil D.F.' on-on "8/6. 22 volts. 150 Ins. No.10
typo AH.. 1.30012,000 ohms 2-coil, 3 cIrcuits, 6 blades
on-on" 15 volts, 100 ma., 9/-. No. 11 type 831. 1.200
ohms, 8 lade, 3 circuits, " on-off" 3 circuits S.P.C.O..
12 volts 12 ma. Blades removable. 1216. No. 12 type
2IB Spare. 1.000 ohms coil with armature,no contacts, for making relays, 08.
DlX1UIPANTA
tEST POCKET
T1-STER. A versatile moving-iron
multi-range motel- for service on
AC. or D.C. No projecting terminals.
THREE ranges of volts
0-7.5. 0-180.
O-300.
Used for MILLIAMPS. reads
12! ms. and 75 ma. In black haSchte
in. by 21m., with
Case. Size only
pair of test leads and plugs. 17/6.
TIIE5OMOMETE1lS. Panel 21m, dial. 5ft. ether tube
for distant Indicating. Oto 100 deg. Cent.. 76. Cambridge
ditto.1O6. FOURNIER THERMOMETERS by Cambridge
Instrument Co., 41v. dial. 10-110 deg. Cent. Fitted adjustable electric contacts. 45f-. 12m, right angle Immersion
Thermom. to 150 Cent.. 36.
15-DAY TIME SWITCHES. Venfler 1 amp., 5 amps..
50 amps., 100 amps.. 200 amps,. Cheap, 2O/.
MEDICAL ShOCK COILS, 2/-.
300 ENGINE IGNITION COILS 6 or 12 volts plain
non-trembler, 4 6. With vibrator. 66.
250 NEON LAMPS. Standard size letter neon bulb
with holder 320240 V.. 2/6.
VIRE. Special Resistance Bargain. 45 gauge Eureka
10 ma, enamelled.
108 Ohms per yO. 3f- per lib. 38
gauge Eureka 100 ma. lI. per lib. 33 gauge Eureka
250 ma. 1/- per lIb. 29 gauge Eureka li- per lib. 27
gauge Eureka 500 ma, bd, per lib.
BARE Resistance Wire, 48 gauge nlchrome 700 ohms.
per yd. 6/- per os. Heating Strip, chrome 1/32 a 16 thou.
2/6 per lib.
STATIC CONVERTERS. AC. to D.C. 40 watts output.
steel cased. Input 230 volts AC. 50 cycles, output 440
volts 60/100 ma. D.C. with valves, 45f.
AC. mains to D.C. 120 watts at amp.
for D.C. sets on AC. 220 V. steel ciad with
valves. 50/-.
CHARGING METERS, central zero.
-charge and discharge in all switchboard
-.
sizes, from 2m, dial up to 15 amps., 76.
4m, to lin, dial switchboard meters.
D.C. GENEn %TORS.-Shunt wound-lb volts 1
amp., 151volts amp., 17/6 200 Volts il amp..
:

.-

-

-

.

i

price is

37.6.-Electric FEIGH set
has bali bearing centre box
and gearod traverse rod.

Lady "-Deeca F 7310.

READ "THE CYCLIST"
3d. Every Wednesday.

///

-

LUCAS AEICO. 9.12 volts 120 Watts D.C.. enclosed.
4,0(0) revs.
As used on Aircraft wireless. Cost £15.
Reduced sale prIce. 126.
DyNAMO U.T. DUAL. 000 volts for HT. 100 ma.
and L.T. 8 volts 5 amps. Reduced Sale PrIce. 15'-.
PANELS. Aluminium 16- and 18-gauge one side enamelled. Paxolin and Ebonite, any size, from 2410. a 24m.
at low prices,
VARIABlE CONDENSERS. .005 mfd. Tekade. ji3
.00005 Polar Compax, 1f. SIW. Formo. 2f- J. 13. Midget,
.0001. 1/6 2-gang variable, .0005, 26
3-gang, 3'6.
CONDENSERq. Fixed electrolytIc 12+4 mId. 16 mf:l.
-275 volts, 1/6 6+6-12 mIti. 250 volts. 1/6 :8+8.-16 mrd.
350 volts. 1,6
24±8-32 cìfd. 400 volts. 2/6 8 mrd.
500 volts 1/6
lansbridge Paper and MIta. 4 mId., 36
8 mId.. 5M 10 mrd.. 7f- Dub/tIer .01 for 1,000 vOlts. j!8
10.000 volts 5'- .25 mId, mIca. 4,000 volts, 6'.. Oil condensers. 1 mId.. 3.000 volts. 56. Condenser largaln
Western Electric I mid, and 2 lard., iio doz. : 12;- gross.
carriage forward. Ideal for maicera of smoothing and
0113w circuits.
SIGNAL EQt'Il'IENT LIST" N."-Now
ready. Stamped envelope. please.
5/- EMEI4GENCY P.%RCEI.S of useful
stand-by electrical
rsdiO repair material I
and apparatus. 71Cc, for 5f.. Post Free.
:

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
21,8,

Upper Thames

Street,

London, E.C.4

Telephone: Ceniral 4011

-.
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VALVE ECONOMY
(Cont,,,ed from page 295>

-

No doubt various circuits will suggest the inselves to the experimenter, but one idea
which has been proved' effective is to uso
Abstracts Published.
edge only and comprises a front transparent the valve as amplifier and rectifier in a
INDICATING - APPARATUS.
Telefunken plate, bearing the matter to be illuminated, contrast expander circuit to take the place
Ges. Fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. No. spaced approximately 1mm. from a dark of two separate valves. Here the double 506648.
background p'ate to which it is secured cathode type is most suitable, and, infect,
A dial and pointer indicator, particularly peripherally by a raised edging or border. is essential for stability and correct working.
for a radio receiver, comprises a source of
As applied to The signal is fed into the 4lrst triode setion
radiant energy, emitting a high proportion
a tuning scale which is treated as a separate valve, having
of waves towards the violet end of the
for a wireless the usual bias resistor in the cathode lead.
anode
spectrum, for illuminating the dial or
receiver, a The second section has grid andrectifier
it to act as a
the pointer either of which are coated
front trans- strapped to enable
with luminescent material, for example,
parent plate A and the load resistance is then included in
a composition having a radium content
of glass, mica the cathode of this particular section. The
or a phosphorescent paint.
Thus, the
synthetic output is then applied to a variable-mu
or
whole dial may be coated with phosphormaterial (see valve to which the input is also, fed, and
escent paint and then coated, for example,
accompanying thus the desired combination for effective
The
blackened, to leave luminescent scale
ill u str at io n) contrast expansion is obtained.
indicia exposed, or a glass scale to be
has the scale arrangement is shown, in skeleton form, in
illuminated from behind may be formed by
indicia, D, E, Fig. 4, exact values of components dependcoating the back thereof with black material
printed on its ing upon the particular valves which are
except at the scale ludida and then coating front or rear surface and is ¡iecured to the employed.
the whole back surface with phosphorescent back-plate B of glass, metal, synthetic
paint.
A glow discharge tube with a material, etc.,' by a raised border C,
luminescent blue gas is preferably used as for example, of Chatterton's compound.
the source of radiant energy.
The back-plate, if of glass, is rendered
INDICATING - DIALS
AND
SCALES; opaque or translucent except along strips
ILLUP4INATING.-Hausermann Verein- F lying behind the wave-band scales
igte Fabriken Chemischer Gravuren Und E through which a luminous tuning spot
Metaliwaren Ges. No. 507556.
or pointer moving behind the rear plate
An edge-lit scale for watches, clocks, may be seen. The several wave-band
measuring apparatus, tuning scales for scales E and lists of station names D
wireless apparatus, etc., is lit from one may be differentially coloured.
Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildinge, London.
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued, on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or
in bound volumes price 2s. each.

-

-uasIeoedSu,e.iI<

't

NEW PATENTS

J
-

These particulars of New Patents of interest to
readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by permission of the Controller of N.M. Stationery
Office. The Official journal of Patents can be
obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is. weekly

(annual subscription

£2

lOs.).

Latest Patent Application.

I

29769.-Soc.

Française

Radio-Eleo.

trique.WireIess receiving.

r

apparatus.

I

November 9th.

514486.-Philco Radio and Television
orporation.-Wireless ecciviugcircuits.

receivers.

tus.

$

514401.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Nuttall, T. 0.-Television and like
systems.

E

F-

(Cognate

Application,

16811/38.)

j

A

COMPLETE

London, W.C.2, at the uniform price
is.

LIBRARY
By

-

-

J.-

-.

Fig. 15.-Using a double-triade as an input mixer
for two "miies" or piclf-up.

lose Telegraphie-Aerial systems.

514399.-General Electric Co., LW., and
Hunter, S. G.-Drivmg means for
the tuning-indicators of wireless

14439.-Electrical and Musical Industries, Ltd., and Percival, W. S.Reduction of interference in, electric
signal transmission systems. (AddiSynehronising impulse separator
tion to 467263.)
circuits for use in television re 514539.-Fernseh
Akt. -Ges. -Television transmitting-apparatus.
514477.-British Thomson-Houston Co., 514554.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Ltd., Bowen, A., and Welch, D.
Nuttall, T. 0.-Television and like
Optical projection of images. (Cogsystems.
nate Application, 14334/38.)
Printed copies of the full Published
514481.-Cole, Ltd., E. K., and Shackell,
A.-Means for adjusting rotatable Specifications may be obtained from the
j
control spindles in wireless appara- Paient Office, 25, &mthamptoa Buildings,
Specifications Published.
514509.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., and Fewings, D.

jceivers.

I

-

514390.-Telefunken Ges. Fur Draht-

F.

J.

of

each.

OF STANDARD
CAMM.

WORKS.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPIEDIA 6/-, by post 6/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/lo.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS and HOW TO
MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/lo.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS. TABLES & FORMULIE 3/6, by post 3110:
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6.

I

I

-

-

Two.channel Mixer
One final circuit wìll suffice to show how
these dual valves may be usefully employed.
For home-broadcast performances, or even
for small public-address equipment, it is
desirable to employ an input mixing
circuit so that two pick-ups or a pick-up
or mike may be used. In the usual way
this is accomplished by connecting a volume
control across each component and feeding
the grid of a single valve. A moi-e effective
circuit is shown in Fig. 5, how-ever, and in

this the dual-triode is again employed; It
will be seen that the Output from one
instrument is taken to one of the grids and
the output from the other instrument to the
second grid, the resultant output remponent present at the two anodes then being
fed to the output coupling condenser
through the usual load resistances and
decouplers. With the type 6N7 valve the
voltage gain from each grid is approxi.
mately 9, and thus it will be seen that this
is a very effective circuit to employ on the
input side as compared with the more
usual single triode arrangement.
There are certain characteristics present
in some of the double-triode valves which
render them very suitable for use as single
triodes, for which purpose the two grids

and the two anodes are strapped together.
For instance, in a powerful amplifier it may
be desired to employ a Class B output
stage for which really good drive is required. Such an input 'could be obtained
by using the 6N7 valve previously referred
to, but connected as a single triode. In
that case the bias resistor would be of
normal rating and the valve would be
lowregarded as a straightforward
impedance triode.
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SHORT- WAY E

SECTION
Beginner's One-

Full Details of a

Valver,

Which

the

is

Subject of

L

Blueprint No. pW88.

receiver has proved extremely
popular, but all copies of the original
THIS
issue aro now out of print. The
'dttails are, therefore, repdnted. The receiver is shown in its simplest form, and
the blueprint which is available for it
shóws only the bare necessities. In this
condition, however, the receiver may be
relied upon to furnish a most comprehensive
log and under all normal conditions some
really good DX work may be accomplished
with it. After it has been in use for some
time, however, it will be found that various
little improvements may be added, and
these are described in this article, so
that those who wish to build the set in a
more advanced fornì may do so.
The circuit selected is the simplest
reacting detector arrangement, rather than
special circuit utilising an SG. or H.F.
pentode valve. Although honie-niade coils
may be used, a standard 6-pin plug-in
toil is specified, but the constructor may
build for himself a set of such coils, taking
for his data the details given
in our issue dated July 24th,
1937, or that which will bc
found iii our hand-book.
"Coils, Chokes and Transforniere." It should be noted
that a 4-pin coil is not
recommended, although it can be used. The reason is that the aerial
has a marked effect upon the performance
of the receiver, and a 6-pin coil permits

r--

cases the larger value will be found of
most use. A normal tububr or mica
fixed condenser is connected
in the grid circuit with a fixed
grid-leak of 3 megohms, but
again, this value may be sodi fled and up to 5 megohms
employed. The choke is -

most important and although
it is possible to make a very
efficient component at home
it. is recommended that a
really reliable commercial
article be employed. This
will avoid difficulties due to
dead spots,'' erratic reaction, cte.
-A simple baseboard fornì
of construction is used, as
there arc only a few components and a chassis is not
called for. A good quality
coil-holder should be used,
and although a metal panel

Fig. .-Theoretka!
circuit diagram of
i

--

ebonite

2.-Diagrizns

showing

how

hsndsp read ing

[j
Bt1DSPREAcER

the
con-

denser s Joined to
/he main tuning condenser,

if
Li.

may be
employed

andathin

sheet ni
metal or
foil fitted

1[

1J
Fig.

Refinements

The receiver is operated by
means of a 66-volt battery
and the voltage should be
1
adjusted to give a smooth
,,,_,_,J reaction control. By way of
refinements the first improvcment would be the fitting of a bandspreading condenser. This should consist of a
small variable çondenser having a maximum
capacity of about 20 mmfds., and it may
be mounted on the panel quite close to
the tuning condenser. It is wired in parallel
with that condenser, that is, the fixed
and the moving vanes of each condenser
are connected together, as shown in Fig. 2.
When this addition is made tuning will
be very much simpler.
The main tuning condenser is simply
advanced about one degree at a time, and
at each set4ing the smaller condenser is
turning throughout its
range, thins spreading out
the waveband which each
adjustment of the main
condenser covers.
Good
/
slow-motion dials will be
found of the utmost value
/

P.W. 88

__,

I JiUl

one-

simple

va! Ver.

panel

L.UJ

the

-

'is not a necessity it will be found very
useful in asisting in the removal of hand
capacity effects; If desired, a wooden or

ij
It

behind
t.he panel

and connected to
is preferable to
earth.
cut holes in this so that it
does not come into contact
with any of the panel coin.
ponents, and then to connect
a separate earth lead to it.
.

LT

(+
I

FD.

-

LUEPRIN

I!

I

OOO2

------

,I

connections should preferably be soldered.
The tuning condenser specified has a maxiluwn capacity of .00016 mfd., but if
desired you may use temporarily a .0005
mfd. standard condenser with a .0003 nifd.
fixed condenser in series with it. A
.00025 mfd. condenser may, of course,
be used, but will gjve rather more difficult
tuning due to the wider wave-range covered
with that capacity. A set of coils may be
bought or made and with these the receiver
may be used to cover all wavelengths
from 9 to 10 metres up to 2,000. It is not
advisable to try to use a set of this type
to tune below 10 metres, and therefcre,
if it is desired to listen on wavelengths
below 10 metres an ultra-short-wave set
should be made up.

\y
I

this nature,
as they en-

Construction

BAND SET TER

The terminals should preferably be mounted on
of a loose coupled aerial arrangement separate mounts, well separated to avoid
being employed with the result that the any loss which might be introduced by
damping effect of the aerial is removed. a leakage path between them through
A condenser may, of course, be connected inferior ebonite ce' other material. The
between the aerial and the grid winding coil and valveholders should be firmly
(thus omitting the aerial coupling coil), attached to th baseboard, and the panel
but the effect is not so good as when the components firmly locked to the panel.
coupling coil is employed.
Remember that any looseness, in either
the mounting or in'the subsequent wiring
The Circuft
will result in tuning difficulties and perhaps
Reaction is obtained by means of a the erratic effects resembling fading. The
standard reaction condenser and winding wiring should be carried out with fairly
on the coil, and a capacity of .0002 mfd. or stiff wire to avoid any subsequent move.0003 mfd. should be employed. In most ment, and barb wire may be used and all

-

able the

smallest
-

)

.4.

movement of

the con-

denserstobo

made and

many statiens which
would other-

wise

-

be

missed

will
thereby ho
,

Fig.

3.-How

a

4-pin

coi! mag be usd.

tuning

heard.

This

(Cojj,,nd
'lex:
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SHORT-WAVE SECTION

concerns the minimum wavelength to of the tuning condenser and an inferior
which each coil may be tuned. This is condenser will obviously tune to a higher
will be especially noticeable where two dependent upon the minimum capacity minimum wavelength.
or more stations are found very close
together on
the main tuning condenser.
A slight adjustment of this, and the bandspreading condenser will enable quite a
large movement to be nde with the dial to
øir
separate these stations and overlap will be
avoided.
.'
H.T.-'LT
(oiiinued

u

fro,

preiios rage)

WIRING DIAGRAI1i OF THE SIMPLE
EVSA\LVER

-

LT+

's
Coil Ranges
In the Eddystone range there are 9 coils
ofthe6-pintypewhiehmaybeused,andto

-

enable the constructor to obtain some
idea of the ranges covered the following arc
the type numbers and the bands which
are covered with a .00016 mfd. condenser:
6BB 9-14 6P
150-325
6LB 12-26 6G
260-510.
-.
6Y 22-47 6BR 490-1,000

-

H.T*

¡

A.

S

PHONES
5

r

;.-

FC.

.

41-94 6GY 1,000-2,000
6W 76-170
If a .00025 mfd. condenser is used, or'
if the .0005 condenser scheine is adopted,
the tuning range will be slightly greater
than the above figures, and this will
obviously be accompanied by the tuning
difficultS' already mentioned. It is desirable
in a short-wave set to provide as small a
tuning band-width as possible, so that
difficulties in tuning due to the close
proximity of different stations are removed
OR

s

S

-HOLDER

-

-

-C»--

MFD

H

Another important point regarding tuning

\

r
LIST OF COMPONENTS

I

$

CONDR.

flhflCy

Lfl7

¿

WE recently reviewed a new type of dry

accumulator produced by Varley
and we are now informed that this special
unit is available in a wide range of sizes.
These embrace various capacities from 2+
A.H. to 40 AH. types and the smallest
model is suitable for use in a torch, the
actual cell measuring 2+in. iii height and
i hin. in diameter. This particular cell
costs 2s. 6d. and it weighs 6- ozs. Full
details of the complete range, may' be
obtained from Messrs. Varley Dry
Accumulators, Ltd., at By-Pass. Road,
Barking.
Taylor

Electrical Instruments, Ltd.

are informed that Taylor Electrical
Instruments will continue to produce
their full range of instruments during the
war, without any deletiotis. The stock
position of most models is quite satisfactory, and other types at-e at present
in production and delivery will be available shortly. At the moment no price
increacs have been announced. Additional
new factory space has been taken at Slough
for the express purpose of manufacturing
a large and comprehensive range of pre.
WE

\

-.

F2

-

r-.

1J'

-.

CONDR.
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NEWS FROM THE TRADE

F

F1MM

One .00016 mId, tuning condenser (type 922) I
(Eddystone).
One .0003 mId, reaction condenser (Point).
O-sa 6-pin coil-holder (type 969) (Eddystone). I
Ome 4-pin valveholder (B.T.S.).
One H.F choke (type 1010) (Eddystone).
One .0002 mfd. fixed condenser (tubular type)
(T.C.C.).
One 3.nwgohm grid leak (Dubilier).
One on/off ssvitch (Bulgin).
i
Four terminals (Clix).
One wooden baseboard Sin, by 7m.
One ebonite panel (ate te*t) Sin, by 8m.
Flex, connecting wire, screws.
-
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'cision moving-coil meters, full details of about battleships and aircraft carriers
which will be released when they become the mass production of aeroplanes; and
how that wonderful apparatus, the pieavailable.
dictor, works. There ale also interesting
chapters on the adaptation of weapons to
peace-time uses, such as the employment of
gas for destroying rats and other vermin.
Modern Armaments.
By Protessor A. M. This book which is illustrated with reveral

BOOKS RECEIVED

Low. Published by The Scientific Book
Club. 274 pages. Price 2s. 6d. to members.

' VERYONE interested

J_

in armaments
will find a mine of information on the

subject in this new book by Professor
A.M. Low, who is an acknowledged
authority on all types of modern armaments. The subject matter is dealt with
a suñple and popular manner, and is
readily understandable to the ordinaryreader. The book is divided into seventeen
chapters covering, amongst other subjects,
Artillery;
Small Arms;
Explosives;
Chemical Warfare; Warships; Mines and
Torpedoes; Tanks; In the Air; and
Parachutes. Amongst n host of other
details the reader is told about the secret
of manufacture of big guns; how machine
gunp and other automatic guns and rifles
work; all about explosives and ammunition; how gases and incendiary bombs
are n-iade; the development and manufacture of tanks and armoured ears; ill
itt

fine photographic reproductions, can b

reeoniinended to all well-informed persona
who aro anxious to keep up to date with
the latest sqientific developments in connection with armaments, and to learn how
some of the modern instruments of warfdre
may be turned to good use in peace-tune
occupations.
Practical Electrician's Pocket Book
'THE. forty-second edition of this handy
I book has just been published and n
new section of particular importance lias
been included on "Lifts and Their Maintenance." Dr. A. P. M. Fleming, Director
of Research, Metropolitan-Vickers Electric,
and past president of the lEE., contributes a brilliant technic-al summary of
the Industry's progress during the year
-In his preface, the Editor mentions that the
"Pocket Book" widened its appeal during
the Great War and suggests that it will
again prove of yet greater value under
present conditions.
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The Editor does flot necessarily agree with the opinions expaessed by
correspotdents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and addres
of the sende; (not nec2ssarily for publication).
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Exchanging S.W.L. Cards

The "Simplest Short-waver"
SIR,-After about three years of short

I-

.'.

'J

am a keen short-wave listener,
collect S.W.L: cal-ds. I would
therefore like to exchange my card with
any full-ticket, AA. or SW. listener.WILLLtM J. OMan, 1, Waterbeach Road,
Slough, Buc!s..

s'and

wave listening I am writing to let you
know how pleased I am that I built the onevalve receiver, the "Simplest Short-wa'er."
It certainly is a fine receiver, and I can
recommend it. to anyone wishing to begin
small outlay.
short-wave listening with
I certainly was pleased to receive VU2CQ's
'pitone w'ithan O-v-1 version of it, and a
kig wire aerial. In stating this I must
point out that Asia is difficult to receive
here owing to the direction of the aerial,
To encourage other listeners who wish
to build a low-priced receiver from junk, J
am enclosing a list of 14 inc/s DX heard
hero on an O-v-1; receiver built, with the
exception of the coil former, entirely of
B.C. part. with bakelite insulation and
retaining most of the features o the
Simplest Short-waver." The aerial in use
is a 33ft. doublet, l5ft. high, N.E-SW.
All continents have been received, and
all stations are heard on 'phone.
They include: VK4,JX, VS7R4, ZC6EC,
VE], VE2, VE3, VE4SS, VOI, V02,
VO4A, Wi. W2, W3, W4, W7BVO, W8,

W9, HJ3N, VP6MR, VP9L, VP7NS,
CO2LY, HH2B, PYI, PY2, PY3, PY4,
PY7; YVI, YV5, CE3AT, SU], SU2JR,
ON1AF, CN8, VQ4, \ Q2HC, ZS2X,
ZS6DW. FT4AI, FAS, FA8. Rarer Euro.
peans include CT2AB, YRfi1C and I'B,
SV1(3), SP1(2). LY(2), ES5D, OKISV,
0H201 and ZB1LA. I wish to congratulate your correspondent
ii Palestine on hearing PY on 7 mc/a

'phone.
I am hoping your fine paper will continue
to keep the spirit of amateur radio alive
throughout the war.-R. TAYtOR (Birmingham).

-

L

A DX Log from Purley
QIR,-I apjend my DX log of stations
L) received here recently, in the hope that
it may interest other readers:
10 siietre amatèur band: WI, 2. 3, 4, 5,
6 (13 W6's heard in ten minutes orce evening), 8, 9, ZSIE.
W2XJI, W2XQO (New
11 metres:
York)? W9XPD (St. Louis), W8XNU
(inc1iati), W9XJL (Superior) and
*XA (Washville).
13 metres: WROA; WCBX, WPLT.
16 metres: WNBI.
19 metres: WGEA, WCBX, WPLT,
WRU%V (ex-W1XAR), TOWA, JZJ.
20 metre amateur band: WI, 2, 3, 4, 5,
8, 0, KFIÇC, K5AM.
21 metres: SIJZ.
25 metres: WPI,T, WCBX, WRUL.

I would also like to bring to the notice
of readers of PIIAcTTCAL WJRELES8 that
my friend, Ken Greaves, 296, Hollins
Road, Oldhanì, and I are running a QSL
Exchange Service, and any readers who
are interested, and will write to either of
us, will be given a hearty welcome. This
Service is to keep the" Ham Fires Burning"
until pre-was- conditions are with us again.
In conclusion, I wouldlike to say I greatty
appreciate your paper, so "carry on,
PRACTICAL WnULESS"-FRANK CLEMENTS,
11, Lynsted Avenue, Great Lever, Bolton.

Religious Broadcast Services

SIR,-I

wish to express my thanks to
Thermion for his remarks in the
issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS of November
18th, when he states that: "Just about
the time when I am able to listen-in each
months ago I wrote to evening there is usually some
your paper and asked for corres- music or a religious service." Themournful
number
pondents,and as a result of the publication of the services on week-days is increasing,
of my letter t received seven letters in and it would seem that this religious work
three days, and five more a few days later. is being delegated by the clergy to the
I have now six regular correspondents who B.B.C. If there is such a demand for
have all been a great help to me in my sermons and hymn singing, why do not
the
experimenting.
clergy open their churches on week-days,
I wish to apologise to those whose letters and give
enthusiasts a chance of
I could not reply to owing to the cost, queuing tipthose
for admission? A well-known
and so I had to keep up a regular corres- local paper told us recently
that these
pondence with only the first few that I additional week-day services ss-cro
fnr t,hp
lecelvea.
benefit
the aged and infirm, but conI now have QSL's from TFJ, 2RO sidering ofthat
they take place as late as
OLR,5A, W2IXY, PY3EN, VE5OC, and 10.30 p.m., it is probable that
persons
have sent reports to various other stations. would be resting.-A. DUROLLYsuch
(Newcastle.
I would like to swap my S.W.L. card on.Tyne).
with jeaders living iii Africa, India, or
South America.-M. PARK E ("Noiland,"
Middlocave Road, Malton, Yoiks.

SIR,-I shall be

pleased to exchange my
S.W.L. card for that of any "Full
Oli." AA., or S'.W.L. anywhere in the
world, and will endeavour to reply to each
card per return.

Not.
Tch

Stability
ideal

receiver

should he

abso-

7-"HElutelv stable on all wavebands,
and titis end can only be obtained lsy effective screening, rigid leads and proper
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1939

PROBLEMNo.

379

ROBERTSON had a small three-valve
battery receiver which worked very
well and he decided to fit a gramophone
lcl-up to it. He therefore broke the gridcircuit or thc first LF. stage in the customary
manner and fitted a single-pole change-over
switch which he found in his spares box. He
connected the pick-up which ssaa a new model
and on radio the set performed as before.
When he switched over to gram.', however,se
could obtain no signals, and smut even radio
roui", be heard as a background. He checked
all connections and these were correct according to diagram, and the pick-up was also
tested for him by a friend and proved to be in
order. What was wrong? Three books will
be awarded for the first three correct solutions
opened. Entries must be addressed to The
Editor, PEACTICAL WncELxss, George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower Rouse, Southampton Street,
Strs,d, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be
marked Problem No. 379 in the top left-hand
corner and must be posted to reach this office
not later than the first post on Tuesday,
ilecember 20th, 1939.

wiring.
receiver

It is seldom possible
of high sensitivity for

(o

build a

use on the

short waves in such a manner thai tehen
tuited Io a very distant station an earihed
plaie may be inserted at' any part of' the
receiver wi//tout affecting tuning in Ihe
slightest.
This end can be obtained,
however, if the above Points are at/ended
to, and " loose " leads, such as 1/tose lo
the lop caps of valves, aie anchored or
passed through rigid screening tubing.

Directional Aerials
UÌHEJtT using directional aerials for

VT
selective distant .reception, a coinpass or similar direction indicator is a
valuable addition io enable the exact
direction in which the aerial is painting lo
11P5J.
be determined.
If such an indicator, in
27-29 metres: YLK (Sydney commercial
Solution to Problem No. 378
etation), l'MN.
The idea which Barclay had In mimi was quite correct
conjunction wi!/i a world map,. is em31 metres: VUD3, CXA8, HJ4CAH, but lt is essential to have 1)0th windings in the same ployed, it will be found that sorne interphase. When connected one way round the two windLRA1, WGEØ, WRCA, WBOS.
inge wili form a close)! circuit and thus will heat lip
48-9 metres: WNBI, WCBX,' WDJM rapidly. This was what liad happened to Barclay s esting results nqy be obtaine' from Elze
point of view of the " bending " of radio
(ex-W4XB), WLWO (ex-W8XAL), CFCX, transformer.
The following three renders successfully solved
HJ3cAX (very well heard now), HP5B. Problem
signals due to some peculiar ground cono, 377 and books have accordingly 'been
(ii metres: \TEJD2.
forwarded to theol :
(ours in 1/le vicini1).
Obviously such
E. Evans, 8, Park Place, Theca, Mon.
I am in need of an S.W.L. correspondent
II. V. PrIce, 138, Meadow Lane1 Loughborough, experiments are of ¡he greatest value oninreat Britain or abroad.-T. B. WILLIAM- Leicester.
the higher frequencies. -.
SON, 3, Highland Road, Purley, Surrey.
J. D. .dorrlce, 65, Jasmine Terrace, Aberdeen.
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Wireless

Practical

BL
B!useriats, Gd. each.
59.11 Crystal Receiver

"Junior "crystal Set

-

..

27.8.38

No.

of
lilueprtat.

PW1S

I'V91

Battery Operated.
Blueprints, is. each.
0,/e-valve
PWSJA
All-Wave Unipen (Pentoele)
pwss
19.2.38
itegiunors' One-valver
'the Pyramid' One-valvei (HF
PWOI
27.8.38
Pen)
Blueprints, is. escS.
Two-valvs
PW36Ji
Four-range Super Mug Two(D,Pcsi
24.9.33
EWIG
LP)
Tite Signet Two (D
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each,
(D,
2
LT
Three
Selectoste Battery
PW1O
(Testis))
Sixty Shilling Three. (D, 2 1F
PW3IA
(ItO k Trans))
2L5.37
PWI3
Loader Three (SII, D. Pow)
1'W37
Summtt Three (UI? Pen, D, Pen)
(HI?
D,
Peu,
All l'ontode Three
pwap
29.5.'J7
(Pen), Pen)
PW41
12.(L17
liait-Mark Three (SU, D, Pow)
PW4S
Hall-Mark Cadet,(D, LI?, Pen (lIC)) 10.3.35
F. J. Camm's Sth'cr Souvenir (ill?
Pen, 1) (Pee), Pen)) (Ail-Wn\o
STRAIGHT SETS.

....

:

........
.

:

Universal flail-Mark (11F Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
AC. All-Wave Corona roue

........
......

-

.

......

........
........

13.4.35
Three)
1.1'
(asneo Midget Three (1),
(Train))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (Ill?
l'en, Jill Pen, Westeetor, l'en)
Battery All-Ware Three (D, 2 LP

.........

-

(1W))
The Monitor (EF Peu. D, Pen) ..
TheTutorTliree (11F Pen, D,Pcss) 21.3.31
The Centaur Three (SC, D, P) .. 11.8.37
F. J. Canins'a Record All-Wave
.. 31.10.36
Three (HF Pen, J), Peni
The "Colt" AU-Wave Three (D,
I LP (RC ,k Trane)) .... 18.2.39
Rapide" Straight 3 (1),
The
4.12.37
2 LP (Ile & Trans)) ....
F. J. ssmm's Oracle All-Wave
28.8.37
Three (HF, DeL, Pen)
.

....
........
.

.

"Triband "All-Vave Titres
22.1.38
(HF L'en, D, Pen)
U
Camina "Sprite
Tite
1938

56.333
The "Hurricane" AU-Wave Three
30.4.38
(SC, D (Pen), Peli)
i'. J. amms " Push-Button
1)
(Pen),
3.9.38
(B).'
Tet)
Three
Pen,
Four-valve Blueprints, is., each
Sonotonc Four (Se, n, LI?, P)
Fore Four (2 SII, D, Pen)
Beti Universal Foui (SG, D, Li",
('I

B'

BuICon Class B Four (SG,
(SO), LF, (.'l. B)
Fury Four Super (SU, SG, D, Pen)
Battery flaIl-Mark 4 (B)' Pen,

D, I'.ish-Pu1l)
F. J. Cumin's "Limit" All-Wave
Four (HF Pen, I), LI?, P)
All-Wave "Corona " (11F, l'eti
-

.

1'W51

PW53
1'W5
Pwt;1

PW62
PW

'C0
P\V72

pwt -

PWS7
L'W89

L'W02

-

-

PW4
PW1I

l"1U7

PV34B
PW3 [C
PW-16

O.9.3S

PW67

9.10.31

I'W,i

I.2.3S

PW53

4

D, LI?, Pow)

......
1 (HF Pen, D

Acme' All-Wave

(Peu), LT, Cl. B)
The "Admiral" Four (HI? Pen,
HF t'en, D, Pen (BC))

s'i

eeJe

....

Mains Operatel.
Blue chits is each
D Pes), Pes)..'
°

jjq)

liso

........

(D, l'ow)
Blueprints, is. each.
Three-valve
Dossblo-Diodc-Triode Three (H L'
Pen, DDT, Pesi)
1)0. Ace (SG, D, Pesi)
AC. Three (SG, D, Pen) ....
V. Leader (UF Pen, D, Pow')
).C. Premier (11F, Pen, D, Peu).
UL'iqsse (UF Pen, D (Pesi), Pesi)
Armada MssnsThree (UF Peu1 D,
Pen)
:

s

8.9.38

-

.

s.1.39

.

.........
Silver

28,7,14

-

F.J.Carism'sA.C,AIl-Wavc
Sous'enlr'I'hree(RF Pen,D,Pen) 11.5.33
"All-Wave" AC. Three (D,
LF (RC))
AC. 1936 Sonotone (UF Pesi, Il?

........

Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
lains Record All-Wave 3 (Bi'

Pen, D, Pesi)

-

.......
28.Sls

All-World Ace I.HP Pen, D, l'en)
Blueprints, is. each
Esur-valve
AC. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SO, SG, D,
f'en
AC. Hall-Mark (HF l'es, D,
Fush-Pull)

........

......

.

.

.

PWIS

PW4O
EWS2

PW73

-

........

het4

Qualitone" Universal Four

..

PW4S
PW42

PW44
PW59

16.1.87

ì,
j"'

Four-valve Double-sided Blueprint, is.
Push Button 4, Battery Model ..
Push Button 4, AC. Mains Model

Gd.

.PWps

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprint, is.
Simple S.W. Oue-vals'rr .... 23.12.30
Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
PWISA
The "Fleet
Short-wayS Two
(I) (31F Peu), Peu)
.... 27.S.IS
PIS In
Three-vales : Blueprints, Is. each.
Experimenter's Short-su are Three
(SO D, l'os)
10.7.38
l'W001
The P'refcct 3 (D, 2 LI? (RC and

-

......

........
Three

Trans))
The Band-Spread 8W.
(11F Pen, D (l'en), ron)

..

3.10.38

PORTABLES.
Three-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
F. J. Camus's lILI? Three-valve
Portable (HI? Pen. D. Peu) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable (SO, D, Pen)
3.0.39.
Four-valve Blueprint, Is.

-

"imp"

(l'en))

Portable

t

BI

is

4

(II, LI", LP,

19.3.38

5ISCELLANEOUS

S.'evertcr-Adapter

(1

wos

PW7I

PW4SÀ

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
Blueprint, is.
One-valve
B.B.C. Special One-waIver
Blueprints, is- each.
Two-valve
Melody Bangor Two (D, Tratis)

-

Full-volunseTwo(SCI,det,PVfl)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) .,
A Modern Two-waiver
,.
..
is.
each.
Blueprints,
Three-valve
Cisso B Three (D, Trans, Class B)
.. 2.12.33
LíOs. 8.G.3 (SOD, Trane)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)
De Luxe Version
£5 fis. Three
(SG, P. Trans)
10.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

AWSSS
AWSO2

AW429
WM4O1)

:

......
.........
-

Transpostable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-Time Three (SG, D, Pen) June'33
Eronomy-Peutodo Three (SG, D,
Stunslnrd

Three

Oct '33

Mar. '34

........

AW3SS

AWII2
AW4R1

AW'435

P" 35E
PW3OA

PW3S

D, Pen)
.
..
Certainly Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Team) .. (Jet. do
Jl-Wave Winnin" Three (SG, D,

I'W

.-oD

I'W--ei
PD

.

-'

Peu)

..

-

......

2ltFFonr(2SG,D,PCn)

.
SeIf-coutisiited Four (SG, D, Li".

WM393

PW'3415

2L7.7

PW1

PW2O

.........

Tians)
Class B Quadrath'ne (2 SG, D, LF,
Glass B) ...........
New Class Il Five (
G, D, L}',
Class B) .;
..
,

.

Fand'

Trans)

Portable

WM4OI

-

-

HF. Portable

WM344

WMta4

(2

AWCO3

50, D,

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

.

WM3ta

-

Batiery Operated.

Osa-Valve: Blueprints is. each.

S.W.Ooc-vaiverfotAuierica -. 13.10.13
Mouve Short-Waver
Twa-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, del.

AWSISI

AW45t:

'

:

........

l'en)

Feb.

Ilome-msdeCoilTwo(D,Pen) ..
Blueprints, Is. each.
Three-valve

'33

WM403
AW440

-

World-ranner Short-wave 8 (Ii.
RC, Trans)
'..
ENperimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34
The Carrier Short-wavor(SG, D. 1').JnFy '35
Blueprints, is. Sd. eah.
Four-valve
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trane)
-Empire Short-waver (SG, D. 1CC,
Traits)
Standard Fosir-valver Short- sotwer
.

....
.

AW3SS

.

AW4'[8
lVMui8J

:

......

AW-138

.........

(SG, D, LE, P)
Superhet
Blueprint, Is. Bd.
Simplified Short-wave Super

.

WM313

23.7.33

.

WMSSl

Nou'35

%%

AC

'

Blueprint, is.
Emigrator(SG, D, Pen) AC.
..
Blueprint, is. 6d.
Four-valve
Standard Four-vals-e AC. Short'
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
.. Auj. '85
Three-valve

:

-

'

31397

AW45.

WMS5t
WM3OI

MISCELLAIiEOUS.
S:W. One-Yalve Couvecter (S'nec

........ -(1/6)
........ Radio Unit (2v.) for WMIOd (1/-) Sot'. '35
Gd.)

pUtter (1f-)
De Luxe Concert A,C. Electrogram (1/-)
ess' Style Short-stave Adapter

......

..

..

..

........
..

1I.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

......

AWIS9
%WM37
WM2OS

WM399
Meir.

'36'

........ Just,-5,

(1/-)
Trickle Charger(ßcl.)
..
Short-wave Adapter (1f-)
(1/->

-

'3E

lItai, 'i6

WilsonToneMaster(lf-)
Jua'36
%V.i%t. AC. Short-wave Con.

'I'he
WM34Q

\VMI7P

WM30

AW447

T3rtle(SGD.Ersns)

SuperhetConverter(l/-)
WM321)

WM40

1i

'(11F, 'i),

Harris Electrogram battery situ-

W5t351
IVMBSI

WM'.sP)

PORTABLES.
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
Boliday Portable (SG, D, LP.

WM3II
WMSSD

WMiu10.

-

Radiogram Super AC

Enthusiast's Power Amplifler(l/6
LIstener's 5-watt AC. Amplifier

-

5511186

-

AV37O

........

W'11329

-

......
....

WM100

AWi21

WM4OL

Oct. '35
Tise Request All-Waver
lene '36
1935 Super.Fis-e Battery(Superhet)
Malva Sets
Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
lieptode Super Three AC.
.. Mug '31

Pen)

:

-

'Varsity Four

-

Class 11)
Aui,. 33
Lucarne Straight Four (SU, D,
LP Trans)
£5 Sa. Battery Four (UF, D, 2 LP) Feh. '35
TIto U.K. Four (SCI, SG, 1), Pen) dIar. '35
The Auto Straight Four (UT Pen,
.. Apr. 36
HF Pen, DOT, Pen) ..
.Five-valve
Blueprints, is. 6d. each,
Super-quality Five (2 EF, D, BC,

......

Battery Sets
Modern Super Senior

"W.M." Long-wave Cosiverter ..

%VMSTL
%%'M389

-,

SU PE R H ETS.
Blueprints, is. Gd. each.

WM357

VM3ut
WM,b4

AWW

......

WM327

VM27i

A%V403

WM3Sd

.

-

Four-valve
Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Four (SG, D, ItO, Trans) ..

65s.

.

Mains Operate-i.
Blueprints, Is. each.
Two-valve
Two-valve Mains Shoct.waver (D,

AV487

.

PTI' Three (Pen, D, Pen)

AC...
........

.

W3S1

--

UnieornA.C.-D.C. Tsvo (D, Pen)
Three-valve : B!uajsrints, is. each.
some Lover's New All-electric
Three (SG, D, Trans)
Manto',aiil AC. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
£15 iSa. 1936 AC. Eadiocrans
(11F, 11, Peu) .... Jan. '88
Four-valve
Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
All Metal Four (2 SG, b, Pen)
Julp '33
Marris' Jubileo Itadhogram (HF
Pen, D, LP, P)
Iuvy '35

Two
P5586

-

:

Mains Operated.
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Cosisoclectric Two (D. Pen) AC...
Eronomy AC. Two (D, Trane) AC.

S

-

valve)

..
£3<3sJTheeSG,,'Trans)
Battery Three (SC,
1935 £6

r
i%3et

u

......

'

"WE."

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints 68. each.
Four-station Crystal Sot
23.7.33
AW427
1934 Cryst1 Set
AW441
150-ostie Crystal Set
AW4-uO

1934

-.,.

I

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriato issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices. whfch cts adcIitloCal to te cast
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
Indicates that the Issue Is out of print.
Issues of PractIcal Wireless
4(1. Post Paid
Amateur % ireless
4d.
Wireless Magazine
1/3
The Index lettera which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical In wbich the descrlpHon appears: Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to ,4rnateur Wireless, W.M. to
II/releas 3Íagazine,
Send (prefet-ably) a postal order to cover the cast
nf the blueprint, and the Issue (stampe over 60.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.

:

Transl'

-

PWS1

SU PE RH E IS.

.

1.5.31
5.1.37

I'WiT

:

I'W'5s
YW8I

6.11.37

Battery Sets Blueprints, is. each.
£5 Superliet (Three-valve)
., 5.6.37
F. J. Casnm's 2 -waIve Superhet ..
I". J.
amm's.." Vitesse" Allwaver (8-vetIver)
27.2.37
Mains Seis
Blueprints, is. each.
AC. £5 Superliet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Threevalve)
F. J. Comm's AC. Superliet 4 .. 31.7.37
F. J. Cumin's Universal £4 Supea--

:

-

i

PRINT SERVICE
...... -
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Date of los/le.
CRYSTAL SETS

'Clic

December_23rd,-1939

-

verter (1/-)
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only one joint has to be made and this is
generally simpler for the amateur.

A

revtu<1
I

'Ml

11

Three-range Coils

"I

J

wish to build up an all-wave receiver
as published some time ago in your paper.
I am told, however, that the coils are not
made now and I should like to know If you
can recommend a substitute."-B. D.
(N.W.9).
THE coils in question have been with-

letter

-

I

Operating Mains Sets
We are unfortenately not on the mains,
but have our own electric-lighting set
consisting of a petrol engine driving a

dynamo which charges about 2B ce'ls from
which we get 50 volts. Is there any way in
which this could be made use of for using
mains apparatus as I have often wished to
make up sets like the Air Hawk 9 but have
so fár been unable to do so."-P. H.
(Harrow-on-the-Hill).
PROBABLY the simplest and most
effective way in your ease would he
to obtain one of the vibratory rectifiers
designed to operate from 6 or 12 volts
D.C. This, in conjunction with a suitable
transformer, would deliver 2.50 volts at
sufficient current to operate a reasonable
mains receiver and should solve your
problem. The rectifier and transformer
may be obtained from Messrs. Bulgin.
-

circuit in question is merely a parallel-fed
auto-transformer arrailgement.

Bias By-pass Condenser

"Is the value of the by-pass condenser
across the bias resistance included in a
cathode circuit critical ? I have seen 2 mfds.
used in some circuits and ? or even 50 mId.
in other circuits, and I am buijding a set
and wish to use thè most correct type of
cóndenser."-F. C. V. (Birmingham, 9).
THE capacity will overn the degree of.
low-note response, and whilst in most
simple types of circuit a 2 mfd. may be
suitable the higher capacities are preferable.
If, however, small valves and inadequate
HT. are employed it may not be worth
while to go to the trouble of using the
larger capacity as the low-note reproduction
will be poor in any case.
l)Ile,ie4,eIIa4,S.I,oaoeo,a

Aerial Position

"I have read an article on aerials and am
desirous of knowing whether my aerial, of
which I enclose a diagram, would be suitable
for short-wave reception as in the article
it mentions about screening. The house is
well clear ol other buildings and except for
possible rool screening Is Ideally situated."R. D. (S.E.5).
E effective height of the aerial is the
FH height above the nearest earthed
body. As your aerial runs parallel with the
roof and is supported on 8ft. poles, then the
effective height is only Sft. This is especially
so as the roof immediately below the aerial
is lead sheeting. However, as with many

radio problems, theory and practice may
not run hand in hand, and the results on the
aerital may be much better than those you
would obtain if you used the same
aerial on the Sft. poles down in the garden.
Wo would suggest, however, that singlo
wire, rather than a double wire system,
would be preferable, especially if your
wires are not widely spaced.

Choke Coúpling

"I

noted a recent reply.by YOu regarding
choke capacity coupling, but in looking up
some old circuits I have found a scheme
which does not appear to agree with your
remarks and should like to know whether
you can explain the idea. It appears that
the anode circuit includes a resistance, but
the anode is. then joined to a condenser
which is fed to a centre-tap on a choke and I
am not clear how this particular arrangement works."-L. E. (Bath).
HE circuit may have been drawn in the

f

manner you outline, but actually
the choke is no doubt a standard L.F.
transformer with primary and secondary
joined in series. The condenser is fed to the
junction and thus we have an auto-transformer coupling, the exact ratio of the
transformer depending upon the relationship between primary and secondary and
the method of joining the two, windings,
i.e., in phase or out of phase. Thus the

r
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or diilicuities

arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on generai wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit .diagrams of compiete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over tise telephone.
(5) Grant Interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
li.equesto for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newues. Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street,
Strand. Londou, W.O.2. The Coupou must be eriooed

-

with every query.

L,e«ai,eueea(,eI.e,4.oeIeL,J

Heater Leads

"I am makin(up an A.C. receiver and
am rather anxious regarding the wire to be
used for wiring up the heaters. In some
receivers which I have looked at I find that
solid wire is used, whilst in others flex has
been employed.
Does it matter what type
of wire is used, provided that the currentcarrying capacity is ample for the total
heater circuit?
R. A. (Teddington).
THE usual reason for using flex is that
I it is more easily bent to follow the
run of wiring. If solid wire is employed,
for a given current rating it will be heavier
than the stranded or flexible wire, and
therefore more awkward to twist and bend.
Furthermore, the flex must be bared at
the points where it makes contact with the
various valveholders in the wiring and this
means that there are two junctions at each
valve heater pin. This may lead to diffi:
culties as there will be an undue thickness
of wire at that point. By using solid wire
of suitable diameter it may be soldered to a
valve pin, insulated sleeving slipped over

"-li.

drawn and there are no exact replicas
However, in the Bulgin
range you will find some all-wave coils
which you may prefer to use, or alternatively you can build up an all-wave unit
with the small individual coils which &Igin
are now marketing. They will have to
be arranged at right-angles to each other
and with suitable switching.
now available.

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are giveti ¿fl
abbreviai ed form tither became of non-compliance
with our rules, or became the point raised se sotol
general interest.
ts4.a,nrshn,oa.4kt,oeoe,,.,,o,aoH,e4,a,o

M.S. H. (Darlingtois). In viewof the various types
of circuit whirls can be made up, it is not possible to
give an estimate of the cost.
H. J. B. (Thornton Heath). Selectivity is bound to
be low in such a simple arrangement, but an improvement could be effected by including an ordinary small

variable condenser in the aerial circuit. Lack of
reaction, however, tends to indicate that thcre may, be
some nilstakein your coli wiring.
A. S. (Edinburgh). hamburg is not a short-wave
station. There is nothIng you can do to improve the
crystal set and much depends upon local conditions.
S. T. (Stratford). Instructions for a charger were
given iii our issue dated December 9th, which yoú
have no doubt now seen.
C. A. B. (S.W.2). We regret that we cannot insert
your request, und suggest you take a small advertisement for the purpose.
M. H. (Edinburgh). Without a type number, it is
not possible to give connections as the firm in question
liare made mamy coils of tise type descrIbed.
p. A. S. (Horsham). We are sorry that we cannot
give connections from the details given in your letter.
C. T. (Livarposi,- 15). We regret that we cannot

supply a blueprint of the type mentioned.
E, S. (Dsncsster). As tIne set is a commercial model,
we can only suggest you consmurncate with tise nsakers.
J. R.(ClactOn-sfl-Sea). Tisecondensermay be used,
but there may be no need to alter the coil. 1f, however,
reaCtion does not prove effective add about 10 to
20 turns to the reactIon winding.
G. B. (Newcastle). We aro sorry that we Cannot
identify the apparatus and thus are unable to give you
conneetiono.
E. W. W. (iipminster). Tise aerial would probably
be no better than a singlo wire, eopecialiy for shortwave work.
R. H. (StonyhUrsi ColitiS). The resistors cost 6(1.
enel,.
j. B. S.(Saxmundham). The glowgenecally indicates
that the valve io being over-run. We cannot reply more
fully to your detailed letter in tise absence of a stamped,
addressed envelope.
R. H. P. (Old Bletchley). lt io necessary to trace the
fault before you can effect a eure. There are dozens of
faults which could give rise to the effect and a stageby-stage test lo indicated.
E. A. (Hammeramith). The resistance generally
has a value of 20 to 50 ohms. It Is not critical.
P. A. (Hildenborough). A defective valve could
give rise to the symptoms mentioned. Rave the
valve checked.
F. B. (Smethwick). We leave no details of the coils
or circuito mentioned and the paper In which these
were originally described is not now on the market.
A. J. F. (Coichester). We regret that we are unable
to send a list of stations, and a complete list of all
wavelengths is not at the moment obtainable.
A. T. W. (Saundersioot). We regret that ne have
not described a portable of the type mentioned. We
have no details of particular local conditions and
therefore Cannot givc a guarantee as to reception on a
set of the type mentioned in your locality.
O. P. A. (Glasgow, E.2). There are two or three
different ways of carrying out the idea, otte being by
radiation from the small units. unfortunately we
are unable to give constructional details. Another
idea utilises a wire beneath carpets, etc., and a small
pick-up Iranio is included in the separate amplifiers.

The coupon on page iii of coser
be attached to every query.
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Classified

(con:in,,cd from page 302)

then desirable to enable
certain stations to be separated. The
addition of an earth lead will in sorne cases
improve signal strength, but in many cases
will not PrOVe essential. Bemembet, however, that interference can sometimes he
removed it au earth connetion is used,
whilst in other cases the earth lead will
result in improved signal strength. A list
of the parts which we used is given below.
condenser

Two \'anable Condensers, .0005 mId. type
C.V.19 4BuIgim)
One Midget Coil, type C.40 (Bolgin).
One Midget L.F. Transformer, type, L.F.58

(Bu!gin)
Valveholders, type V.H.19 (Bulgin).
2-socket Terminal Strip, (Clix).
.0002 mfd. Mica Condenser (Dubil.er).
.0002 mId. Tubular Condenser (Dubilier).
.005 mId. Tubular Condenser (Dubil.er).
2 mr.gohm Grid.leak (Erie).
Crocodile Clip, Connecting Wire, Flex, etc.
Cigar box.

210 Det, one 220

HPT valve (Consor).

RADIO CLUBS & SOCIEflES
Reports s005t.I sot. exceed 200 ,rsrds i,. le,igi
shosid be rcetced First Post cacti Monday
sos,oiag for psbliction in the loltoWiflo wecL'a isUC.

OhiO

ist

THE CR0VD0t RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Publicity Sec. E. L. Cutitbers, 14, Camtdeti
hood, South (roydon.
4R. R. W. (I1LPIN gave hin maiden lecture at the
i i monthly meeting of t lic above society ott J)ecember 6th, in St. Peters Kitt, Ledluiry Boati, South
C.povdon. His topic was" ltet'ortliiii intl Reprotltietioti
'lite loudspeaker isestibly
of Sound on Flint."
proved interesting, and itere otte HF. tuait operated
with two L.F. units. Tite HF. unit liait a spherical
duraluttttn cone feeding an enponentisi liront last a
soties of radial vanes. Tut- buts5sIue8kcro liad ntoving
coila, und soft cones of 15m. diameter. while a filter
circuit. wtich Mr. thlpin described, eitnueett that they
did only accept linao notes. He tlnihed by toutIjilig
ou the principle of the light cell, t lie use of the beaTO
power tetrodo valve in autpUtter, unii foinid ti lic tor
qitcotiona. The next oseetiiig Io oui 'thursday, Januar)'
4th, when Mr. P. G. JI. A. 'oigt will lectaue.
THE SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB
Hon. Sec. : S. A. Morley, 2, 01cl Farielgii Road,
Seladon, Surrey.
club hold its Inst meet Ig oft lie year on Sunday
THE
I
afternoon, 1)ecember 3rd, uit tue Caft ltoyuil,
croydon, whoti an extremely iiuieretiflg talk aid
deLuoiìsti'attofl was given by Mr. P. ii. H. A. ott
entItled High Quality Iteprothuctiouu." 14e spoke
ou the 'curious \vays aniimt waves trnceliett tturo,u'lt
the athCr, showing how they ias'ed aller leaving rile
trauisntit.ter outIl they reached t lie huuuuauu coi, fie
t heu epoke about the liest type ofaudltorluttui t'or souui,l
rcproitudt.ion, how various thivkuues,ues of watts iuuu,l
heights of ceilings aticeted It, and uilst', tiow the iosi'
tionluui of the loudspeaker eau, neike or tuiar a sound

trsnsiiiission.

-

SLOUGH AND D1STRICr

l'oc

-

SW. CLUS

lt Headquarters,

Williaiii Street,

Headquarters
Siòugh, Bucks.
Secretary-: K. A. Sly (GCLJI), 16, Biictlaail Avenue,
Slough, Bucks,
ieetings : Alternate 'J'liiifsdiiys at. 7.31) pin.
AT the last meeting. held on 1)ece,iilier 7th, 11)39,
the chief Item of interest. proved to be t he hilt
by Mr. ilouchin (tl3GZ), in coi,tinuattoii of hIs series
on "Fundamentals of Radio." TIte talk folio,scd on
from Chie power Imek, whirl, tue slienkel mil described
iii lila Inst talk, and tr;iee,t briefly flic theory behind
triiiiamission and Teceptloii of radio elgutals.
1ew members will be "e lcou,ue,i lii' ¡iii the nieunl)eu-s,
The ubseription is 2a. Gui. ic r a uu,uiuii 3h. ext ra is
payable at each meeting löt the hire of the moiti.
SALE AND D1STRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Present Headguarters : 'rho Excelsior Cliii,, Sale.
Acting Secretary : orniait Post les, 104, Cross Street,
-

Sale.

Meetings

:

Thursday evenings at

1n-acttec on 'Fhursdtcy os'eniiugs. A etwrt-wuive receiver
will be available shortly foi- recept loti of c.oun,iucrei;tl
by this
Morse l.mntisfltIssloTls, uinel it. te hoped
Ine.tus sonic useful experience ii, operating Procedure
will be obtained.
BRISTOL EXPERIMENTAL RADIO CLUB
Publicity Manager H. J. Jamc, -10, Robertson Iload,

tiit

]iastvllie, BristoL 1.
!! R chairman and committee of ihe Bristol Exiusri"Ç mental Radio Club su'oulit tite to take this
opportunity to wish inenuliers, built of the club nial of
tin', radio fraternity as a whole, a Merry (.'hristiiia,
u Happy New Year, good 1).,X., and a speeda' return
of world peace and amateur t raiisuuttiuig
The next meeting or lue society will be held on
Tuesday, January lUth, 1910, at 7.30 p.m.

s.,

SPEKM{S front

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

6/6 carli, I'M, ¿,itd
to I4imi. including several
Ei,ocli 1$iii.-Sinclmmlr Speakers Pulteney Terrace,
Copeulmageim Street, Loudon, Nl,

RADIOS BARGAINS.

LOUDSPEAKER CONVERSIONS

S1T11E1

ALL

GUASIANT EED.

POSTAGE EXTRA.

-l'an-et

ot Useful Coiuponenls. comprisIng
Coadensers, 1{esislaueee, Voltitime Comitrols,
5/
Vire. Circuits. etc. Valuo 25/per parcel.
1

-

.5/-

-Srrvlee Mans Component Kit. Eirmtrolytic
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances.
Tubular, Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Molders. etc.
1R) articles contained in etroug carryIng case, 0 X
x
15/- the Kit.
-Small Trader's Pared of Components. 150
1
2
I / ArtIcles comuprlsing all types Condensers, Valve
Holders. Resistances, Choltes, Coils, Wire, cte.
Value 55/-. lil/- the parcel.
1
I

5//

-2
J,

emierplued 4m,

BtKER'S TrIple Cone Conversions Will Immensely
Improve
Reproduction of Your l'reseul
SiSaker. Enables ou to bring your speaker right
up to date and obtain really realIstIc reprotluetili
at tite cost of a few slillliisgs; free descriptive leali,1.
from the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Ciii
Slwskers since 1025.-Bakers Selhurst Radio To
Sussex Rd., South Crodoti.
-

r.
-

5

/

-100 Wire-end Resistances, âssorted capacitIes
intl i watt, 5/- per 10V.
Volume Controls, 5/-.

'T'ELSEN 3-Rango Meters (Volts and IlilUlamps),
I 4/- ; Oruuuond Loud-speaker Unity, 2/ti; Crystal
Sets, 5/0;

Weatectors Typo ','2, 2/0; Telucui V349
Midget Iron Core Coils, .4)6; Step-up Transformers,
110-250 Volts, 7/-; 8 nifd. Electrolytic condensers,
500 volts, 1/5. Crystal Detectors, f/-; Crystals, Od.;
Marconi V24 \'alveo, Od.
¡ -Tool or Instruntent Carrying Cases, ex¡ - Government Stock ; Wood J' x r x r, 2/-.
SPECIAL Offer, Lhuuuiteul Quuatttlty Torch Bulbs,
15v., 21/- per 100; 25v. tintI iSv., 17/0 per 100.
SOUTILEItN RADIO, 40, Lisio Street, London,
WA'.
tierrard 6053.

NEW CHASSIS
A1151.5Ta ONG CO. recomnnieiidlng tite foliowl
eeomionmkally priced Radio tluissi for e'go»l
ttualit Y ecisrotluclioms.
AIIMSTJIONU Model AW3S.-8-valve
%ll-w,ce
iladio-gra in chassis Incorporal IIg (lie
cst ((inuit,
Including 6 watts push-pull uutj,iit. l'nec 55/5(0 +

VAJJXHALL.-All
stili available

goods previously advertised arc
send now for latest price list,
;
free.-Vattxhahl Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

ÇABINETS
C.t.ISLNET for Every Radio Purpose.

SL'RPLIJS C,ut,iruets front noteul makers tinder
of fliatuufacl nrc.
Cabinets front 30/-.

COst

R.t010AM

UNDRILLBD

inhale,

ctthaiuuoto from 4/li.
1NSPECTION Invited.

SMITIE and

BANKRUPT BARGAIOS. Brand new 1539 models,
nigkers' sealed rartotuo, with gutiurauutees, at less
40 per cent. below lIsted prices; also Midgets, port.

co.,

Tal.: Fad.

H.L.
W.2.

ubico, car radio. Semi lid, stami) for lists-Radio
Bargains, Dept. P_W., 261-3, Licltileid Road, Astuti,

Itirmungluini.

Ii

i

5% svar Increase.
Arttustrong Co. have tttauy' other notIcIo of eqtuuui
ituteteyt, pitase ssTite for ataiuiguie.
Armstrong Manufactttring Co., \Variters ild., hiohiowry
I.ondon, N.5.

L

console

Ltd.,

and

ioudspeakeu

2S9, Euigware

llottti,

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
EINEST

ReconditIoned and guaranteed.
HEADPHONES.
IÇesper,
Hrowu, Q.E.C.,
B.T.J1., Serting,
.ltruiiet, Western Electric, Sienìeuus. Brnuucles, 4,0110
oiiwn, 5/. pair. Telefunken, lIghtweight, adjustable,

4,iO

ohms, 7/lt.
CRYSTAL ,vttli silver eat's-whIsker, Od.Complete
detector jiarts, 1/.. Glass tube detector on ebonIte
bac, /tl. SensitIvo permanent dotoctor, 1/el. Postage
i Ail-l-Pont Radio Supplies, 328, rpper Street, London,

1. 1.

selectIOn lui tuo country. Sole Agents l'or
fatuous R.4LLIV1IAFTERS ReceIvers, rungiiiguui
front
lirico
£11/10/0 to £150. Attiacllve easy Cerusa.
Deunonustratlona at our London Stiowroonus, 60-t.tOe
Cstuiogue post free 2d.-Webb's StadIo, 14, Solio
Street, London, Wi. 'Phono: Qerrnrd 2089.

I

TEOHNIoAL LIÊRATURE
ECHNICAL BOOKS for the enthuslast.

JOuir.-

'f itreds of construct louai thseoret leal cIrcuIts attori-

Bagatn Parcel couuprisluug Speaker Catuiuuet,
J
JI - Drilled steel Chassis, condensers, resistances
slid many other useful components.
Worth £2.
Limited nunther, Postage li--Bakers Seltturst
Radio, 75. Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

lJ,1IICIAINS,-Aih tisa' gooiL oflèred.
Spartan
C.C. press buttouu 11)31) St', euhierhetit,
B1
gita. Trujihtoiifc
ES/II/O. Ditto table radlogran,.
J-L en. AU, nil-wave superhet motor tuned, 9 gus.
'rriipluonio 14 gu. 6e. AC-BA'. all-c'ave, push-pill
superliets, Il gute. l'ortasdyno 1940 AC-D.C. all-wave
siijerhets, £6/17/li. Port.adyuie battery baby superhet
eartisblcs, £6. Portadyite 19311 4v. battery Portable.
14/15/0. Trupl,oiuic t.C. all-c'ave 5v. sulerliets, 31
guis. 1939 models, 7 gus. (lood imito AC-D.C. 141 tut.
all'trave 4 band supi'rhets. bands liiedinut itid three
el,ot1, S watts output, O gus, Full stock valves ail
Service -5oiaiui and repairs.
Please stute
type-e.
reqitiremeuits for quotation. Biithlu,, (I, Sta tifoni
Avenue, lirlglute,ui,
1)

wave equipment.
RadIo SocIety of Great Britalui
Itauudhook, 2/u post frc'.
191(1 EdItIon Amuericati
Itaduo Relay League HanRùook, ti,- post free. Amerurcuui
Radio Ilandlook." 7/6 post free. R.C.A. Auneluian
ReceIving Valve Manual, 1/6 post f ree.-WeI,lu's
'l'lione
itadlo, 14, Solio Street, London, Wi.
Gi'rrard 2080.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
'EBB'S RABIO MAP Ottlue World cnuululesyouiln
\y
locate any statlou, heard. Size 4tY' by
VV

2-colour heavy Art Paiier, 4/li, Limiheci supply oil
Liu,en,
10/6.
WEBB'S RADIO GLOIIE-'auperb
12' tulhcotouum model.Radio-prefixes, zones, cte.
Hc;uiy oxydised mount. Post Paid. 27/G.-Webb's
'l'hiouic
¡ludio, 14 Sotto Street, Loudou, WI.
Germard 2089.

-

('oltara AU.
OULPHONE
RADIO, Omumkirk.
C grenlolulione motors. i 2m, unuitable, 24/- u-hl h
pick-uji, 1)/-. Ree'ont vaLvea. Lola 1cakeme, lOin.
r,M., 21f-. ltd. stamI, lists.
h

7.-90 pn'.

QEVERAL members of liii' socle)" are servIng with
J the Royal Army Siguiuul (orpa titel t lue Air Force.
but it has been ilecideil to resume the usual Morse

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

Advertisèments
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Two
Two
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One
One
One
One

December 23rd, 1939

;

IÓRE EQUIPMENT'
¡,'IJI.L range of Triuttsmlttiuig Keys, Practice Sets,
OscIllators. Itecorders and oti,er Radio Telegrapim
I

iiiai-atuv, desiguteul aumd nianulitetured by T. Ii.,
AlsoMeEuoy, Vi'orld Clmatmt;uiotu Telegraphist.
hitehy hlrst'elass construction. McElroy Autiateur Key'
7/U lost free-Webb's Radio, 11. Solio Street,
Louetou,, IVI. 'Pitnite Gerrarml 2089.
.5

:

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

COMPONENTS FOR SALE

O1JI)$PE%KEII repairs, British, Aniemican, ally
L make. 2-1-hour sers'lce, uuo,Ierate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney 'tenace, Uopentiage,i
Street, London, Nl.
I

L,S,
lumi,-

ltEl'Allt AND REWINDING SERVICE:
scrt'hce.

Sec below

:-

21-

REI'AtItS to Inoviug coil speakers a specIality.
New e-oiic assemblies fitted. Speech Colla sud
fields wound or altered. Malus transformers, Chokes,
elimiuuators and vacuums repaired, priecs. quoted.
Speaker trsm,si'ornicra, Class " B" E.V. traneforiners
anti lurk-Ills retvouuid at 4e. each, post l'ne-e. Discount
traute. 'Estimates free. Guaranteed satisfaction.
L,S. Repair Service, .5. Ralliant Orovr, Lonu.loii, S.W.12.
'Pttoiie Battersea 1321,
:

]leltloui doumbletaenial kit; 20lditto super Kit,
both cost double; 25!- (d,n-c-muotors, 13v./
1 5 j 250r,/løutm.a. 18/il; Mallory vibrator Converters citI,
12v.1185v./flumm.a,
ScUd for 1it amazing
hilters,
cleura,ucc bargains. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
Radio
Coniluany, River lk'atL
refttuuhod.-Aerouiautieal
Littleimansjutoum 770.

TORCH OR LAMP BATTERIES
SUPPOSE

um

CaTI,

why

huy

lisie?

Wtueu,

exhausted, revIve by simple Inexpensive mehlioi).
l'atelmi applied for. Details, otte alti Illug.-' 11erbvah."
Ilaiuesty, h,'obhtain Road, East Jlorsley, Surrey.
-

--
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
I

EX CINEMA PUBLIC ADDRESS- MOVINGCOIL SPEAKERS.
18m, colte, 3-ohm spccdi roll,
IS-volt held 27/6 cadi. C/F.
WESTINGIOUSE H.T.10 RECTIFIERS, 201) colts,
JOlI isi/anipe. t'ui put (new), l'O earls, 1i0,,t 1/-.
WESTON (301) MOVING-COIL MILLIArIEMETERS,
new, O to 3 mja 25/-; 0 to 50 lofa., 20/- ; O to 200
Io/a., 201- each.
ELLIOTT MOVING-COIL O to 3 Amp. TESTING
SETS, bin. dial, with variable resistance, in lrtable
cuse, 15/- cath.
H.P. D.C. MOTORS, 1,730 r.p.m.,
G.E.C. 1CC-VOLT
lu evul condition, double-ended spindle, 126 each.
EPOCH

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

Incorporatingthe Premier3-Band SW. coil. 11-SC
Metres without coil changing. Each Kitts complete
with all components, diagrams anti 2-volt valves.
3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit, 14/9. 3-Band S.W. 2
Valso Kit. 22'S.

lir

wirin dianrams asid lucid lnstrnctions for
bulidingand working. Each Kit la supplied with a

Kit

2
3

............
....
............

263

29/.Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit
Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentede

P3l.s, 22/6; 0.32

CROMPTON SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, loo volts
4 amps., 1,750 r.p.m., 35/-. C/F.
CROMPTON DYNAMO, 4-pole shunt wound, 1,750
r.p.m., 100 volts 10 ampL, 70/-. Ditto, 50/75 volts
15 amps., 75/-. C/F.
MACKIE MOTOR GENERATOR, 220 volts 3.35 amps.
D.C. input, 10 volts 30 amps. D.C. output, 37/6.

C/F.

STANDARD TELEPHONE.MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
input 200/250 volts, output 250/0/250 volts'200 ns/a.,
3 x 4 volt windings and a 50-volt winding, 12/6 each.
STANDARD TELEPHONE CONDENSERS, i mf.
400 volt wkg., 4d. each, or 4 for 1/- ; 2 mf. 400v. wkg.
6d. eah. Muirhead, 1 mL 4,000 volt test, 2/- each.
Philips, i mf. 5,000 volt test, 5f- each. T.C.C., 2 mf.
1,000 voIt test, 1/- each, T.C.C. 2,000 ml. 12 volt
wkg., 2/- each.
CALIBRATED 80-OHM VARIABLE RESISTANCES,
In teak case. Size 6) x 6) X 4m., 2/6 each, post Gd.
TELEPHONE WALL BOXES, contain/ag twin gong
hell for magneto ringing and microphone transformer,
Microphone Buttons, 6d. each,
1-/S each, post Ud.
Isost Sd. Telephone Rand Generators, fitted with
3 magnets, 3/6 each, post 1/-.
Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D. Charges extra.
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST CASH
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd.,
Lewisham, London, S.Ei3. Telephone : Leo Green 5240.

.............
......
........

WEARITECHOKES,Scrcened

66/-.

iL.

This coupon is available until December 30th,
t1930, and must accompany all (ueries and
Mints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 23/12/30
OS4 ...e, 4e1.*

el

"l'

t

I

lj6each

......

S.l. Wire-end type, lilas Electrolytics.

........
........

50 mfd. 12 volta
10 mfd. 50 volts

1/3 cacle
1/6 cacle

Tubular Wire-end non-inductive rager, ali sizes up
to 0.1, 5d. each, 4j9 dozen.
Metal Case i 1101e mixIng ElectrolytIc Condensers,
2/6 each
550 volts working, 8 nsfd
STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES, resistance
2,000 ohms and 4,000 ohms ....... 611 pair
Volume Controls, 1,000 nne) 5,000 ohms, with switch.

.......

1/3 each
.0005 5-gang TunIng Condenser Units, wIth trimmers.
2/11 cacle
PLESSEY Encrgised Speakers, 1,100 ohms field,
..... 7/11 each
11)n. Cone, will, trans.
lOin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,000 ohm field, with trans.
12/6 cacle
5/11 each
Gin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,500 ohm field
4d. dozen
RUBBER GROMMETS
BATTERY Output Pentodes, wcll-known cuate
4/6 cacle
BATTERY Double DIode Triodc, well-known make.

3/Il each

Ct).

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

....

PLESSEY DRY ELECTROLYTICS, CAN TYPE.
.... 1/6 cacle
12 X 6 mfd. 500 volts working
1/6 cacle
,, 350 volts working ....
12 X 16
working
-,
1/6 each
volts
16 x S
,,
475
1/6 cacle
6 a G
,, 500 volts working
1/6 each
450 volts working ....
1.2
S a S x S rnl)L 500 volts working .... 2/11 cacle
2/11 each
IGs 8x4 x 4 nefd. 500 volts working
12x8x8x8X8 mfd. 500 volts workIng 2/11 each
1/3 each
1G mfd. 450 volts working
.... 1/6 cacle
1G x 1G mid. 350 volts working

......

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
.
PRICE
FACES
GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY!

each

....

Energised T,iodels. Plessy Sin., 2,500 or 7,200
ohm lick!., 7'G; (2.12 energised, 59/6.
HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS at l're-War Prices. Manufacturers'
surplus. All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 w. and 220 V. AC. Output 325-325 V.,
120 ma., 6.3 w., 2-lamps., 5 w. 2 seeps. C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 w. A.C. Output 325-325 w.,
75 ma.. 5 y. 2 amps., 6.3 V. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6j6
each. Input 100-250 w., 300-300 y. GO mA. 4 w.
5 a. 0.1., 4 a. 1 a., 6/11.
PR CM ICR Short-Wave Condensers, all-brass
construction, with Trolitul InsulatIon. 15 mml.,
1(9; 25 minf., 1/10; 40 mmf., 2f-; 100 tunaf..
2/3; 160 mnef_ 2/7; 250 mnsf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and G-pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-40, 78-170 metre's, 2/-each.
with circuit Special set of SW. Coils, 14-450
metres, 4/9 set9 with circuit. Premier 3-band
SW. coIl, 11-25, 10-42, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any typo circuIt, 2/11. 3 Gang Condensers fully
screened, 1/6 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dialc DIrect end 100.]
Ratios, 4/3.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSORS.
S nsf. 501) s'., 19; 4 mf. 500 V., 1/9; S + 8 mf.
too s'. 3/6
4+4+4 Ulf. 500 s',. 2111. T.C.C.
Dry F.lectrolytics 8+8+4 01f. 500 y., 2/4 cacle.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Froc. Under 5/please add Gd. postage.

111

le,

Ï'.SLn,

6/Il

POLAR N.S.F. i natt resistances, 4d. each, 3/9 dozen.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMERS, EClI. type.
350.0-310 V. 80 ma., 5 volt 2 amps, 6.3 volt 5 amps.
Type R.C.4. 3(10-0-500 y. 150 nia. 4 volts 2 amps,
4 volts 2.6 amps, .1 volts 5.6 amlis
211-oach
PHILCO MAINS TRANSFORISERS. American Win,!imigs,350J3Z.0 volts 65 ma., G volts 3 snips. 5 volts
S)- each
2 amps
6/6 each
Ditto, but $0 m.a
Ditto, but 00 ana
7/6 each
.WEARITE 110 k/c IF. Trasisformers
.. 1/- each
AMERICAN CTS. Volume Controls, finest made,
divided spindles, lengths 2ln. with switch, 2,000,
..
..
2/6 each
5,000, 10,001), 25,000, 100,000
Wire-wound S watt (levs switch), 10,000, 25,000 ohmes,
2/- each

13 V. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose
F.W."Rect., 6/6
H.F. Pens.and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen.,
Triodes, 5,il
Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 7,6
each. Full and Half-wave Rectifiers, 6/6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all typc
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each. Octal Bave
tubes, 5/6 çach. 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
PREMIER BATTERY , CHARGERS for AC.
3tain. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready,for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9:
6 volts at,1 ansp., 19f-; 6 volts at lamp., 221G.
12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37/6.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS all completo with
Mola Sin. P.5l.s, 16/6; lOin.
transformer.

CONDENSERS.

wkg.

Buttons, ready

......
.

V.

1,3 ach

...

Presta

......

68/Kit
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. ' 4 y., A.C. Tyws,
A.C.JH.L, A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C.'V.M.S.G.,
A.C.IH.P., A.C./V.H.P. (5-pin), all 5 3 each.
A.C.fPensA.C.IH.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7-pin), 7,6
Oct. Freq. Changers,
A.C./P.X.4, 7/3
I.H., 7/6
31-watt D.H.
8/6
Double Diode Triodes, 7/6
500 V.
Trieste, 7/6 ; 350 s. F.W. Rect., 5/6

50-volt working'(brsmt new), 5'- each, post (hi.
STANDARD TELEPHONE BELL WIRE, ali brand
new, 100-yd. coils tuiS 22 gauge, 4/-, post Od. ; 250-yd.
coils, single 1.8 gauge, 4/-, post 1/- , 300-yd. coils, single
22 gauge, 3'-, post (,ei.
MOVING COIL MOVEMENTS, complete in case with
pointer, very low nl/a., full dellections, 2in. dis.,
5/-, post Gd.; 4m. dia. 6/-, post Od.; and Gin, scale,
7/- each, post Od.
PUSH-BACK WIRE, 22 gauge, 220-yd. coils, as new,
price per coil, 8 6, post free.

with G
circuit

WEARITE Set of two iron-Cored Coils, Aerial amid
ILF. Traes, with diagram
2/Il each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire-wound pots
..
1/- each
Stranded Push-back Wire, ld. per yard, 12 yards ltd.
CHA&SIS Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4.5. ß
and 7-pin, 4d.each. Octals6d.each_ Loctals lOd.cach.
7-pin English ta-pe, 3d. cacti.
ROTHERMEL Piceo Crystal Siiea3crs, 72m. Cone.
List 55,. Our prIce, 106 mich. lOin. Coi,e 12tl each.
CRYSTAL PICK-UP. high grade American. 13ronze
finivi,, complete with arsis
21/- each

steel Chassis and Panel and uses tug-iu Coils to
tus,e from 13 to 170 metres.
I Valve Short-Wave Receirer or Adaptor Kit 20/23/1
Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter Kit
I Valse Short-Wave A.C. Superhet Convertor

2/- each, post 3d.
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (Auto.
vound), 12 months' guarantee, 10(1/110 to 200x240
volts or vice versa, 250 watts, 21/- 500 watts, 26/754) watts, 32 6
1,000 watts, 3716 ; 1,500 watts,
50/- ; 2,000 WlsttS, 6216.
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS for Television.
Neon, etc. 200/2.10 y. 50 cy. 1-pii, primary, 6,000
and 7,000 volts secondary, enclosed in petroleum
jelly. Size 5in. X 41m. X 4(in., 7/6 cacti, post 1/-.
.I)itte, skeleton type, 5/6, post Od. All brand new.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2(10/240 volts input, 12 and
24 vOlts at 4 to 6 amps, output (uxcfu! for model
trains, etc.), 15/- each, post 1!-.
EX-G.P.O. GLASS TOP RELAYS,Typc 13.
seful as
Keying Relays, 5/- each, post Gd. Also a few only
that neo,! points, which are easily littcd, 2/8 cacti.

.-

PRESS BUTTON UNITS
wiring into set, with

rolls.

V.,

.le4...

1/6 each

Elcetrolytics, 450

T.C.C. 8 mEd. Cao Wet Type

Complete to the last dctall,inelutUsìg all Valves and

460v.,2/-;8x l6rnf.,450v..2/- ;and8x82mf.,

'ei... e'-. ..-,i.. ...,l-..

5/6 each

mId. Can type Electrolytics, 450 volts working.

24

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

; 3 for ti-, lost (Id.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 8 mf., 350 V.; 4 mf.,
250 y. ; 6 nsf., 430 V., 1/3 each, post 3d. ; 8, X 8 ini.,

ELECTROLYTIC

ï

Set.

Gil.

MF.

BRITISH BELMONT 8 Valve ptus Magie Eye AllWave AC. Superhet ChassIs, 4 wave-batitls, two
short, medium and long, litted latest Mollard Octal
Baise American type Vulves.
Size of Chassis, 13
10 X 3. Supplied with Valves
amt Knobs, but less Spea ber.
Chassis only, £5/IS/S each.
Slcuber for above, 176 each.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, Input 200-250 volta,
output 4 volts i amps, 4 volts G sings .. 4/Il each
G.E.C. Mains Transformer,
Anarican windings,
330-0-350 volts, db mn. 5 volts 2 amps, 6.3 volt 2.5
aliip. Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models.

AIR WARDEN" 5-valve Midget Receiver
200-250 y. Completely sellcontained in well-finished, polished Oak Cabinet,
12 a 9 a Sims. Well built-In Moving Coil Speaker.
Wave Range 190-550 metres.
Usual Price
£6 6s. Od. Our Price 55/-. Tisa 'Ideal Stand-by

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for Sub-let(íng.s,
Garages, etc. 200/250 volts, 50 cy., l-ph. supply 5,
li) or 21) amps., 6- each, post 1/-.
G..C. A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS, h.p., 45 volts,
25 cy., 2-phuse hut suitable for rewinding lo local
supply bains voltage (double-ended shafll, 20,'- tacit.
C/F.
WESTON (501) AND E. TURNER (909) 2m
DIAL
MOVING-COIL MILLIAMPMETERS,
new.
I)
to
S ss/a., 17/6
0 to 25 rn/a., 16 6 ; Oto 1M rn/a., 15/-;
I) to 250 rn/a., 15/- each.
MULTI-CONTACT RELAYS, EX-G.P.O., as used in
automatic exchange, condiI lois as new, small size,
suitable for automatic tuning fOr press-button control,
heavy piatinoid contacta, 2)6, post 3d. ; 2 for 4/- post

2.000
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Halbem, W.C.I.

FOR A.C. MAINS.

PHILIPS MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240
volts, ontj,t 2,000/0/2,000 volts 200 rn/a., also 2
I.E. wiiulins, 25/-. C/F.
STEEL CABINETS. useful for transmittiug or power
anipliller racks. Size, 40 X 24 X 10lit., 12/6 each.

T.C.C.

DI

SPECIAL PURCHASE

c'y.

l'IF.

IWIIU
RADIO-AS USUAL!
I

I-.

-

450

iii

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

ALL POST ORDERS TO ubi!cc Work;, 167, Losas,
Amherst 4723
Claplon Road, London, E.5.
Jubilee Works, or our NEW
CALLERS TO
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Ccnlrat 2833
or SO, High Street,Glaphnm, S.W.4. 3lacauiatj 2381

RAYTHEON First-grade Valvee,.iargcst stockists, all
types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Serles, Ilantom Series, Single-ended
Metal Series, and Resistance Tubes, all at moat conspetitive prices; send for Valve Lists.
All Orders Must Include Suflicleut Postage to Cover.
flours of Business O a.m.-13 p.ns. Weekdays. Satur-

days Oa.m.-1 p.m.

-

RADIO CLEARANCE. LTD.., 63 High Holborn, London,
HoLborn 4631.
WC-1.

- ..-.-
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ORDER FROM YOUR
NEWSAGENT TO-DAY
!
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the week when you will
be buying Christmas magazines,'
so be sure to get these three
bright bumper issues. They will
be enjoyed by everyone, for each
is full of good humour and the
real Christmas spirit.
is

.

TIT-BITS XMAS EXTRA, 6d.
Complete stories, many entertaining
articles, special contributions by Sandy
Powell, Westerfl Brothers, Puzzles, etc.,
and a Children's Section.
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A Christmas
everyone, in
the popular pocket size.
lt keeps
the flag of humour flying
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Hundreds of Christmas laughs inside
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HUMORIST XMAS NUMBER,
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XMAS LONDON OPINION,
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MONSTER XMAS COMIC
r

1t

Packed with all the things boys and
girls love to read at Christmas.
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FOR THE KIDDIES-2d. each
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY COMIC
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A HAPPY

THOUGHT!
not give an evacuated
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

ayn.4.1,
An All -wave H.F. Unit

A Capacity -resistance -bridge
Meter

The War and Music
Loudspeaker Design

Thermion's Commentary

Practical Hints
Tone Control by Negative
Feedback

Reaction Distortion
Practical Television

Transformers--H.F., L.F.
and Mains
Readers' Letters

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

By Ralph Stranger

This book teaches you everything you need to know about wireless. The entire theory and practice of
reception is covered simply and clearly from A to Z. 832 pages with over 500 illustrations and diagrams.

1016

NET

From all booksellers, or by post 111- from the publishers. GEORGE NEWNES. LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2.
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.MOUBLE?
Wilh di!

11/1" 6115SAVOM1NOR
The precision and accuracy of the AvoMinor

M00,11.

ON WE

able you to keep your set always in perfect

,,

of measurement and provides testing facilities

0-- 6 vaIo
0-120 ..
0-210
0-300
0-600

0A.

E JANUARY

working condition. Each model covers a wide field

VOLTAGE

YOU

IN FULL, COLOUR

speedily and efficiently track down faults in valves,
resistances, batteries and power units, etc. En-

CURRENT
0- 6 mdliamps

,

re ME ME

0

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

Avail !NOR
0-120

M

Reed. Lade Mirk

Tin D.C.

ON OPINION

unrivalled by any other meters in their price -class.
The UNIVERSAL AVOMINCR
A precision moving -coil instrument for A.C. and
D.C. testing. Has 22 ranges. Gives direct rea,Qing,s of
A.C. voltage, D.C. voltage, current and. restStance.

RESISTANCE

0- 10.000 ohms
0- 60,000

0-1,200,000
0-3 0,00ms

Total resistance of meter - 200,0110 ohms --ensures
accurate readings. Complete with instruction boo!;,
leads, interchangeable testing precis, and Cr cirCde
Sole Proprieto,s
Maniefoolsoor,
THE AUTOMATIC
COIL WINDER 0.
ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT CO.,
LTD.,

Winder Itoose,

Douglas St..,Lonclol
S.W.1.

Mow :

Yieloria 84043
Write for fulls
tieseriptire
pamphlet.

11R ITI313 MA 6 E.

A New Book for El:Peri/One

'.',far -time.

Buys Britain's

FIRST AID for
THE HOUSEHOLDER
By H. A. CLEGG, M.B., M.R.C.P.
and I. HARVEY FLACK, M.B., Ch.B.

It's so little to give for a magazine that will
keep you amused for hours, is it not ?

ALMOST as many accidents occur in the home as in The bus::
streets-so statistics prove ! That is why everyone should
possess an elementary knowledge of First Aid. In these war days
it is essential. Could you act (middy and efficiently, and perhaps
Le the means of saving a life ? Any day the emergency might
arise that would find you helpless, deSpilifing-Whell every moment
before the doctor arrives is of vital importance. Stu4 this simple

LONDON OPINION is bright from front
cover to the topical competitions at the

'r6 NET

To the Publisher, GEORGE NE WHES, LTD.(Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2.

I
I

Please send me by return FIRST AID FOR
THE HOUSEHOLDER, for which I enclose
Ask your newsagent or
hookftller

to

yet

Postal Order for is. 8d.

you

FIRST AID FUR THE

P.O. No. is

110U1'EHOLDER, thus
saving postage. Alternatively, wad 1/8 with

NAME
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Home.made Test Equipment.

one of five men wanted in the hold-up,
'7E have often described items of Newport, Ky, officials said. Three others,
VV
interest for the constructor who Gus Faeth, Sain Schwachter and Warren
is anxious to make up test equipment for McHugh, aro in custody at Newport, while
various purposes. Unfortunately, many a fifth, Marvin Piekett, is still at largo.
such items have to be calibrated against
some standard and this often renders such Whodunnit?
items useless owing to the faot that suitable
DICKSON CARR has written a detective
standards may not be easily available for
thriller for production by John
the calibration process. Out.
side of such items, however,
.
_______________________________
there are many which may
be calibrated by ready-made
parts, and when completed
they form a valuable addition
to the home workshop or even
the serviceman's bench. In
this issue, for instance, we
describe a resistance-capacity
bridge, in which standard parts
The dial has, of
are fitted.
course, to be marked off or
calibrated according to the
components which are used in
the instrument, but when completed it forms a ready and
accurate instrument for the
measurement of components
which may be suspected or
which are being tested before
use in a receiver. With instruments such as these it is worth
while remembering that tho
normal tolerances whieh the
----',

Cheatle on December 27th, under the title
of "Whodunnit?" The play is to be
produced in three episodes. In the first,
listeners will "see " something of the crime
through the eyes of a witness, in the second
instalment a susjtect will be put on trial,
and in the third instalment the crime
will be reconstructed as it actually took
place.

C'est Magnifique!
THE sub-title, "A Collection

of War-time Absurdities,"
to the programme
called "C'est Magnifique,"
compiled by John Midgley and
M. H. Allen, which is to l:e
broadcast on December 30th.
The programme is designed to
show some of the more
ridiculous aspects of the war,
such as " siren suits," dogs'
coats sewn with bells to enab'e
them to be found more quickly,
and so forth. The feature will
be produced by M. H. Allen.
is given

Pise and Shine
HE folly of trying to

T
awaken with only on
alarm clock has been made

clear to Michael Hinn, WLW
broadcaster, who does a morning broadcast Monday to
Friday at 8.15 (EST). Becaure
,,,nrn,Çn,.f,,,...,' ,iinw
will hnva
he must write his own script,
Constructors who have tried fo soldcr the end of a length of fine Litz wire
to be taken into account, or
the commentator rises at 4.4-t)
will appreciate the apparcius shown above at the Ekco factory. The small
special components obtained
every morning.
oven burns off th5 silk covering, ¿ne wire is dipped info the three containers.
which have a guaranteed
Ordinarily, Hinn, a heavy
spirit, flux, solder, and a perfect join
made.
accuracy. Usually there is an
sleeper, has three alarm clockc
add.itional charge for such
whih he sets to ring ten
components, but this is oonsidered worth
minutes apart, beginning at 4.20 a.m.
,......-...
white by those who are making an instru
One Sunday one of the clocks broke, and
Editorial and Advertisement OjSces
ment upon which they intend to place great
on Monday a colleague borrowed a second.
"Practlral 'Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
reliability.
Hinn retained the one with the oudet t
Tower I-louse. Sonthasnpton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
ring and placed it at the foot of the bed
Radio Sermon Hits Home
Telegeams
Newnes, Rand, London.
so that he would have to get up to shut it off.
Regstered at the G.P.O. sis a newspaper and ¡
ASERMON broadcast from WLW by
for tvansmsssion by Canadian Magazine Post.
Tuesday morning, however, be did not
the Rev. E. Howard Cadle, of
come to until 6.15, after being shaken by
Tise Ed f or n'il be pico sed to consider art leles o/a
Indianapolis, was recently credited for the
j, raetical natur.' suitable for psthlication in
his anxious sister, who wanted to know
PRACTICAL WrnELEs..
surrender and alleged confession of Floyd
Sue/s arlieteg ehontd be
what was wrong with the clock. Hinn
on
wrilten
one
tise
side
of
paper
onu,
and
should
Waters of Newport, Kentücky, to charges
looked around, but couldn't see it.
contain the stame and address of the sender. WhIlst
A
of participating in a hold-up last June.
the Editor does not hold hansel! responsible for
tiöking beneath his pillow disclosed its
snanuseripts, every effort sviti be nods, to return
He gave himself up to Indianapolis police.
whereabouts. True to his plan, Hinn
thesis if a. stamped and addressed envelope io
The hold-np occurred at Beverly Hills -eneioorrl.
had risen at 4.40, shut off the clock-and
All correspondence intended for the
Country Club in Kentucky, located across
Editor should be adds-roved: Tise Editor, PaicricAL
then taken it back to bed with him!
WIRF.LESS, Oeorye .Newnes. Ltd., Tower house,
the Ohio River from Cincinnati. Tearfully
Southampton
Street,
W.Ü.2.
Strum!,
Potted Pantomime for Children
Waters declared that he wished to "pay
Owing to tise rapid progreso in the design of
iiiy debt to society."
wireless apparatus and fo our efforts to 1.ep our
A SPECIAL "potted" version oi
readers in touch wit/s tite latest deveksprnes'e, we give
The message which Waters heard was
pantomime is to be broadcast in
no
warrauty
that
apparatus
dese1berl
in
our
broadcast from WLW on Sunday, November
the Children's Hour on December 28th.
columns Is noi the subjccj let tars pdtent;
12th, and prompted him to see the Rev.
This potted pantomime for ynungsters is
Copyright in oil draicings, photographs and
articles pub!inhed In PTIACTIC&L WIRELESS is
Mr. Cadlo in Indianapolis and confess.
"Mother Goose," from the Fr.hncis Laidler
specifically
rcsereed
ihroitghoui
the
cou
ntrieo
signaWaters was reported to have heard the
production, which will be enjoying a
tory to the Berne Conretion and the USA.
sermon in Dayton, Oliio His wife is
Christmas run at the-Alhambra, Bradford.
Reproductions or imOtations of any of these are i
employed at Wright Field army airport i the-n'foce e.tpresoty forbidden. PnnrrIcAL WIRE.
The cast will include Albert Modley as
LISO incorporato
Asiateur
Wireless
located there.
Jack; Manan Dawson as Mother Goose,
Waters, aged 37, and a former boxer, was
and Margaret Morgan as Principal Boy.
f
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

.VVar-tim'e /V\usic
Our Music Çritic, Maurice Reeve. Discusses the Regrettable Dearth
Good Music
WHILST conditions have slightlyim-.
proved since the declaration of war
-they could not possibly have
gone below the zero mark reached in the first
few weeks of the conffict-it cannot yet
be said that the performance and broadcasting of good music is in a satisfactory çondiBut as I
tion. Bad music, yes-alas.

make it my job to write wholly about
good music, my remarks must be confined
to those parts of the wireless programmes
provided by the symphony orchestras
and the artists who co-operate with them.'
When I used to write about the Promenade
Concert programmes, it was my intention to
review future wireless programmes, and
to help readers in their choice for those
occasions that they devoted to listening-in.
I'm afraid this is no longer possible, as I
do not get the same amount of advance
Whether
information as heretofore.
conditions will so improve in the near future
as to permit of their resumption I cannot
yet say. In the meantime a short analysis
of existing circumstances, with some suggestions for improvement, may be of interest.

Slump in Good Music
I will take what I consider to be the most
important aspect of the present situation
The slump in tho performance of
first.
good music is most probably furnishing the
chief cause of the lamentable decline in
study that is reported from all paIts and
all classes. It is also reflected in the
remarkable decrease in the sales of musio
which the big publishers are forced to
record. It is the most natural thing in
the world for a student who was expecting,
or at least working to take a place in the
musical world during the next year or two,
to abandon his studies "for the duration."
He sees that there is little or no chance of
his talents being engaged owing to the lack
of demand in the concert world, and his
only prospect is to be compelled to continuo
his studies, with their attendant expenses,
There is also the
at Hitler's pleasure.
war's immediate aftermath to considerIt is no
a very unpredictable period.
wonder then, even if private circumstances
don't compel him to call a halt, he should
voluntarily do so, and to resume where and
when conditions are more propitious.
The air-raid scare has been a big factor,
too, incancellation of study, more especially with children. But I don't think the
economic factor has yet entered into
at least not to any degree. But the absence
of so much good music, and the inferior
quality of the performance of much that
we do get-is bound to act as a serious
deterrent to study, and the consequent
replenishment of the market, which is as
indispensable to music as it is to anything
else. Music needs a shop window and
advertising, just the same as any other
commercial article. 'And this has always
been provided in the form of the symphony
concert, the opera, and the recital. It is
very important for the future of the pro.
fession that they be restored, both as to
quantity as well as quality, as soon as
possible.

that a shower of rain will wet the roofs of
Lack of Broadcast Programmes
Another reason for the decline is the London houses like it does in Madrid,
broadcasting of only a single programme.
But this concerns only the quantity of
music given us at the present time. The
quality of it is really much more important,
whilst the decrease in the size of the
B.B.C.'s main symphony orchestra might
be explained and defended from different
angles not visible to the average listener;
it is difficult for anyone of average intelligence to understand why the Bournemouth
Borough Council should find it necessary
to reduce its famous orchestra of over
seventy players to a beggarly eighteen.
No wonder their popular name is now
missing from the Radio Times.
It
makes the performance of, symphonic
music absolutely impossible, and even of
lighter genres very inadequate. And the
story has to be repeated all round the
country, though seldom to ,such a drastic
degree. The Bournemouth people have
long been a splendid body of musicians, and
the privileged accompanists of a, long line
of renowned soloists, which makes this
sad decline in their fortunes greatly to be
deplored.

Erroneous Theories
Those of us who remember the last war
cannot recall any such catastrophic avalanche overwhelming music. Why has it
happened this time? So far as the public
performance of music is concerned, with
the attendant concentration of large
numbers of people in buildings and their
dispersion afterwards, the air-raid bogey
must be held responsible. What is it not
re8ponsible for?
The prophets of woe
have a lot to answer for. We all know
that anything may yet happen. But
there is now no doubt whatever that the
forecasts that "Mr. Knowall" and "Mr.
Wisdom" have been making for years past
were quite erroneously based on the absurd
theory that what happened to Spain,
Abyssinia añd China would happen to
London on the outbreak of war-all wars
being alike to them. Just in the same way
X
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Addis Ababa and Pekin. What a thousand
pities. The people cannot be wholly
blamed, because the belief entered all
classes and was tenaciously clung to by
high and low alike. But its baleful
influence and results can now be seen in the

virtual extinction of the entertainment
world, which presents a spectacl6 comparable to that of a dying man being kept
alive by means of artificial respiration.
None of these deplorable, consequences
need have resulted, had a rational and calm
point of view been accepted side by side
with the obvious precautions which both
prudence and common sense alike dictated.
But in saying, in effect: "Friends, Romans,
countrymen; aerial warfare is possible,
although unlikely for such and such
reasons. Although you might be bombed
whilst listening to a concert or watching a
cinema, we think it extremely improbable.
We only mention it as a remote possibility

because it is our dutyto look after you,
and in the pursuit of that duty we are
placing at your disposal such and such
measures of a precautionary character.
But go about as usual, enjoy yourselves,
and keep a sharp look out." They said, in
spirit and meaning: "Good people and
imminent victims; war has begun, and
we are working on the almost cèrtain
supposition that, to-night, you will all be
blown up sky-high.
Consequently, we
should deem it a grave dereliction of our
responsibilities if we allowed you to assemble in any place of entertainment,
public houses excepted.
:Nor must you
mind not being able to see where you are
going, catching the wrong train, or being
knocked down in the black-out and perhaps
killed. What does it matter, we are ali
going to be killed anyway. YOUR cheer.
fulness, YOUR courage, YOUR - fortitude
will bring us VICTORY." The results are
for everyone to see.

A Few Good Concerts

,-

There are a few good concerts on, notably
the Philharmonic under Sir Thomas
Beecham.
But they are at awkward
hours, which doubtless prevents many
from attending them who would otherwise
have done so; and few of them are broadcast. The B.B.C. with its reduced forces
are giving their famous series of symphony
concerts in the Ccílston Hall, Bristol.
But only half the programme is now put on
the air. In listening to orchestral music
over the wireless it is easy to tell where
the reduction in strength has taken place
-in the brass and wood-wind. I suppose
these departments are almost impossible
to recruit from the many lady musicians
who practise nowadays. Were the dixaimition in the strings there would be little or
no trouble. There are some good women
flautists and oboeists, but I have no idea
how many are available for regular orchestrai work. It was, of course, the last war
which saw the first appearance of a woman
in a symphony orchestra-the then Queen's
Hall Orchestra,, under Sir Henry Wood.
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H.F.'UnLt

A Simple Unit which Will Irriprove the
By
of Straight" Receivers
RECEIVEPS of tue detector and L.F.
type are still quite extensively used,
and their degree of popularity is, no
doubt, due to the, fact that if they are well
designed, they are capable of giving very
satisfactory results. Their general capabilities are, however, limited, as every
user discovers sooner or later, and the
purpose cf this article is to show how a
simple unit can be made which will give
an over-all increase in
and likewise
efficiency
eliminate the major limitations.
With an aerial feeding
straight into a detector
stage, it is not possible to
obtain, in. all arcas, a degree
of selectivity sufficient to
ensure that the programmes
received will be entirely
from interference
free
caused by other transmissions. Similarly, the sensitivity of a detector cannot
be increased beyond certain
limits and, when these are
reached, the addition of
further stages of L.F. amplification will not compensate
the inability of the detector
to pull in a very weak

Range' and Selectivity
L,;

the HOE.

-

nS

fm1

4

hirrh

Fig.

-The circuit employed for this

While many constructors
appreciate tnese ctetai]s
already, they bave refrained from adding the
H.F. stage because they did not wish to
rebuild or enlarge their existing receiver.
These quite sound reasons have been borne
in mind when constructing the unit described below, and it will be seen that there
is not the slightest need to modify the receiver in any way, as the H.F. stage is made
up as a separate item so that it can be
placed alongside practically any receiver of
the "straight" type, whether designed for
short or normal broadcast wavelengths.

aerialS

nnií.

Construction

Fortunately, both of
these defects can be overcome to a very great extent
by the same remedy, and
that is by the introduction

Ïiaiplification.

O. SPARKS

an additional means of getting the highest anode of the HF. valve through a small
possible degree of sélectivity on all wave- fixed condenser. The purpose of this
bands.
condenser is to pass on the signal to th
The valve recommended is the Cogsor second tuned circuit connected to the grid
21OYPT, of the four-pin type, and as of the detector, without allowing the
this has variable-mu characteristics, it passage of any of the high-tension which
enables a very fine form of pre-detector has to be applied to the anode of the
volume control to be secured by the simple H.F. valve via the flY, choke and 'the
procedure of varying the bias applied to resistance of 10,000 ohms. If an all-wave
the grid via the tuning coil. A potentio- H.F. choke is to hand, the resistance esos
be omitted, as it is only included to take
care of the higher frequencies of the short
waves if these are to be received, and il
iv.
/ an ordinary H.F. choke is used. The
tuned-grid coupling is the method used in
this unit, but in place of the second coil
shown in Fig. 2, use is made of the aerial
coil in the recerer to which the unit is
connected, therefore the only components
required for the additional H.F. stage are
those shown in the wiring plan.
UT
The output frein the unit is taken from
the free end of the fixed coupling condenser,
as shown in Fig. 1, and fed into the receiver
via the normal aerial terminal, the
proper being joined to the aerial tenninal on

signal.

nf

315

-.

unit, showing how the variable
bias is applied.

meter having a value of 50,000 ohms
connected across a 9-volt grid bias battery
is all that is required for this purpose.
The simplest form of coupling between
an 1fF, valve and its succeeding stage,
which in this case is the detector in the

that which is known as the
coupling, and this is shown in
Fig. 2. Au examination of this diagram
will show that a second coil has been
introduced, and that it is coupled to the
receiver, is
tuned grid

As the circuit is so simple, and as so few
parts are required, there is no necessity to
use chassis construction, so a five-ply baseboard 8m. x 5m, was used. All the components shown thereon can be fixed in
position as soon as the board has been
finished off, and the wiring commenced.
The panel Sin. x 6in. can be eut from a
piece of three-ply, oak-faced, and after the
holes for the aerial series condenser, the
potentiometer, the dial escutcheon plate
and the timing spindle have been drilled as
indicated on the panel plan, the surface can
be smoothed, stained and polished to suit
individual tastes. Once the panel is
screwed to the baseboard, the remainder of
the wiring can he completed and the ünit
made ready for test.
Flexible leads must be fixed for the
battery supplies to the anode and screening
grid of'the H.F. valve, namely, 120 volts
and 00 to 70 volts, respectively. The
(Conibtued on text page)

The Circuit
The theoretical circuit is shown in Fig. I.
This in itself calls for little explanation,
but for the benefit of those not too familiar
with H.F. amplification, a few words might
not be amiss.
The aerial circuit utilises a coil of the
plug-in type, such as those used for shortwave reception, thus allowing the tuning
band which the unit will cover to range
over the short, medium and long waves
according to the coil used. With the
specified tuning condenser, a .0005 mId.,
it will be necessary to use the B.'I'.S.
"One Shot Inductors," as these are designed
to tune over all the wavebands concerned
with a conctenser of that value.
Although the primary winding of the
coil is used as a coupling coil for the aerial,
a small variable condenser is provided in
series with the aerial connection to provide

'[r8U
Fig.

__)

2.-Theiheore!ical circuit ola tuned grid H.P oup!ing which

is the

method used in this unii.
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WIRING DIAGRAM

H.F. UNIT.

(Continued from previous page)
filament will require two more leads, which

connected to the accumulator
supplying the receiver, while two more will
also have to be fitted for the positive and
negative sockets of a 9-volt GB. battery.
Regarding the battery supplies, there is
one point which must be watched, although
it is hardjy likely to crop up in the majority
of modern receivers. It is essential that the
HT. and LT. negative.s of the batteries
feeding the receiver are common with the
earl4 connection.
be

Can
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LT-I-

LT.-

Gß+

60170v
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HJ-

}-LT+

;20V
H.T+

Operation
With the appropriate coil in the HF.
unit, connect the output socket to the aerial
termital of the receiver, after removing the
aerial from that point and connecting it to
the aerial terminal on the unit. The earth
connection can remain on the set in the
ordinary way.
When all battery leads have been
connected and the set switched on, tune
the receiver to the known setting of a
station and then tuno the HF. mit,
setting the H.P. volume-control at maximum and the reaction at minimum. Now
experiment with the last two controls until
the best result is obtained. It will be
noted that reaction will be more smooth,
and it will not be necessary to use so much
of it for a uiven result. comnaréd with the
original ciruit.
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From 1/ic above diagram 1/ic
layout and all wiring can be
obtained, while on the left j/
panel dimensions, are shown.
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Five

Ways

of Electron Emission

"T'RE recent intensified development of glass bulb

I

all forms of electronic devices lias
brought to the fore the fact that there are
five practical ways in which electrons can
be produced, or released from conductors,
by supplying them with sufficient energy
to break through the surface of the conductor. Many readers may only he familiar
with two or three of these, so in view of
the present-day importance of electronic
engineering in all its various aspects, it
will be interesting to recal)itlllate the five
popular methods. In the first place, the
action of a thermionic valve depends on
the emission of electrons from the cathode,
and this is brought about by heating this
electrodo either directly or indirectly by
the passage of a current of electricity. The
cathode of the valve is made from a
substance which has t.he property of releasing electrons through the agency of
ieat, and their subsequent action under
the influence of other electrodes inside the

V/MiV.0

SERIES

I

t'.

I

cxxjr

is familiar

to every reader of
Next comes the
emission of electrons from such surfaces
as caesium, rubidium, potassium, etc., as a
result of their being brought under the
influence of light. This conversion process
is the method by which every photo.
electric cell is made to function, and
depending on the chemical nature of the
substance used for the cathode, so the cell
will have a definite colour response to the
light which activates it.
Then we have
tile cold emission of electrons which occurs
under certain specified conditions when the
surface of a metal is subjected to the
presence of a very intense electric field
of force. The fourth method depends for
its action upon the ionisation of gases.
That is to say, an electron impacting or
colliding with a molecule of gas causes it
to release a further free electron which in
turn wilj perform a similar function, so
that the effect is cumulative. It is this
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

Tune-in other stations that are normally
received and note the settings of the two
tuning dials and any differences which vilJ,
no doubt, exist.
Once the dift'eience has been noted, it
should not be a difficult matter to rotate
both tuning controls, keeping them out of
step by the required amount, and tune-in
other transmissions.
It would not he a difficult matter to
overcome this possible snag by noting which
tuning condenser gives the lowest dial
reading, and connecting across it a very
small variable condenser to act as a trimmer.
The maximum capacity of this additional
component should be in the, region of, say,
30 mmfds.

principle which is employed so effectively
in gas-filled photo-electric cells in order to
increase the output current for normal
working purposes. The final, and in many
respects perhaps the most important,
scheme for releasing electrons is that known
as secondary emission, whereby the impact
on a conductor of an electron travelling
at a very high velocity dislodges one or
more electrons from the surface of that
conductor. According to the method used
for preparing the secondary emissive surface, and the nature of the substance
employed (caesium appears to be the most
generally used at the moment), so the
number of secondary electrons released
by the impact of a primary electron will
vary from one to ten.
¡
PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
Any of our readers requiring information
and advice respecting Patenta, Trade Marks or
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner and
Co., Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, who t
will give free advice to readers meotionior i
this paper. --
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Làúdsped.kèr .Desiqn.
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interesting and Valuable Data Regarding the Design
of Loudsp&zkers for Domestic Use

AGREAT deal of interest has been
arousd by articles recently published in these pages regarding
loudspea1er design. It is obvious that the
problem. is one which has the greatest
attraction for the average listener, and
in view of this, the following details,
which aré a reprint of part of a paper
allocated för reading before the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, will undoubtedly
prove of alue to those who are studying
this section of the modern radio receiver.
The paper is by W. West, BA., and
D. McMiUan, B.Sc. After dealing with the
various principles which are introduced
into design and into the general-features
which are nècèssary in order to obtain high
quality rejroduetion, the authors go on
to say that advantage was taken of the
great skill and experience which has been
acquired by manufacturers, in order that a
cheap and efficient product could become
available, without avoidable necessity for
laying down expensive additional plant.
Departures from usual construction have,
therefore, bren made only where experi.
ment indicated that sufficiently improved
quality of performance would result therefrom, and where the ndifications involved
appeared to be feasible, froth the constructional point of view.
In this article are summarised the
influences, affecting quality of performance,
of the varions parts which make up a
moving-coil loudspeaker, as they have been
confirmed or revealed by the experiments.
No modifications have been made which
affect appreciably the sensitivity, except
that any elimination of pronounced resonances tends to reduce the sensation of
loudness of transmitted sounds. The discussion is concentrated on frequency
distortion, since no evidence has been found
that non-linear' distortions of well-designed
modern lóudspeakers exert any comparable
adverse influence on the quality, at volume
levels suitable for an ordinary living-room.

current in the oil, in the direction of the
axis, which could set up forces tending to
twist the coil.

widths of the air-gap tip to at least Am.
for a diaphragm of about 7m, diameter.
With a rather small enclosed case,
limiting at about 100 0./sec. many types
of external spider in current use introCentring Devices
Both centring devices, commonly known duce a stiffness which is not very apprecias the
spider" and the "surround," able. With a larger case, however, limiting
add to the moving system a very small at 40 or 50 0./sec. a spider of reduced
mass and a stiffness which may be. but stiffness, e.g., of tbïnner material, is
need not be, appreciable. It is common requirect.
Under the influences of the forces vibrating
practice so to adjust the combined stiffness
that the main resonance of the moving the moving system the spider is liable to
system lies at the lower extremity of the vibrate, at certain impressed frequencies,
frequency range which it is desired to in a mode of vibration, having a natural
transmit. At lower frequencies thq effi- frequency other than the impressed frequency. This gives rise to audible false
tofles from the loudspeaker at the particular

frequencies

-

Section A-A

con-

cerned. The effect
appears to be more
marked when there
is tension in the
spider.

-

Framework
This part should
not affect the per.
formance of the loudspeaker,

but with

commercial
constructions it has
been found that the
a pert u res in the
admìtloud-speakerunit
framework are insufficient to provide
pace for mountinfroithrmer
complete freedom of
movement of the air
be-hind the diaphragm. In such
cuses it appears that
'ood
the resonator formed
se
by the air cavity
ltback,sidestopandboeI
lead;backandsidesorily
between the diarugatedpaekingpaperforragion
back,sidestopand base
P hragm and the
frame in con june.
tion with the apertures in the frame actB as
an anti-resonator on the output of sound by
the diaphragm.
This can reduce the
efficiency of the loudspeaker somewhat over
a range of frequencies, say, 1,500 to 2,000
c./sec., where there is generally some
difficulty in maintaining the efficiency of
radiation of sound by the diaphragm.
In the design which results from these
investigations the effect has been eliminated
by limiting the part of the framework
between the inner plate (attached to the
magnet) and the outer rim to four strips,
each- iin. wide.
s o in e

Fig.

l.-Deiails

of construclion
1oucspeaker cose.

of

the

ciency of the loudspeaker must necessarily
fall off rapidly, especially when an open
easing is used.
Magnet
For the design of a loudspeaker to be
No unexpected features of the effects used in an enclosed casing, it is desirable
of magnet design on the-performance have that the contribution of the centring
been sought or encountered. Most of the devices to the total stiffness should be
The limitation of the freexperimentswere made using a permanent negligible.
magnet of about 170 ein3 overall size, quency range at low frequencies is then
generating about 6,000 lines per cm2 determined by the size of the easing.
in an air-gap of 1.075 in. external and
The stiffmwss duo to the surround can
0.D8in. internal diameter and 0.2Sin. deep. be quite small with the cloth surrounds
that are sometimes used. Ami alternativo
Coil and Coil-former
eonstniction which introduces still less
No substantigl evidence was found that stiffness and mass, is available by replacing
commercial methods of construction of the usual type of surround by an air-gal)
coil and coil-former impose any limitation between the diaphragm and the frame,
on the. performance of the loudspeaker. bridged at a limited number of points
Additional stiffening of the coil formei' (say three, spaced equally round the
was not found to make any appreciable diaphragm) by straps of tape which support the diaphragm. Each strap is fixed
change in the frequency characteristic.
Simple auxiliary precautions towards at one end to the diaphragm and at the
ensuring true axial movement of the coil other end to the frame, with a distance of,
in tlic air-gap are: (1) taking out the say, 05m, separating the fixing points.
Jeads to the coil at opposite ends of a With this construction the rim of the diadiametar, to ensure symmetry of the phragin should be made sufficiently rigid,
mechanical load due to the leads; and e.g., by forming a circumferential corrugaThe influence of the
(2) taking out the leads at the same winding tion near the edge.
level, i.e., winding an even number of air-gap between the edge of the diaphragm
layers.
This eliminates any resultant and the frame is not appreciable for

.

I

-

Casing
For various reasons the investigations
have been concentrated mainly upon loudspeakers with an enclosed case. The influence of the size of the case on the response
at low frequencies was very marked. The
compromise between size of loudspeaker
and limitation of response at low frequencies
having been decided, it remains to devise a
construction of the ease which is adequate
for soundprooflng and at the same time
economical in space and cost.
Two main principles for soundproofixg
are generally recognised; one is the use of
massive non-porous walls, preferably of a
(Continued on page 332)
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ecording the Signals

QUITE naturally, all the important
television developments that are
taking place in this country, in so far
as they apply to war urposés, ao being
kept secret. The only suggestions of how

-

òlearly seen in the rectangular container
which runs from left to right under the
camera bellows. The finished film negative
in its dry or wet state, as the case may
be, is then passed through the television
camera in the ordinary way for conversion
to a
television
signal and the
film is stored for
futuro
reference
purposes. This
typo of equipment
has been improved
so enormously that
the whole apparatus
can now be aceomniodated in a very
small compass so
that it is readily
portable and may,
therefore, be set
up on sites or in
machines in a way
which a few years
ago was thought
impossible. Lt. has
been stated in
sources
various

Fig.

I

-One form

of

IF.

camera and sound

with the cog-wheel drives which feed the

film

this special science is likely to he used in
and defence emanate
schemes of
from those countries who are as yet not
actively involved in the present international situation. In this connection it is
learned that the intermediate film method

attk

of transmission and reception is finding
special applications, because it has the
double function of furmhing the requisite
television signal at the moment it is required, apart from the few seconds' delay
between the enactment of any scene and its
ultimateconversion intoamoclulated electromagnetic wave, and in addition provides a
valuable record on the celluloid film for
subseqirent examination when euch a need
arises. The intricacies of this scheme are
all centred on the photographic side, and a
reference to Fig. I will show one form taken
by the equipment for this purpose. The
camera-one of the intermittent type-is
seated on the bellows, and above this is the
compartment honsing the new film spool.
Three lenses on a slide carrier are provided
to enable the proper form of focusing to be
undertáken irrespective of the scene to be
recordeti and transmitted, while the panning
handle to the left enables the operator to
encompass the whole field of view. After
photographing the scene on the film the
latter passes through a sound-recording
head so that any sound may be photographed on the appropriate track provided.
Cog-wheel drives then feed tise filin through
developing, washing, fixing and final washino tanks. anides ensurinr that it msses
a1ng swords dipping into the appropriate
chemical fluid. The mechanism for this is

equipment-together
through the tanks.

that the compactness is such that
a modern neroplaise can be fitted

out with a transmittei of this type, and it is in this

connection that more may he heard of

the intermediate-film method of transmission in due cono e because of the
good pictures derivi ti from a film
record.

RRESPEOTIVE of the source of the
radiated signals, whether in the air or
on the ground, the next point that arises is
what will happen at the point of reception.
Here, again, one is confronted with a dual
aspect, and the solution will depend entirely
upon the purpose for which the transmitted
television signals háve been provided.
Assuming that some form of military or
naval activity is made apparent by th
television signal, it is of great advantage o
be able to refer at any time to what has
happened, this being additional to any
observations undertaken at the instant the
signals are received. Several schemes may
be used for this purpose, but the most
promising is one which again resorts to the
intermediate-ifim method of working,
developments on which have been undertaken both in this country and abroad.
The niost promising scheme uses a cathoderay tube working in conjunction with a
constant speed drive camera. The essentials of this apparatus are shown in Fig. 2,
where separate units are laid out on a bench
as distinct from being housed in rack forni.
The incoming television signals are received
in the normal manner by an officieiit dipoleaerial array and passed to the television
receiver. The output of the sot is fed to
the cathode-ray tube shown mounted
horizontally in a frame support in Fig. 2.
In ordinary circumstances a complete
picture would be traced out on the screen
within the available scanning field of the
tube, but with this particular arrangeaient
such a course is unnecessary The section
of the time-base generator providing the
frame scan motion is omitted, with tho
result that each individual line of every
picture is traced consecutively over a thin
strip of fluorescence running horizontally
across the centre of the screen. In front of
this is placed a constant speed drive camera
topped by a film-spool chamber, and this
film is fed over sprocket-drive drums (seen
inside the camera, since one face has been
removed for inspection). The line trace is
focused on to the celluloid film, and since
the speed with which the film moves across
the back of the lens is such that it corresponds to the picture-frame speed, the
picture lines are recorded one after the
other and displaced from each other by
a line width. The film
fed into the hottoth
take-tip chamber is;
therefore,
a
truè
of the radiated
television picture
1

No. 183.

recording
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jrecord

which can be subse-

quently
developed;
fixed and dried, anti
passed
through a
standard 35 mm. film
projector for observation purposes at
anytime it is required
Here,
again,
the
apparatus, which iì
Fig. 2 is sliovn laid
out on a bench, has

-

been improved to
such a degree that it
can be assembled in
a Very compact and

neat unit so that it
can be employed in

quite

out-of-the-way

places.

Fig.

2.- The

TELEVISION &
SHORT- WAVE
essentials, in unit form, of a cathode-ray
intermediate-Jil,n recording eguipment

tube

HANDB OOK
5/-, by post 516
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Is English Irish, Scottish or Welsh?
OIVE ad a letter from Oireland
which as you moight naw is
one of ye brrrroight spots of the
British Oils. It is a little bit ofhavven
which as the song siz, fell from out
the skoi, and got cracked in the
process. Irishmen denoy that it is a
little bit of'ell, and I agree
The preceding paragraph is anotlier
way of letting you know that I have
had a letter from an Oirishman who
thinks that the. best English comes
from Ireland
Notice the refined
English of my second sentence.
Why, the Irish did not know our
language till we taught it to them,
and they have not learned it yet.
Now it is the turn of the Scots and
the Welsh. And a Happy New Year
to all of you
The New Encyclopaedia
ISEE that the seventh edition of
the old "Wireless Constructors'
Encyclopiedia" makes its appearance
ùnder the new title of the "Practical
Wireless Encyclopdia." As I have
remarked before, it is a remarkable
At 6s. it represents value
work.
unobtainable elsewhere for a guinea.
Over 2oo,000 copies of it have been
sold and it circulates in every country
in the world. The seventh edition
has been fully revised and contains
a large amount of new matter and
many new definitions. It is attractively bound in dark-blue cloth with
gold lettering.
Our New Year's Set
IUNDERSTAND that the brains
are at work devising the 1940
Boom Receiver. I have been unable
to get into the Editor's sahctum
because of the slide rules and the
reams of calculation. If you have a
particular hunch as to features the
new set should contain, drop the
Editor, not me, a line and let him
know. The new design is expected
to be released to the public some
time in March.
Requests for 0k! Sets
SOME of our readers now rn
France want to know if readers
at home have any old battery sets in
working order which they would
like to give to them. I have carefully
filed these requests, and if you have
any battery set for which you bave
no further use I should be glad to
!
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I tiermLon

A io6,B 12o, C I28 D
E i6o,
F 170, G 192, A 213, B 240, C 256,
1) 288, E 320, F 341, G 384, A 426,
B 480, C 512, D 576, E 640, F 682,
G 768, A 853, B 960, C 1,024, D 1,152,
E 1,280, F 1,365, G 1,536, A 1,706,
B 1,920, C 2,048, D 2,304, E 2,560,
F 2,730, G 3,072, A 3,413, B 3,840,
C 4,096.

.

Please mark
act as a distributor.
your envelopes " Sets for France."
Other readers are asking for copies
of periodicals, and here again I shall
he glad to forward any which are
sent to me.

Power Grid Detection
AREADER asks me to define
the advantages of this parThe
ticular form of detection.
essential features are a large standing
anode current with a lusty signal
applied to the valve so as to produce
a drop ìn current of about 55 per cent.
Owing to this large anode current,, it
is necessary to use a valve with an
impedance of between io,000 and
25,000 ohnis, and it is also impracticable to use the majority of
L.F. transformers owing to saturation
This means that either
troubles.
resistance-capacity coupling or a
parallel fed transformer must be
used, and it is quite obvious that a
large current through a resistance to
match an impedance of the order
stated will result in a very heavy
voltage drop.
Owing to the convenience of A.C.
mains it is possible to use between
400 and 500-volts for H.T., and the
drop through a suitable anode resistance still permits the valve to receive
An
its maximum HT. voltage.
alternative method is to use an ironcored choke with a very high inauctvalue. Small values are chosen
for the grid leak and condenser,
usually about .000x rnfd. and .25
The detector circuit is
megohm.
standard except for these latter values.

an

Musical Frequencies
ANOTHER reader wishes to
know theusual musical
frequencies. They are as follow as
relating to the piano: A .26, B 30,
C 32, D 36, E4o, 1? 42, G48, A 53,
B 6o, C 64, D 72, E 8o, F 85, G 96,

.

Jelly Electrolyte
T'HE battery and accuniulator
shortage 'finds ìts reflection in
I
the large number of letters I am
receiving relating to accumulators
Requests for the
and batteries.
formula for the jelly electrolyte used
in
£

iinsni1l,h1
U1iI,,tL

,

LItS..

h,
1J7

.ìrr,irniilatcws
.b,.

LILt,

LS.,,S.JL

t,.

T

J.

hvi'
,n
5SVS#

Lt

now in the hope that it will stave off
a further number.
Prepare jelly electrolyte by adding
sodium silicate to the acid (never
add acid to silicate) in the proportion

of i to 3, and immediately pour
the mixture into the cell until the
usual acìd level is reached. Take
care not to overfill the cell ai this is
difficult to rectify once jellification
If some slight
has taken place.
shrinking of the çlectrolyte occurs,
thus exposing the, top of the plates,
it should be made good by preparing
and adding a little more of the
mixture.
After filling, the cell should be
inverted for six to eight hours to
allow any free acid to drain off. It is
advisable to give the cell a freshening
charge before nutting it into service.
Poux'off any tree acÍd. if the jelly
acid hardens add three or four
spoonfuls of distilled wäter before
every recharge.
Carrying On
THANKS to the hundreds of
readers who have written expressing their gratitude that the proprietors
of this journal intend to carry on.
This is the only wireless weekly, and
in spite of increasing costs, particularly
on the paper side, readers will note
that we have not increased the price
of the journal. All readers for their
part can help us by placing an order
for the regular delivery of this journal.
It helps the newsagents, and it helps
us, for it prevents us printing more
copies than are actually required in
these days of paper shortage.
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by: NegatIve..
Feedback'

I
Fig.

low-frequency amplifier by means
of an adjustable negative feedback
for the higher audio frequencies is already
well known.
These arrangements, howevei, have the disadvantage that the feedback is not effective for the middle and
lower audio frequencies, so that reduction of amplitude distortion does not take
place for these frequencies, which usually
contaiti the components of greatest amplitude which arc most likely to be distorted.

modification of the scheme in Fig.
Fig.

How the Negative Feedback Fecture May Be Made
Use Of to Control the Tone of Reproduction
THE idea of effecting tone control in a

3-A

Variable Grid Bias
In order to avoid an undesirably large
variation of the grid bias,, the resistance R
may be selected much smaller than the
sum of R1 and Rk If such ratio of dimen-

sion cannot be obtained for reasons of a
sufficient control range ais additional
current, for instance from the screen grid
potential divider of the pre-stage valve, may
be sent through Rk in the ease of small
resistances R1 and R which Current
increases the potential
at this resistT

-.drop

since so that the grid
bias is less influenced

by the control at R.
The sliding contact
S and the right-hand
end of the reistanee
*
R are connected with
- each other by a parai1cl circuit LO tuned
to about 800-1,000
cycles, i.e., the medium frequency of the
- frequency band to be
b
transmitted. This
ci
parallel circuit is permeable for the very
low frequencies (from
zero to about 200
cycles) and for very
high freqencies (from
Fig. 1.-A two-stage amplifier wit/i nega 1ve feedback.
about 2,000-10,000
cycles) (compared
This disadvantage çan be overcome in a with the resistnce R) whereas it offers a
vi1l
now
be
described.
comparatively
manner which
high resistance for the medium
Fig. i shows the circuit diagram of a frequencies (from about 200 to 2,000 cycles).
two-stage resistance-coupled low-frequency When the sliding contact Sis at the point b,
amplifier of a receiver. The oscillations to the litter circuit is out of action, and the
be amplified are supplied to the control counter coupling is at its maximum, unigrid of the valve V1, and are led after formly for all frequencies. This gives an
amplification from the output of t.he aniplitication curve which corresnonds with
output amplifier valve V2 through the the curve marked b in Fig. 2. in which the
output transformer T to the loudspeaker amplification V is drawn ii1 Ñlation to the
La. The fotential at the loudspeaker is frequency f. When, however, the sliding
connected at the same time to the series
connection of a blocking condenser C1 and
three ohmic resistances R, R1 and Rk.
The resistance R is designed as an adjustable potential divider the sliding contset S
of w hieli is connected to the cathode of the
valve V1. As the lower end of the resistance R1 is connected with the earthed
return lead, the part of the resistance R
between the left-hand and a, and the
sliding contact S, a.nd also the resistances
and Rk are in the cathode lead of the
1
valve V1. Therefore, a counter coupling
-of the output AC. potential to the cathode
of the input valve is caused, as only the
Hz
resistance R1 which is mainly dimensioned
Fig. 2.-Curve showing effecls of adjuslmcni
foi the supply of the medium grid bias

1b
-

is

bridged by capacity.

R

in

big.

1.

f

rC.

I

L

Fig 4.-Results obtained by the circuit

f

of

Fig. 3.

-

whereby the high- and low-tone frequencies
arc more neglected. The neglection of the
high-tone frequencies means a reduction
of atmospheric interference. For the important range of medium-tone frequencies,
howcvQr, the maximum possible amplification of the amplifier is used, ignoring,
however, afar-reaching reduction of non-linear distortions.

A Modification
A modified embodiment of
is shown in
Fig. 3.
The A.C. potential
used for .counter-eoupling is
taken in this ease from a
separate winding Z of the
output transformer T. and is
connected to the' serles connection of the blocking
condenser C1 of the potential

the system

TÇTTI

of the valve V1

I.

contact is at the point a this results in an
amplification curve such as shown by ce.
In this curve the amplification for the very
high and very low frequencies has only
increased very little, because as before,
almost the entire output A.C. potential is
present at the ohmic resistance connected
in the cathode lead.
The medium frequencies, however, are subject to a considerable potential drop at the parallel
connection R,C,L, so that the counter
coupling becomes considerably less, and
the anlification therefore considerably
higher.
The amplification is almost of
such value as would be obtained if 110
counter coupling was present, and whieh is
marked in Fig. 2 by a dotted line.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1. which
supplies the control-curve according to
Fig. 2, is particularly suitable for such
receiving sets in which no completely
effective automatic fading control is provided, and in which the tone-control has to
be used at the same time as amplification
control by hand to compenste different
intensities of reception of different transinitters. In this arrangement the local
transmitter is reproduced with comparatively small amplification, less distortion
factor, and even amplification for all
frequencies, whereas a remote transmitter
is reproduced with more amplification

-

of

relis! once

divider resistance R and of
the resistance R1. The cathode
of the valve Vj is firmly
connected with the connection
point of the resistances R1
and R, whereas the parallel
(co7thn4ed on page 332)
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A Soldering Dodge

IN a recent paragraph in "Notes

from the
Test Bench," mention was made of the
difficulty of getting a largo blob of solder on
the iron. I overcame the difficulty by
taking the' spout of an old oil-can, and
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS 11
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somel,ttle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it onto us? We pay Li-lo-o for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

published on this page we will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newne,,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be origi,,aI. Mark envelopes
"Practical Hints." 00 NOT enclose
Queries with your hint,,

r

Alt hints must be accompanied by thea
coupon cut from page ¡li of cover.

.ealaa,aIa,sues,emal

3W
A useful soldering accessory conirived from an old
oil-can spoul.

....

the notches in the blades are open sufficient
to clear the diameter of lije wire. Place
the insulation in the notches and close the
cutters. Hold the wire firmly with the left
hand, and give the cutters a quarter of a
turn round to make certain that the insulation has been cut through. Pulling the
cutters sideways will bring the insulation
off and leave the wire unharmed.
Finally, if much wiring is to be done with
the same gauge wire, a lock-nut can be
run on the screw at A to prevent movement.-ALEC DAvIE (Edmonton, N.).

method of treating the coils. First, I
obtained a large biscuit tin, soldered in a
shelf of zinc, and mounted a pair of lamps
as shown in the sketch. The lamps used
When current is
were 60-watt type.
applied the lamps become hot, thus heating
the coils till all the dampness is extracted,
this taking about one hour. The coils
should then be shellacked.-W. F1owER

A Trimming Hint
IN most intermediate-frequency transI formers one of the trimmers is connected to the H.T. positive line, whilst the
metal screen surrounding the transformer
i earthed to prevent interference.
Thus,
when carrying out the adjustment of the

trimmer, should a metal screwdriver corne
into contact with both screen and trimming
screw the H.T. supply is short-circuited.
An insulated tool may be employed, but a
simple solution is to remove the insulated
sleeve from a wander plug or spade end, and
drop this in the hole in the transformer
screen. It will be found to make an almost

(Lincoln)

fitting a handle on it, as shown in the sketch.
By placing the heated iron against the An lusulation Stripping Tool
tip of the spout, which had been previously
constructors find difficulty in
filled with. solder, a large blob of solder I V/jANY
I
the rubber insulation fi-orn
falls on the place required.-D. B. MAtYK single removing
or multi-strand wire. The usual
(Airdrie).
method adopted is to cut and scrape off the
covering with a pen-knife, but this often
Heat-treatment for Components
leads to trouble, due to the wire being
ON constructing several receivers, I partly cut-through.
A pair of tininan's shears, costing sixhave found that they would not
function properly owing to the fact that pence, will, shen converted as shown,
there was no reaction. This I found to be enable the constructor to strip the
caused by the damp atmosphere affecting insulation without harming the copper
the coils, so I devised the following simple strands.

¿1'iER

A useful dodge when trimming LF IransJormerr.
-

_JRAcKTs

COSUiNwD'

It

perfect fit, and a small screwdriver may then
be inserted in the insulated bushs thus
formed for trimming purposes with perfect
safety. To avoid unwanted stray capacities
the screwdriver should be as thin as
possible. The illustration makes the idea
perfectly clear, and as the trimming is
only. to be carried out when. the receiver
is first installed the bush may be removed
from one of the leads to the receiver and
afterwards replaced, thus avoiding expense
and the necessity for purchasing a comfor iflsUlakon s/ripping.
ponent especially for the single use.On each blade, about one inch from the D. W J (Hendon).
rivet, file a notch, using a three-cornered
file. These two notches should be of such
a depth so that, when the cutters are
closed, the apex of each notch just covers
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS,
tise other. Both must be carefully bevelled
to leave sharp cutting edges. In the side
of one handle, about two inches from the j TABLES AND FORMULIE
rivet, drill a hole and tap 4BA.
A twoBy FJ.CAMM.
inch length of 4BA screwed rod, which
en have a terminal head locked on one ! 3/6,
3/lo, j'
George Newn0g, LM.
énd, is screwed into the hole.
Toue, Hotee, &ezthamplon Si., London, W.C.2.
To use the cutters, adjust the screw sö that

j

Ar

A novel device for

'S'C.Q

Ehe

heat treatment

components.
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instrument

which

will

measure'

capacity and resistance values accurately, and with little trouble, is
essential to the keen experimenter, and the
bridge meter fulfils these conditions exactly.
The bridge meter is a modification of the
well-known Wheatstone resistance network
for Ueterminig the value of an unknown
resistance when compared with certain
known values of resistance, and as no
current is passed through the indicator or
indicating device at the point of correct
value, this method is very accurate in use.
The Wheatstone network is illustrated in
Fig- i and rl and r2 is the variable resistance, and X the unknown. R is the known
resistance, which must be very accurate in
value.
The bridge about to be described is
based on this circuit, and is adapted to
read capacity values as well as resistance
values, as above mentioned. It is quite
easy to construct and is not expensive.

A

A

Läpacity-resist

instrument stability. The size is not critical,
but if a scale is being used, and to allow
for the addition of the "electric eye," it
would be necessary to make it about l4ins.
long by 9ins. high. The sockets are of the
bushed type, which must be insulated freni
the metal if a metal panel is being used,
and the spindles of the variable resistances
and switches must not be attached to the
moving contacts, or they would shortcircuit. The components are fitted to the
panel as shown, and there is room later
to drill a hole to take the electric eye;
this is shown in the Fig. 2 by the dotted
lines. A baseboard will also be required if

Description and Circuit
The principle has already been described,
and this bridge measures capacity values
between .00001 mfd. and 10 infd. The
resistance range covers from 1 ohm to
Either a low-frequency
10 megohms.
oscillator (similar to that given recently
in this journal) or a signal from the mains
(obtained from the secondary of a bell
transformer) is necessary to give the signal
foi- operating the instrument. The beatfrequency oscillator is the better instrument to use as, due to the higher frequencies which are available for measuring
small capacities, a better indication is
given. A small-capacity condenser has a
high reactance, and therefore a higher
frequency will be more easily passed. The
mains frequency of 50 cycles would mean
that on small-capacity condensers only a
very weak indicating current would flow.
Headphones are used in conjunction with
the L.F. source to indicate the "null
point" of the pointer on' the scale. A
10,000 ohm linear wire-wound potentiometer is employed vitli a series of condensers and resistances of fixed values, and
these are selected according to the rango
desired by a double-pole double-throw and
a rotary switch, the former being to change
li-orn capacity to resistance or vice versa.
There is an attenuator at the input to
control the strength of the input signal, and
there is also provision for testing electrolytic

Fig.
s t a

l.-Tiie
nda r d

cirbridge
cuit.

j

The Panel
The panel may be of ebonite, voo, or
aluminium, and the writer recommends the
the
latter as it can be earthed and

gij

Useful Unit
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Fig.

2.-Panel

of

Resistances

and

Con-

densers
A piece of cardboard 4ins. long by 3ins.
wide is used for mounting the resistances,
and a similar piece for the condensers, and
these components are fixed to the cardboard by boring two small holes at the ends
of the cardboard to take the wire ends of
the components; this is shown clearly in
Fig. 4. The two panels are then fixed side
by side on a block of wood 4ins. long by
1m. square, and this, in turn, is screwed
to the panel by screws passing in at the
panel front. The wire ends of both the row

Wiring Up
The wiring is done with insulated wire
or sleeve-covered wire, and soldered joints
will be necessary. It is essential that all
joints are really well made or trouble will
be experienced.
The making of good
soldered joints is not a very hard job, and
therefore no trouble should be experienced
in this connection.
From the diagram, Fig. 2, it will be seen
that the rotary switch is viewed from the
front and numbered accordingly, and this

,oe,enea«SeaI

1

likewise connected to
the bottom section of
the switch, and these
are joined up so that
when the switch arm
is on the contact of
the .0001 mfd. condenser, the bottoni
switch arm is on the

contact of the 10
ohm resistance.
The-battery Bi is
an ordinary 4-volt
dry cell, and is
connected so that its
is
positive side

to

the

terminal
positive
socket for the testing
of electrolytic condensers. This battery is
left in the containing case or cabinet. The
rest of the wiring is very simple, and can be
done from the circuit diagram. It is only
necessary to point out that one side of the
input sockets, each volume control, and the
two sides of the "unknown sockets" are
all connected together, and also to the
panel, if this is metal, and these can be

the compie te meter.

the electric eye unit is being made up, and
this can be of wood and can be l4ins.
long by 6ins. deep. The front view is given
in Fig. 2 and the back in Fig. 3.

Mounting

tubular type.

attached

layout

for'

The free ends of
the resistances are

©

5

-

INPUT

of

is to give the constructor an exact picture
of the circuit, but on the panel this will ba
reversed when seen front the back and will
be as shown in Fig. 3. The condensers arc
wired in order of capacity value from
contact 1 to contact 5, and will therefore
be .0001 to contact 1, .001 to contact 2,
.01 to contact 3, .1 to contact 4 and i mfd
to contact 5 (all the readings being anticlockwise).
The i mfd. condenser is
mounted on the panel
as it is of the non3

of resistances and condensers must not
conie too close to the panel. One side of all
the resistances is connected together, and
the same with the condensers.

type condensers.. By using a neon tester
with this instrument the complete state
of a condenser can be found, and by the
addition of an amplifier and a cathode-ray
"electric eye," as used for tuning receivers,
a visual indication is also possible.

In This Article Details

once,e a sinai

earthed m this way..

The Dial Scale
To make the dial, take'a
piece of stiff paper or thin
white cardboard and with a
compass draw a circle of
radius 3 or 4ins., and between

the outside of the potentiometer knob and this circle
draw in 10 other circles, this

total of 11 circles.
Each of these circles can then
be divided up into resistance
or condenser values, six of
the circles for resistances and
five for condensers, this is
shown in Fig. 2. In this way
not only can the value be
determined from a graph, but
plenty of direct values may
be taken by the pointer posi-,
tion.
Two lines are then marked
at the bottom parts of the
circles where the pointer
will give a

1,afl
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Selector

ncbr.ídg
Constrùcton are Givén
the Experimenter

of

a

-

swing will end, and the potentiometer may
need to be turned round to get this effect;
the scale is slipped over the spindle during

this operation and the knob marked if not
already done. The cale is then removed
from the potentiometer, and is cut out
around the outside of the outer circle in
order to give room to mark in the values
later. The lines at the bottom are then
erased, and this gives a number of threequarter circles with two ending lines to
indicate the termination of the pointer

i\Aéter
and the direct readings marked on the dial
for quick readings of standard values.
Connect up the external L.F. source (a
beat-frequency generator will be assumed to
be in use) and plug in the 'phones to the
proper sockets. Conimencing on the resistances, first put the selector switch at the
resistance position (this can be determined
before assembly) and the range switch at
position 1; then, taking a number of
known values of resistances from i ohm to
100 ohms connect these in turn in the sockets

-(

swing.
A piece of celluloid is next cut to fit over
the scale, and this, together with the scale,
is held in place over the potentiometer
bushing with the screw nut which holds this
in place. The celluloid is not, of course,
placed in position until the instrument is

calibrated.
The pointer is constructed from a piece
of stiff wire, and can be soldered to the
potentiometer spindle or soldered -do a
small strip of tin which can then be clipped
i
to the spindle,

The Cabinet

r-.

.7

The cabinet is best constructed of wood,
and it is made so that the panel, and baseboard if required, can fit in flush with
the inside. Small battens are fitted to
allow the panel to be secured, and it is.
recommended that the inside be lined with
tin-foil, which can be electrically connected
to the panel with a short length of wire.

k

oI

-sP.-

Fig.

3.-Wiring diagram

of

tile meter.

resistance.

Range

To use the instrument connect as already
instructed and, taking the unknown resistance or condenser, put the selector switch

,I
PÂMEL.

4.-How

LIST OF COMPONENTS
I
megohm var. resistance. Volume
control.
R2 100,000 ohm fixed resistance.
R3 10,000 var. square law wire wound var.
resistance. Potentiometer Bulgin VC1045.
R4 10 ohm fixed.
Rs 100 ohm fixed.
R6 1,000 ohm fixed.
R7 10.000 ohm fixed.
R8 100.000 ohm fixed.

t

.

the resistance strip is rnoun(ed.

for the "unknown element," and by rotating the pointer take ríndings for the point
where minimum signal is heard in the
'phones. If the signal is too loud, then it
can be reduced slightly by the input
volume control, and this enables a sharp
minimum to be found. These readings ear
then be marked on the first circle of the
dial, and a graph can be also constructed
by dividing up the rest of the circle between
the known marks into equal divisions,
e.g., if we have a number of positions for
resistances of values 10, 20, 50, 80, 100
ohms, then these positions are marked
on the dial, and from them the intermediate
divisions can be marked, and a curve can
.then be plotted on squared paper.
When the first écale and curve are made,
the switch is put at position 2, and commencing with a number of values between
100 and 1,000 ohms a second scale and
curve are drawn, and the same procedure
is employed with the remainder of the
resistances and condensers until all the
scales and curves have been constructed.
Then the ranges will be for the range
switch at positions as shown, and with the
selector switch at resistance and capacity
in tuns:
Selector switch at resistance.
Range
switch .1. 1-100 ohms.

a4le

Rl

rIxNG SCREWS
-

Fig.

at

Operation

WOOD

Calibrating
After the wiring has been completed and
the panel placed in the cabinet, including
the small battery, the calibrating of the
instrumènt can be undertaken.
Two
methods are recommended; the graphical,
for the subsequent reading of small intermediate values of resistance or capacity,

switch

switch 2. 10-1,0(X) ohms.
Selector switch at resistance. Range
switch 3. 100-10,000 ohms.
Selector switch at resistance. Range
switch 4. 1,000.100,000 ohms.
Selector switch at resistance. Range
switch 5. 10,000-1,000,000 ohms.
Selector switch at resistance. Range
switch 6. 1 m. ohm-10 meg.
Selector switch at capacity. Range
switch 1. .0000l-.00l mfd.
Selector switch at capacity. Range
switch 2. .0001-01 mfd.
Selector switch at capacity. Range
switch 3. .001-.l mfd.
Selector switch at capacity. Range
switch 4. .01.1 mfd.
Selector switch at capacity. Range
switch 5. .01-10 mfd.
From the above tabulated list it will be
seen that the ranges slightly overlap, and
this is found convenient in use, as one is
sometimes saved the trouble of switching
over from one range to another when the
two values, or more, are in the same
range. Actually, it will be found that the
instrument reads lower values than the
minimum values iven above, and these
can be marked in, but the above values
are taken from the nearest correct calculated value and will be found to be correct
in use. A small scale similar to that for
the pointer can be used with the range
switch to indicate the range covered iii
different positions.
Once calibrated, the values of other
unknown resistances or condensers are
easily and quickly found.

-

Cl
C2

mid, fixed.
.1 mfd fixed.
C3 .01 mfd. fixed.
C4 .001 mfd. fixed.
Cs .000i mid, fixed.
R9 I meg. ohm, fixed.
¡ SI D.P.D.T. switch. Bulgin.
S2 OP. 6-way. Bulgin S1202 switch.
8 insulated bushed sockets.
1 4-volt dry battery.
Aluminium sheet panel 14m. x 9m.
Pieces of cardboard and wood,
Wooden case 14m. x 9m. x 7hi. inside
dimensions.
Connecting wire, screws, nuts, and bolts and
washers.
Sheet of transparent celluloid.
1

-

$

-

-

in the appropriate position. Put the range
switch at the highest reading if the operator
has no idea of the value required, and
swing the pointer knob slowly over the
scale. If there is no reduction in the
strength of the signal, then the range switch
must be put at the next lowest position,
and the operation repeated until a range is
found at which the signal weakens and
fades almost out. Reference to the scale
or graph will then give the required value.
Should no signal be heard on any range at
all, then the component must llave an
open circuit, and if the signal cannot be
reduced to minimum, then the value must
(Concluded Cl page 332)
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Reactíón
This Article Explains

How

Dístotíòn
Auto-tone Balance

that when crease the volume of sound from the loudthe sound emanating froni a loud- speaker, but it adds also to the apparent
speaker differs from that performed selectivity of the set, that is to say, the
in the studio, "distortion" has been in- receiver can be more sharply tuned when a
troduced Distortion can occur in almost fair amount of reaction is applied than
every stage of a receiver, but in most cases when the reaction control is turned back to
it is a simple matter to guard against it by zero. But undue sharpening of the tuning
using components of good design and high has the effect of cutting off some of those
quality and by keeping a careful watch on all-important side-bands whiûh represent
operating conditions
the higher tones of the
in order to ensureçLQQQj_.___rø_../lT#
musical scale. The reprothat valves and
duction, therefore, tends
other apparatus are
to become gruff and
not overloaded, and
"drummy'3; the brilliance
that corrct grid
of the treble notes and the
7o L.P5E9e
l)i5 an" anode voltone
colour
due to
'tages ares applied.
the higher harmonies aro
reduced, and the pro.
gramme quality becomes
decidedly unpleasant.
MOST experimenters know

December 30th, 1939
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?

Can Be Provided

note losses due to time use of reaction.
The method is, briefly, this: Since the
losses in high notes become greater as
reaction is increased, can we not find a piece
of apparatus or a circuit arrangement in
which the high tones are automatically
strengthened as reaction is increased? The
practical solution to the problem is a
development of a method of balancing out
losses, well known and practised frequently
in the past with varying degrees of success.
Imi the original scheme known deficiencies in
one part of a circuit were compensated by
known increases in another part of the
circuit, and by carefully choosing components with suitable
charaetei-istics
various elements of distortion and loss were
cancelled out.

" Hit or Miss " Principles
Such principles are usnilly of the

"hit

Distortion With Dis. or miss" type, and as examples mention
may be made of the tise of a pentode-output
tant Reception

Rea cteon Coil

4
'Fig.

I

-The

Reczcto,z

con venhiona!

form

Con dr.

of

capacily reachion conirol.

There are, however, certain conditions
under which a definite amount of distortion
is inevitable. It cannot be prevented from
occurring, and until recently distortion of
this kind has had to be endured with what
patience the listener could command.

The Use of Reaction

pi

How serious this distortion can be is realised
by anyone who has ever
tried to pick up a very
weak and distant signal
by pushing reaction to the
critical point. The hoarse,
croaking voices and the
travesty of music issuing
from the loudspeaker are
scarcely distinguishable as

i-

valve in conjunction with a moving-coil
loudspeaker known to be rather "boomy."
Again, needle scratch in a pick-up circuit,
which means, in effect, the addition of extra
and unwanted high notes, can be reduced
by using a filter to divert all or a part of
the notes abtve a certain frequency frein
the amplifying stages. Usually, too, no
attempt was made to ensure that these
compensating devices should be selfadjusting. Based entirely upon the electrical characteristics of various pieces of
apparatus, the arrangement n'as so planned
that tolerably good quality resulted under
normal conditions; but it was seldom
constant for all conditions. Moreover, as it
depends largely upon making up for pror
design (but having the opposite effect), in
a second component, dho results could
never be more than a compromise, and
seldom achieved its purpose perfectly.
In a modern automatic toné-balance
circuit, however, matters are better arranged. The rising losses due to the
attenuation of the higher musical frequencies when reaction is increased

Distortion of the kind
referred to is that due to
the effects of reaction.
Practically every receiver
of reasonable efficiency is
capable of reproducing at
good volume the pro.
NT'S
gramme radiated by the
r1.
station without
local
rècourse to reaction, and
a modern set employing
ToLPSta'ge.
a screened grid high-frequency stage should be
able to give a fairly wide Fig. 2.-Circui diagram
the slightly
choice of programme different connections when showing
using a differential
without the reaction knob
reaction condense r.
requiring attention. If
the more elusive foreigners are to be picked a programme. Even when
up at comfortable strength, however, the a considerably less amount
O/Á1fd
additional fillip to sensitivity givun by of reaction is used the
wisely applied reaction is of great assist- "top" notes lose much
ance.
of their quality, and this
As most listeners know, reaction is a pro. is quite understandable
cess in which part of the energy in the anode when it is stated that
circuit or "output" circuit of the detector deterioration may well
valve is returned to the grid circuit and is affect all notes above
re-amplified. The amount of energy so fed upper "C" on the piano,
'T
back is controlled in a moUem set by a and even some flotes
variable condenser, which passes more or betweei th, middle and
Fig.
3-Simple
connections for an automatic tone balance circuit.
less energy, according to the adjustment upper C.
As already stated, until recently no are balanced by an increase in the
of the vanes, back to a reaction coil which
is coupled to the grid coil, the normal satisfactory method of counteracting upper frequency response of a sêillyscheme of connections being indicated this form of distortion lias been avail. designed low-frequeöy +ransfoiner, which
simply in Fig. 1.
able.
lt is now possible, however, to couples the detector valve to the next stage.
Now not only does reaction greatly in. compensate almost completely for high.
(Continued on opposite page)
-

-

-
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(continued froea previous page)

'hansformers With Rising Characteristics
Theoretically, a perfect low-frequency
transformer should give a perfectly even
response to all musical frequencies. There
are, however, èertain losses due to the
electrical characteristics of a transfornse
which may, or may not, be compensated
for in the design of the component. Most
good low-frequency transformers have a
frequency response which is substantially
level, although most show slight irregularities at some part or parts of the musical scale,
A transformer selected for uso in an automatie tone balance circuit must have a
characteristic iii which the voltage amplification, or response at the higher audio
frequencies is somewhat greater than at the
lower frequencies-what engineers term a
" rising" characteristic.
It will be clear that, if due to reaction,
the detector stage creates losses in the
higher register while the intervalve transformer produces an increased upper register
response, there will be one setting of the
reaction control at which the high note
losses uil be balanced
exactly by the high note
gain. At all other settings
of the reaction condenser,
however, a perfect halance will not occursmaller settings will result
in a net gain of highfrequency response, with
consequent shrillness of

reproduction,

while
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reaction coil is joined to the sccond set ol
fixed vanes, and the moving vanes aie
connected to earth. Further, a fixed condenser of fairly high capacity, s.av, .01 iofd.,
is interposed between the anode and the
differential condenser, while the reactioa
cosdenser is so constructed that, when the
thoving yanes are fully meshed with the
"anode vanes (i.e., when zero reaction iî
applied), there is a direct connecon
between the moving vanes and the " anode'
vanes-in other words, one-half of thc
reaction condenser is shorted to earth.
Examining the òircuit when adjusted to
zero reaction, as indicated in Fig. 4, it wiU
be admitted that, in effect, the .01 mfd
condenser is- connected across the trans.
former primary. Actually, the shunt con.
sists of th .01 mid, condenser, the highfrequency choke and the high tension

fi
'r

Th L
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ELECTRADPX

SIGNAL E6UIPMENT FOR ARMI & NAVYWORK
SEFtVrCETYPE SIGNALLERS
DOUBLE HEADPHONES,with
flat leather headbands for steel
helmet wear. 120 Ohms, by ST.
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wer Buzzer on
mahogany base, by Siemens ad A.T.M. Co., 178.
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A good small key on moulded base
is the TX pivot arm, excellent for
learners, 816. Full size, well finished
key, all brass, solid pivot bar,
adjastable teusion, etc. B.2. 76.
Superior Type PS., fully adiustable, nickel finish, 9/6. High
Grade Type W, plated fittings, polished wood base, a
line key, 101. Special Key on 3-switch box for buzzer
and 2 lamps, C.A.V.. 6/6.
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greater reaction settings
will produce a net loss of
high notes, and the reproduction will be gruff.
Automatic compensaFig. 4.-Whenreaction is set at zero, a latrie large capacity
tion, however, can be
is s/tan/ed across th L.F, transformer primary winding.
arranged without a great
deal ofdifflculty. It is achieved by shunting a battery in series, but from the audiocondenser arrangement across the primary frequency and capacity point of view we
winding of the low-frequency transformer. may neglect the high-frequency choke and
and so designing the circuit that the value the battery.
of this capacity shunt is varied simulNow if the reaction control is moved over
taneously with the adjustment of the reac- so that a certain amount of reaction is
tion setting. The effect of a fairly large applied, as in Fig. 3, a certain amount of
capacity shunted across the transformer capacity, i.e., that due to the anode
would be to reduce the high-note response, and moving vanes of the reaction conwhile if the capacity were decreased the denser, is placed in series with the .01
high-note response would be correspondingly condenser. As most listeners are aware,
increased. A varying capacity shunt is two condenseis in series have together a
provided by the use of a differential reaction smaller capacity than either one of the
condenser of somewhat speeial design, and single condensers, so that, as the reaction is
connected in a maimer which diftèis slightly increased, and the capacity between "B"
from the normal.
and" A "decreases, so the capacity shunted
across the transformer is decreased, and the
Reaction Control
more nearly the frequency response of the
The conventional way of connecting a transformei approaches its true characterdifferential condenser for the control of istic. As this characteristic is a rising one,
reaction is shown in Fig. 2. The moving the high-note Ñsponse will increase in
vanes are joined to the detector anode, one proportion as reaction is increased, thus
set of fixed vanes to the reaction coil, and giving automatic control.
the other fixed vanes to earth. When the
The perfection of this control depends
vanes A arc fully meshed with the upon two things first, the actual frequency
earthed vanes B, little or no energy can be characteristic of the transformer, and then
transferred to the reaction coi!. As the the correct choice of capacities and conposition of the moving vanes is altered by denser characteristics to give the correct
turning the knob, their coupling with the balance. It is for this reason that specially
earthed vanes B is reduced and the coupling designed automatic tone control transwith the reaction vanes C is increased. More forniera must be used, and the other
energy will therefore pass to the rcactiono essentials of the circuit must follow
coil but both B and C being at earth religiously the types and sizes specified.
potential, the total capacity between the _______________________________________
anode and earth will be constant, so that
tuning will not be affected by adjustment of
NEWNES TELEVISION AND
The automatic tone balance arrangement
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
is shown in Fig. 3. Here the anode is con5/-, or 5/6 by pest from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
nected to one of the fixed vanes and to one
Scuthampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
end of the reaction coil, the other end of the
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Will Help to Clear Up Many

These General Notes

of the Points which are O/ten Misunderstood.
Principles of Transformer Operation are Briefly
Explained, Along With -Practical Limitations.
MOST readers arc so familiar with the

y

The step-up effect of an H.F. transformer is
limited, due to the, capacity between primary and
secondary windings, and the number of turns
required on the primary.

would be changed to 2 voIts 20 mA if
10 to one-again neglecting
never stopped to consider how they losses. Whether or not we step up or step
operate and how their performance is down the original voltage depends upon
affected by the soundness of design. The whether or not we are supplying a voltage.
type of transformer best known is that actuated or a current-actuated device. As
employed for coupling in an L.F. 'amplifier. you are aware, a thermionic valve is, in
Essentially, it consists of two windings most of the methods in which it is used, a
(having, perhaps, something like 20,000 voltage-actuated device, since it is the
turns between them) and a laminated fluctuating voltage applied to its control grid
iron core.
In most cases there are which regulates the corresponding flow of
fewer turns on the primary winding than anode current, and hence the amplification
on the secondary, for it is the ratio be- produced and the output made available in
tween the numbers of turns which governs the anode circuit.
the voltage step-up provided.
use of transformers

former need not necessarily have two
distinct windings. It might consist of a
single tapped winding. The component is
then known as an auto-transformer. If an
alternating current is applied between the
ends of the winding, the voltage between
one end and a tapping is less than the
applied voltage. Whereas, if the input is
applied between one end and a tapping, n
higher voltage can be obtained by making
connection between the two ends. So far
as tapping-off a voltage is concerned the
auto-transformer can be compared with a.
potentiometer used in a D.C. circuit. The
comparison is illustrated in accompanying
Voltage and Power
diagrams. The principle of the auto-transBut in one form of amplification, class B, former is employed in the case of many
the valve is a power-operated device, and resistance-feed L.F. transformers, in which
current is required to flow in the grid case it is possible to effect a saving in
circuits of the double valve. That is why the total amount of wire used because the
a step-down or sometimes an even-ratio "primary" winding is also a part of
(one to one) transformer is used to feed it. the "secondary."
The principle of the auto-transformer can
In almost every other case an attempt is
made to reduce grid current to zero. It be used in an A.C. mains circuit, but such
will be remembered that in class B ampli- a transformer should not be employed to
fication a so-called driver valve prec-edes supply a mains receiver. It is contrary
the class B valve; it is the purpose of this to I.E.E. regulations, since the output (used
valve to provide the power required. This to feed the rectifier) is not isolated from the
should not be confused with the nomen A.C. mains.
clature generally applied to a large L.F. or
output valve. This is a voltage-actuated Mains-transformer Design
valve, the purpose of which is to provide
In designing a mains transformer of tle
power (to operate the speaker) in its output
double-wound type it is first necessary to
or anode Circuit.
determine the number of turns required
The principle of operation of all trans- per
This is dependent upon the
formers is the same. An alternating or shape,volt.
weight and dimensions of the core,
high-frequency current is passed through and must be such that no plimary current
the primary winding. This causes a mag- flows when the secondary windings are not
netic field to be built up around the winding connected to a closed circuit. In that case
and the core (which consists of air in the the primary can be said to be "tuned" to case of an H.F. transformer). The magnetic the supply, just as a coil-condenser circuit
field also surrounds the secondary winding, is tuned to a signal. When tuning iswith the result that a current is induced in accurate, the resistance or impedance of the
it. The secondary voltage is governed by
is infinitely high.
the number of times that the magnetic field circuit
Once the number of primary turns has
is "cut," and thus by the number of turns.
been decided, the number required for each
of the secondary windings can be found
The Auto.transformer
by multiplying the turns-per-volt figure by
Mention has been ruade above of primary the output voltage wanted. After that it is
and secondary windings, but a trans- necessary to find the total secondary

that they have the ratio were

200v4.0

200vDC.

These diagrams s/sow how an auto-transformer used
on A.C. can be compared with a potentiometer
used on D.C.

Thus, if there were 6.000 turns on the
primary winding and 12,000 turns on
the secondary the step-up ratio would be
one to two. The ratio is often described
as-in the example quoted-two to one,
but it is better practice to give the ratio as
that of the primary to the secondary, so
that there can be no confusion. This point
is made clear when it is mentioned that
output transformers, used to feed the speech
coil of a moving-coil speaker, almost
invariably have a step-down ratio and are
therefore correctly described as two to one,
15 to one, and so on.

More Voltage-Less Current

We have often been asked how a transformer can amplify, "for surely," it is
stated, "a transformer cannot increase the
amount of power supplied to it." That is
perfectly true. All an L.F. transformer
does is to increase, or step up, the voltage
applied to the primary. But/if the voltage
obtained from the secondary is greater than
that applied to the primary, the current
must be proportionately lower. For
exiin pie, if the input were 5 volts at .2 niA
(the current has no connection with the
D.C. which might be flowing through the
primary) and the step-up ratio were two to
one, the secondary output would be
10 volts at .1 mA. This is not strictly
correct, for it assumes that the transformer
is 100 per cent. efficient, which it is not,
nor can it be.
In the case of an output or step-down A
transformer an input of 20 volts at 2 mA

I

HT#

LTA

STEP-UP

GB

-

class

steps down. becaase the Valve is power operated;
an ordinary L. F.
transformer steps up becaüse the L.F; valve is-volí age operated.

B transformer

-.
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wattage (voltage times current for each of
the windings, the wattage of all windings
being added together). That gives the
primary wattage, from which the primary
current, and hence the gauge of wire
needed, can be found. In practice, the total
secondary wattage is increased by 25 per
cent, to allow for resistance and core losses.
Although the calculation is inclined to be
more complicated, the same general principles should be applied when designing
an L.F. or output transformer. In this case,
however, the number of primary turns is
governed by the impedance which the
winding must have to match the valve
which precedes it. It might appear that any
degree of voltage amplification could be
obtained, but there is a practical limit.
This is because the primary size is, within
fair limits, fixed by the required impedance.
And if the secoftdary has an excessive
number of turns the capacity between them
causes L.F. "leakage" losses which
negative the value of the theoretical voltage
step-up. In practic, it is seldom satisfac.
tory to go beyond a ratio of one to eight for
an L.F. transformer. No such trouble is
encountered when making an output transformer, because again the primary size is
fixed and the secondary bas comparatively
few turns.

I-LF. Transformers
High-frequency transformers are in a
somewhat different category, because it is
generally the secondary winding which is
tuned. That fixes its number of turns.
But if the primary winding is made too small
its impedance is so reduced that the
voltage which can be developed across
it is seriously curtailed. In practice it is
seldom possible to gain any advantage by
reducing the primary turns to less than
one-half those on the secondary. Even
then a voltage step-up of two to one is not
obtainable because there is a oapacitative
path between the two windings, which
means that some of the available H.F.
energy passes from primary to secondary
across the "condenser" formed by the
two windings, instead of being used to build
up the magnetic field. In practice, the chief
advantage gained by reducing the number
of primary turns, or "tapping down" the
coil is that of increased selectivity. In
most cases there is a "happy medium" at
which the losses brought about by increasing
selectivity are largely made up by the stepup or transformer effect.
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Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a ,ubscription of 5s. per Group Volume or
in bound volumes, price 2,. each.
-

Abstracts Published.
VALVE AND AMPLIFYING CIRCUITS.Baird Television, Ltd., and Truefitt, E. V.
No. 508058.

In an amplifying circuit employing a
valve having a cathode 1, a control
grid 2 to which signals are applied,, a
screen grid 3, an anode 4 from which
output signals are taken, and a secondary-emitting electrode 5, a fixed or

IL

variable resistance
or impedance 19 is
connected in the
circuit of electrode 5
io modify as regards frequency or
shift as a whole the
level of the curve
relating output to
input. Specification
508038 is referred to.

eqa,aaa
Oela,a al e sea ea allaI a,flo
Specifications Published.
NEW PATENTS
514723.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
-

j-

$

Thgse particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by permission 0f the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office.
The Official Journal of Patents
can be obtained from the Patent Office,
25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2,
price is. weekly <annual subscription, £2 lOs.).

Latest Patent Applications.

j

Co., Ltd.-Superheterodyne wireless receivers.

514776.-Sophony, Ltd., and Rosen
that, A. 11.-Natural colour tele.

vision systems.
C. G., Ellis, H. D. M
and Tanner, R. H.-Thermionic
valve amplifiers.

514729-Mayo,

30253.-Blue, A. H., and Wood,
Novem- 514640.-Johnson Laboratories, Inc.R. D.-Loudspeakcrs.
her 17th.

Image suppression

-

-

system for

30505,-British Thoinson.Houston 00.,
wireless receivers.
Ltd., and Rushforth, L.-Cath- 514650. Fernseh Akt.-Ces.-Tcleode-ray tubes. November 21st.
vision or like systems.
30328.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
Printed .copies of (lie full Published
Smith, W. A. St. Clair.-Oabinets
for radio receivers, etc.
ber 18th.

Novem-

30567.-Talton, G. W.-Thermionic
valves-November 22nd.

Specifications may be obtained fiorn (he
Paient Office, 25, &nitharnpion Build.jays, London, W.C.2, at the uniform
price of is. each.
i

-

-

Overcoming Television
TEPS which had been taken on the
-continent to bring about different
forms of improvement in television receivers are being tried out in those countries
able to carry on with their normal activities,
and it is anticipated that the finalised
results of this work will, where possible, be
applied to British equipment at some
subsequent date. For example, a close
study is being given to various methods for
overcoming flicker. It is known that a high
picture repetition frequency will achieve
the desired aim, but this means an increased
frequency sideband. The different forms
of interlacing also eliminate flicker, but
here again the circuit requirements are apt
to be rather rigid, and if not complied with
line pairing will result and the picture
definition suffer very considerably. In the
early days of low-deflnitioii television, when
the flicker frequency was only 12i- per
second, and eyestrain, in consequence,
rather pernicious unless the scene enacted
was of a sufficiently entertaining character
to take tue mind off picture defects,
attempts were made to supplement persistence of vision with persistence of
illumination. The well-knowiì Baird lamp
screen was a case in point, for the intensity
of illumination of each individual lamp
persisted for a period after the signal
governing the degree of brightness h&l
ceased to exist. The improvement achieved
by this scheme was most marked and
subsequent inventors have tried to apply
the same principle to modern high.d.efinition
television technique in an attempt to provide an alternative solution to the flicker
problem. One idea vhich has been proposed

S

i

_s_

I

I

I

i

Flicker

attempt to simulate the afterglow
results on the fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray tube, an idea which lias long
been known to achieve the desired effect
but which has proved dicuit to obtain in
practice. In this scheme each individual
line of scan is made to persist or afterglow
until the instant when that huìe is due
to be scanned again during the next
frame.

is an

Positive Grid

Near the back of the cathode-ray tubes
fluorescent screeh is placed a positively
charged grid, and an auxiliary cathode, in
the form of a loop so as not to impede the
progress of the main electron stream, is
arranged to spray the back of the fluorescent screen with a diffused stream of
electrons which must pass through the
charged grid. In this way the fluorescent
screen areas which glow at a certain
intensity as a result of the electronic
impact from the main modulated cathoderay beam are maintained active or glowing,
for the simple reason that they emit more
secondary electrons than they acquire from
the auxiliary looped cathode. Similarly,
the dark-er sections remain so because the
emission is less than the number of electrons
received. By this meahs it is claimed that
the picture is kept glowing uniformly at
each and every area within the field of
scan until the new conditions are set up by
the advent of the scanning beam of electrons
in its next frame traverse when the whole
scheme is repeated once more. The idea is
a very ingenious one, and worthy of close
investigatioli.
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OPT-WAVE
SECTiON
IMPROVED SHORT-WAVE RESULTS
How to Make Certain of Getting
Those News Bulletins Satisfactorily
By W. J. DELANEY
MANY listeners own all-wave rcceivers, but in the past have not
made a great deal of use of tho
short-wave section owing to its unsatisfactory prformance. Now that there are
many interesting news bulletins being
broadcast on the short waves, however,

they express a desire to operate on the short
waves but do not know why the receiver
fails to give the desired performance. If
the receiver is a commercial model it may
he safely assumed that the design and
components are satisfactory and the poor
performance may thus he due to the use of
an unsuitable aerial or earth, or both.
Rmenìber that short waves call for higher
insulation than is needed for normal
broadcast reception on the medium and

of coils when the wavechange ss itch is
operated, whilst in others portions of a coil
are short-circuited as the receiver is switched
to lower wavelengths, and therefore the
HF. choke modification is preferable as this
will not nffcct the medium- or long-wave
performance. In some cases a change in
the value of the grid-leak or condenser or
both may be found desirable. A common
trouble experienced on the short waves is
that known as hand-capacity effects, and
these are evidenced by the loss of a signal
as soon as the hand is removed from the
tuning control or from the reaction control.
In some cases this is due only to the fact
that the fixed vanes of these two condensers

long waves, and therefore overhaul your
aerial if your set i not bringing in the
short-wave stations. Don't make the aerial
big and high in an endeavour to improve
resulte. Rather cut down the length of the
aerial so that a total of about 15 to 2Oft. is
in use, and improve the insulation at each
-;-"&
end. If there are any joints in the aerial
or lead-in, solder them and wrap with
insulation-tape to improve the weatherresisting properties. Remember, also, that
time receiver must he handled much moie
gently on the short waves. You cannot
expect to run round the dial and pick ont a
suitable station as you can on the medium
waves.
Turn the tuning-knob very slowly and
listen for every sound as the needle travels
A good all-wave receive from the
across the scale. At the slightest sign of a
R.G.D. range. This is Ihr ló-guincarnodell6fj
signal stop, and then operate the knob so
that the pointer travels very slowly backwards and forwards over that spot, at the are earthed, instead of the moving vanes.
saine time operating the gain or reaction As the moving vanes are connected to the
controls which are fitted. Of course, when operating spindle, it is obvious that the
once a good station has been located the holding of a control knob is connecting the
exact position will be noted and it will be spindle and thus the moving vanes to earth
possible to return to that setting, but I am through the capacity of the body. If these
dealing now with the operation of a receiver vanes are not already at earth potential,
which has not in the past been used for
short-wave reception.

'r:

'y

-

r

Suitable Components
on the other hand, the receiver is a
home-made model, then it may be quite
possible that one or more parts are unsuitable for satisfactory short-wave working and some change will have to be made.
For instance, the reaction may be found
inefficient, and this may be due to the H.F.
choke, the size of the reaction winding or
the reaction condenser. A choke may
easily be changed, fitting either a proper
all-wave choke, or adding a special 8hortwave choke in series with the existing
component, and connecting the new choke
on the anode side of the existing choke.
If this fails to effect a cure, then a few turns
may be added to the reaction winding, or a
larger reaction condenser obtained. Such
changes as these may, however, affect
the performance on the other wavelengths,
depending upon the circuit which is used.
In some receivers there is a complete change

íest

Bench

Re-grinding a Screwdriver
14THE.N

a screwdriver lias become
damaged and a new edge is to
be ßul on ii, be careful 1/ial the proper
shape is obtained. Some amateurs sharpen
Ike tool on a grind-stone or oil-stone, with.
1/le result that in future when a screw
becomes light the driver slips and cuts the
head. The working edge of a screwdriver
is not sharp, but should be blunt and
wedge-shaped so thai it fits into the
parallel-sided slot of the screw. A taper

December 30th; 1939

therefoi'e, there will be some modification in
'the capacity when the hand is removed,
and therefore the first step in the eure. of
such a trouble is to earth the moving vanes.

Earth Screens
If, however, the spindles are earthed,
then the usual cause of hand-capauty

effects iiiay be found to be an inefficient
earth connection and an improvement here
should be effected. If this does not cure
the trouble then a metal plate should be
placed behind the panel and connected to
earth. Clearance holes should be drilled
in it to clear all components mounted on the.
panel, and it should be fixed to the panel
by bolts at two or three places to prevent it
from moving and perhaps short-circuit
some vital point to earth. If desired,
however, the lock-nuts which hold on the
tuning and reaction condensers, provided
these are already properly earthed, may be
used for fixing the screening plate in place.
Fading

Finally, remember that short-wave signals
fade rather more notìceably than those on
other wavebands, and do not be disappointed if you find, when you tune in a
known station, that it cannot be heard.
Wait a few minutes and it may return to
normal volume. Some commercial receivers,are fitted-svith automatie volume control to
compensate for fading, hut
when switched to short
waves the A.V.C. circuit
may be cut out. This is
because there is a form
of fading present on
certain short wavelengths
uhich is so rapid that
normal A V. C circuits
cannot cope with it,and the
trouble may be accentuated. Do not be disappointed, therefore, a n U
think that the receiver is
out of order if you find
that your short-wave
signals fade. They may
pass right out into inaudibility, but this is a
-

perfectly natural function

which can only be overby a specially designed receiver,
but if you want to be quite clear in
your mind concerning this fact, your dealer
or the makers of your receiver will inform
you whether or not the A.V.C. is effective
on the short waves on the particular model
which you are using.
come

the driver,

is necessary

on

acconinwdate

derent si.es of scïews.

however,

Battery Connections
cIERTA LN plugs are manufactured
for bait erp lead3 in which the end
of a length of wire has Io be inserted.
Usually a small pai-t of the wire is bared,
rolled up and this is inserted, the metal
of the plug then being screwed up
tightly.
A case of trouble was recently
investigated where on 1/le L. T. side sack
a plug was used, bui in screwing up the
wire the rubber covering was left rather
long and when inserted in the plug the
rubber made contact wit/i the metal and
not I/te flex wire, wit/i the result 1/ial there
was no connection to the actual plug and
titus the L. T. sulply was interrupted.

part

.
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DX on the Medium Wàves
QIR,-It was with the greatest of pleasure

C7/2en

to'Vilcui5íon

The Editor does flot necessarily agree inh th opinions expressed by hi
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the flame and address
- of the sender (not necessariiy for publication).

i..) I read the article ori MW. DX receivers
in the December 9th issue of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, and I feel that many readers
with not quite the full technical knowledge
to tackle the job on their own would
welcome full details of a receiver of this
type. Apart from the DX side the extreme
selectivity will appeal to many, I feel sure.,
As to DX on the broadcast bands This
may seem to some new readers rather
strange, but I can assure them that if they,
take the trouble t-o stay up late enougW
and keep at the game, their "catches ".
will be far superior to any S.W.-eatches.
To be more concrete, I may add that over
400 American stations alone have been
heard in this country, and over 80 recorded
to my knowledge. The majority of these
stations were of powers of 20 kW. and less,
and, in fact, stations of power as low as
100 watts have been heard, e.g., KDB
Santa Barbara (Cal.) and even the most
hard-boiled S.W. fan will admit this is a
catch.
I myself heard CMJW- (200. watts),
Cuba, in August!
Nor does M.W. DX confine itself to the
Americas: over 20 Australian stations
have been heard here as well as stations
from India, Siam, Siberia, Africa, and the
hawaiian Islands.
As to the merits of this type of DX I
will leave readers to judge for themselves
which is the better feat; a VItO On short
wave or a VAC on the broadcast bands.
The answer will be quite obvious, I feel
sure.
What do other readers think ?-W. BUR-

The news is given in the Bisayan tongue
Solus Specifications
22.15 to 22.30. It is believed that
SIR,-Many thanks for a very fine from
and KZRM close at 00.00 G.M.T.,
journal. It is extremely instructive KZRF
to a newcomer to wireless like myself (I but I have not heard them at that time owing

have only been experimenting for three
yeais), and I wish it every success. There
is, however, one small "grouse" which I
would like to make. With most of the sets
described in your paper you specify definite
components made by well-known makers,
with the result, I think, that quite a number
of experimenters like myself who have
either not the exact parts or the means of
getting them are swayed from building the
particular set because of its not coming
up to standard. This, I think, could be
quite easily overcome by suggesting alternatives or other ways of achieving the same
object. For instance, say you specify
an H.F. pentode for the H.F. stage of a
certain set. Now, I, like many others,
haven't got an H.F. pentode, and, therefore, cannot build that set as it stands. If,
however, you suggested a screen-grid or a
triode for that stage, and gave the modifications necessary I should feel greatly
encouraged.-S. W. BRooKs (Edgware).
[The testing of alternative parts would
entail considerable eira work. And it is
far more desirable to gtve tite constructor
the exact parts which we have found k give
sethsfaction. tie then know that he can
duplicate our re.sizlf s, failing u'hich we will
service his receiver free of charge.--Ed.]

to general QRM and weak signal.. The
latest time to be heard by me is 23.20
G.M.T.
No other English short-wave
magazine has yet reported this station.
No frequency or address has been mentioned,
but I have no doubt reports will reach them
via the address of other Manila stations:
P.O. Box 119, Manila.
A verification just received from VONG
states that it operates on 5,970 kc/s, with
300 watts power. VONG has also been
heard at 17.45 OEM.T. on 31.6 n. (approximately).
QRA, P.O. Box E5,372, St
Johns, Newfoundland. Thanks for an
excellent weekly.-R. W. HALL (Worksop).

The Hartley Circuit
Q IR,-I have been reading your journal
L) each week for over a year now, and
being t SW. "fan," have followed the

"Short-wave Section" page 'a ith great
Unfortunately,
interest and advantage.
you do not seem to favour the Hartley
type of circuit which, I am told, possesses
many advantages. May I suggest that you
publish at least one article on this type.of
circuit and its uses on short waves above
5 metres. No doubt many amateur ex nerimenters will agree with me that such an
article would serve as a jumping-off point
for experiments with unconventional tuned
circuits.-K. L. MONPREW (Blackheath).
[iVe have,- of course, included the Hartley,
as well as other special circuits in the S.lV.

-

Assistant European Representative,
International DX'eis Alliance (London,
TON,

E.S).

Shortening an Aerial: Correspondent Wanted

SIR,-I

very much enjoy reading PRACand am particularly
SIR,-In view of the fine 10-metre con- Section from time to time. However, the Interested in other readers' experiences and
experiments. Recently my aerial fell down,
ditions prevailing, I am enclosing
a log of stations received here from Novem- circuit will be included shortly in a con- and as I needed a new one, I temporarily
structional article.-ED.]
put up about a quarter of the old aerial.
ber 15th to November 29th:
Imagine my surprise at now being able to
Ten-metre: OQ5AB, W5JKB, W5JZK,
get the "Home Service" station much
W5KF, W6PBH. and W6QDH; 20-metre:
better. I found that fading is reduced by
PK1OG,
KA1CS,
PY7AI,
PY4DÁ
a considerable extent, although I must add
W5CYJ, W5BEK, W5BEW, and EKI AF;
that volume is also reduced.
40-metre: (CW), W2CJ, W4CKA, WIlMA,
Finally, I should like to correspond with
and W2MAT. I should like to exchange
any SW. listener about my own age, which
my S.W.L card with any reader.-L.
ir 18 years. I will answer all letters received
STRETTON (74, Raleigh Street, Nottingham).
PROBLEM No. 380
Wishing PRACTICAL WIRELESS, continued
ARTUURS had a three-valve battery set
success.-sJ. F. PoIl'En (5, Council Houses,
Stations KZRF and VONG
which had given good results over a long
Ducklington, Witney, Oxon).
period. One day he noticed that signals were
QIR,-The following information may
slightly *eaker, and the following day they
iJ be of interest to other readers of
seemed still weaker, and finally, after about a
Correspondents Wanted
week, signals were practically inaudible. Ho
PRAcTIcAi WIRELESS and concerns stations
liad batteries and valves tested and these were
QIR,-I have been a reader of your
KZRF and \TONG (Newfoundland).
found to be lu order. The loudspeaker was
i-) excellent journal for 15 months, and
This station operates on 6,133 kc/s
tested on a friends set and also found to be In
find it very helpful indeed to beginners like
good working order. What was wrong 'i
(approximately), from 13.00 to 16.00
Three hooks will be awarded for the first three
myself. I should be greatly pleased if any
G.M.T. and gives tite call "Far Eastern
correct solutions opened. Entries must be
of your readers would care to correspond
Broadcasting, KZRF ("Z" pronounced as
addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL \VIRELESS,
with me concerning S.W. listening and
Zee), Radio Philippine, Manila, the capital
George Newnes, LW., Tower Rouse, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
transmitting. Also I would be very glad to
of the Philippines," followed by four musical
be marked Problem No. 380
Envelopes
must
exchange my S.W.L. card with any full
notes. Programme is usually request danoe
in the top left-hand corner and must be posted
ticket ham, A.A. or S.W.L., at home or
music, and listeners are iuvited to send their
to reach this office not later than the first
post on Monday, January Ist, 1940.
abroad.-JOuN HuNTER (49, Twist Lane,
own requests in, from 15.00 to 16.00. At
Leigh, Lanes, England).
16.00 G.M.T., the call is given and the time
12 midnight, Manila time at the sound
Solution to Problem No. 379
of the musical note," then close.
The switch which Roberteon fitted was defective
The second transmission starts at 21.28 and dd not niate contact in the second position, sud
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
till
21.30,
failed to bring the pick-up into circuit.
notes
thus
G.M.T., with musical
The folIowin three readers successfully solved
then "Far Eastern Broadcasting KZRF Problem
No. 318 and books have accordingly been
SER VICE MANUAL
Radio Philippine, and KZRM, Radio forwarded to them:
B. J. Isaac, 114, Tylacolyn Road, Penygraig,
Manila, Manila the capital of the Philippines.
By F.
CAMM.
KZRM on the air!" News in English is Rhondda.
From al BooksellerS 5!- net. sr by post 5/6 dircct
H. Xempoon, St. Andrew's Street, Droitwich Spa.
George
News. Ltd. (Book Dept.),
loom
the
Pobtshe,,,
given at 22.00 to 22.15 G.M.T., the rest of
C. B. Flindt, 20, St. John's Avenue, Witlton,
Tows, House. Southampton St.. Strand. jon,tOo. W.C.2.
the programme is mainly light music. Liverpool, 9.

A DX Log from Nottingham

TICAL WIRELESS
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Universal flaU-Mark (11F Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
AC. All-Wave Corona Four
6.11.37

No. of

Date of issue.

Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

Plseprints, Gd. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
The

..

..

..

"Junior Crystal Set
'

27.8.38

....

........

-

:

(SG, D, Pow)

:

,...,

D, 1F', Pow)
AlL-Wave 4 (UF Pen, D
(Pen), 1F, Cl. B)

"Acme"

The "..Adnsira}" Four (HF Pen,
Jil? l'en, D, Pen

(RC))....

Mains Operated
Blueprints, Is. each
Pen) ....
(Pen),
AC. Twin(D
A.OE-D.C. Two (SO Pow)
Selectono AC. Ba'diogram Tsjo
(D, I'ow)
Three-cries Blueprints is. each.
Double-DIode-Triole Tb'rec (fib'
..
,,
Pen DDT Pen)
D.C. .cv (SOÇ D Pen) ..

.........

AC. Three (SG, 'D, l'en)
A.C. Leader (11F Pen, D Pow)
D.C. Premier (UF, Pen, b, Pen):
ljbique (III? Pen, D (Pen), Pen).. 28.7.34
Anisada MaIns Three (11F Pesi, D,
Pen)
F. J. Comm's A.C.All-Wave Silver
SouvenirThree(IIF l'en, D,Pen) 11.5.35
t' All-Wave" AC. Three (D, 2
LP (RC))
A.C. 193G Sonotone (ITF Pen, UY
Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains ]lecord All-Wave 3 (UF
Pen, D, Pen)
.

-

........

PW2S

PV29

PW35C
PW35B
PWIG.&

1'T33
l'W50

........

........
28.8.31

All-World Ace (11F Pen, D, Pen)..
Blueprints, Is. each
Four-valve
AC. Fury Four (SG, SII. D, l'eh)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D,
Pen)

...........

AC. Ifsill-Mark
Push-Pull)

......
(11F

Pen,

l'W53

FWO

-

l'W34D

247.37

PWI

FW2

3),

WM386

-

.

WM375
WM35S5

WM4t57

WM37'J

:

-

WM35I)
WMSBO

-

AW147

PORTABI.ES.

Four-valve Blueprints, is. Od. each.
holiday l'ortable (SG, D, LP,

PWOS

:

PW77

........

Clava B)

FamIly Portable (11F. D, RC,
Trans) ----------Two H.P. Portable (2 SO, D,
QP2I) ...........
Tyora Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans)

I'W80

-

AW303

-

WMIS3
WM3CÎ

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-Valve: Bluserin(s 1v. each
SW. Osee-volver tor America
15.10.38
.AW429
itomo Short-Waver
..
AW452
Two-valve
Blueprints, is. each.

PW4SA

.

-

(S, det,
.....
(P, l'en)

:

Ultra-short Battery Two
Pen)

home-made

boil Two

Feb.

..

'30

-

Blueprints, la. each,
Three-valve
\Vorld-rsngcr Sleort.wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
Experimenter's 5-sisetre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
.... 30.6.34
The Carrier Sbort-vs-aver(SO, D, P)Jedy '35
Blueprints, le. 68. each.
Four-valve
A.W. Sisort-wavo World-beater
..
(11F Pen D, RC, Trans)
Empire Shrt-waver (SO, D, RC,

......

.

AW387

-

AWSSS
AWIOO
AW426
WM409

WM402
AWI4O

£5 5v. 8.0.3 (SG D Trans)
Lucerne Ranger'(SÒ D, Trans)
£5 Go. Three: Do i,uxe Veraiois
(SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight Tierce (D, RC.

........

AV4l2

Trans)
Standard Four-valverShort-svaver
(SG, D, LP, P)
22.7.39

19.5.31

AW433

Superhet
Blueprint, is. Od.
Simplillod Short-wave Super

......

-

AW437
WM271
WM327

-

-

........

W.M.
1934 Standard Three
(SG D, Pen)
£3 3e. 'fhree (SG, ]i,Tran's
::
1935 £6 Os. B55ttery Three (SG,
D, Pen)

........
PTPTlireo(Pen D Pon)

..

-

WM371
WMJS9.
W11393
W11396

JIar. '34

WM400

:

Petteey Four (HF, D,

LF) Feb. '35
ThUR. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto StraIght Four (11F Pen,
111' Pen, DBT Pen)
..
.. Apr. '353
Five-valve: Bhsprints, is. 6d. each.
2

Super-quality Five (2 11F, D, 1W,
'frane) ...........
Class B ()uadrsdyue (2 SO,D, LI,',
Class B) ............
New Class B FIve (2 SO, D; LI?,
Class B)
.

,

ÀW488
1V31390

-

marna operates.
Two-valve
Bluepnnts, is. each.
Two-valve Mtin Short-waver (D,

Peo) AC
.......
WE." Long-wave Converter
Three-valve
Blueprint. Is.

Emigrator (SG, D, l5en)

£C.,

-

Four-salve Blueprint Is. 6d.
Standard Four-valve J C. Shortwaver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
,, 4ug. '35

AW430

WMSII
W16383
W11307

AW453
VM38U

WM333

:

..........
kF, Trans) ........
.

......
..or. '35

-

WM337
WM351
W11354

Blueprints, is, 6d. each.
BSs. Four (SG, D, RC, Trane) ..
211F Four (2 SO, D, Pen)
,.
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LP,
Class B)
4ug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
£5

AW422

-

Certainly Three sd, D, l'en)
..
rsllnitubeTheoe(SO, D,Traos) .. 0cl. '33
All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
.......... Four-valve

AW3SG

:

Simple-Tune Three (SG, b, Fon) June'33
Economy-Fentode Tierce (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. '33

AW3SS

:

:

I'WlD

PW2I

-

.,

-"WIt." RadiogramSuperA.C...

:

-

7.1.39
-

WM329

:

PW38
PW31

:

..

.

:

Trans)
Transportable Three (SG D, Pen)

-

WM4O1

-

-

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprint, is.
B.B.C. Special Onevalvor
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody ilanger Two (D Trans),
Full-volume Two (SG, ¿et, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ....
A Modern Two-valvor
Blueprints is. each.
Three-valve
Visas B Three (D, Trans, btes B)

.

Two-valve

:

.. Oct.'35
Plie Request ÀlJ-Wa'ver
.Jl(ne '36
1939 Super-Five Battery(Superhet)
Mains Sets Blueprints Iv. 6d. each.
ileptode Super Three A'C.
...liay '31

-

0.10.37

PW00

Battery Sets

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four-station Crystal Set ..
23.1.38
AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AW444
150-mile Crystal Set
AWI5O

PWO7

3,R38

AWSI3
WM374

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints, is. 63. each.

NoderuSuperSenlor
'Varsity Four

MISCELLANEOUS.

PW4O

PW8S

-

-

.

:

PW340

12.2.38

WM384

.......

l'W63

.,,

AW43
WM2SIS

.

,.

I

:

Pwo3

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, iv. each.

Blueprint, Is.
S.W. Convertor-Adapter (1 valve)

-

-

.AllMet.slFour(2SG, D,'Pcn)
July'33
Marris' Jubilee Radloraus (UF
Pen, D, LP, 1')
May'35

PW3OA

.

-

26.9.36

10.7.38

Three-valve
F. J. Camm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (16F Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable (SG, D, Pen)
0.6,39
Four-valve Blueprint, is.
L' Imp"
Portable 4 (D, LP, LP,
(Pen))
19.3,38

,

-

......

The Prefect O (D, 2 LP (110 and
Trails)) ...........
The Bana-Spread S.W. Three
1.10.33
(UI? Pen, D (Pon), Peo)

--

£15 11e. 1936 AC. Badiogram
'
(11F, D, Pen)
Jan. '36
Four-valve
Blueprints is. 6d. each.

-

Experímenter'v Short-wave Three

.........

D,Pen)

.

:

.

PW73

:

...

L,

PWOO

SHORT-WAVE SETS. BatteTy Oparated.
Blueprint, is.
One-valve
Simple SW. Onc-valver .,
..
23.12.39
PWSS
Two-valve
Blueprints Is. each.
Midget Short-wave Two D, Pen)
PW3SA
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
(D (11F Pen), Pen)
..
..
27.8.33
1'WDl
Blueprints, Is. each,
Three-valve

...

-

Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Coneoclectric Two (D, Pen) AC...
Economy £C. Two (D, Trane) AC.
Unicorn £C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Blusorints. is. each.
110mo Lover's New All-electric
.,.
Three(SG,D,Trans)A.C.
Mantovani AC. Three (HF Pen,

PW44
PW59

10.1.37
Double-sided Blueprint, Is. 6d.
l'uslu Button 4, Battery Model
Push Button & AC. Maine 3loele'l )22.lo.3s

........ --

-

PW43
PW42

Quahtonc" Universal Four

-

-

PW5S

Four-valve

........

Fury Pour Super (SG, SG,», Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF l'en,
D, Pesh-Puli) .......
F. J. Cameo's "Limit" All-Wave
Four (11F Pen, D,
P)
All-Wave "Corona " 4 (11F, Pen

PW4O

het4

:

........

:

I

.....

......
......

PW47
1'W81

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints, is. each.
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
5.0.37
F. J. Gamin's 2 -valve Superhet
Mains Sete Blueprints. is. each.
AC. £5 Superhct(Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three.
valve)
F. J. Gsnms AC. Superhot 4
31.7.37
F. J. Camm' Universal £4 Super.

Battery Sets

-

:

I

-

PW7I
PW9I

Battery Operated.
STRAIGHT SETS.
Blueprints, is. each.
One-valve
PW3I t
All-Wave Unipen (Peutode)
19..3d
PWSS
Beginners' One-visiver
The "Pyrami4" One-valver (ll
PWO3
27.8.38
Pen)
Blueprints, is. each.
Two-vales
PW3SB
Four-rasage Super Mag Tsro(D,Pen)
24.9.38
PW76
The Signet Two (D & LF)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. earS.
Selectone Battery Three (J), 2 11'
PW1O
(Trasse))
Sixty Shilling Three (1), 2 LP
I'WSIA
(RC & Traii)) .......
pw
22.9.37
Leader Three (S(, D, Pow)
PWI7
Summit Three (Mli' Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentodo Three (HF l'en, D,
W39
....... 215.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
12.6.37
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, l'ow)
Mall-Mark Csulet (I), LP, l'on (RC)) 16.3.35
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (11F
Pen, 1) (Pen), Pea) (AIl-Wjsvo
pw4o
Three) ............. 13.4.35
Gameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
rwsi
(Trans)) ..........
1936 Sonotone Three-Four ,(T1F'
p\V53
l'en, 31F Pen, Westeetor, Peu)
Battery All-Wave Three (1), 2 LF
PWS5
(RC))
PWSI1
The Monitor (UF l'en. D, l'en) ..
P\V62
TheTutor Tteree(HF Pen, J), Pen) 2133G
l'W64
Three
..
11.8.37
Centaur
(SU,D,
P)
Tise
y. J, Cameo's Record All-Wave
Pen,
D,
Peni
..
31.10.36
PWGJ
(HF
Three
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (1),
I"1Y72
Transi)
....
18.2.39
&
2 LP (RC
The "Rapide" Straight 3 (J),
4.12.37
I'W 82
&
Trans))
....
2 LP (RC
F. J. Cameo's Oracle All-Wave
PW78
Pet.,
Pen)
28.8.37
Three (11F,
1938 "Trlband " AU-Wave Three
22.1.38
PW84
(11? l'en, D, Pen)
....
F. .9. amm's "Sprite" TIerce
20.3.38
PW87
(1111' l'cn, D, Tet)
The "Hurricane" All-Wave Three
FW89
Pen)
30,4.38
(SG, J) (Pen),
p. .J. Cameo's "Push-Button"
PW92
Tet)..
L9.38
Three (11F Pen, D(Pen),
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each,
PW'4
1.5.37
Sonotone Four (SO, D, LP, P)
8.5.37
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
lieta Universal Four (SO, D, LP,
PW17
Cli»
Nucleon Class B Four (SG, I)
PW34J3
(SG), LF, CI. B)
..
:

These Blueì)rints are drawn full size.
Copies of apppriate Issues containing desorip
tions of these sets can In sorne cases be supplied at
the following prices, which are additionI to the cost
of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue is Out of Drint.
issues o Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amatesil- Wireless
4(1
Wireless Magazine
13
Tise Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the description appenrs: Thus RW. refers to PRACTICAL
\VLRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to
Wireless Maguelne.
Send (pretei-ably) a postai order to cover the cost
of the blueprint and the Issue (stamps over 6d.
unacceptable) to I'RACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes. Lt4.. Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C2.

AW370
AW421
W11331

S.W. One-valve Converter (Price
64.)
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listeners 6-watt AC. Amplifier
(1(41)

.........
.........

W3l384

WIIIOI

-

WM32()

-

%YM349

WM344

-

AW329

-

WM392
W11298

lladio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Noi'. '33
Harris Electrograsu battery ampiller (1/-)
..
..
De Luxo Concert AC. Electrogram (1j')
..
..
.. Mar.'38
New Sty o Short wive Adapter
-

VM35O
YM381

W31391

MISCELLANEOUS.

(1l)

-

.

..........

-

........

-

Trickle Charger(Od.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)"

(1/.)
May '36
Wilson Tone Master (1f-) ..
.. Jesse '36
The W.M. AC. Short-wave Con.

.

..

WZsI4O3

WEISS
.AW462

Superhet Converter (1/-) ..
..
J3.L.D.L.C. Slsort-svas'e Converter

verter(t/-)

WM3ST

..

-

AW456
AW457
WM405
WM4IM
WM4OS

.
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omical plan to make them. Formu1a will,
however, be found in our handbook on
Accumulators, price Is.

re p

Screening a Valve

i

-

"I have built an A.C. set in which the
detector is of the plain glass variety. J am
troubled with hum and have done practically
everything I can think of to cure it without
result. I believe that screening the valve
would prove useful, but I am uncertain
whether this is so, and it lt is, how to do ¡t.
Could you help me in this problem? "-S. R.
(Leominster).
LTHOUGH the screening of a detector
valve will probably result in a reduction in hum, and perhaps in its complete
removal, there is one point to watch. In
some types of mains valve the screen must
be a certain distance away from the electrodes, and you may find, if it is of the type
with a top-grid cap, that the grid condenser
should he included inside the screen,
preferably mounted right on the top cap.
Special valve screens may be obtained from
advertisers in these pages.

A

Coupling Winding

"I

have some home-made 4-pin shortwave coils but am now rather interested in
modifying them to include a coupling
winding for aerial-the present windings
giving secondary and reaction only. I
believe you once published details in which
you stated that the aerial winding could be
put inside the grid winding, but I Cannot
find the article although I have looked all
through my back numbers. Can you give me
any reference to this subject? "-L. E. R.
(W.C.1).
JE think you probably refer to a
VV
general article on aerial coupling
in which three or four different methods
of arranging for the coupling were described.
A small former is needed, rotmd which the
primary winding may be wound, and this is

Repairing a Valve

..

.

"I

have pulled the top of an S.G. valve
and wonder if it means that I must get
\
another, or whether I can mend this valve."
-M. . (Perth).
I
IF the small leading-out wire is not broken
off flush with the glass, then a satisfactory repair can be made. The small
threaded rod on top of the ebonite cap will
and for the output an L.12. Forty-fiv& be found to be hollow and a hot iron should
volts should be ample for H.T.
be applied to the top, and it should then be
shaken hard when the small solder blob
Quality Amplifier
should come away and leave a clean hole.
" I wish to build a really good quality Failing this, pierce it carefully with a
amolifler for A.C. work, and for domestic needle so that a clean hole is left. Carefully
purposes. I believe that a really high clean and tin the leading-out wire, but if
output is needed for quality, and am un- this has been broken off short, another
length of wire must be soldered- to it. Do
this carefully and then push the cap over
the wire so that it projects through the hole
We wish to draw the reader's attentloito the
in the threaded rod. Solder this and cut
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
off any surplus. The cap is attached to the
for the solution of problems or difficulties
top of the valve by Chatterton's Compound
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
or any other adhesive.
n our pages, or on general wireless matters.
- We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

±ryour
u

'331

e

i

eeeaflna _
sRULES
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete

multi-valve receivers.

(2) Suggeat alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Orant Interviews to queriats.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. AU sketches and
drawings which are sent to ne should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Send pour queries to the Edstor, PRAcTICAL WIRELESS.
Newneg. Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street.
Strand, Leudan, W.C.2. The Coupon moat be euclo,ed

$OsonS,

wOb suero query.

certain regarding the best arrangement. I
have collected quite a nice array of valves
and odd parts and now only need the circuit.
Could you help me to arrive at a suitable
design ?-J. H. (Hove).
IF you have suitable valves, then undoubtedly a good push-pull circuit is
the best. This should preferably be of the
all-resistance-capacity coupled type, and a
inserted inside the former carrying the other separate phase reverser is desirable. You
windings. To ensure that the new winding would need really, good valves for such an
will beheld central and rigid inside the outer amplifier, and the output stage should be
former, two or three small pieces of cork are capable of about 8 or more watts. This
cut and fixed to the outside of the new would give good handling capabilities withformer, the size of these corks being adjusted out needing to be turned full on, and if a
so that the former is a fairly tight fit. The suitable input is provided to the L.F. and
same idea may be applied to standard 4-pin phase-reverser stage you should find
nothing to complain about from the quality
coil formers.
point of view. Do not, however, forget the
requirements of H.T. for such an amplifier.
S.G. Valve for L.F.
"I am making a small amplifier which I Replenishing Batteries
ñeed for a deaf-aid, and I wish to get as
much gain as possible into the small amount
"Is there any way of renewing torch
of equipment which will be Used in a very cells or simIlar cells such as are used In G.B..
small box. I think It is possible to use an batteries? I find that when these are run
S.G. valve in such an amplifier in order to out they will still give a fairly weak light on
obtain high gain, but I am not sure whether a torch, but if I could strengthen them up
the standard method of feeding the screening in any way they would be useful. Have you
grid is employed."-B. C. (Ewell).
published any details on making such
¡T is certainly possible to use S.G, valves batteries? "-H. G., and others.
i in such an amplifier,' and a good design SMALL cells may be given a new span
would be to uso two sucia valves feeding a
of life, provided the zinc cases are
good L.F. valve. In view of the limited not eaten away. To do this, pierce a
H.T. which would be used in a portable number of small holes round the lower part
deaf-aid amplifier, RC. coupling would be of the cell and then stand it in a solution of
employed, and with the valves in Question sal-ammoniac. This will give a certain
- an appreciable garn at low H.T. consumption
amount of ithprovement, but generally
would be obtained. We suggest the Osram speaking a replacement is the most satisspecial Midget valves, types s.l 2 for the factory plan. We have not published any
S.G.s, two being employed with a gain- constructional data on batteries, and as
control in the form of a variable grid-leak, previously pointed out, it is not an econ-

ÍRTEfl
The follow-in replies to queries are g-iven i,,
abbreviated form either because of non-compliance
with ose rules, or because the point raised t8 not of

erieraiinterest.

ueoel

a

S.

-

I

I

-

C.F. (Oxhey). You should communicate with tite.
makers of tise set as the pick-up may not be usable
with this particular combination. The single output
singe may provide inadequate amplification, and this
i
wia It was not, fitted by the makers.
H. H. (LarkhaIl). It io not possible to guarantee any
receiver to pick up any station In a given locality,
without details of local conditions. Any good receiver
should prova satisfactory under normal conditions, but
inquiries from your local dealer or neighbours will
give you an Indication as to short-wave results in the
district.
J. P. O.S. (Arborileld). You presumably need a
straight HF. amplitier, not converter. Any good
R.F. stage may, therefore, be used.
We regret that we have
H.
A. (Gunnersbury).
no details of the makers of tite particular make of net
mentioned by you.
J. O. (Newport). lt would appear that there is a
short-circuit, perhaps in one of the electrolytic condensers. On tite other hand, retnember that as the
lead is carrying HT. there io bound to he a spark
when titis cIrcuit s made and broken, and thus there
may not, in fact, be any fault in tise circuIt.
s. w. C. (Wellingboro.). The speaker may be tosed
direct, as there io no question of load matching with
that particular type of unit.
F. R. (Longdon). We cannot give coli construction
details In the form of a reply, and therefore refer you
to our book,
Coils, Chokes and Transformers,"
.

price 2s.

fiel.

T. MeG. (Lame).
The set may have auto-grid biap
which will add to the load, or alternatively there may
be need to use a special battery which includes the bia
battery in series with .the HT. We suggest you
enquire from the makers regarding the ¡natter.

C. J. B. (Norwich). We have given several articles
on the subject, but the rntter will be found fully
dealt with in our new "Short-Wave Handbook-."
R.E. (Harwich). The aerial Is unsuitable and wo
suggest a small square frame, about 18m, sides
wound with good Lite.
C. W. R. (Perth). The transformer
ratio type and is not now obtainable.

is

of the

7

to

i

K. E. (Southend-on-Sea). We would not advise tuo
building of the set. Some difficulty will be experienced
i obtaining valve replacements.
L. S. (Brecen). The Srm is no longer in business.
R. A. S. (Harpenden). The wavelength is in tha
31.metre band, which you will find marked ou tise dial
of your set.
N. T. (Dagenham). Not lees than 150 volts should
be used. The (IB. is 15 volts.
E. Nl. (Middlesboro'). We think the second alter.
native desirable and the speaker may be made up
on the lines indicated in the article in this issue.
K. R. T. (Co. Antrim). Notleas than SOft, should ba
used and tise stranded wire la beet. Solder all joints.

-

The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.

.41111H
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enthusiasts. These conditions have resulted in an
even greater interest being evinced in sound recording
activities by amateurs at home a hobby which has
greatly increased in popularity in recent years.
War-time conditions have made it necessary to
curtail certain activities of the Association, but by
means of publications it Is hoped to maintahr contact
with the members. The Information Bureau is
Still functioning, and is available to deal wIth members'
technical jueries on all aspects of sound recording.
Correspondence should be sent to Mr. F. J. Chinii, and
Jettera on technical matters should lie superscribed
Mr. D. W. Aidons (lion. Technical Secretary), e/o
C'ub Itejoorts should not exceed 200 word, in legtk
mid ahontd be recejued First Post each Mon,lau
rno,nisg for publication in 15e folloWisg weeks lasse.
EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. ; T. G. lt. Dowoett, 45, (Iroce Rond, Eastboume, Sussex.
AT the society's meeting, held on Tuesday, Novem.
ber 28th, Mr. J. A. Penfold gave a lecture and

demonstration entitled "Mains Transformer Design."
First lie explained the theory of transformers.
Exaotiples of laminations ivere shown made of Stalloy,
each one papered on one side for the purpose of re.
during iron loss. He next gayo complete formuiw for
the design of mailla transformers and alSO calculated
an example on a blackboard. Bobbins were then
dealt with; how to cut them oat of cardboard was

expialneu.
Lastly, varions hints vere givenas to the design and
operation of mains transformers.
THE SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB
Hon. SSC.
S. A. Morley, 22, Old Farleigh Road,
Seladon, Surrey.
above club held n very succe.ssîsl Hamfest"
T' and dance at the Café Royal, Croydon, on Yridsy,

neceniijer 15th. In spite of the black-out and the
inconvenience of night travelling there was a very good
attendance, including several lady guests.
The next elub meeting is to be held on the fir4
Sunday hi January at the sanie time and venne as in
precious months. Why not mate a New Year's
Resolution" and come along and meet many of the
local "Hams" and have a ragehew.
BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION
Hon. General Sec. : F. J. &hinn, 170a, Addington
Ilomi, Seisdon, Croydon, Surrey.
"THE suspension of the B.B.C. Television Servicc,
I and the termination of all British Isles' transnutting licences on the outbreak of scar, thus closing
down all amateur radio stations, baa reduced the field
for experimental and research work by technical

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
(Contrnued

[roen page

317)

material of a non-resonant nature, such as
lead. The other is the use of composite
walls consisting of alternato layers of nonporous material and separating layers or
pads of vibration-insulating material, such
as soft rubber or felt, the mechanical properties of the different layers '-being very

dissimilar.
A number of different constructions were
tried, of which the following (see Fig. 1)
was considered to be the most generally
satisfactory for a reasonably inexpensive
product with external dimensions about
15m, by 15m, by 8in.-the outer avaIl of
plywood tin. thick; the separating layer of
felt +in. to sin. thick, of the kind used as an
underlay for carpets; the inner layer of
corrugated cardboard, of the kind used for
packing, assembled with the corrugated
A further sligst improveside inwards.
nent in soundproofing results from the
insertion of a sheet of thin lead between the
felt and tke cardboard in the back wall of
the case which, having the largest area of all
the walls, is the most vulnerable to penetration by sound. The layers of felt and card.
board were not found to be necessary ori
the front wall, which carries the relatively
massive load of the loudspeaker unit.
The fixing of these soundproofing layers
by glue was found to have a detrimental
e'ect, and it is not necessary. When the
cardboard is jammed into position its stiffness is practically sufficient to hold the
ljnings in place, and the use of a few light
tacks from the cardboard through to
the wood ensures firm fixing. This treatment also provides a usoful degree of
absorption of sound within the enclosure.
The sound-absorbinu eoverin over the
back of the loudspeaker unit may be
regarded as part of the casing. Two layers
of the same kind of felt as are used for t'ho

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of Zd. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double Ibis rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
4/- per line. All advertisements must ha
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed Io the Advertisement Manager,
"Practical
Wireless,"
Tosver
House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Mr. Chan, at the same address as above.

TONE

CONTROL BY
FEEDBACK

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

NEGATIVE

SOUTHERN RADIO'S HARO.&INS

(Continued frcm page 320)

circuit L, C is provided between the sliding ALL GUARANTEED. POSTAGE EXTRA.
contact .S and the right.hand end of the
of Useful Components, comprising
resistance R. This leads to such ampli- 5 f/ -Parcel
Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls,
fication curves in relation to the position of Wire, Circuits, etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
-Service Man's Component Kit. Electrolytic
the sliding contact S, as is shown in Fig. 4
I 5 f - Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances.
for tuo two extreme positions. In this Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc.
circuit the counter-coupling for the Inedium 120 articles
contained in strong carrying case, IVi x
frequencies remains always large, resulting 7' x r. 15f- the Kit.
over the whole range in a great reduction '_) i I -Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
L, I I - Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
of the non-linear distortions. It is merely Holders,
Resistances, Chokes, Coils, WIre, cte.
in the one extreme position (a) that the Value 851-. 21/- the parcel.
counter-coupling for the high and low
I -100 WIre-end Resistances, assorted Capacities
tones is equal to that for the medium 5 I - i and i as'att, 5/- per 100.
tones, whereas in the other extreme 5 I__li Volume Controls, 5/-.
position (b) the counter-coupling for the
TELSEN 3-Bange Meters (Volts and Milliamps),
high and low tones is greater than for the
4/-; Ormond Loud-speaker Units, 2/6 Crystal
5/6; Westcctors Type W2, 2/6; Telsen W349
medium tones. The counter-coupling for Sets,
Midget
Iron Cors Colla, 4/6; Step-up Transformers,
the latter is only increased very slightly.
110-250 Volte, 7/-; 8 infd. Electrolytic Condensers,
The circuit shown is particulal-ly suitable 505) volts, 1/S. Crystal Detectors, 2/-; Crystals, Od.;
Marconi 24 Valves, 9d.
for receivers with complete fading compon-Tool or Instrument Carrying Casos, ex')
sation, or for low-frequency amplifiers for L
/ - clovernunent Stock; wood 9' x 7" x 7', 2/-.
record reproduction in which the medium
Offer, Limited Quantity Torch Bulbs,
Input A.C. potential is mainly the same, and SPECIAL
1.5v., 21/- per 100; 2.5v. and 3.5v., 17/6 per lt)0.
in which always the same medium volume SOUThEItN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London,
WC. Gerrard 6653.
is required. The effect in this case is tha
of a pure tone-control.
goods prevIously advertised oro
still available; aed now for latest pricc list,
VWXHALL.-All
lining were found to be required to give free.-Vauxluall Utilities, 103a, Strand, W.C.2.
the most nearly correct frequency characterANKRUPT BARGAINS. Brand new 1039 models,
istic. Where size of the loudspeaker is a less B makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at lees
Per cent, below listed prices; also Midgets, portimportant consideration, an even response 40
ables, car radio. Send 140. stamp for lists-Radio
down to lower frequencies can be obtained Bargains, Dept. P.W.,
261-3, Liehifield Road, Aston,
by using a larger casing. Since the surfaces iii rmlngham.
are greater and the frequencies of effective
/Bargain Parcel comprising Spealier Cabinet,
responso are lower with a largcr casing, 5 j - Drilled steel Chassis, condensera, resistances
somewhat more soundproofing is desirable and many other useful components. Worth £2.
number. Postage 1/-.-Bakers Selburot
e.g., greater thickness of wood and of lead Limited
RadIo, 75. Sussex Rd.. South Croydon.
and an additional layer of felt betw'een the
" Crystal Set, Specified coli, la.
lead and the cardboard.
case, Od. or complete kit of parts, lOs. 3d.,post
A casing in the form of a cube with 10hs. free.-T.
W. Thompson and Co., 176, GreenwiCh fligh
edges (external) gives good response down Road, SRiO.
to about 50 c./sec., and this is used (with
RELIABLE Switches, Resistances, and all quality
the design otherwise unchanged) for special
radio and electrical components. Unparalleled
purposes where best quality is required. range. Send 3d. stamps ii you've not yet liad
It was used, in conjunction with a special catalogue lao. 162. BULUIN, BARKNG,
high-frequency sound radiator, giving reinforcement at frequencies abov'e about
LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
4,000 c./sec., for fidelity.
1

/

%

/

;

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, BritIsh, American, any
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenisagen
Street, London, Nl.

CAPACITY-RESISTANCE-BRIDGE
METER
(Conm,sed from page

33)

be extremely small, or a dead short circuit.
To test electrolytic condensers, connect
to the sockets marked "electrolytic," the
positive side of the condenser being attached
cket and read as for
to the pOsitive
ordinary condensers. It will be found hard
to get an exact minimum on these condensers, but the effeòt of the internal battery
helps to produce a minimum sufficiently
clear to read most values, and only where
thc condenser is very old or defective will
trouble be experienced, and this will sometimes be an Indication of the condenser's

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. Cones/cells
fitted or rewound, yields altered or wound.
Prices quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and
speaker transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited.
Guaranteed satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Batham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
SPEAKERS from 6/O each, P.11. and
energised 4m, to 14m. including several
Epoch ISin.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,
Copenhagen Street, London, Nl.

LOUDSPEAKER CONVERSIONS

state.

There are no snags in the making and
using of this little unit, and once made it is
quite trouble frc, and the last point to
mention is that as the condenser to be
measured decreases in capacity, so increase
the note frequency fi'om the oscillator to
compensate for this to sorno extent.

BAKE1t'S Triple Cone Conversions Will Immensely
Improve Itoproduction of Your Present
Speaker. Enables you to bring your speaker' rIght

to date and obtain really realistic rerodiict.ion
01 a few shiliincs; free descriptive leaflet
from the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Coil
Speakers since i92&-ak-ers Selhurst Radio, 5,
Sussex Rd., South Croydon.
UI)

at the cost
I
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CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.
SURPLUS Cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture.

table,
cabinets from 4/6.
INSPECTION Invited.

console

W.2. Tel. : Pad. 5891.

ARMSTRONG CO. recommending the following

economically priced Radio Chassis for good

AlUVIWFRONG

AW38.--8-valve

Model

BRITISH BELMONT 8 Valve phis Magid Eye All -

Wave A .C. Superhet Chassis, 4 wave -bands, two
short, medium 111111 long, fitted latest Milliard Octal
Base American type Valves.
Size of Chassis, 131" a 10" x 3". Supplied with Valves

" AIR WARDEN " f -valve Midget Receiver
FOR A.C. MAINS. 200-250 v. Completely sell contained in well -finished, polished Oak Cabinet,
12 x 9 x 91ins. Well built-in Moving Coi! Speaker.

and ICnobs, but less Speaker.
Chassis only, 15/19/6 each.

Usual Price
Wave Range 190-550 metres.
£6 Gs. Od. Our Price 55'-. The Idea! Stand-by
Set.

NEW CHASSIS
quality reproduction.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

loudspeaker

and

L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,

H.

°PREMIER

ACCESSORIES

RADIO -AS USUAL !

RADIOGRAM Cabinets from 30/-.
UNDRILL ED

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

All -wave

Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including 6 watts push-pull output. Price VS/970 +
5% war increase.

Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

.. 4/11 each
Transformer, American windings,
350-0-350 volts, 651,M.a. 5 volts 2 amps, 6.3 volt 2.5
amp. Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models.
5/6 each
output 4 volts 4 amps, 4 volts 0 amps

for OVERSEAS NEWS

Vnlv-

24 mfd. Can type Electrolytics, 450 volts working.

Kit, 22'3

T.C.C.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
(.11w Nil detail.ineluding all Valvesand
wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for

the country. Sole Agents [or

crs, ranging in
tra, tine rase terms.

prim 11°111 tip'1101 in fl.l0.

Demon-lriliuns :it ,,01' 1,11.1,11 "tholv1,1,1111`,,
(Mal, gue 1,0,1 free 2,1.-- \N"chh's Radio., 14,

;401ir)

Strret. 1,mlon, W.1. 'Plane : Urrraid :M.O.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE
N

j

.1

lit It)

S for the entlittsia, I,

Hun -

,thstruct lona I t licuretica I circuits shortitglait) Sochi y nit treat llritain
s, iINT (`Illip1:11`11t.
Ilandls,r1:. 2,11 post Fre". 10111 Elit ion American
llmlio Itch, y League ilaildboolc, 0' -post free. AMPriCall
" Itadio Ilmalhook." 7,11 owl rive. 11.C.A. Affierivnit
Iterciving Voter` Mamtal. 110 ru=t ;run. --11.1.1,1C-.4
Th.o.e
ltatlio. I.
Slr(t1', 1,11.1.11. W.1
deed.,

I

(.:-miner!

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
'1:1411'S HAIM) MA l' el the World enaid, v. ,.:i',

611 each
WEARITE Set of two Iron -Cored Coils, Aerial and
II. F. Trans. with diagram
2/11 each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire -wound pots
.. 1/- each

7-pun,b-

Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit .. 23/Only, Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Convertor
.. 26/3
K't
_
.. 29/2 Volvo Chcrt-Wave Receiver Kit..
J Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Stranded Push -back Wire, id. per yard, 12 yards 10d.
Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4- 5- h'-

locale any station heard.

2 -colour heavy Art Paper, 4'0.
Linen.

WF,111_1S

12" 1'1111 -colour model.

Heavy oxtdised inotnit.

li

Size
-Limited L ripply rim

Olt) 0;1,01;1;-- ,111.V11,

Nadi., prefixes. zone,. Me.
Pod Paid. 27,0.-Wehh's

Radio, 14 Solve Street, Loudon. W.1.
Gerrard 2080.

'Phone:

MORSE EQUIPMENT

lutely first-class construction. McElroy Amateur Key
7/6 post free.-Webbs Radio, 14, Soho Street,
London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2080.

TORCH OR LAMP BATTERIES
SUPPOSE you can, why buy new? When
exhausted, revive by simple inexpensive method.
Patent applied for. Details, one shilling.-" Revivals,"
Manesty, Cobham Road, East Horsley, Surrey,

MISCELLANEOUS
TALLER!! Extra Inches Count!! Details
Gd. stamp. -.Malcolm Ross, Height -Specialist,

Scarborough.
p_OULPHONE

RADIO,

Ormskirk.

Collard

and
4d. each. Otta is 6d. each. Loctals 1,td. each.
7 -Pin 'English tire, 3d. each.
ROTHERMEL l'iezo Crystal Speakers, nitP. Cone.

List 55,-. Our price, 10/6 each. loin. Cone 12/6 each.

CRYSTAL PICK-UP, high grade American.

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EURCPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v.. A.C.
A.G. ILL.. A.G. L., A.C.'5.0.,
A.C.'H.P., A.C. V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 5/3 Kw!,
A.O./Pen7/6
A.G.'V.H.P.
7;3 ; Oet. Freq. Changers,
I.H., 7/6 :

All size, tip to 2 meg.

WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 11.C.13. type.
350-0-350 v. SO
5 toll, 2 amps, 0.3 volt 5 amps.
Type 11.C.4. 500-0-500 v. 150 ni.a. 4 volts 2 amp,.
21/- ouch
4 volts 2.5 moos, 4 volts 5.0 amps..

8'6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 , 360 v. F.W.
steel., Cl ; 500 v. F.W. Rect., C/6 ; 13 v. .2
amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/0 ; N.F. Pens
and Var.-Clu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes,
Oct. Freq. Changers, 7'6 cacti. Full and Halt wove Rectifiers, 6/6 curb.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stool:. Standard tubes, 5/0 each. Octal Base
nix-. 6'5 each. 210 and 250, 8/8 each.
CHARGERS

for

PHILCO MAINS TRANSFORMERS. American W111.1.
250/350 volts 113 [um.,
1-01t1 3 amps. 5 volts
2 amps..
..
57- each
11

Ditto, but 80 ni.a.

WEARITE 110 k/c LE. Transforiters
..
AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls, finest made,

A.C.

divided spindles, length ROL with switch, 2,000,
5,000, 10,0011, 25,000, 100,000
2/6 each
Wire. -wound G watt (less switch), 10,000, 25,000 ohms,
2,'- each
WEARITE CHOKES, Screened
1,6 each
PLESSEY DRY ELECTROLYTIC% CAN TYPE.
x C infil. 600 volts working
1;6 each
12 a 10
350 volts working
110 each
10 x 8
475 volts working
1'6 each
1;6 each
500 Volta working ..
xa
.. 1/6 each
12
450 volts Working
8 a 8 x 8 turd. 500 Volts working
.. 2/11 each
13 x 8 x 4 x 4 mid. 500 volts working .. 2/11 each
12 xf3x8xS *8 mfd. 500 volts Working
2/11 each
1/3 each
10 mfd. 450 volts working
10 x 10 mfil. 350 volts working
1/6 each

22/0

12 volts id.. I :imp., 24/6; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37/0.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS ail complete with
Bola Sim P.M.s. 10/0: 101n.

P.3i.s. 22;0; (1.12 PM" 86/-.
Energised Models. Plessy 81n., 2500 Or 7,500
ohm field. 7'6; G.12 energised, 5C0.

A.C.

gramophone motors, 12in. turntable, 24/- ; with
pick-up, 30/-. Record valves. Rola Speakers, 10in.
P.M., 21/-. ltd. stamp lists.
DETECTION. Refraction of light. Theory; circuits;
Book 2/- post free.
practical experiments.

D'Arcy Ford, Gandy Street, Exeter.

surplus. All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. ant1220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,

120 in.a., 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 ensin4.
7/0 each. input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-326 v.,
5 v. 2 amps., 0.3 V. 2-3 amps. CT.. 6/6
each.

Input 100-260 v.. 300-300 v. 00 mA.

5 a. coll.. C

v.

1

a.. Glit.

4 v.

Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mtnt.,
1/9; 25 nunf., 1/10; 40 mint, 2/-; 100 mint.,
2/3 ; 1110 nu -rd.., 2/7 ; 250 nunf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE 0011.0, 4- and 0 -pin
hypes, 13-26, 22.47, 41.40, 78.170 metres, 2/- each.
PREMIER

Wire -end type, Bias Electrolytic,.
50 mfd. 12 volts
..
50 mfd. 50 volts
..
BA.

to 0.1,

4+4+4 mf. 500 v., 2/11. T.C.C.
Dry Electrolytics 8+8+4 mf. 500 v.. 2/4 each.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post. Free. Under 5/ please mid 151. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A
1940 CATALOGUE

PREMIER

-

PRICE Cd.

GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until January 6th.
1940, and Insist accompany all Queries and
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 30/12/39

I.

L.

Nillmt. Jr.

wow wimt,

Metal Series, and Resistance Tubes, all at most competitive prices ; send for Valve Lists.
All Orders Must Include Sufficient Postage to Cover.
Hours of Business: 0 a.m.-0 p.m. Weekdays. Saturdays 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Clapton Road, London, E.5.
Jubilee Works, or our NEW
CALLERS TO :
169, FLEET STREET,

r,

each, 4/9 dozen.

types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Series, Bantom Series, Single -ended

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lower

PREMISES,

Bd.

1/3 each
.0003 3 -gang Tuning Condenser Units, with trimmers.
2/11 each
PLESSEY Energised Speakers, 1,500 ohms field,
.. 7/11 each
Sin. Cone, with trans.
loin. Cone, 2,500 and 1,000 ohm field, with trans.
12/6 each
.. 6/11 each
ain. Cone, 2,500 and 1,500 ohm field
4d.
dozen
..
RUBBER GROMMETS
BATTERY Output Pentodes, well-known make
4/6 each
BATTERY Double Diode Triode, well-known make.
3/11 each
RAYTHEON First -grade Valves, largest stockists, all

500 v. 3/6 ;

-

1/3 each
1/6 each

Metal Case 1 hole fixing Electrolytic Condensers,
.. 2/6 each
550 volts working, 9 mfd.
STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES, resistance
6/11 pair
2,000 ohms and 4,000 ohms
Volume Controls, 1,000 and 5,000 ohms, with switch.

screened, 1/6 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1
Ratios, 4/3.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
8 mf.
8 Inf. 500 v., 1/9; 4 mf. 500 v., 1/9; 8

-

..

Tubular Wire -end non -inductive paper, all sizes up

with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150
metres, 4/S set. with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. toll, 11-25, 10.43, 39-80 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11. 3 Gang Condensers fully

111 PAGES

0/6 each
7/6 each
1/ -each

Ditto, hut flO

We,dloglimise Rectification complete and
wady for use. T1, charge 2 volts at amp., 11/0:

a runs at. I nolo., 19j.; 0 volts at 1 amp.,

Bronze

Void), complete with 111111
.
.. 21/- each
POLAR N.S.F. 1 watt resistances, Rd. each, 310 1107.01.

HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS at Pre -War Price*. Manufacturers'

FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practi,c Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radin'I'elrarapli
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
AbsoMcElroy, World Champion Telegraphist.

BE

CHASSIS

1

BATTERY

with 6 Press Buttons, ready

for wiring into set, with circuit

1

PREPIHER

1/6 each
8 mfil. Can Wet Type Electrolytics, 450 v: wkg.
1/3 each

PRESS BUTTON UNITS

lutildIng and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
telie from 13 to 170 metres.
1

in

fanunrs II A1.1,11 P \
FEcEsT

Mains

G.E.C.

the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-80
Metro wit hout col !changing. Each Kitiscomplete
kill,t II c,toponents, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
3-Eaarl 5.W. 1 Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2

interest, please write for eatalogne...

Armstrong Manufacturing Co., Witt:Hers Rd., Holloway,
London, N.5.

Speaker for above, 1716 each.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, input 200-250 volts,

E.C.4.

oil

or 50, High Street, Clapham,

F

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD., 63 High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE: HOLborn 4631.

AS a practical man

The MfAGAZINE

you
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